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THIS MONTH
AIR FORCE introduces
a
new department.
ON THE LINE (Pages 20
and 21), which will appear each month in
the interest of better maintenance
of Air
Forces equipment.
The maintenance
mistakes featured in this new department
may
appear more humorous than helpful at first
glance. But, as one of the crew chiefs who
helped set up the picture put it: "Say-I'm
kidding,
but in earnest. These mistakes
happen
every day." You'll see what he
means.
THE fRONT
COVER PICTURE and the picture on the inside back cover are the work
of Private Roger Coster, AIR FORCE staff
photographer.
Rated among the top photographers
of
Eu rope before
the war, Private
Coster
served 18 months with the French Infantry
and saw 45 days' action against the Germans on the western front.
Released from the French army on a
medical discharge, Private Coster returned
to his home in Paris, only to leave again,
just 2.j hours before the German army entered the city.
Private Coster landed in New York City
in April, 1941, after photographing
his way
through Portugal, later Brazil. He entered
the United States Army on September 22,
19i2.

whose
article on air operations
in the Southwest
Pacific appears on Page 15, commanded the
Northeast Air Area in Australia before taking up his present duty as Commanding
General of the Southeast Army Air Forces
Training Center, with headcluarters at Maxwell Field, Alabama.
Last April,
from
Australia,
General
Royce led a flight of three U-17s and ten
MAJOR
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B-25s on a .j,()()()-milc homhing
raid on
shipping, airfields and other Jap-held points
in the Philippines.
WITH
AIRCRAFT approaching
the speed
of sound, the technical but highly fascinating subject
of compressibility
becomes
more and more important,
particularly
to
the boys who fly the high speed equipment.
This month's AIR FORCl' introduces
COIllpressibility
and its basic principles
in an
article by Colonel Ben S. Kelsey, now working on special projects for the Chief of the
Production
Division, Wright
Field, Ohio.
Two succeeding articles will take up the
effect of compressibility
on aircraft operations and its relationship
to aviation engineering
and design.
CAPTAIN HAROLD R. HANSEN who takes
you along on an A rillY acceptance flight of
a B-17 in his article on Page 29 had his
first real urge to take to the air in 192(,.
Private flights cost about $2() each in those
days so he kept his money in his pocket and
enlisted in the National
Guard Air Corps.
He not only got his plane ride but has been
flying ever since, is now Army Production
Engineering
Officer (and chief Army test
pilot)
at the Boeing Aircraft
Company's
plant at Seattle.
WHEN
CALLED to active duty from the
Air Corps Reserve last March. Captain Jon
A. Laird was flying DC-:'>s over the New
York-Miami
run for Eastern Air Lines. In
the Air Forces he continued
to fly DC- 5s
but they were converted for cargo service
and he was flying them "over the hump"
across the Burma Road in ferrying supplies
f rom India to China. 1-1 is experience whiie
on that assignment
form the basis for the
article on Page ::;1.
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CROSS COUNTRY
'1,

the Army you "sweat out" everything
f rom chow lines to promotions.
That is, you worry it through until you
get some kind of answer, whether it be food
or another stri pe.
When maintenance
men of the Air Forces
sweat out their ship, what occurs is something you can't write into Tech Orders no
matter how hard you try.
Sweating out is more than just searching
the sky for your plane. It is having the personal interest in a machine and the concern
for its crew that goes beyond duty and beyond orders.
All over the globe our ground men are
weating internally,
you might say, for the
uccessfu! mission and safe return of the
lanes they work on.
The three mechs on the cover are actually
"left to right)
Sergeant Hugh D. Smith,
~taff Sergeant James E. Williams and Techiical Sergeant James H. Gardner,
all attached to a medium bombardment
squadron
at Mitchel Field, N. Y.
But we might have picked at random any
three maintenance
men out of many thousands in the Air Forces and put them in that
picture. For ground crews are the same the
world over. And they are sweating out a lot
of planes into fighting shape in a lot of theaters, and here at home as well, despite
weather and the enemy and spread-out supply lines.
At the moment, for instance, headlines
feature the North African scrap. But headlines seldom, if ever, tell about the fight
going on in the desert theater to keep aluminum and steel and wood and rubber in
flyable shape at all times.
The headlines
don't tell about the talc, fine sand that sometimes
gets as high as
9,000 feet in the air, about how every time
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an engine turns over it draws through its
intake an abrasive that eats into pistons,
bearings, gears and every mechanical part
as effectively as emery dust. Or how sandstorms present additional problems; in fact,
each time a squadron takes off from a desert
field it does so in a sandstorm-c-one
created
by the prop wash.
And sand is only one headache for the
maintenance
men in North Africa. Extreme
changes in temperature
make it tougher.
(Weather
conditions in the North African
theater are described in detail on Page 11.)
Many plane parts, good for 500 hours under normal conditions,
are often good for
only 50 hours because of the North African
climate.
Our best engineers
have studied
the
North African situation to the last lock-nut
and as a result many ingenious devices have
been adopted
to solve the maintenance
problems over there. But the real answer
lies with ground
crews themselves,
with
the guys who have their own private battle
to fight and their own sweating out to do
so the main show can go on.

AND

speaking
of maintenance
in North
Africa, our damaged planes are being carried off the field of combat in the desert
area almost as carefully as are our soldiers.
The reason is a huge salvage trailer now
being
employed
to transport
damaged
planes in the desert.
The trailer
bears the name "Queen
Mary." With it a damaged plane can be
transported
from the point where it has
been forced down to the nearest place
where repairs can be made. The damaged
plane can thus be dis-assembled,
its component parts carefully
wrapped
to avoid
further damage enroute, and the plane can

be carried bodily off the field in such a way
that it will be ready for combat again in
the least possible time.
Crews of the mobile repair units which
include the Queen Mary's are picked men.
They have to be. They must be able to
work rapidly and efficiently under cover of
darkness, must be able to defend themselves
as best they can if attacked by enemy planes
or ground troops. Most of all, they must
have a high degree of ingenuity to tackle
the problems that come along. For seldom
are two salvage operations the same.
It's possible that before the present scrap
is over in North Africa this huge salvage
trailer will steal away the title "Ship of the
Desert" from the camel, which has had that
moniker for centuries.
courses, leading to a commissioned
status, in meterology
are now open to enlisted men under a program inaugurated
by
the Weather Service of the Air Forces for
the training of high school graduates
and
college freshmen and sophomores to become
Weather Officers.
Satisfactory high school or college work
in mathematics
and science, especially physics, is a prerequisite.
High school students
will be given a one-year pre-meterological
course and college freshman
and sophomores a six-months course.
The new courses are in addition to the
Aviation
Cadet course in meterology.
Inquiry about any of these courses should be
addressed
to the University
Meterological
Committee, University of Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois.

NEW

the Fifty-Fourth
Fighter Group:
"Happy landings. On your leaving,
Air Force joins with me in admiration
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your performance
in combat
after long
over-water fl ights; for maintaining
your airplanes in fighting condition
with few mechanics, without a forced landing chargeable to poor maintenance;
for the long and
weary days of constant air alert over our
farthest advanced bases; for the way you
have proved that you can take punishment
and inflict it on the Jap. When next you
meet the enemy, we will be watching and
will take pride in your brave action. With
you we honor the memory of Major Wilbur
Miller
anJ the others you leave forever
here. This will be published
in General
Orders
as a permanent
record
of the
achievement
of your Group."
(The above is a paraphrase
of the message sent recently to the 54th Fighter Group
from the Commanding
General of the air
force to which the 54th had been attached.
For security reasons all reference
to the
theater, air force and the Commanding
General concerned have been deleted.-Ed.)

and the young pilots were tickled to death
to be there. He wanted to know jf they had
done any good. \'>;/ell, they had done some
bombing,
but they didn't
know whether
they had done any good or not. He then
asked if any Zeros had attacked
them.
" 'Yes, but they didn't do a bit of good.
About eight of them hit us, but we only
got three of them.' That is very poor, they
think. over there.
" 'Did they hit you at all:" he asked.
" 'No, sir. Not a hit.'
'Are you sure of that?'
'No, sir, they didn't hit us.'
"Colonel Saunders asked 'What are those
holes there?'
pointing
just back of the
bomber's door.
"About this time one of the mechanics
came out. 'Oh, Colonel, you don't count
tbose holes,' he said. 'Those are little bitty
holes. We got those ground strafing on the
way back.' "
e e

Forces except during periods when the clubhouse facilities are being used. Dues of $2
for any 30 consecutive
days are then in
effect.
The Wings Club has acquired club rooms
and admissions
to ail the facilities of the
entire 22-story Yale Club building
at 50
Vanderbilt
Avenue in New York. And that
means the works---hotcl
accommodations,
recreation
facilities,
gymnasiLlm,
theater
tickets and travel service, restaurants,
and
all the rest. The club has a reciprocal agreement with the Royal Aero Club of London.
For more information
you can write the
club at its New York address.
MASTER SER(;FANT HARRY DARRY, sergeant major of a base tactical group at
March Field, Calif., is credited with thinking furloughs are great-for
the other guy.
It's part of his duties to approve furloughs,
but although he joined the Army 25 years
ago Sergeant Darby has never had a furlough himself, and has never asked for one.
We don't know about this one. We just
don't know.

e e

Wings Club of New York City, recently gi veri official representation
and recognition by the Assistant Secretary of War
for Air and the Commanding
General of
the Army Air Forces, is anxious that its
membership
should include all officers of
the Air Forces. Membership
may quite
likely prove of benefit to our officers, particularly those visiting New York and London, England.
There are no initiation fees and no dues
for members
on active duty in the Air

THREE new theater medals have been authorized for officers and men who see service outside the continental
limits of the
United States. They are the American,
the
European-African
and the Asiatic-Pacific
theater medals. The actual medals will not
be made up until after the war but the ribbons are expected
to be made available
within the next few weeks.

THE

BOMBARDIERS have a lot of stuff to remember. You might be interested
in knowing
that the twelve major correctible
errors
which creep into bombardiering
can be
summed up as follows:
1. Failure to make a pre-flight check.
2. Failure to lock and unlock racks.
3. Selection of wrong target.
4. Failure
to inspect bombs
before
take-off.
5. Failur~ to turn on rack switches.
6. Poor knowledge
of identification
of
enemy submarines and surface craft.
7. Accidental
release of bombs.
8. Failure to check oxygen supply and
equipment.
9. Failure
to turn
on bombsight
switches.
10. Rapid and jerky operation
of correction knobs.
11. Incorrect altitude computation.
12. Entering
incorrect
data in bombsight.

RESPONSE to the first issue of AIR FORCE
was gratifying.
The value of your service
journal can be enhanced
in the future by
your suggestions and the material you send
in for publication.
We appreciate the comments and correspondence
already received.
How about some more? Which features of
the December issue did you like best---and
why? Which features of this issue? Tell us
the kind of articles you want and we will try
to get them.- THE EDITOR.

COLONEL L. H. RODIECK, a member of
Ceneral Marshall's
staff, told this one after
a recent tour of the South Pacific theater:
"During
dinner
we heard two 13-17s
coming in and we dashed out to meet them.
Colonel
Saunders
(Col.
Laverne
G.
'Blondy'
Saunders,
commanding
heavy
bombers at an advanced base in the Solomons area) meets everyone
of his planes
as it lands.
"He was out there when the ship stopped
rolling. He was tickled to death to see them
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The Commanding General reports on our
combat record and looks to the future

The
[ollo uing article contains hixhlixhls
from ,I xraduatioll-day
addre.r.r delivered by
Gener,t! Arnold at Randolph
Field, Texas,
December 13, 1942.
YEAR the Army Air Forces has
proved in combat what it can do. Hitler
had seven years to build his air force. We
had one year to fight and to bui ld ours-and we had to do both simultaneously.
Hitler didn't think we could do it---other
people had their doubts, too-but
we did.
We
are building
overwhelming
air
power-on
schedule.
Our monthly
airplane production
is over 4,000.
Another
great expansion
program
is under way to
d ot/b]« that output.
We will need those extra planes because
this is an aerial war in which one or the
other of the combatants will be driven from
the sky-and
it won't be us. This is a grim
struggle in which anything
goes. There's
no umpire to blow the whistle when a Jap
or German clips you from behind. The only
thing that counts is the score. Did you kill
the enemy or did he kill you?
Did we win or did we lose ? Well, the
record speaks plainly enough.
From February 1, 1942, through December 5, 1942, the Army Air Forces has definitely destroyed
928 enemy planes and
probably destroyed
276 in aerial combat.
We have lost
of our own and 10.1 are
missing. As the result of aerial fighting, the
score stands 928 enemy planes knocked out
as against 2)i of ours.
Hence the ratio of planes lost is about
jOllr to one in our favor. Bear in mind that
these figures include (ill our losses as the
result of combats but only those enemy
planes whose destruction has been verified.
I want you to illljJl'Ol'e
that ratio. Get
the enemy in your sights and give it to him.
It's your life or his. I want you to destroy
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them six to one, or eight to one, or ten to
one before we're through - and I believe
you can do it.
After a year of war we have much to be
proud of, but we have really just begun to
fight. Do not underestimate
our foes.
During the past year we have built airfields all over the world, in blistering deserts, in jungle forest, on top of arctic
glaciers.
We have trained a tremendous
number of men.
We have developed
a
world-wide
system of air transport.
We
have dealt heavy blows against the Japanese and Italian fleets. We have carried
on successful
bombing
offensives
in all
theaters of war.
Best of all, we have built up coordinated
operations with our Army and Navy to an
extent undreamed
of heretofore.
AND as to the future, we have more to
look forward to from our aeronautical
research than ever before in our history. We
have a "secret weapon"
or two up our
aerial sleeves that will deal paralyzing
blows to our enemies.
Our fighters and
bombers are steadily increasing
in range,
speed, firepower and bomb loads. Entirely
new aerial "battle-wagons"
are on the way.
We'lI put on a special demonstration
of
them some day for Hitler and Hirohito.
In 1938 we had only 1,SOO officers and
20,000 men. Today, one year after Pearl
Harbor,
I wish to announce
for the first
time that the Army Air Forces has over a
million officers and men.
And we will have over two million officers and men by the end of 1943.
Our industry has also grown up. In 1940
we had in our air frame, engine and accessory plants about 233,000 employed. Today
we have over 1,500,000.
The world has never seen a team like
today's Army Air Forces before.
We all
work together, but we are expected to have
"first" teams in combat on eight different

fronts. That is a job which would slow up
Notre Dame even with Knute Rockne at
the helm.
We have to do it and-with
complete
cooperation
and help from all
sides-e-we are doing it. Who are the members of our fighting teams, what kind of
men are they?
They are not just pilots, navigators
or
bombardiers.
They are not just weathermen, armorers or engineers.
On this great fighting team are the workers in the aviation factories-the
men and
women with the rivet guns.
On this team is the instructor at a flying
school who would a thousand times rather
knock down Japs, but who follows orders,
and sticks on the job.
On this team is the civilian aircraft spotter on his lonely watch.
On this team is the tail gunner in a Flying Fort.
On this team is the aviation mechanic.
He's the most important
man of all, although you seldom see his name in the
headlines.
The mechanics are the guardian
angels
of this whole flying business--they
are the
hidden air heroes.
Now as to the war itself.
Neither
the Germans
nor the Japanese
have come out of their combats with our
Air Force without having to stop for breath
-and
lick their wounds. The terrific destruction wrought by the Flying Fortresses
upon the best fighters that Goering could
bring to bear against them came as a distinct
surprise.
These trained
German
fighter
pilots tried every techniclue that they could
conjure but the results have always been
the same.
To date we have had over 1,063 different
sorties against the Germans and have lost
up to November
30 a total of 32 planes.
That total is for losses by both aircraft and
anti-aircraft.
Durinj; those sorties we have
defInitely destroyed
(Continued
on Page 35)
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AIR FORCES ACTION
IN THE

HICKAM FIELD, HAWAII

B-17s rolled down the Henderson
Field runway early that October morning, on their way to drop a few eggs on a
Jap air base at Buka and an enemy shipping
concentration at Shortland Harbor. The targets were located at opposite ends of Bougainville Island.
The Zero base at Buka was visited first,
and from 12,000 feet the B-17s laid a beautiful pattern of 1,000-pounders right down
the middle of the runway. Five Zeros moved
in to attack but they were turned back in
short order.
The B-17s then turned south to Short land
and found 38 Jap ships, including battleships, cruisers and destroyers, not to mention troop and cargo transports, all gathered
together for a nice bombing. The ackack
was heavy as hell. But from about 11,000
the bombers made their runs and scored
direct hits on a cruiser and a transport.
Ten Zeros came up to intercept. Two were
shot down. Three B-17s collected a few
routine perforations. Another was hit by a
20 mm shell that failed to explode. One of
the navigators was killed by a stray 7.7 Zero
bullet. A radio operator was hit in the ankle.
The B-17s turned for home. They arrived
off shore near Henderson Field just as a
flight of 25 Jap bombers was pounding the
runway. It was easy to sec that the B-17s
couldn't land on the pock-marked strip, so
they began circling high above the area to
await developments. From their grandstand
seat the B-17 boys saw quite a show.
U. S. warships near the island filled the
sky with heavy anti-aircraft fire. Long condensation streamers curled high in the sky
as Marine Grumman fighters dived on the
attackers. American landing boats in the
process of unloading troop reinforcements
HE

T
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cut the water with their white wakes as they
chugged rapidly away from their mother
ships.
Exploding Jap bombs kicked up huge
clouds of dust and smoke on Henderson
Field. Finally the bombers were driven off.
The B-17s flew low over the field but
the runway had been hit twice. In a moment, however, Marine construction crews
swarmed about like ants repairing the strip.
Nearby a Navy dive bomber, which had been
hit on the ground, sent up clouds of black
smoke. Other bomb craters dotted the adjacent area.
For two hou rs the B-1 7s circled. Then,
when the Marines had finished their job,
the bombers landed. And just in time to
get right in the middle of a repeat performance of the show they had witnessed from
the air.
Within 15 minutes another wave of Jap
twin-cngincd bombers were spotted heading toward the field. For most of the Air
Force fliers, the receiving end of a bombardment was a new position. A similarly
new experience was their wild scramble for
Marine foxholes.
The 20 Jap bombers, flying at 20,000 feet
in their usual V formation, dropped their
bombs. Three hit the runway, one failing to
explode. One B-17 was hit but only slight
damage resulted. Most of the other bombs
fell wide. Again the indefatigable Marines
scrambled onto the runway and, with
shovels and crowbars, trucks and rollers,
repaired the damage.
By evening of that day the men were
ready for a bite to eat and a night's sleep.
But that's a little out of routine for Henderson Field.
At 6:30 P: m. a battery of Jap guns from

Sgt. William E. Rembt, Long Island, N. Y., holds
o 20 mm. Jap shell which hit his B-17 but lailed
to explode during a battle with ten Zeros. Below,
Pvt. Rudolph Lander, Farwell, M inn., proprietor
01 a PX in the South Pacific, conducts "business at
usual" with Pic. Oscar Viitanen, Ft. Bragg, Calif.

It's wild fighting and rough
living on Guadalcanal for
our bomb crews who give
the Japs their daily pounding.

AT TOP, a 8-/7 is shown flying over Jap-held
Bougainville
Island in the northern Solomons
after taking part in a raid on Buka airfield at
the north end of Bougainville.
Note the active
volcano and the crater lake.
AIR FORCE, January,
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ABOVE, these B-17 gunners, back from a flight
with the Japs, clean their machine guns at a base
somewhere in the South Pacific. At left is TISgt.
Edward T. Spetch, of Seymour, Conn., and at
right is Sgt. Vernon Nelson, of Fergus Falls, Minn.

the hills to the west began shelling the field.
Five-inch projectiles whistled intermittently
for an hour and a half. Red tracers from
Marine coastal batteries rocketed back into
the hills in reply. All was quiet at 9 0' clock
and some of the men turned in for the night.
They were optimistic.
Two hours later, the Jap land batteries
opened up again. At 1: 30 in the morning
a Jap plane, probably a cruiser catapult type,
dropped a flare behind the field and in a
few seconds a 16-inch shell from a Jap
battleship exploded overhead.
Then for two hours enemy battleships,
cruisers and destroyers shelled Henderson
Field and Marine emplacements with five,
six, eight and sixteen-inch projectiles. Some
Air Force personnel sought protection in
open foxholes; others crowded into covered
dugouts. Throughout the rest of the night
many lay on their bellies on the ground
behind logs or in bomb craters.
One Jap shell exploded near a dugout in
which six Air Force men were lying. The
walls caved in and buried five of them. The
sixth, Staff Sergeant Sebastian Maraschiello,
of Buffalo, N. Y., extricated himself and,
during the height of the shelling, managed
to rescue three of the others.
At 3:30 a. m. "May tag Charlie," an enemy
plane so dubbed by the Marines because its
engines sounded like a washing machine,
dropped a flare just short of the runway and
then laid two big bombs down the field.
Four more times before dawn enemy
planes bombed the runway.
Shortly before sunrise Air Force officers
inspected the runway and cleared it of shell
and bomb fragments. Miraculously, only
two B-17s had been hit, neither damaged
badly enough to keep it from flying.
But the runway was damaged, particularly
on one end. A conference was held with the
B-17 pilots. Could they take the heavy
bombers off the shortened runway? They
agreed it was worth the try rather than have
their ships go through another pasting on
the ground. More Jap shells from the hills
broke up the conference.
The first B-17 taxied to the end of the
runway in the face of the bombardment.
The pilot locked his brakes, gunned the
motors to full RPM and let her go. The B-17
hurtled down the pitted runway, dodged
two craters and leaped into the air just in
time to miss three others. A half hour later
all the planes were off the ground.
Another day had begun on Guac!aIcanal.
<Continued

on next page)
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only 200 feet they strafed ground installations, sank two anchored sea-planes, pou red
700 rounds of fire into a couple of hundred
Japs scrambling
around the be'lCh, got hit
by a ";7 mm. shell which severed one of the
control cables in the tail of their ship. By
skillful maneuvering
Crane made a successf ul forced landing at Henderson
Field,
tied the damaged cables together with bailing wire and made it b.u.k to his home
field.

The Japs aren't the only headaches for the
men in the Solomons.
There is the little
matter of weather, for one thing. A "front"
in the Solomons
is nothing
less than a
cement wall.
Then on the ground in the daytime there
are flies by the millions.
Malaria loaded
mosquitoes
work the night shift and they
come in similar numbers. Mosquito bars are
an absolute necessity.
There are no luxuries on Guadalcanai.
The men sleep in tents on canvas cots with
neither pads nor sheets. Officers and enlisted
men usua lly wash their own uniforms. A few
have made deals with ex-cannibal Melanesian natives for laundry-provided
the fliers
supply the soap. There is no hot water, of
course. No fresh meat or vegetables,
no
sweets, no cokes, not much mail from home.
And when the mail docs come to the South
Seas it's usually a month or so old.
mostly via jeeps and
2~/,-tonners,
is "mgged."
When it rains and the yearly rainfall is about 120 inches,
most of which falls during the three month
ramy season---the mud is ank lc deep. When
the mud dries up, the dust is ankle deep.
G r shoes have at last come into their own
with the Ai r Force officers.
Despite these hardships and discomforts
a tremendous
amount of work has been
accomplished.
One Air Force base in the
New Hebrides
was hacked out of a dense
tropical forest and ready for use in 14 days-thanks lal'gely to that typically American
piece of heavy equipment
known as the
"bull dozer."
On one occasion, before adequate servicing equipment was available, one
crew, anxious to get into combat, filled the
big gas tanks by "bucket brigade,"
passing
five gallon "drinks" from the ground to wing.
Out in the jungle bases there is little distinction of rank either among officers or between officers and enlisted men. There is
little saluting. A man is taken for what he is
real lv worth. Between officers and enlisted
men'there
is a feeling of mutual respect and
great confidence. This is especially true in
combat crews, where morale is very high.
Variety is not lacking in the missions
which the B-17 crews fly day after day.
Lieutenant
Thomas H. Trent, of Hardinsburg, Kentucky, and his crew were out over
Kapingamarangi
Island (Greenwich
Island)
ncar the Carolines, when they spotted a big
Jap radio schooner standing
off the reef.
Having
no bombs and despite heavy machine-gun fire Trent dove in for an attack.
For 25 minutes his gunners strafed the erieTR1\NSPORTATION,
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my vessel from as low as 50 feet. By the
time the crew had finished
its job the
schooner was burning and had been beached.
Another of Trent's "routine" experiences
occurred on the afternoon
of October 15
when he flew to Guadalcanal
with other
B-17s to bomb a Jap invasion force consisting of cruisers, destroyers and transports.
While making his bombing run from 11,000
feet on a troopship, four Zeros made a concerted attack upon Trent's plane.
In the first blast of fire he had his
right aileron cable severed by a Jap bulletthat one-in-a-million
shot. Out of control,
the plane fell 3,000 feet before Trent was
able to right it. Again the four Zeros came
in, this time to finish off the crippled B-17.
Trent's gunners shot down two of the [aps
and drove the others off.
Free at last of Jap fighters, Trent faced
the almost hopeless task of trying to save
his crippled plane. For five long hours he
,Jlternately nursed and cursed the faltering
bomber. In one stretch of rough weather the
plane began to lose altitude.' Trent warned
his men to prepare to bail OLIt. But again he
succeeded in gaining control.
Fina llv they sighted their home field and
were ready to try a landing.
In a wide skidding turn Trent made the run for the field,
fou'nd his right wing dropping too low. It
refused to come up even with full left stick.
Trent gunned number four engine, brought
the wing up and made a perfect landing.

ON

THE same flight with Trent was Lieute-nant William S. Cope, Salem, Ohio, pilotmg another 13-17. As Cope W<lS making his
bombing run on a Jap transport the antiaircraft bursts;.grew
thicker.,: Fifteen Zeros
waited overhead for our bombers to clear
through the ack-ack.
Cope wanted no slip-ups. Over the interphone he called to his bombardier:
"Be ready
to get bombs away."
In the excitement of the attack the bombardier
caught
only the words
"bombs
away." Thinking
that something had gone
wrong and that it was an order to dump the
load, he hastily jettisoned
all the bombs.
A few moments later two of the cast-off
bombs, falling short of the Jap transport for
which
they had been intended,
landed
squarely on the deck of a Jap heavy cruiser.
Badly damaged, the ship was later sunk by
Navy dive bombers.
Captain Vincent M. Crane, Manchester,
Massachusetts,
and his crew, spent an interesting twenty minutes over Jap-held Rckata Bay one afternoon.
From a height of

RETURNING
from a tough bombing
mission of Jap installations in the northern Solomons, three B-17s ran into one of those
cement wall fronts. For hours they sought
an opening.
Lost and out of gas, they were
forced down at sea. Lieutenant James Van
Haur and his crew spent seven days at sea
on a damaged raft. One man died at sea.
In another
plane,
Lieutenant
Colonel
Philo O. Rasmuson, Salt Lake City, Utah,
was knocked unconscious by the force of the
water-landing.
As the ship was submerging,
the co-pilot, Lieutenant
Clyde Shields, of
Aberdeen,
South Dakota, himself suffering
from a deep head wound, dragged the unconscious
Rasmusen
through
the escape
hatch and SW,dl1 with him to the raft. The
pilot of the third plane, Lieutenant Willard
G. Woodbury,
Omaha, Nebraska,
and his
crew were luckier. Uninjured,
they reached
shore in a few hours.
Lieutenant
Sam B. White and his crew
will have something
to tell their grand.
children-if and when. On a mission over
Jap territory they were jumped by fifteen
Zeros. In a wild fight that lasted about twcntv minutes, \'-'lhite'.s plane was badly shot up.
Three hundred and fifty bullet holes riddled
the ship, but the crew escaped with no inJuries. Lieutenant Everett S. Turner of Bing.
hamton, New York, was struck on the sole
of his shoe by a 20 111m. shell. "It was a GI
shoe," said Turner.
"The bullet suffered
more than I did."
On another occasion White and his men
were out on a search mission. At H.OOO feet
they flew into what White described ;1S "an
awfully pretty white cloud." A rcrritir downdraft hit the bomber and turned it upside
down. Crew members rattled around in the
luselage like peas in a pod. The controls
went limp. White shoved the stick forward,
throttled
the motors down. For terrifying
seconds the plane careened wildly downward. When it finally broke out of the cloud
it was in a vertical clive.
"She was indicating
340 miles an hour
straight clown and with the motors idling,"
\'-'lhite reported later. "We were at 2,800
feet before I could get the nose up."
The main spark-plug
for such "routine"
operations was tough, but affable Colonel 1.
G. "Blondy" Saunders, one of West Point's
former all-time star football
players and
coach. Working
long hours with quiet determination,
he still found time beyond his
regular duties to accompany
his boys on
dangerous
bombing missions.
It was the Colonel and his boys who had
the hectic 21 hours operating out of Hen.
derson Field that early October morning.
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A pilot's own combat report
of extended action against
interceptors on a daylight
sortie over Occupied France

AT

5 A. M. on October
3, 1942, I was
awakened at a Mission hut in one of
our homher stat ions in EnQland.
It was
dark, and for a moment I die!;'t know (Juite
where I was. The hut was so small that I
could reach out on either side of me and
touch the other officers in their beds. I wondered what I was doing awake at th.it hour.
Then I remembered
that the day before I
had been assigned as pilot of a '13 17 on a
bombing operation
over Occupied France.
At the moment I didn't know the exact location of the objective, but I had been told
that it W;lS a munitions plant that was now
making goods of war for the Nazis.
I dressed quirk lv and gulped down the
tea that was brought me. After that I went
to the Intelligence
Office where they gave
me the exact location of the objective.
My
navigator,
Lieutenant
Thompson,
of St.
Louis, and my bombardier,
Lieutenant Komarek, of Muskegon,
Michigan, were there,
and I then met them for the first time. We
learned that the objective
was the Potez
plant at Meultc, in Occupied France.
Very shortly after we got news that the
operation wouldn't take off as planned, but
we were to stand by. There was a good possibility that we'd get "on with it "-as
the
R.A.F. says-before
the day was out.
We stalled
around
until about noon,
while I got acquainted with my crew. I had
never met any of them before. They had
worked together,
but I was a stranger to

fi
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them. We were polite about the whole thing,
bul we wanted to know more about each
other. As C. O. of a 13-17 that was going to
take off on an operation over enemy territory, I wanted to know more about them.
They'd flown together as a crew and called
each other by their ti rst names.
A good
crew does that. In the air you're all out on
the same party. YOLl have to know what
each member of a crew will do under any
situation of the thousand and one that may
come on you without warning.
But I didn't
know them, so I went
through the motions of inspecting the ship.
I discovered her name was Phyllis.
It was
because of a picture on her front end. It
was a picture of a swell girl, but no one in
the crew could quite agree as to whose girl
it was. The rear gunner, Technical Sergeant
Taucher, a coal miner in normal life, said it
was because "Phyllis" was fWD of the crew
members' girl. That remark caused indigna-

PHYLLIS'

CREW:

Lieut. Charles W. Paine, Pilot; Lieut. R. H.
Long, Co-pilot; Lieut. S. A. Komarek, Bombardier; Lieut. John A. Thompson, navigator; T ISgt. B. P. Taucher, Rear Gunner;
T/Sgt. Ralph Sheeder, Belly Gunner; T ISgt.
A. Bouthellier,
Radio Gunner;
T /Sgt,
Walter
Parcells,
Radio Operator;
Sgt.
Thomas Cohurn>, Top Gunner, and Sgt.
H. Peterson':', Waist Gunner. (':'Wounded)

tion among the rest. and the thinQ has never
finally be~n settled. The ship, ~o far as I
could sec, was just called Phyllis because
she was Phyllis.
I went through the usual routine of checking the ship and seeing that everything
ahoard--including
the guns-was
okay. They
were. I've never seen a sweeter functioning
aircraft than Phyllis when we took off. She
had a good crew, and I hope that I.--the
pilot and the captain----am in their class.
One thing I found in our favor was that
two of the crew-myself
and Licutcn.int
Long, the co-pilot--were
lawyers, and that
Lieutenant
Komarek,
the bombardier,
was
in his last year of law before he got in the
Air Forces. Lawyers are often looked down
upon, but I can only say that my co-pilot
and my bombardier
were damn good airmen. The rest of the boys did okay, too, in
spite of being commercial
artists, truck
drivers,
statisticians,
and other
assorted
trades.
In the middle of the afternoon, the signal
for our take-off came. As is usual at these
moments,
I was so scared I could hardly
walk.
Somehow,
though,
I managed
to
make it.
Phyllis was a long way from her home in
Seattle, but she was magnificent.
That was
what our ground crew did for us. The guys
who'd like to fly, but who take out their
yearning by seeing that everything
is right
before the take off.
(Continued on Page 27)
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just one thing to remember on
the Alaska run. That is-respect the
weather. Sometimes, down in Texas, for
example, you can bluff the weather and get
away with it. Do that here and you're a
gone goose."
We were in the Pilots' Room at headquarters of the 7th Ferrying Group, Air
Transport Command.
It was mid-morning, the atmosphere was
lazy and still. Several flyers, on cots or
scattered chairs, were quietly smoking or
reading the paper.
From a red Coca-Cola machine near the
door would come an occasional thud as a
ten 0' clock bottle slid out. From the center
of the room you could hear the click of pool
balls and, from a huddled group at a corner card-table, a low voice murmuring "J'Il
call". Frequently, there was the chink of a
silver dollar. In Great Falls, Montana,
paper bills are regarded as effete. "Eastern
money", they call it.
"Yep, the weather up north is always as
bad as it promises to be," continued Lieutenant Hughes. "And the trouble is, you
have to fly by the seat of your pants. Instrument flying is out, most of the time. Too
much metal in the mountains. You get all
kinds of compass variations, radio static, and
I don't know what all."
Lieutenant Stenson smiled wryly and
nodded his head in agreement. Both men
know the Alaska run well. For months they
have been beating their way up and down
this tough air trail which is playing so vital
a role in the war and which in peace will
probably become one of the world's great
airlanes.
"THERE'S

B

The door to the Pilots' Room opened and
a slender, gray-haired captain came in, followed by several flyers in leather jackets.
"A lot of planes moving out today," explained Lieutenant Hughes. "These are
some new pilots, going to be briefed."
Captain J. P. Herron, the S-2 officer,
stood at the head of a long table while the
flyers seated themselves on either side. We
moved our chairs over near the group and
listened.
Imagination stirred at the mere names of
way-stations as Captain Herron described
the route from Great Falls, the true and
magnetic courses, and the radio procedure
all along the line. As he talked, route
manuals, mileage charts, and maps were
passed around among the men and carefully scanned.
Numerous unrelated pieces of advice
followed.
"Check weather reports constantly ....
Stay out of all visible precipitation, both
clouds and rain. You'll be sure to get ice.
... Be on your guard for sharp and sudden
changes in temperature and winds. They're
frequent. ... Keep in mind that, usually,
you can find warm air aloft. ... When you
get there, make a point to talk with the bush
pilots and cargo pilots who have been flying
the country for years. They can teach you
a great deal."
Listening to Captain Herron, talking
with men like Lieutenant L. L. Hughes,
a Florida-born service pilot who has flown
in many parts of the world and who was a
primary instructor in the Army for a year,
and Lieutenant W. A. Stenson, a Barksdale
graduate who was with a tactical unit before being assigned to the Air Transport
Command, you soon understand that ferrying planes to Alaska is no high tea. It's a
tough grind, week in and week out. The
weather is frequently unbelievable. And it
ILLUSTRATED BY
CAPT. RAYMOND

CREEKMORE

gets cold-so cold that engines have to be
warmed up with special heaters.
But you understand, also, that most of
the pilots like the trip. The Inland Route
covers new, rugged country and every mile
of it is an interesting challenge to the airman.
Traffic is guided and gauged at Great
Falls by the "Northern" board, a raw wood
affair with row upon row of brass hooks;
the board covers a good-sized wall in the
operations office.
There are four vertical divisions of the
board, the headings of which read: PURSUIT, 2-ENGINE, 4-ENGINE, CARGO.
Each division has five columns, with subheads reading: DEPART TODAY, ENROUTE, DELIVERED, PILOT RETURN,
PILOT AVAILABLE.
A typed card is made out for every plane
to be ferried. This card describes the ship,
gives its number, tells where it departed
from, what the destination is, the name of
the officer assigned to it, and the time of
departure. There are spaces for notes regarding any service or repairs the plane may
need.
Ferrying pilots or crews have to send in
reports every night, in code. It is a rule of
the Operations Chief, Captain O. O. Schurter, that each ship's location and condition
must be transmitted; he or some other officer always remains on duty until such data
is known.
As a flight progresses, the plane's card
moves from column to column with all
information relayed back to headquarters
marked upon it. Thus, a quick glance will
not only tell the particulars about anyone
ship but will also give a picture of the route
as a whole.
This is important, for one of headquarters' principal concerns is to keep traffic
flowing smoothly. Too many planes at any
one station can be serious. Storage facilities
are limited and, if weather closes in somewhere along the line, a depletion of gasoAm
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line, food, and supplies at one point may
clog the entire route.
Great Falls' facilities have been expanded
and expanded again to fill the needs of the
7th Ferrying Group.
Gore Field itself, until a few months ago,
was the city's municipal airport.
It is situated three miles southwest of town on a
tableland,
or bench, as plateaus arc called
in Montana, about SOD feet high.
This bench has been given over completely to the building
of an Army Air
Forces base.
There are four asphalt runways.
There
are a few hangars,
but these are chiefly
working facilities, rather than storage, for
part of the process of winterizing
planes is
accomplished
by parking them in the open,
where they are exposed to the snow and
wind and cold that will be found to the
north.
For some time, the 7th Group had its
offices in the Civic Center of Great Falls.
Officers lived in nearby hotels; enlisted men
were encamped on the Center's indoor skating rink, with their cots ranged in the tiers
of the spectator gallery. A banquet room
served as kitchen and mess hall.
But now everything has moved up on the
bench-to
Tarpaper City. Barracks, BOQs,

Ferrying planes to Alaska
from this windy Montana
IIbenchllis a grind-and an
old-fashioned challenge to
the airman.
executive and operations offices, parachute
room, communications
and cryptographic
rooms and other facilities are all of "tarpaper palace" construction,
lined with insulation board and heated with stoves reminiscent of a mining camp.

FROM

the control tower of Gore Field,
3,460 feet above sea level, the whole panorama of the ferrying
operations
spreads
before you.
Dispersed around the hangars and on the
apron arc Army airplanes of every description. B-17s and 2Ss. A-20s.
P-4Ds and
38s. Numerous
cargo planes.
Every ship
has chalk marks on its olive-drab skin. FULL
SERVICE-O.
K.
GUNS
CLEANED
AND LOADED-G.
K.
In the shops and hangars are scores of
civilian workers,
many of them women.
Driving around in trucks and jeeps, standing on step-ladders
and bending over engines, are enlisted men in coveralls. Stand-

ing about in groups, just waiting or keeping
an eye on work, are the pilots.
They are
wearing fur-lined caps and flying suits and
close by them are parachutes
with built-in
arctic kits.
These kits, if needed, will be handily
complete. Each one contains a frying pan,
compass, trout flies and line, little white
pills with which to start fires, iodine to
purify water, field rations, mosquito netting
and fly oil, bouillon cubes, matches, pistol
ball, gloves, and a sturdy knife. Every flyer
wears a pistol at all times during a flight.
This happens to be a clear day, without a
cloud visible in the blue dome of Montana
sky. There's little rain here, in any season.
From the control tower you can see for
miles over bald, treeless hills and plains to
the purple Rockies in the distance.
The
sides of the bench drop away sheerly to the
surrounding
valleys through which runs the
upper Missouri River, tumbling down Black
Eagle Falls and Volta Falls, discovered by
Lewis and Clark in 180S. Some miles off
is a well-known
landmark---the
Sl0-foot
smokestack
of Anaconda
Copper's
great
smelter.
From time to time new airplanes from
the south approach the field and the CAA
man is busy at the (Continued on next page)

"Check weather reports constantly
•.. Stay out of visible precipitation;
you'll get ice ... When you get
there, talk with the bush
pilots."

GREAT FALLS
(Continued

Here it is again! This month's AIR FORCE Quiz is
a little tougher.
Score 5 points for each question
answered correctly. From the grades mace by a group
of officers and enlisted men-IOO
is perfect; 90 is
excellent; 80 is good; 70 is passing; 60 is-well,
you
can do better I Answers printed on page 40.

J. The empennage
a.
b.
c.
d.

The
The
The
The

of a plane

10. The B-25 is a

is

a.
b.
c.
d.

nacelle
tail assembly
wing structure
instrument panel

2. A bubble octant is used to measure
the
a.
b.
c.
d.

Amount of gas in a tank
Air speed
Oil pressure
Angle of clcvat ion of a celestial body

3. A Blenheim

bomber

a. AU. S. plane

c. A British plane

II. For installing sparkplugs, Tech Orders state that the length of the
wrench should be
a. 20 inches
c. JOinchesorless

12. Stewart

is

4. The first successful powered flight
by the Wright brothers took place
at Kittyhawk
in
b. 1896
d. 1918

5. The term Logistics as used by the
military applies to
a. Special logarithm tables used in Quartcrrnaster accounting
b. The art of log rolling
c. The details of moving, quartering and
provisioning of troops
d. A logical argument employing military statistics

a. Cirrus
c. Stratus

b. Status
d. Cumulus

7. A Pitot Tube is most closely
nected with
a.
b.
c.
d.

Lubrication
Air speed
Propeller maintenance
Gasoline mixture

B. Kiska is located
a. Russia
c. The Aleutians

9. Phosgene
a.
b.
c.
d.

con-

b. In California
d. In Missouri

TRUE OR FALSE?

13. The B-24 has a tricycle

landing

gear.
a. True

b. False

14. The pilot,

bombardier
and novigator are the only members of
a typical heavy
bomber combat
crew who are qualified
to wear

wings.
a. True

b. False

15. A radial engine is a liquid cooled
engine.
a. True

b. False

16. The letters BT are the Air Forces designation for Bombardment Tactics.
a. True

6. Which of the following words does
not belong in this group?

b. 36 inches
d.lRinches

Field is located

a. In Texas
c. :t'-.:ear\Vest Point

b. A German plane
d. An Italian plane

a. 1909
c. 1903

Low-wing monoplane
Mid-wing monoplane
High-wing monoplane
Biplane

b. False

17. When walking with a senior officer,
the junior walks on the left; when
riding in an automobile,
the junior
should be on the right.
a. True

b. False

lB. Identify this Army Air Forces wing
insignia:

in
b. The South Pacific
d. The North Atlantic

has an odor like

Pepper
Apple blossoms
Fly paper
New mown hay or freshly cut corn

19. What country uses this marking on
its military planes:

*

20. Identify the plane below:

from
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microphone,
giving the flyers landing instructions, reminding
them always to have
"wheels down and pressure up."
Several fighter planes have been warming
up and now they taxi down to the end of
the runway.
They will, when possible, go
north in a flight, with some experienced
pilot leading the newer men.
"Ar,~y Number -calling Great Falls
tower.
"Great Falls tower," answers the CAA
man. "Army Number -clear to Runway 21." He then gives the code signal for
the day, the time, wind direction, velocity,
and other data.
One after another the planes speed along
the runway. They use nearly all of it, going
right to the edge of the bench, for when
you fly off this shelf of land you're in the
air. They bank to the south, make a wide
circle, like homing
pigeons
deciding
on
their course, then strike due north.
Now a B-17 is on the runway. It doesn't
seem to have enough speed to take off but
this is a deception.
It's in the air quicker
than the fighters.
A pair of B-25s follow shortly after.
These ships are probably being flown by
Lieutenants Hughes and Stenson; their cards
were seen hanging
on hooks of the DEPART TODAY
column.
With them are
two sergeant flyers, new men who are taking their first trip as co-pilots.
All these ferrying
pilots will be gone
about a week, more or less. They will return
in empty cargo planes and have a day off
when they arrive in Great Falls.
They will no doubt come back with some
Paul Bunyan-csque
tales. And a good many
of these tales will concern bears.
There was the time, for example, back in
summer, when a couple of pilots left their
clothes on the bank of a pond and. went
swimming.
A bear,
after
picking
the
pockets of the uniforms,
attacked the men.
One pilot got away. The other found himself at close quarters, about to be clawed.
Somewhere he had heard that bear noses
are tender. After twenty or more lefts and
rights to the muzzle with his fists, he won a
judge's decision and drove the animal away.
On several of the flying fields soldiers
have to patrol the runways at night in jeeps
to keep the bears away; where gasoline is
cached in the woods along the route, guard
duty is also no joke.
Aside from bear trouble, the pilots will
find much to occupy their spare time. Perhaps they will fish or hunt. Perhaps they
will find or buy at a bargain some mastodon ivory. Perhaps they will enjoy themselves aboard The Yukon Maid and other
river boats of the gold. rush days that are
still to be seen around Whitehorse.
Whatever
else they do, they will come
back with information
that will be invaluable to all who are engaged in the serious
business
of getting
military
aircraft
to
places where they are sorely needed.

*
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THE OTHER NORTH AFRICAN BATTLE
HEADQUARTERS,

P

of military operations
in North
Africa usually show clouds of dust and
sand, sweat-drenched
and sun-tanned
men.
But there is another serious weather hazard-i-rnin. When it rains hard in the desert
the rain brings mud and sometimes destructive floods. 'Operations
can generally proceed in heat and dust, but not in rain.
Weather in this area is typical of desert
conditions in many parts of the world. Annual and diurnal
temperature
ranges are
great, and, away from the coast, overnight
freezes occur. Great air bumpiness
is experienced in summer, especially inland.
Generally
the weather here may be divided into two periods, the hot dry period
from June to September,
and the dust- or
rain-storm
period from September to May.
Dryness and temperature increase from west
to east and north to south. Spring and fall
are the best operational
seasons.
Mean summer temperatures
range from
66 degrees to 88 degrees on the coast and
from 72 degrees to 100 degrees inland.
Temperatures
over 100 degrees are common.
Highest
temperatures
are frequently
recorded in June, although
July or August
has the highest mean temperatures.
Dryness and temperature
increase as one proceeds from Tripoli toward Egypt.
In the interior the rapidity of heating
causes air currents which make flying rough,
particularly
at low altitudes.
Rapid heating also causes lifting power and much fine
sand and dust is carried into the air. Whirling sand may reduce visibility to almost zero
and develop
sandstorms
known
as "sirnoorns" in Libya and "haboobs"
in Egypt,
which sometimes reach the coast.
Rapid heating in the desert air also causes
visual distortion.
Heat waves emanating
from the superheated
sand and rock make
HOTOS
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Weather
is the
second
enemy confronting airmen
in the desert war theater.
perception of ground features from the air
a very difficult problem.
Cloudiness
is rare during the summer,
although
cumulus and even some stratus
cloud is occasionally encountered
along the
coast. Cloud cover for low-flying operations
is hardly ever found.
Early morning fogs
occur on as many as 7Y2 days a month in
some places, but they burn off quickly.
Landing on untreated areas or traveling
over unpaved roads throws up huge clouds
of dust.
Keeping
mechanical
equipment
well-lubricated
and free from dirt is a difficult problem.
In September, the low pressure areas created by cyclonic storms begin to take a more
southerly course, passing through the Mediterranean, inaugurating
the long period of
rain and dust storms
which
continues
through May. In the summer, these cyclonic
storms pass to the north and usually, do not
affect weather in the North African area.
Rainy weather begins gradually.
Rains
are rather infrequent
in the fall. In Libya,
there are 1 to 3 days rainfall in September,
which increases to 4 to 9 days rainfall in
November.
In Egypt, the rains come later,
with only 3 to 4 days in November.
Rainfall increases in December and January and
then tapers oft gradually.
Highest rainfall
is experienced in Cyrenaica.
Average cloudiness continues throughout
the fall, reaching a maximum of SO to (,()
percent coverage in December, January and
February.
In Egypt-that
is, east of Cyrenaica-vthe cloud cover is generally between
38 and 40 percent, although Alexandria has
a SO percent coverage in December
and

January. Mean winter temperatures
range
between
SO and
70
degrees,
with the
warmer to the cast. Temperatures
gradually decrease throughout
the fall to winter
lows, then gradually
increase to summer
highs.
Dry dust winds oft the desert have their
greatest incidence in fall and spring, although any given year may show a wide
departure from the average. In Egypt, a dust
storm known as the "kharnsir;" occurs during the period from February to May inclusive, the greatest
frequency
being in
April. The occurrence
of such storms is
about 12 a year, although
they may vary
in anyone
year from 5 to 6 or 16 to 18.
In Libya, "ghibli"
is the term applied to
dry, hot and at times dusty winds originating over the desert.
Dustiness is variable. Sometimes the wind
is a continuation
of the simoom and then
the ghibli is extremely
dusty. There is a
higher frequency of these winds in Tripolitania than in Cyrenaica.
Spring and, partirularly, fall are the seasons of most frequent occurrence.
In the west, air operations
are least hindered by weather factors in the spring, although fall is also good. Predictable cyclonic activity will bring enough cloud cover
to form some protection for aircraft.
Good
visibility is frequent and usually there is not
enough rain to hamper land, sea or air operations.
Probable occurrence of the ghibli
must be predicted
by observing
the positions of lows on synoptic charts. Temperatures are not as extreme as in summer.
In the Egyptian
area, the season best
adapted for air operations is fall. The frequency of good operational
weather in the
spring is reduced by the high incidence of
the khamsin in this season.

*

II

German

Russian M IG-3

the relative merits of friendly
and enemy aircraft is more than a favorite diversion; it is a serious business to combat airmen and to all who are responsible for
assu rinj; that our own aircraft are superior
to those of the enemy.
It is not intended here to draw conclusions
on the merits of friendly and enemy aircraft
but rather to present a few important characteristics of some well known foreign combat
airplanes in order to facilitate analyzing the
relative technical value of these planes. For
it is obvious that the combat effectiveness of
an air force is measured not only by good
combat personnel
but by technical leadership as well.
Early reports on new or unfamiliar
foreign aircraft have sometimes greatly minimized their equipment
or have attributed
extraordinary
performance,
armament
and
the like to them. Claims that German and
Japanese airplanes were equipped with only
a few instruments
and were poorly constructed of unsatisfactory
substitute materia Is have not been substantiated
by fact. On
the other hand, the boasted superiority
of
speed, high operating
altitude
and fire
power claimed for some enemy aircraft have
largely been disproved by experience of our
fighting operations
or are known to have
been obtained at too great sacrifice.
Germany has developed
a large number
of various types of airplanes,
but those
which have appeared prominently
in reports
from the fighting areas include only the
Me 109E and F, Ju 87B, Ju 86P, He 177,
FW 190 and the Do 2 17E.
The latest improved version of the Mes-
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serschmitt fighter is the Me 109Fl and F2.
The design of the Me 109 has been refined
to increase its speed to approximately
370
miles per hour and give it a higher service
altitude (38,000 feet). In order to accomplish this, Jaw drag radiators have been installed and the armament has been reduced
to one cannon (20 mm or 15 mrn ) firing
through the hub of the propeller and two
7.9 mm (30 caliber) guns mounted in the
nose of the fuselage on top of the engine.
However, the cannon have a high rate of
fire: 800 rounds per minute for the 20 mm
in the Me 109F 1 and 900 rounds per minute
for the 15 mm in the Me 109 F2.
Armor plate has improved progressively
in the Me 109 series to give optimum protection. The new type of armor arrangement
consists of homogeneous
armor plate under

L
Diagram of a control column
handle of Messerschmitt type.

FW 190

and back of the pilot, extending well up behind and over his head. Also, an unusual
type of deflector bulkhead,
comprised
of
thirty laminations of aluminum alloy sheets,
is located back of the seat-shaped fuel tank.
The Junkers Ju 87 (Stub)
obtained distinction early in the war by its use in dive
bombing
and ground
strafing of Allied
troops and civilian personnel,
particularly
during the occupation of the Low Countries
and France. This airplane has an ungainly
appearance, with its inverted gull wing, projecting dive brakes and fixed landing gear.
It is slow and easy prey for a fighter.
two-engine
Junkers Ju 86 is a medium bomber, the late versions of which
have been given a pressurized cabin. It has
been seen at 42,000 feet in scattered raids
over England but is believed to carry no
armament,
depending
upon altitude for its
protection.
The Heinkel He 177 is the first fourengine German bomber designed for use by
the Luftwaffe. Although it is fitted with dive
brakes, it has only been reported at high altitudes. The main point of interest in this airplane is its side by side arrangement
of two
engines in a single nacelle, each set of two
engines driving one propeller. It is believed
that the airplane can reduce its wing area in
flight, permitting
higher speeds after takeoff.
The latest two-engine medium bomber of
the Dornier family is the Do 217E which has
special equipment for dive bombing. Many
novel features have been included
in the
Do 217E including the 14 cylinder, doubleTHF
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Italian Macchi 200

British "Spitfire"

Our allies

and enemies alike

adventuring

with aircraft

Here is a profile
planes

are

design.

of some foreign

in the news.

Japanese "Zero"

INSTRUMENT
panel of the Japanese
"Zero," showing full complement of gadgets. Below is a view of the left side of the
cockpit, with propeller controls, trimming
levers, electrical control box, etc., visible.
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row, fan-cooled BMW-SOl
engine, hot air
wing de-icing installation and an umbrellashaped dive brake situated in the tail end of
the fuselage.
The first fighter with an air-cooled engine
used by the Germans in current operations is
the Focke-Wulf
FW 190. This aircraft is
noteworthy
for its compactness
and simplicity of design. Reports indicate that it has
excellent flying characteristics
and that it
combines spced, climb, ceiling and maneuverability into a fighter of significant quality. The FW 190, having four 20 mm cannon and two 7.9 mm guns, carries considerably more punch than its famed predecessors
of the Messerschmitt
series. Like the Do
217E, it has the BMW -SO1 engine, the main
feature of which is a blower fan on the front
of the engine revolving approximately
two
and one-half times the speed of the propeller and forcing cooling air through carefully
designcd channels around the cylinders. The
fan cooling is intended to provide more efficient cooling on the ground, during climb
when speed is reduced, and at altitudes
where the air is of low density and presents
difficulties regardless of the cold temperatures.
Some individual features found on German aircraft are of interest. The handle on
the control stick of Messerschmitt
planes,
for instance, is arranged with a hinged latch
that in one position
prevents
accidental
operation of the thumb operated gun button.
\'{1hen flipped over, it uncovers the button
and serves as a trigger for the cannon; thus
both the cannon and the guns can be operated. A spring holds the latch in the safety

position and the cannon button is operated
only by the latch which can engage the
button.
For radio transmission
a small
switch button is situated convenient
to the
little finger. On an extension of the throttle
handle
a pivoted
thumb switch permits
changing
the propeller
pitch without
removing the hand from the throttle lever.
For a number of years, a heated-wing
deicing system has been incorporated
in German bombers. Hot air is obtained from a
heat exchanger or muff around the exhaust
manifold;
the air is conducted through the
leading edge of the wing, where it escapes
through openings near the ailerons.
Many magnesium
castings, some of considerable size, have been used in German
airplanes. It has been estimated that a twoengine Ju 86 contained
from 500 to 600
pounds of magnesium.
The Germans have placed emphasis on
ease of maintenance,
particularly on replacement of engines in a minimum of time. A
crew unfamiliar
with a Messerschmitt
airplane completely removed a DB-601 engine
in less than twenty minutes.
wily Japanese, as usual, have done a
good job of copying the developments
of
cngineers in other countries. However, it is
inevitable with such a policy that the original examples are obsolete by the time they
are adopted.
The well-known Zero, generally the name
given the Mitsubishi
"00" fighter, is primarily an interceptor because of a high rate
of climb made possible by reductions
in
weight, resulting
(Continued on next page)
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mainly from the elimination
of passive defense measures. It packs a good punch with
its two 20 mrn cannon and two 7.7 machine
guns but the lack of defensive armor plate
and leak-proof
fuel tanks make the Zero
extremely vulnerahle.
A large internal fuel
capacity augmented
by an external auxiliary
t.uik totaling 21 5 gallons gin:: it a long range,
estimated at over 1,200 miles.
The carrier-horne
Aichi ~~ is the standard
J;lpanese dive bomber which has been used
extensively in attacks such as the Pearl Harhor engagement.
On the under side of the
-li1-foot wing, dive brakes are set as in the
Junkers J u i17. There is no armor nor leakproof tanks and the two fixed nose guns and
one fJexible rear gun are of small caliber
(7.7 rnrn equivalent to au r :"0 caliber). The
fixed machine guns arc believed to be adaprations of a German gun; the Ilexihle types
are rnodiuc.uions
of the obsolete Lewis.

A

closely resembling
our Douglas
A-2'1 is the Nakajima
~7, which is essentially a torpedo bomber. This plane has been
used by the Japanese Navy to carry a 1,700pound torpedo or two 5 SO-pound bombs.
The Mitsubishi 97 (Army),
evidently available in large quantities,
has been the outstanding Japanese heavy bomber. The bomb
load is reputed to be 4,400 pounds and with
this load it is believed to have a range of at
least 1,200 miles at 190 miles per hour.
Four-engine
Japanese airplanes reported in
operation
are mostly the Kawanishi
flying
boat closely resembling
a Sikorsky design;
occasionally the German type FW-200;
and
possibly a model patterned after the DC-4.
Although Italy has produced a fairly large
number of airplanes of different types, some
of which embody good aeronautical features,
there is no indication that the performance
of any Italian aircraft is comparable to current models being produced by the leading
nations. The Italians show slight progress
over the Japanese in equipping their aircraft
with armor plate and fuel tank protection.
But even in their standard combat airplanes,
the Irali.rns seem to have kept their armor
to a minimum. The usual gun arrangement
in their best front line fighters is two 12.7
mrn (50 caliber) machine guns. It has been
noted that the majority of Italian fighters
are equipped
to carry a quantity of light
bombs (i. e. 1'I.j two-pound
bombs on the
Macchi 2(0) which arc dropped and set to
explode in front of enemy bombers.
The Macchi 200, originally having a Fiat
S,j() horsepower
I-i-cylinder,
air-cooled engine, is a fighter which has been in considerable action. The radial engine is being replaced by a German DB-('Ol liquid-cooled
in-line engine which gives it a high speed
(111 the neighborhood
of 325 miles per
hour) and an initial climbing rate of 3,000
feet per minute.
Italy's outstanding
long-range bomber is
the Savoia-Marchetti
SM 79. This tri-motor,
tour-place monoplane has an estimated high
speed of 295 miles per hour at 16,400 feet
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and is capable of carrying :1 maximum lo.i.i
of 4,'100 pounds of bombs or torpedoes.
Power is supplied by three 1.000 horsepower
Piaggio I I-cylinder .rir-roolc.! e.:npmcs. The
Italians have been known to de.:si~n somc exccllcnt engines and airplanes bl~t shorta!:,es
of materials and the strain of w.t r conditions
obviously
h.ivc se.:rious]y curtailed their prolh,ction of airplanes
and interfered
with
any aeronautical development program.
data on Russia's combat type
airplanes is seldom orhciallv disclosed. The
Stormovik
IL-2 fi~hter ha~ been used extcnsivelv in attacks'a,~ainst tanks. It mounts
two large caliber cannon as well as two
7.(, rnrn machine guns. This a rrn.uuont is
complemented
by rocket projectiles
which
have been found cspecially elfective against
tanks and ground
installations.
Pilot and
cnginc arc protected with an abundance of
armor plate.
PFlZFOI(~rA.NCE

Cross-section
of
showing
protection

Messerschmitt
afforded
the

BULLET

The German
engine
BMW-SOl,
used in the FockoWulf FW-J90
and the Dornier
Do-217, has a fan on
the propeller
hub which forces cooling
air through
carefully
designed
channels
around
the cylinders.

I09F,
pilot.

PROOF

-------The DB- 3F is Russia's
best medium
bomber;
it possesses excellent
handling
characteristics, has a high speed of 270 miles
per hour and good armor protection. The
light bomber PE-2 has a very trim ;lppe,lrance with two in-line engines and a wellstreamlined
fuselage.
Other Russian airplanes include the RATA 1-](, fightershort and stubby with a radial engine; the
MIG- 3 fighter, with a top speed reputed to
be 390 miles per hour; the LAGG- 3 fighter
with an in-line engine and smooth lines
broken only underneath
by two wcll-faired
scoops;
the two-engine
Y AK-4
attack
bomber;
and the four-engine
TH-7 heavy
bomber with two inboard engines carrying
the cooling systems for the outboard engines
in large underslung
nacelles which also
house the landing gear and provide a limited space for rear gun positions.
British historians will record for all time
the part which the Hurricanes and Spitfires
played in the Battle of Britain. While the
Hurricane is fading out of the picture somewhat, new model Spitfires arc maintaining
their reputation
as the outstanding
British
fighter. The latest Spitfire design, with a
Rolls-Royce Merlin XLV 1.210 horsepower
power plant, attains a high speed of 375
miles per hour at 20,000 feet.
The Bristol "Bcaufighter" is a fast, twoengine night fighter, interceptor
or attack

plane. Its range, 1,500 miles, and a maximum
speed of 3"0 miles per hour, has made it
suitable for long range patrol by the Coastal
Command.
It can reach a service ceiling of
33,000 feet; its armament includes four 20
mm nose cannon and six .303 fixed wing
guns.
Bombers have been dcve loped considerably by the British. In the two-engine class
the Wellington
and the Blenheim arc prornincnt. For long range and heavy bombardment the English take pride in thei r fourengine airplanes, the Stirling, Halifax and
Lancaster. The Short Stirling I has taken off
with a bomb load of approxim:ltely
ten
tons. The Handley-Page
Halifax
is not
far behind the Stirling in load carrying capacity. In the more ef1icient A \TO Lancaster,
:l heavy bomb load (12,000
pounds) can be
carried 1,20() miles.
A 11 of these four-engine
heavy bombers
are equipped
with .30) machine glll1S in
the turrets, flexible and fixed positions. As
the British, until recently, restricted
their
long range bombing
operations
to night
time, the small caliber guns have been
considered adequate protection.
The duties
of distant sea patrol have been taken by
the large four-engine
Short Sunderland
Bying boat.
In friend or foe we can admire the products of engineering skill.
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Combat Notes
From Down Under
An analysis of Army Air Forces
operations in the Southwest Pacific.

COMMANDING

A

GENERAL, SOUTHEAST ARMY AIR FORCES TRAINING

FORCE has asked me to tell yOLlsomething of the conditions
we face in
fighting
the Japanese
in the Southwest
P;ciiic.
The problems
are many-fold.
and we
shou Id face them frankly. Many of the problems have been overcome, for much pioneering has been done, but a lot of hard work
lies ahead. The Jap is a ruthless and competent enemy, and nature causes hardshi ps that
are almost as bad as the Jap himself.
But I have found that our men of the Air
Forces--whether
Army, Navy or Marine
--do their work uncomplainingly
and set up
great records in fighting and in maintenance.
Our equipment
is second to none, and we
can match the enemy everywhere
in skill
and courage--in
the air, on the ground and
on the sea. We can have implicit faith in our
[mal victory over him.
The key to our operations
in the Southwest Pacific theater is, of course, the island
continent
of Australia.
I arrived in Australia shortly before the fall of Java. Ours
had been the last American plane to come
into Java from India.
Australia is almost as big as the United
Stares, but supports only sli,~htly more than
7,000,000
people, over half of whom live
along the cast coast in the large cities of
Sydney, Brisbane and Adelaide.
Most of the
industries are grouped around these metropolitan areas, which in turn are largely dependent on the Murray River Valley in the
southeaste-rn part of the continent, the main
agricultural region.
West of the eastern coast range is a large
semi-arid region which the Australians
call
the "Bush."
The country is so dry that the
average Australian
docs not figure on so
many sheep to the acre, but rather on how
many acres will support one sheep. Beyond
the Bush stretches the western desert. When
means are found for irrigating this vast arid
region, Australia will be able to support a
much larger population.
IR
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Because of the vastness of the land, combined with its characteristics
and the shortage of population,
practically no development of highways or railroads has taken
place beyond the vicinity of the large cities
along the eastern coast range. In the early
days each state was developed
separately.
Jealous of its independence,
each built its
own railroad---with
its separate gauge.
All of this is of vital importance to our
operations.
The network
of independent
railroads, for instance, always creates difficulty in the movement of our supplies.
If
In airplane engine is unloaded at Adelaide
in the south, to be shipped 2,500 miles to
Townsville
in the north, we have to unload
and load it several different times.

To

MOVE our equipment
from Adelaide
to Darwin, we have to make the first part
of the journey by a slow, narrow-gauge
railroad to Alice Springs, almost in the center
of the continent, because there is no passable
highway to that point from Adelaide.
From
Alice Springs to the small town of Birdum,
some 20() miles south of Darwin, the Australian engineers
huilt a military highway
for 600 miles over the desert. Our engineers
arc now helping to improve this highway.
From Binlum to Darwin we trans-ship again
on another small-gauge railway.
But even where there is an ;llJcCjUate rai lroad, the methods
of operation
and the
equipment
often are. hy our standards, entirely out of date and, in most cases, cannot
handle the heavy loads that we have to ship
to our various hases. Australian freight cars
have heen known to break under the weil.;ht
of one of our Army's prime movers. M~reover, one is unable to turn to the roads, because they are usua lly impassable except in
tbe extremely dry season.
I have known
many of our large units to be stuck for as
long as a month, although we desperately
needed them in the combat zone. Of course,
such conditions make air transport vital to

our operations. To a great extent we found
that it can alleviate many of the transportation prohlems j uxt mentioned.
Communications,
likewise, both for ourselves and the Australians, cause many headaches. Inadequate
telegraph and telephone
Jines were overtaxed
even in peace-time.
They cannot begin to handle the volume
of military business.
We turned to the
greatly expanded
use of radio, but this
forced us to encode and decode.
Not only
did we have to use many additional
operatives, but we lost precious time in actual
combat operations.
In the matter of airports, Australia is not
so bad. Before the war the people had developed a system of .iirplane ambulancesflown by young doctors who had learned to
fly in order to take care of the people who
lived hundreds of miles removed from any
large center of population.
Ranches were
equipped with what is known as pedal radio
sets, permitting
calls for medical aid in the
quickest possible time. But the airports used
for this purpose, while numerous, were not
well situated from a tactical standpoint.
nor
were they large enough to accommodate our
heavy, fast military aircraft.
Moreover, it was found impossible to ereate large fields as we know them in the
United States because of the rocky nature
of the terrain, or, in the extreme north, because of dense woods and the lack of hc.Lvy
bulldozers and c.irth-rnovirn; equipment.
This and a fast-mo\ing
tactical picture
forced the building
of operational
strips,
6,000
feet long, :'JOO feet wide, with the
middle
hard - surfaced
to stand
heavy
bomber operations.
This construction,
of
course, destroyed the top soil, and then the
dust problem became acute. Dust got into
every moving part that we used: engines,
wheels, machine-guns
and trucks. At one
island airport the dust was fifty percent pure
iron oxide. You can imagine what this did
to our engines.
(Continued on Page 40)
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Notes from the Air Surgeon's Office:

How to Keep Well in the

ALASKAN THEATER
THE AIR

SURGEON

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
THE

following
article is the second of a
series Oil health conditions ill the uario us theaters of operation.-THE
EDITOR.

are fewer
conveniences,
more
severe winters
and greater
distances
between
inhabited
areas, but service in
Alaska has many similarities
to service in
the more remote rural sections of the northwestern part of the United States.
Topography
and climate
account
for
local variations
in living conditions.
Winters are coldest in the inland valleys that
are surrounded
by high mountains;
summers are uncomfortable,
due both to heat
and humidity, especially on the flat tundra
of the far north where the sun does not
set and the land becomes a vast swamp
after the spring thaws.
As far as the individual
soldier is concerned, the general problems that influence
health in Alaska are for the most part
related to hygiene and sanitation,
and to
obtaining protection from the cold.
When men live in remote areas, they are
inclined,
especially
during
cold weather,
to become careless with regard to hygiene
and sanitation.
It is hard to bathe in zero
weather;
yet experience
soon teaches that
we will suffer from various skin ailments
and become unpopular
with our friends if
we don't keep clean.

T
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beards should not be worn if the
individual
will be out-of-doors
much of
the time. The moisture of the breath accumulates on the whiskers, and freezes, so
that there is danger of freezing the skin.
If beards are worn they should be clipped
short. Shaving should be done before going
to bed, for if it is done in the morning,
the face will become chapped.
Even in uninhabited
districts, strict sanitary discipline
will have to be enforced.
Sewage deposited
on snow in the winter
time will be spread over wide areas when
the snow melts.
It is significant
that typhoid fever, a disease not uncommon
in

LONG
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all parts of Alaska, is most frequently
encountered
shortly after the spring thaws
begin.
It is always necessary to be certain that
water is safe before drinking
it. Be sure
that the area is absolutely uninhabited
upstream before trusting to luck and drinking from a stream. When
there is any
doubt, drink tea or coffee, or use one of
the procedures prescribed in I'M 8-40.
Many of the native women (Indian and
Eskimo)
have venereal
diseases, and tuberculosis is quite prevalent
among them,
so it is best that they be avoided.
cold winter climate will influence
every act of life from early fall until late
spring.
Because of the extreme cold, individuals from warmer climates are inclined
to disregard
the proper
ventilation
of
dwellings.
This is very dangerous,
for
most buildings are heated by means of small
wood or coal stoves. Unless there is adequate ventilation,
these stoves are apt to
produce
a very poisonous
gas - carbon
monoxide.
This gas does not have an odor;
there is no warning of its presence until
the victim is unconscious.
Gasoline
engines
also produce
carbon
monoxide, so it is dangerous to operate an
airplane motor in a hangar or run an automobile engine in order to keep the heater
warm, unless the hangar is well ventilated,
or the car is moving.
Be sure automobile
exhaust pipes are not broken by hitting
stumps or snowdrifts,
otherwise the gas is
liable to penetrate into the car even if it is
in motion.
When a closed vehicle becomes stalled
in the snow, the engine is generally
left
running to keep the occupants warm and
to avoid difficulty in re-starting.
If snow
drifts over the exhaust and carbon monoxide fills the vehicle, the occupants may be
overcome with gas. Meanwhile,
the gasoline may become exhausted.
Later, when
the vehicle is found, it looks as if the occu pants had frozen to death.

THE

In a stalled vehicle always keep the exhaust pipe open by getting out frequently
and cleaning away the drifted snow. DOI/t
go to slee jJ in a closed car with the motor
running!
If you must sleep, open the window enough for a slight draft and rest your
head against the glass with your face in
the draft. It is possible to insure adequate
ventilation without chilling, if windows on
the lee side of a building or of a car are
opened.
Take turns in sleeping.
When traveling, a vehicle should always
contain at least two men, and one vehicle
should never travel alone. A lantern, a can
of coal oil and a blanket will keep you
warm and comfortable
in a stalled vehicle,
even in a blizzard, for several days. Wrap
the blanket around you like a tent. Light
the lantern and place it between your feet.
A blizzard rarely lasts over three days.
Injuries due to the cold will constitute
the greatest hazard that the individual will
encounter
during the winter time. Frostbite is the most common of these injuries.
It usually affects the exposed parts of the
body, such as the nose, cheek, chin, ears
or the feet and hands.
Tight clothes and
shoes cut off the circulation
and thus play
an important
part in bringing
on this
condition.
Frostbite most often occurs in cold dry
weather where there is a strong wind.
It
is usually accompanied
by a stinging pain,
which gives way to numbness, but not infrequently
there is only a sensation of cold
and the individual
does not realize that he
has a frostbitten ear or nose. Serious injury
may result if the individual
does not become aware of it in a short time. He should
have a companion
inspect him at frequent
intervals,
looking for the typical gray or
white appearance
of frostbite.
He should
wrinkle his own face and wiggle his toes
and fingers constantly.
If there is any stiffness of the skin, it
should
not be rubbed
with snow,
nor
should the affected part be placed near a
fire; it should be
(Continued on Page 22)
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DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE CROSS

R. Stcvens",
Richard H. Carmichael.
CAPTAIN: George Lavin, Jr. LIEUTENANTS: Jack Donaldson,
Lvrn.in
Middleditch,
Robert M. Wilde".
MASTER SERGEANT: William
H. Prince.
LIEUTENANT

DISTINGUISHED
MAJOR

Francis

COLONELS:

GENERALS:

ence L. Tinker';'.
Oliver S. Ferson".

SERVICE MEDAL

Herbert
COLONELS:

A. Dargue"',
ClarCharles Bundy>
'

SILVER STAR
MAJORS: John

D. Bridges, Edwin B. Broadhurst
(also Purplc Heart), Thomas].
Christian, John
F. Dougherty,
Thomas H. Hubbard,
Kenneth
R. Kreps, Oswald W. Lunde, William
F. McDonald (also Purple Heart).
CAPTAINS: Bruce
H. Bennett, John Browflewell,
John W. Carpenter 3d (abo Uak Leaf Cluster),
Kenneth
C"sper
(also Oak Leaf Cluster)'
Henry .I.
Hawthorne,
Maurice Horgan, lkn S. Irvin, John
D. Mainwaring,
I.cw is B. Meng, Alvin J. Mueller (also Purple Heart and Distinguished
Flying
Cross), Robert Northcutt,
George W. Prentice,
Michael E. Sims, Allison \1(1. Str.iuss", Robert
L. Williams.
LIEUTENANTS:
William
H. Ambrosius, Stephen W. Andrew, Clyde H. Barnett,
)r., William
G. Bennett, Marne Boelke, Theodore E. Burda, Wilson A. Chapman, David M.
Conley, Samuel C. Cravens,
Robert Debord.
MASTER SERGEANTS: Roland A. Boone (also Oak
Leaf Cluster),
William
J. P. Griffin, George
Heard, Elving Moncrief, James E. Worley (also
Oak Leaf Cluster).
STAFF SERGEANTS: James B.
Bunch, Robert Chopping, O. C. Cook, Meredith
E. Durham, Orin W. Hawkins, Stanley C. Jackola (also Oak Leaf Cluster),
Milton F. Kclrn,
john H. Lindgren,
Douglas
H. Logan, Albert
L. Malok, Robert R. Noller, Wallace L. Olford,
Leroy H. Penworden,
Charles S. Savoini, Irvin
S. Schier (also Oak Leaf Cluster),
Robert W.
"Posthumous

Schlotte, Lorenzo H. Snow, Derwin D. Terry,
Wiley C. Walters
(also Purple Heart).
TECHNICAL SERGEANTS: Walter Kolbus, John G. McKenna
(also Oak Leaf Cluster),
Arthur
L.
Richardson
(also Purple
Heart
and Distinguished Flying Cross), Martin M. Schadl, R:tI ph
J. Stiles, Coy H. Thomas, P.11. Vasal ie, Clebert
L. Washburg,
Sam E. Weaver.
SERGEANTS:
1fario ]. Filigenzi,
Charles D. Franklin,
Jr.,
Casimir].
Slodk i, Charles H. Spencer (:tIso Oak
Leaf Cluster),
Billie B. Sutton (,tIso Purple
Heart, Distinguished
Flying Cross and Oak l.eaf
Cluster),
George Swcedar, Franklyn 1.. Timberlake, Regis D. Weinfurther,
Lloyd D. \Vhipp,
Joseph
O. Wingard,
Kirk K. Wyatt.
CORPORALS: Robert
Alderson,
Lowell A. Anderson " (also Purple Heart"),
Norman A. Carlsen,
Julian].
Champagne, W. D. Clarke, Francis M.
Fowler, Harold E. Guse, Paul K. Harmon, Clarence 11. Hoehn, Gary C. Hollister, Maur icc L.
Lender,
Ralph 1. Martin,
LUJl1ard M. Secor,
Lonnie
D. Wright.
PRIVATES
FIRST CLASS:
George
P. Marusci, Smith W. Radcliff.
PRIVATES: Robert P. Elmerick, A. G. Osborn, Sydney Schwimmer,
Harold
Van Dorn,
A. C.
Wangler.

Werner, (]]arlcs E. Wind us, Anne G. Fox, Nurse
Corps, for br.ivery in action at Hickam Field
on December 7. She is the first woman to win
this award. FIRST SERGEANT: Frank C. Devine.
STAFF SERGEANTS: Edwin Snuth, Anthony
Leodura. TECHNICAL SERGEANTS: Joseph Markiewicz, Vincent Tooney. SERGEANTS: Kenneth A.
Grad!« (also Distinguished
Flying Cross .ind
Oak Leaf Cluster), Russell Huffman (also three
Oak Leaf Clusters to Silver Star), Clevis Jones
(also Oak Leaf Cluster to Silver Star), Howard
Thompson,
Riley R. Wilsey':', Robert 1.. Whitham", James Wright':'.
CORPORALS: Bert l.ee,
Jr., Furman C. 1fartin, )r., Kenneth E. Nelson
(also Air Medal),
Fdgar
L. Rogers"',
Peter
Wargo. PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: Charles].
Correll, Morris Moskowitz.
PRIVATES: Blake
C.
Allshouse,
Howard J. Beatty, Edwin T. Bottclson",
Gurdon
W. Boutellier,
Norman
11.
Boutin, Joseph R. Drisner,
Wildred
Hellenbr.in.l", Richard G. Mct.Iung,
Ben Odette,
William Osborne, Walter H. Rockman, Newbra
Ross, John H. Schwister, Walter Smith, Garrett
C. Tyla. AVIATION-STUDENT:
G. A. Plaster.
TECHNICIAN:
George L. Finkelstein.

PURPLE HEART

LIEUTENANT GENERAL: George H. Brett. MAJOR
GENERAL: Lewis
Brereton.
LIEUTENANTS:
Eelward Crouch ley, William Joyner, James ]-T. Mit-

BRIGADIER
GENERAL:
William
E. Farthing.
MAJORS: Richard R. Barden, James V. Edmundson (also Distinguished
Flying Cross).
CAPTAINS: Nathaniel
H. Blanton (also Oak Leaf

Cluster),
Arthur A. Fletcher, j-, Francis C.
Gideon, ). j. Kruzel (also Oak Leaf Cluster to
Silver Star), Cuthbert L. Moseley, Jr. (also (hk
Leaf Cluster),
John Herbert Posten (also Oak
l.eaf Cluster), Stephen M. Smith, Percy Stoddart,
Jr. LIEUTENANTS: Frank E. Angier, John R. Giddens, Stanley R. Holland, James A. Kaughtry,
Verner F. Peterson, Marston C. Reed, Lyle A.
Slocurn'", Walter S. Smith, Harold Spire, Phillip
Sprawls, William R. Ware (also Air Medal),
Donald A. Walter"', Le'.vis P. Wells"', Lawrence

DISTINGUISHED

FLYING

CROSS

chell*, Albert Thorn, Mnnfor.l
K. Wagnon,
Thomas N. Warren, Herbert C. White, Jr., McLyle G. Zumwalt. SERGEANT: Leslie Ca(n. CORPORAL: F. Ottauiano.

SOLDIER'S MEDAL
Verlan M. Davis, Rudolph
R. Kudlack,
William
E. Petersen,
Eelgar T.
Raezer, Jr., Eugene A. Ryncrson.
SERGEANT:
Earnest L. Kilgore. CORPORALS: George Barnes,
Bruce G. Benson, James :M. Gilbreath. PRIVATE
FIRST CLASS: John' S. Stratton.
(Continued on Page 40)
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called me The Admiral
of the
Bamboo Fleet.
That's because I flew a resurrected Navy
amphibian
between Bataan and Mindanao
during the closing days of the Philippines
battle.
The amphibian had a nickname, too. We
called her The Duck.
There were eight of us in the Bamboo
Fleet~Captains
Jack Caldwell, Joe Moore,
Jack Randolph, Bill Bradford, HarveyWhitfield and Dick
Fellows,
Sergeant
Bill
Strathern,
and myself.
We were all Army Air Forces pilots who
had come over with P-2Gs or P-40s long before Pearl Harbor. Four of us were serving
our third year in the Philippines
and all of
us had been there at least eighteen months
when war broke out.
Our P-40s, after the Jap attack, were all
busy in combat but they didn't last too long.
Some were shot down, some were riddled on
the ground, some cracked up in operation.
But we still needed men and planes to
maintain
air transport
communication
between the islands of the Philippines.
That's where the Bamboo Fleet came in.
It was organized in February, 1942, by the
late Brigadier
General Harold H. George
to fly personnel out of Bataan and Corregidar, and to bring in food, quinine, and other
supplies from Mindanao
for the wounded
among General MacArthur's
ground forces.
Of over four planes, three were patchedup civilian ships that had never been meant
for war-zone
flying. The other was The
Duck, a three-place
Navy Grumman
amphibian that had 700 horsepower
and could
do ninety miles an hour when the wind was
right. The Duck was my plane and that's
how I got dubbed The Admiral.
We found The Duck in Meriveles Bay at
the foot of Bataan, across from Correuidor.
She had been sunk there by Jap st~afing
about three months before the fall of Bataan.
When we decided to lift her out she was
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awash clear up to the propeller hub and had
been that way for six weeks. But we finally
got her up. We did it by means of a barge
with a crane on it, a little ingenuity. and a
lot of hard work. Dripping wet, the Duck
didn't look too flyable.
The other three planes were commandeered by the U. S. government
from civilians, natives of the Philippines.
One was a three-place Waco of ancient
vintage with about 250 horsepower
when
it was feeling right and could have made
ninety miles an hour if it had been new.
Another
was a three-place
Bellanca of
about the same power and speed----so old
and shaky that it had been condemned
for
private flying when we got it.
The other plane was our "speedster."
It
was a four-place Beechcraft that turned out
450 horsepower
and could do about 170
miles an hour, if pushed.
That was the Bamboo Fleet. And it was
appropriately
named. The planes were all
patched together with native bamboo and
what other odds and ends we could find.
Where there were no airplane tires around,
we used truck tires. On one ship a caster
from a wheelbarrow was used as a tail wheel.
There wasn't a gun in the fleet.
The Duck was particularly lame. After we
dug her out of the bay, we tied her wings
on with baling wire, patched the fuselage
with native wood, and fixed up the power
plant with parts taken from other engines
of different
type and with miscellaneous
parts from various aircraft.
I guess The Duck was held together mostly
by faith. Repair of the Fleet, of course, was
quite a problem. There were no spare parts
to be had and there were few mechanics
available. All pilots pitched in on service
and repair work, and somehow we got by.
All of our flying was over enemy-held
country or water. We would hop off from
Bataan or Corregidor
fields, fly to Cebu
about 300 l:1:!es to the south, refuel at hid-

den bases there and then fly on to Mindanao
--a total of 550 miles.
The planes were built to carry from 250
to Goo pounds pay load. We carried from
50() to 1,!IOO on every trip, with extra passengers gOll1g out, extra freight coming in.
We made about 35 round trips in all,
evacuating 100 to 120 personnel and bringing in tons of supplies.
The little planes of the Bamboo Fleet
finally went down fighting.
The Waeo got hers between Cebu and
Del Monte in Mindanao. She had taken off
from Cebu with three of our men aboard.
But she didn't quite get away. Two Jap
Navy patrol planes caught her in the air
and literally burned her right out of the sky.
The crew went with her.
Just about that time the Beechcraft got
caught by the Japs in the air over Mindanao,
had its landing gear wrecked, and made a
crash landing. A Jap plane came in and shot
it up on the ground.
The Bellanca was lost trying to get away
from Corregidor.
She had landed there
somehow at night and had been hidden in
a cove during the day; the next night she
tried to take off down a sloping, unlighted
runway that was badly pockmarked
with
Am
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shell craters. The Bellanca got off the
ground all right but she was too old and too
overloaded. She crashed in the bay just a
few hundred yards off shore.
That left The Duck. The Duck and I were
still on Bataan at midnight on April 8, the
last night before the peninsula capitulated.
On April 9, at 12:30 A.M., five passengers and myself crowded into the two-seated
amphibian. We took off while the area was
under heavy Jap artillery and machine-gun
fire, and got away only fifteen minutes before the field surrendered.
Ours was the last plane to leave Bataan.
When we got in the air I found we were
so heavily overloaded that we could only
make 75 feet altitude. To help us climb I
had the passengers throw out their parachutes, extra clothing and baggage, together
with the floorboards from the plane's hull
and everything else whe could strip out.
That gave us another fifty feet.
With no instruments, very little fuel, and
a prayer, we headed in the general direction
of Cebu. We made Iloilo. The next day we
ripped some more stuff off The Duck and
adjusted the propeller. That night we took
off for Mindanao. We made it, too, and
that's where I left The Duck, on April 25.
Shortly after I was off for Austral ia.
I left The Duck intact. There were a few
other pilots around who might have flown
her after that. I wonder if they did.
AIR FORCE, Jalluary,
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What's Wrong With This Picture 1
PLENTY! It's so full of maintenance and safety boners that you should
pick out the mistakes in "nothing flat". Are they obvious? Definitely. Funny?
Definitely not. These boners-and
others like them-are
pulled every day
by men who know better but just don't think, or who fail to read and follow
TECH ORDERS and SERVICEMANUALS.
Naturally, in extreme emergencies and often on foreign combat fronts
you'll have to improvise and use the ingenuity that makes AAF mechs tops
in their work. But, as long as you can, it pays to use the right tools for the
job and it pays to we your head.
The mistakes in the picture are listed on the opposite page. Did you catch
them all? Did we?
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A monthly

th~
SEASON on Mekiwis has started.
(Mekiwis,
of course, are planes grounded
because of faulty maintenance).
Men in
maintenance
and technical inspection work
all over the country are sending in their
suggestions on "Do's and Don'ts" of maintenance; telling us about prevalent boners
that create Mekiwis.
The boners pictured at the left are the
pet peeves of (left to right) SjSgt. Harry
E. Lyons, Cpl. Leo Pequiqnot
and Sgt.
W'alter E. Wint, all of Headquarters
Squadron, Air Service Command, Patterson Field,
Ohio,
who posed
this picture
for AIR
THE OPEN

Send your ideas and suggestions
on improving
maintenance
to the AIR FORCE
Editorial
Ofiice, 101 Park Avenue, New
York, New York.
This applies especially
to you old timers who have a lot of ideas
that make maintenance
work easier, quicker
and safer. Others need your tips, hints and
short cuts for spotting trouble. We'll print
as many as we have room for, giving full
credit to contributors.
(If you insist on
staying anonymous,
we'll string along.)
Your suggestions
will help othcrs get ibe
Mekill'iJ oj! the r;rOllild.
A Warrant Oflicer at a southern air base
starts us off with these tips. Who's next?
TOUGH

NUTS

AND

BOLTS .••

Ever experience diffICulty in starting nuts
and washers on the hold-down
studs while
installing
starters or generators?
By using
a bit of heavy grcase, the flat washer can
easily be positioned
with the index finger.
Or, with an old hacksaw blade and some
masking
tape which will bind it to the
castellated nut, the starting of the nut on
the stud threads can be made easier.
TIME SAVER •.•

Placing a pencil mark on the head of a
bolt or stud which requires locking of the
nut by a cotter pin or lock wire will save
time. The pencil mark on the head of thc
bolt or stud, if directly in line with the
cotter pin-hole, will always enable you to
know under which castellation
of the nut
the pin-hole is hiding.
SAFETY NOTES •••

When removing a carburetor, protect the
rest of the enginc by placing over the openAIR
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and

ex-

the

some old, some new
interest

of better

maintenance.

ing a piece of heavy stencil paper cut and
punched to fit on the studs,
Always check the control locks before
putting
a plane to bed. Ruddcr banging
from one extreme to another
can cause
failure of a control system in take-off or in
flight.
Thanks to Mr. Mike Dietz, Chief Inspector at
Patterson Field, Fairfield, Ohio, for the blue prints
and tips on every-day maintenance mistakes appearing at the right.

COPPER, ALUMINUM
MISTAKES
Reading

FORCE.

roundup

change of hints and tips for

ON
from

OPPOSITE

PAGE

Left to Right:

1. Look out there, Herkimer-you'll
fall off that ladder. It's certainly too far
from the engine for convenience or safct y.
(See A..c. Circular 130-2, Sept. lB, 1933.)
What's more, you should be llsing the
correct crew chief maintenance stand.
2. Sahotage I Get your foot off the
rocker box and interconnecting
luhricating lines, Reference: Common sense.
3. That spark plug high-tension
lead
wasn't made to hang on. You'll pull it
loose, Reference: Common sense.
4. Good Lord, is that a pair of pliers
you're using on the "hex" nut of the
spark plug elbow? You'd better read TO,
No. O.'>-5E-l and use the prescribed elbow
wrench.
s. Hey, you, under the engine! You're
a one man tire hazard draining gasoline
in a closed hangar. You should have
drained it outside the hangar. Read up
on fire prevention
in AAF Regulation
85-6. Incidentally,
1'.0. No. 01-1-1 requires all volatile fluids used for cleaning
to he stored in and used from safety-type
containers.
6. That
cowling
definitely
should
NOT be under the engine ...
and you'd
better not let the crew chief catch you
sitting on it.
7. Hey, stop it, you on the right.
You'll freeze that spark plug so tight
we'll never get it out. NEVER
usc an
extension on a wrench to tighten plugs.
The wrench shouldn't be over ten inches
long. Better use a twelve-point
or box
wrench and the torque specified in TO,
No. 03-5E-1. And don't forget to put the
anti-seize compound on those plugs.
8. Incidentally,
that pitot tube wasn't
put there for a coat rack. Oh, you're
keeping the grit and dirt out) Then you'd
better use the pi tot tube cover as specified
in TO. No. 05-5(l-l.
9. And don't forget to take that rag
out of the engine. Believe it or not, a
Tech Inspector recently found a yard of
oi II' cloth in an intake tube.

TUBING

INCORRECT:
Tubing not properly spaced and
anchored; results in chating and, in extreme
cases, failure of system.
C()RRECT: Separate the lines by using clamps
or rawhide lacing. (Where a number of lines
exist, a fibre block shouk] he used to keep the
lines separated and properly anchored.)

EXHAUST

BOLTS

INCORRECT:
Bolt improperly placed with head
in downward position. If nut comes off, bolt
works out and is lost; escaping .flame causes
damage.
CORRECT: Head of bolt placed in top position.

SAFETYING
INCORRECT:
Safety wire too loose. Cotter keyhole too high above castellation of nut (When
incorrectly safetied, screws wi II work loose;
accessories will move around, shear bolt and
cause damage.)
CORRECT: Safetying should be in direction of
tightening; wire should be taut. Cotter keyhole
should b" well down in castellation of nut.
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How To Keep Well
(Continued

from Page 16)

warmed gradually.
If it is the face, place
the palm of the hand over the area for a few
minutes; if the hand, put it inside the shirt
under the armpit; or, if the feet, do like the
Russians do, and put it under a companion's
shirt. If the warmth docs not return and
the numbness
disappear
in a short time,
medical treatment is necessary.
In case a doctor is not available,
the
patient should be taken into a cool room,
and the heat of the room gradually
increased.
If lukewarm
water is avai lab le,
place the frozen limb in it, or, in case of a
frostbitten
face, make a compress of lukewarm water and apply to the area. All tight
clothing should be loosened,
and the injured person given warm food and drink.
Do not rub the frozen area; but it is advantageous to gently massage the skin about the
area in order to stimulate circulation.
If the
skin becomes black and blisters form, treat
them like burns until the patient can be
taken to a medical olhcer.
ANOTHER
injury due to the cold that is
common in Alaska is trench foot. This is
the name given to a condition that results
from prolonged
standing in cold water or
mud, or wearing wet socks and boots. Mild
cases are sometimes called chilblains.
This
condition
is most common when the temperature is ncar freezing (32 F), so that,
in Alaska, it usually occurs in the spring
or the fall of the year, when there is slush
and mud. If care is taken to keep the feet
dry, either by wearing waterproof
shoes,
avoiding mud and water or changing wet
socks and shoes at frequent
intervals, this
condition can be avoided.
The uninitiated
should be warned that
the skin will stick to cold metal. This is
especially important
to those that use tools,
guns, whistles and the like. The lip, tongue
and hands are the most frequently
affected
parts. The skin freezes when it comes in
contact with the metal object, and the only
way that it can be released without tearing
the skin is to heat the metal. Be careful in
this act, otherwise
a serious burn or scald
may result.
Although Alaska is thought of as a dark,
blizzardy country by many people, the sun
can account for several painful
injuries,
even during the winter time. Sunlight reflected from snow, ice or water rapidly
produces
a sunburn,
even in the Arctic.
This will not occur during the middle of
the winter, since the sun is below the horizon.
However,
it can occur in spring,
summer and fall.
Snow-blindness
is another injury due to
the sun that can occur when the sun is
shining.
It usually occurs when there is a
slight overcast, and is most common in fiat
country, especially in areas devoid of any
vegetation.
It is caused by the reflection
of light from snow or ice, and usually begins with a slight blurring of vision. This
blurring gradually increases and eventually
there is smarting and then severe burning
0
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pain. The eyes become red and swollen.
Finally, because of the extreme discomfort
caused by the glare of the sun, the sufferer
must cover his eyes.
This condition is not permanent, but the
sufferer is helpless for several days. Once
having had snow-blindness,
the individual
will be more susceptible to further attacks.
It can be prevented by wearing pigmented
gbsses, or, if none are available, by covering the eyes with a scarf and looking
through the holes between the yarn. The
Eskimo makes goggles of wood or hide
with a small slit to look through.
Cold
compresses of snow, ice, water or strong
tea will give some relief but should not be
used if there is any danger of freezing.
Bandages which exclude all light will have
to be worn for several days.
Snow-blindness
does not occur among
aircraft personnel while flying, but bright
Arctic light does produce considerable
eyestrain, so dark glasses should be worn always.
It is important to know how to care for
and use Arctic clothing, for it is only by
constant care and realization of the limitations of the various articles that they will
be capable of protecting
the wearer from
the cold. The basic principle
of Arctic
clothing is to have a semi-airtight,
preferably waterproof,
outer garment and several
inner wool garments. Wool absorbs perspiration, and since even during the coldest
weather exertion is accompanied
by sweating, it is necessary to have clothing
that
absorbs
moisture.
The
outer
garments

should either be opened or removed during
exercise to prevent overheating and to allow
air to circulate freely and thus remove the
vapor of perspiration.
Socks and clothing,
wet either because of perspiration,
immersion or melted snow, should be removed as
soon as possible, otherwise the wearer is apt
to become chilled.
SNOW should always be brushed
off clothing or it will melt and wet the garments,
destroying their ability to retain heat. Tight
clothing should not be worn.
Shoes that
are too small, too many socks and use of
straps and leggings all cut off the circulation
and thus tend to increase the chance of f reczing. When shoes get wet they should be
dried out by hanging near the ceiling of a
heated building or tent with the other damp
clothing.
If they are placed near a fire, they
will lose their oil, crack and become stiff.
Sleeping bags should be aired out every day.
Men wounded in battle in the Arctic arc
very susceptible to frostbite. They are usually
perspiring profusely while engaged in combat and when they fall they become chilled.
They lose bodily heat rapidly due to shock,
blood loss and direct contact with the cold
ground. They should be placed in a warm
spot as soon as possible, in a sleeping bag if
a building
is not available.
Snow should
be brushed off the clothing of the wounded
before placing them in sleeping bags, otherwise it will melt and cause further discomfort and chilling.
Wounded
men should
receive hot drinks as soon as possible.

*

Forced Landing In The Arctic

IN

THE Arctic the careful
airman always
makes sure that all emergency equipment
and rations are on the airplane before he
takes off, even if he is starting out on just
a short hop. He may be forced down within
a few minutes flying time of camp, but on
the other side of a mountain range or in an
uninhabited
area from which it may take
days of hard walking to get back to the base.
If forced down, stay in the vicinity of
the plane until you are sure that the search
for you has been Gllled off. Smoke can be
seen for great distances in the north;
if
nothing else is available, pour oil on rags
and make a smudge of them. Set out panels
of metal or cloth so they can be noticed by an
airplane.
Lampblack,
powdered aluminum
or other paints may be carried in the ship to
be spread out on snow or water to attract
attention. Tracks filled with green branches
are also good. Designs should be 200 feet
lcng to be readily visible from the air.
Make a shelter from airplane parts, or a
tent from your parachute.
An excellent
pack-sack can be fastened from your parachute harness and ropes. Snow shoes and
sleds can be made from engine cowlings,
inspection panels and doors. The inner tubes
of the tires may be removed and taken along
to use as a raft if a collapsible boat is not
among the equipment.
AJI of these tasks
will not only keep your mind occupied, but

will also keep you moving about and warm,
as well as prepare you for any eventuality
if you are going to have to make your own
way back to camp.
When you are absolutely sure that the
search for you has been given up, select the
things that you will need and start out on a
definite course. The parachute can be used
as a tent, windbreak
or shawl. So do not
discard any flying clothes; you may need extra clothing to replace worn out equipment,
or as a change if you get wet. If there are
any containers, take along some of the motor
oi I for use as fuel for cooking or as a lamp.
Take along your Very pistol; it may come
in handy for signalling if you sight a plane
or ship. In summer be sure that you have
the mosquito net or insects will cause great
discomfort.
Start your journey in the morning. Walk
slowly with frequent rests. If the snow is
deep or the going is hard you must take
your time or you will become exhausted and
freeze to death. Take time to prepare at least
two cooked meals a day. If lost, follow a
stream or the coast and you will have a better
chance of reaching a habitation.
Cold, hunger and fatigue will be your principal problems, so prepare yourself to combat them
before you leave the airplane, and develop
a sense of resourcefulness
as you go along.
(Continued

on Page 39)
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TO DEMONSTRATE a brand new firefighting technique developed at Wright
Field by Army Air Forces engineers, an old
wreck is saturated with gasoline and set on
fire. From the direction of the wind, a newly
designed fire truck rushes to the scene.

Fire-Fighting Crash Truck
Keeps IEm Flying

Bif Poi.

"ONEbomber-

,4~

<J. Rolle

pound saved equals four more bullets
enough to save
a
-so keep it super simple," is a motto that confronts the engineers
of Wright
Field Equipment
Laboratory's
Misrcllaneous
Unit. A poster bearing this motto, the inspiration
of Colonel Rudolph Fink, hangs on the wall of his office. Each
newcomer to Colonel Fink's domain has this thought driven home
to him before his assignment
orders have rested five minutes on
his new commanding
officer's desk.
A recent life-saving development
announced by the Equipment
Laboratory is a new fire-fighting
crash truck which smothers the
flames of a burning plane in less than three minutes with thousands
of pounds of carbon dioxide. This fire-fighting
marvel appears
to be a far cry from Colonel Fink's motto. However, it owes its
success to the constant work of civilian engineer W. E. (Bill)
Huffman, who ever since he resigned his first lieutenant's
commission in 1920 as a dirigible pilot in the Army Air Corps, has
devoted his time to aeronautical
research at Wright Field-especially to making CO~ containers
light enough to be carried in
ai rcraft.
Huffman is the man who made the effective manually controlled
engine-nacelle,
carbon-dioxide
cylinders which, since 1928, have
ext inuuished
many an airplane
fire at a familiar source -~ the
engine. His valves which stopped the old problem of having ice
form in the neck by means of a constant speed control are now
serving to inflate life rafts as well as pLltting out fires.
What has lightness got to do with a CO~ carrying crash truck?
The answer is plenty! To carry carbon dioxide in the amount
needed to extinguish the flames of a crashed plane in the ordinary
manner would mean that the Air Forces groLlnd transportation
engineer, Lieutenant J. C. Scott, would have to design a chassis of
such gigantic proportions
that the truck would be an awkward tractor-like contraption.
Its lack of speed would impair its ef11ciency.
When Colonel Fink conceived the idea of a crash truck carrying enough CO~ to extinguish a fire enveloping a plane, Huffman
was ready to answer Lieutenant Scott's demand that the tank be light.
Working with the industry, Huffman found a way of keeping
thousands
of pounds of CO~ at low pressure by refrigeration,
thereby eliminating the necessity of a heavy pressure resisting tank.
As a result of this research, the Air Forces now has a fast crash
truck which can speedily reach the scene of a burning plane and
put out the [ire in a matter of moments. The prime pu rpose of this
newest piece of Iire-fighting equipment
is to save lives. Salvage
of the plane is secondary.
AIR
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SMOTHERING streams of carbon dioxide come from the main boom nozzle,
which extends ahead of the truck on a long
armature. In front of the radiator is a nozzle
which swings in a complete arc. Two bumper
outlets spray CO~ in front of the tires.

MITCHEL

of the WOOFS,
also known
as the WAGS, a new and very doggy
branch of the Air Forces, have completed
their basic gLlard training at Mitchel Field,
New York, and now take their places alongside soldier-sentries
to keep the secrets of
this base from prying eyes.
From seven at night till seven in the
morning,
in all kinds of weather, these
highly-trained
dogs keep watch at their designated posts; and they can become "man's
worst enemy" when the necessity arises.
The duties of the sentry dogs are to accompany a guard on post; to act as an extra
pair of eyes and ears; to give warning at a
sign of danger or the suspicion of an intruder; but to attack only on command.
The
dogs are particularly useful in isolated areas
and where vision is restricted.
Sentry dogs are real MP's, being carried
as such on the roster, and have service records of their own. They also draw rations,
just like any so Idier.
A number of these animals arc at present
on active duty at Mitchel Field. This group
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FIELD

includes Doberman
Pinschers, who have a
high reputation
as military dogs, Boxers,
Collies, French Poodles and one Kerry Blue.
The job of selecting and giving the dogs
their elementary training is handled by Dogs
for Defense, Inc., a non-profit organization,
according to Army specifications.
Mediumsized breeds have proved the most effective.
They are big enough to bring down a man
and more alert than larger breeds.
While military dogs have long been used
as sentries by European armies (it is estimated that Axis nations are using more
than 100,000
military
dogs),
these are
among the first so trained in this country.
The task of training dogs and Mitchel
Field sentries to work tojzethcr is handled by
Staff Sergeant Richard Farnham, who has
trained dogs and horses most of his life.
"This could be called a post-graduate
course for dogs,"
Sergeant
Farnham
explains. "After the animals have thoroughly
learned to execute the primary commands
such as to heel, sit, lie down, stay, leap over
obstacles, sound the alarm, charge and re-

lease the victim, strict obedience to the individual guard with which they work must be
taught or the dogs will become a menace.
"Selection of the guards who work with
the dogs is highly important,"
the Sergeant
states. "Each dog is schooled with the minimum number of guards. Gaining the dog's
full confidence is a prime rcquisite ; men
who are sympathetic to dogs must be found.
These are working dogs, not pets, and no
one else is permitted to make friends with
them."
The Sergeant says that too often a wellmeaning soldier will corne up to the dog
while on sentry duty to pat his head amI
make friends. The gLlard warns him but the
reply usually is, "Don't
be silly;
I've
handled dogs all my life, they know me."
A couple of vicious snarls or a lunge
ch,'nges the well-meaning
soldier's mind.
The training method used is the "teasing"
process. The "teaser" is the man who acts as
intruder while the guard and dog practice.
Proof that the dogs are completely
acquainted with what they are supposed to do
is shown by the fact that the Sergeant, who
has trained them, does not dare approach a
post they are guarding
unless the sentrypartner gives the OK. (::(
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EET compressibility-the

now notorious "bugaboo"
of aviation.
The semi-mysterious
characteristics of this
plain and simple physical phenomenon
have
all but placed it in a class with Gremlins
and other mystical figures which are supposed to furnish airmen with embarrassing
moments. Actually, compressibility
has been
with us since the earth was first surrounded
by a layer of air. Those concerned with bullet design and acoustics have long been
familiar with it, but compressibility
didn't
mean much to airmen until they attained
speeds of 500 to 700 miles per hour, or close
to the speed of sound,
There are all sorts of discussions on the
subject of compressibility,
varying from the
pilot's
barracks
flying to expressions
of
learned scientists representing
the most advanced thought of research laboratories.
It
would be impossible to discuss all the phases
of the phenomenon,
since a great deal of the
region of flight concerning
compressibility
is still unexplored.
But enough
is now
known about compressibility
and its effects
to remove much of the danger connected
with it, and certainly enough to explain its
character.
Compressibility,
as it pertains to aviation,
naturally
divides itself into three phases.
The first of these is a simple physical description of shock waves, their formation
and character. This phase, in simple terms,
is the nature and formation of sound as discLlssed in any elementary physics text book,
and the similarity
of shock waves and
sound waves,
The second phase is logically the effect
on an airplane in flight as it would be observed by the pilot; this phase concerns itself with the physical reaction of the airplane to the formation
of shock waves.
The third phase involves a discussion of
the problem which confronts
the research
scientist and the airplane engineer; namely,
how to forestall, delay or overcome the compressibi Iity effect.
The entire problem
of compressibility
arises because of a peculiar characteristic
of the air which causes sound to be transmitted through it at a definite speed. This
characteristic
of air is its ability to transmit
waves.
We know that sound onglOates
with
vibrations
and that these vibrations
are
transmitted
somehow or other through the
air, with the result that a corresponding
vibration takes place when the sound wave
strikes our eardrum.
One can experience
both objects and
waves traveling
together
through
the air
at the same time. For example, standing on
the cliffs of Dover we could watch the big
German
guns across the channel
throw
shells over to our side. After seeing the flash,
we could count one minute and about fifteen
seconds before the shell arrived. The explosion of the shell on our side would occur
just a little ahead of the sound of firinghow much ahead depending on how close it
hit. It is obvious that the shell traveled
through the air
(Continued on next page)
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surface. The formation of waves (below)
obviously is a function of how much and how fast
the water has to flow in order to get around the
object. The same conditions exist in the air:'
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faster than the sound waves caused by the
blast of firing. Modern fighter airplanes can
reach speeds, particularly when diving, that
arc comparable
to the speed of shells and
bullets. Bullets have long been traveling in
this region of high speed above the borckrs
of compressibility
and have long been forming shock waves; we arc fairly well acqu.untcd with the pictmcs of shock waves
which form at the nose of bullets traveling
through air.
In high school physics we learned that
sound waves travel like the ripples spreading
ant on a pool of water which has been disturbed by a stone dropped
into the pool.
We may have also learned that the vibrations
clLIsing sound waves actually compress the
air in pulsations which transmit a series of
waves; but instead of the sound waves moving a surface up and down as do water
waves, the crests of sound waves are regions
of compressed
air (hence the term "compressibility")
and the hollows are regions
of reduced pressme. But the air itself does
not flow with the wave any more than water
flows with its surface waves.
Having learned this in physics, we are in
3 fair way to understand
that sound waves
and shock waves are of the same breed. We
probably all remember
that the "speed of
sound" was supposed to vary and was faster
in solids and liquids than it was in air. We
may have learned that the speed of sound in
"standard"
air is 1,090 feet per second, and
that this represents
the normal speed of
transmission
of the sound vibration.
Actually, this is the speed of movement of the
wave. Perhaps you did not realize that the
speed of sound, even in air, varies under
different conditions--varying
primarily with
the temperature.
The speed drops with a
decrease in temperature
to the extent that in
flight at high altitudes where the temperature is low a considerable
reduction in this
critical speed is reached.
well-known
illustrations
of the travel
of sound in air serve to show that the speed
of sound is not so very high, and that it is
a very real factor. Many of us have waited
for the sound to reach us after watching
someone across the street strike a drill with
:l sledge
hammer. Or we rn.iy have counted
the number of seconds following a flash of
lightning
until we heard the thunder, We
know that if we divide the seconds (between
the lightning
flash and the SOLll1d of the
thunder)
by five, we get the approximate
distance in miles to the flash itself.
If we could move along through the air
at the same speed as a sound wave it might
seem as if we were riding the crest, or the
hollow, or were in the midst of a pattern of
waves similar to those around a boat. Perhaps it would be better to consider making
our own disturbance
or shock wave just as
a boat creates the waves that move with it.
In this event, these sound waves or shock
waves-which
are actually areas of bunchedup and thinned-out
air-would
stay with us,

and if we could see them they mif~ht appear
as definite .is the waves on the surface of the
water.
At speed:; below that of sound, the air can
11100'eout of the way .md can close in behind
an airfoil without any appreciable compression or formation of a wave. At speeds above
that of sound it might even be' possible to
move out ahead of the wave, leaving it behind, but we should still be concerned with
the formation of the wave. Speeds ahove the
speed of sound are relatively unknown except as applied to bullets and propeller tips.
In order to see these shock waves it is
possible to take advantage of the variation
in light refraction of the alternate regions of
compressed
and rarified air since the variation in light refraction causes light passing
th rough to bunch Ltp and produce bands of
light and shadow when exposed photographically,
We are familiar with photographs of these waves formed on bullets,
and there are a number of such illustrations
applying
to airplanes
and aerodynamic
shapes.
For the most part, however,
it
is necessary to imagine what occurs, or to
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The sharp edge at the water line of our modern
freighters, combined
with a bulbous nose below
the water line. serve to control the formation of the
waves, thus saving power to put into speed.

use familiar illustrations
which may not be,
strictly speaking, scientifically accurate.
A fairly complete study in compressihility
on be nude with a toothbrush
and a bowl
full of water. If the handle of the toothbrush is moved through the water at slow
speed, the handle mal' be moved with the
thin cd ce of the broadside cutting the water
without' causing any appreciah'le
disturbance. In other words, at low speeds the water
is able to move out of the W~lY and hack in
behind the handle without creating waves.
This illustrates motions below so-called critical speed.
HOWEVER,
if the toothbrush
handle
is
moved
bro.i.l-,idc
List enou gh to create
waves, the speed at which wuv« form.irions
start is perhaps a little less than is needed
to create waves when the handle is moved
with the narrow edge (Lttting the surface.
This il lusr ratcs the' fact th,~t the critical
speed depends upon the displacement,
or the
necessity for rapid recovery or How-Lack-in
after the passage of the handle.
It is obviolis that a thin knife blade could
move at a still higher sl,eed than the toothbrush, but the surprising thing is that at one
speed a knife cuts through wilh no ripple at
all and then suddenly, with almost no increase in speed, a big wave formation
sets
up. Old Critical Speed himself
pops up
with a vengeance.
The formation
of waves obviously is a
function of how much and how fast the
water has to flow in order to get around the
object. The same conditions exist in the air,
but, of cou rse, at a much higher speed, simply because the air is lighter and can be
pushed around with less effort.
It takes work to make waves. This can't
be measured easily with a toothbrush handle
but anyone who has ever stood in a row boat
and rocked the boat to make waves knows
that he can get tired just making waves
without going any place. The effort required
to move a boat is expended partially in overcoming the friction of the water on the bottom as it slides by, and partially in making
waves. A well-known principle in crew racing is that the crew which bounces the boat
up and down, making the most waves, invariably ioses to the crew with the smoothest stroke. One has only to look at the bow
wave of a blunt nosed freighter
to realize
that it must take a great amount of coal or
oil to shovel th.u much water across the
ocean. We arc familiar with the bow-shape
of our modern high-speed
vessels with a
relative knife edge at the water line and a
more rounded .in.] blunt nose built below
the water line. This is to control
wave
Iorm.ition and save power to put into speed.
The air, as we normally think of it at
rest, is a rather docile medium. We know
that we can walk through it without having
to work very much to overcome simple air
resistance at low speeds. We also know that
as we increase our speed through the air we
increase the amount of work required
to
shove aside the air and slip through it. When
we reach the mysterious "speed of sound"
(Continued

on Page 36)
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PHYLliS

HAD
(Continued

'We were in Vee of Vees all the way in to
the larget. The main formation was in Vees,
'UlL! we, who were in the "rear guard," were
in echelon of Vccs, from left to right, inside
tiF' rear wins-s of the main formation.
Our
ship was "T'~;il-end Charlie." \X1e were the
rearmost
left-hand
ship in the formation,
aed hence the last to bomb,

WIC

fliT scattered
heavy (high altitude)
"Il.tk " on our way in, hut it was slight, and
did no harm. \Ve got well over am targets,
in formation and unmolested,
when I heard
the bombardier yell through the inter-phone,
.. Bomb doors open I- -Left ~-Right
a hit ,-Right hard ~-Right,
damn it! Right I"
I kept trying to follow his directions.
It
W'lS
tough heCluse we were in the sli 1'str CUllS of the sh ips ahead and it took a lot
of rudder to keep Phyllis on the course he
wanted.
At last he said "Okay!
Bombs
away! Button her up !", which meant for
me to get the bomb doors closed. Then he
said "HIT-HIT-HIT
on target!"
It sounded fine.
The bombing
part was easy. We'd got
over the target and dropped them on the
nose-by
the grace of Lieutenant
Komarek.
AU we had to do now was p,et back.
But that's when they started to pour it on.
The open bomb doors had slowed us down
a lot, and we were behind the formation.
The German's
strategy
was obviously
to
pick on the last ship and shoot it down.
Most of the others got no attention
at
all from them. And I might say that I think
it would be a lot better if the last ships in
a formation were to slow down momentarily
and let "Tail-end
Charlie"
get his bomb
doors closed and catch up before they hightail for home. ):(,U can get a lot of interprotection from even two other B-l7"s. And
we certainly needed it right then,
But there we were. Behind the others,
pulling between 47 and 50 inches of mercury-a
hell of a lot at that altitude---and
trying to catch up, meanwhile taking evasive
action. The flak was really being poured on.
Heavy flak. I saw it below me, in front, and
then above me. We were bracketed,
and I
knew that when it came next, they'd have
LIS.
They did. We started getting hits and
plenty of them. I could feel the ship back
and shudder each time they hit us. And I
might say, incidentally,
that one of the boys
in the other ships saw them hit and destroy
one of their own pursuits, an ME 10'.)-G.
Things were happening
fast, and it's a
little hard to get them in their proper order.
I'm trying to tell what occurred in about
fl\e seconds, hut it's going to take a hell of
a lot longer than that to do it. I was talking
about their pursuits.
I forgot to say that I
had seen a dog-fight--or
what looked like
one-ahead
and above me. Just a flash of it.
That was when we were on the target.
Then came the flak, as I've said before.
And then the hits. But after that came something worse. The flak suddenly stopped cold,
and I knew we were in for it. That's the
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toughest moment of a hombing
raid--the
few seconds between the time the fhk stops
and the enemy pu rsu it comes at you. I
found time to be scared, but not for long.
Just then all the gunners
in the crew
started
calling
through
the inter phone:
"Enemy ai rcralt at three 0' clock, Lieutenant I
... At live 0' clock I ... At nine 0' clock' .. ."
Sergeant Taucher, the rear gunner, was
more specific. He yelled: "Hell, Lieutenant, they're
coming
in I From behind!
There's a jillion of 'em I They look like
pl;,;eons I"
I said "Give 'em hell, boy I" or something
like that.
He said, "I can't. My guns arc jammed.
I' J1l try ing to c lear 'em '"
"Keep swinging them around so it looks
lil«. youre firing." I said.
"Okay, Sk ip per !" Then, "Fve got one
gun cleared now." He started firing.

HI' TOl.D me later that once he got his guns
going he didn't take his finger oJt the trigger
from the time their formation
started to
come in until the last shi I' of it had gone
out. They were employing
two tactics that
were new to me--and
damned
effective.
When they peeled off to attack, they came in
so close together that by the time one ship
had shot us up and banked away, the next
in line had his sights on us.
The other dodge they used was to pretend

to come in on one of the other ships, and
then do a twenty-degree
turn and shoot hell
Out of us. And while Taucher said their fire
came mostly from a range of about 1,200
yards, he also said that they were so close
when they [illirhuJ firing that he could sec
their faces. Mostly they came from the rear,
but at least one of them ,!;ot up under us
from in front, stalled, and, as it fell off,
r.ikc.] us the length of Phyllis' belly. I could
feel his hits lnnging into her.
As a matter of fact, I could feel the cffect
of all their fire. It was rather like sitting
in the boiler of a hot water heater that was
being rolled down a steep hill.
I began to realize that things were getting
tough. There was an explosion behind me
as a 20-mm. cannon shell banged into us
just behind the upper turret an:1 exploded;
and I kept thinking,
"What
if it hit the
flares?" If it hit the Hares and ignited them
I knew we'd go up like a rocket.
Then I looked out at the ri:,ht wing and
saw it was shot to hell. There were holes
everywhere,
A lot of them were 20-mm.
cannon holes. They tear a hole in the skin
you could shove a sheep through. The entile wing was just a damn bunrh of holes.
I looked at Lieutenant Lon g, the co- pi lot.
That was a treat. There he was with his
wheel shoved clear over to the right in a
desperate
looking
right-hand
turn which
seemed, at the time, very funny because Ill)'
control wheel was centered.
I started to
laugh and then decided there wasn't anything to lallgh about. The position of his
wheel meant his aileron control cables had
been shot away. That wasn't funny at all.
About that time several other unpleasant
things happened all at once. First, the waist
gllnner, Sergeant Peterson, yelled through
the interphone:
"Lieutenant,
there's a bunch
of control wires slapping me in the puss,"
which meant that the tail surface controls
were being shot up. Second, the right-hand
outboard engine "ran away" and the engine
controls were messed up so we couldn't shut
it off. Third, the left-hand
inboard engine
quit.
And fourth,
the ship went into a
steep climb which I couldn't control.

I

DESPITE a badly shot up rudder and tail assembly, this B- r 7-like
Phyllis-also
got back from a
daylight raid over France.

FORGOT
to say that the whole left-hand
oxygen system had gone out with the fi rst
burst of flak, and that I was trying to get
the ship down to 20,000 feet to keep half
my crew from passing out. I forgot to tell
about this before bccausc things were happening too fast to tell them all at once. Behind me there was a pretty nice little piece
of drama going on that I couldn't sec. My
radio gunner, Sergeant Bouthellier,
passed
out from lack of oxygen, and the radio operator, Sergeant Parcells, seeing him lying
by his gun, abandoned
his own oxygen
mask and put the emergency bottle over his
face. Sergeant Bouthellier
revived, just in
time to see Sergeant Parcells pass out himself. He, in turn, took the emergency bottle
off his own face, and revived Parcells. After
that, on the verge of going out again, Bouthellier called through the interphone
to tell
me that the oxygen supply line was damaged.
With Lieutenant Long's help I managed to
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put the ship into a steep dive and leveled
out at 20,000 feet. At this altitude, everyone
could keep going without oxygen.
To return to the fourth unpleasant thing
that happened-when
Phyllis went into a
steep climb I simply couldn't hold her level.
There was something wrong with the controls. I had my knees against the wheel and
the stabilizer control was in the full-down
position. The control column kept trying to
push me through the back of my scat. I
motioned to Lieutenant Long to help me and
between the two of us we managed to get
it forward and assume normal level flight.
Then I started to think. The enemy fighters were still shooting us up, we had a long
wal to go to reach England and safety, we
were minus two engines, and it took almost
full left aileron to hold that damaged right
wing up. It was clearly time to bailout
of
that aircraft. It seemed a funny idea, but I decided it was the only thing to do. So I yelled
into the interphone:
"Prepare to d itch !"
Then I started to call the roll. Everyone
answered "Okay, Skipper!"
except the top
gunner, Sergeant Coburn.
Sergeant Peterson was badly hurt, but he answered, "Okay,
Skipper", and even had time to ask me if I
was wounded.
He said, "How's the ship,
Lieutenant?"
I said "Okay."
He said, "On
second thought, what I really want to know
is 'How are you'?".

I MIGHT say right here that it was the
finest bomber crew that ever took off. The
whole gang was right on the nose. Everyone did his job every inch of the way. I'm
the one who is telling the story, because I
was the guy in command.
But there were
nine other men in Phyllis, and any of them
could tell yOLl a better story of what happened. Phyllis had it all right; but so did
her gang.
But to get back to what happened.
I gave
the order to prepare to "ditch" ship, with
visions of a German prison camp in my
mind.
But just about that time Sergeant
Coburn, the top gunner, slid out of the top
turret, and fell to a position between me and
Co-pilot Long. Coburn's face was a mess.
He was coughing blood and I thought he'd
been wounded in the chest. It later proved
that he wasn't, but he was clearly in no
condition
to bailout
of an airplane.
Things were tough right then. They were
still shooting at us and the coast of France
was a long way away. Our target had been
about 60 miles inland and with our reduced
speed-two
engines out of action-it
would
take us quite a while to get to the coast.
I felt a little sick inside. I yelled through
the interphone
that anyone who wanted to
could ditch right then and there. But no
one wanted to. Phyllis was still "airborne,"
as the British say, and I guess by this time
they trusted her. Meanwhile, the enemy pursuit kept pouring lead into us, and there's
no evasive action worth a damn you can take
when you arc shot up the way we were.
Lieutenant
Long left his controls and
went back to give first-aid to Sergeant Coburn. Immediately,
I had the problem on
my hands of keeping Phyllis from climbing
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through the ceiling. The damned stick just
wouldn't stay forward and I kept on gaining altitude.
I called for help through the
interphone,
and I'm sure that everyone on
that ship thought I was injured.
Lieutenant
Komarek tried to get up through the hatch
to help me; but he couldn't because Lieutenant Long and Sergeant Coburn were on the
door in the floor through which he'd have
to come. I didn't dare throttle the engines,
either, for fear we'd just quit flying. Phyllis,
at this point, had a stalling speed of about
160 m.p.h., in spite of her ambitious climbing tendencies.
So I just fought her.
Meanwhile,
Coburn was doing his best
to bleed to death. Throughout,
however, he
never lost consciousness,
and he kept making funny remarks.
Finally, the radio operator, Sergeant Parcells, came forward and took over the firstaiding of Coburn, allowing Lieutenant Long
to crawl back into the co-pilot's seat. Between us we got Phyllis under control.
We were over the Channel by that time
and some British Spitfires took us in tow.
The Jerry pursuit stLIff gave up and departed for home. We went into a dive from
20,000 feet for anywhere on the coast of
England.
The runaway engine gave us a lot of
trouble. The electrical system was shot to
hell, and we couldn't shut it off. Long tinkered with the fuel valve but no soap. I was
afraid to tinker with the fuel valves. Finally
we gave it up. Phyllis was still flying, and
I didn't want to ask her too many questions.
We made a wheels-up landing at the first
aerodrome
we saw in England. We could
only make left-hand
turns because both
Long and I knew that if we ever got that
shop-up right wing down we could never
pick it up again.
I buzzed the field once and scraped a
chimney or two off some buildings at the
end of the runway. I knew we were going
to have to crash-land because the hydraulics
were shot, and I couldn't get the wheels
down. Besides, I didn't want to land Phyllis
normally at 160 m.p.h. She'd have coasted
clear across England.
So we belly-landed
her. The long way
of the runway and cross-wind.
It was a
damned fine landing-marred
only by the
fact that Coburn, the wounded man, kept
making remarks about how tired he was of
flying. Sarcastic remarks.
I promised him
that I'd put him on the ground and was
lucky enough to do it in good shape. We
all walked away from that landing.
Bellylanding a B-1 7 is an art, and both Long and
I agree we have mastered it. Sergeant Coburn agrees, too.
And next time anyone tells you a Fortress
can't take it, give them the works. As one
of the boys said after we got back: "Phyllis
had the stuff." God rest her soul.
Oh, yes, Komarek, the bombardier,
got
sick after we landed.
But he was considerate about it. He took off his flying helmet
and used it as a receptacle so the kids that
dismantled
Phyllis wouldn't have to clean
up after him. We all laughed
like hell
about that.

*
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ARMY travels on its stomach,
and
to make certain that the stomach isn't
lined with tough-as-Ieather
beef cuts,
the Army Air Forces arc monthly graduating hundreds of student cooks from
Baker and Cook schools throughout
the
nation. Culinary cadets who have never
known a caloric from a vitamin are being taught literally to cook with gas.
For two months
these white-clad
"grease monkeys" ride the range of a
stove, finally emerge qualified in the arts
of stewing, sauteing, simmering,
braising, f ricasseing,
roasting and baking.
These captains of the chow go in for
soldier-like strategy. The science of decoy is mastered, and student cooks learn
how to bait appetites
by garnishing
dishes with a variety of colorful vegetables. A green pepper ring, the scarlet
splash of paprika on a boiled potato,
spinach's green complemented
with the
luring yellow of sliced egg - all these
tricks from the Army's recipe to win appetites and keep its men well fed.
"When
the menu calls for hamburger, and the men have had hamburger recently, I camouflage it", one
alumnus cook told us recently. "I make
chili can carne out of the meat, or make
stuffed green pappers."
The business of salvage and the elimination of waste in the kitchen is also
important.
"When
we have pancake
batter left over from the morning's
breakfast, we use the surplus batter to
make corn fritters for dinner", this same
chef told us. "And if the rice doesn't go
over at dinner, we make a rich rice pudding out of it for supper", he added.
A graduate baker joined the conversation. "lve just had a two months'
loaf
(meat)
on the government's
" dough", he flipped.
He waved his diloma
at us. "Honest",
he said,
make some girl a good wife. I can make
biscuits, bread, pies, buns, and dOu.g"
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Here's how new B-17s are
tested by the A rmy after
they roll off Boeing's production line - on their way to
the wars.

Cut». Hunsen

CHIEF, ARMY
BOEING

W

etdju.rtJ the co utrols o] a B-l7.

PRODUCTION

a B-17 is wheeled off the Boeing
production
line, it undergoes
two
tests --a company test and an Army test.
These differ considerably.
The Boeing check-up is primarily functional. First, a company pilot and co-pilot
take the ship up alone for a period of twenty
to forty minutes. Cruising slowly at three to
six thousand feet above Boeing Field, they
carefully analyze the plane's performance
in
Hight, making sure that props, engines and
controls function properly.
After this, they land and pick up a crew
of company
electricians
and mechanics.
Then follows a Hight of an hour or more,
during which countless adjustments of regulators and equipment arc made.
All irregularities
and malfunctioning
of
equipment
or accessories which cannot be
corrected in flight are noted by the company
pilot. These are then corrected by company
ground mechanics and "signed off" by Army
inspectors.
The B-17 is now turned over to the Army
B-8 Inspection
group.
The term "B-8"
comes from the number of the Materiel Center directive which requires a complete and
very searching inspection of 428 individual
items. In addition, the B-8 Group inspects
about 150 more items which become accessible as cowling, panels and doors are removed to get at the 428 basic articles and
assemblies.
HE;\,'
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Again discrepancies are noted which will
be corrected
by company mechanics
and
"signed-off"
by Army inspectors.
The big bomber is now ready for the
Army acceptance flight.
Another Air Corps man and I have been
waiting in the Pre-Flight Flight Operations
Office. Sling a chute over your shoulder,
come along with us, and we will try to give
you some idea of how this airplane is tested
before it's sent off to the wars.

WE find a lot of traffic on the field. Seattle
weather is unpredictable,
with plenty of fog,
but today is clear and the runway is warm
with landings and take-offs.
Riding
across the apron in a station
wagon, the Boeing operations
man hands
me the company pilot's report. I ask him,
"Which ship arc we flying?"
Before we get into the ship, I very carefully read the Boeing flight report. Everything is reported in order.
Next, we examine cowlings, especially the
outer sides, which cannot be viewed from
the cockpit. The object is to see that no Dzus
fasteners are loose. If they were, they might
fly off and rip the devil out of wing or tail
surfaces.
We look at the turbo intakes and landing
gear to be sure no rocks or foreign matter
clog them, and check the landing
strut
against hydraulic oil leaks. Along the way,

we observe that the brake hose sets at a
proper angle.
One propeller blade shows a nick, probably made by gravel. Where you find one,
you will usually find more on other props.
That's the case. The co-pilot makes ,I note
on the flight inspection report to dress out
all nicks.
Incidentally, we have two reports to write.
One, the Flight Test Check Sheet, shows
how thorough our examination
of the airplane will be. Eleven items must be checked,
as follows:
(1) flight controls,
(2) propellers, (3) radio equipment,
(4) engine
and turbo operation,
(5) automatic flight
equipment,
(6)
wing de-icers,
(7) hydraulic system, (8) heaters and defrosters,
(9) electrical system, (10)
flight instruments, and (11) power turret operation.
The second sheet is the Pilot's Inspection
Report, which is simply a memorandum
of
irregularities
discovered on the flight, with
corresponding
spaces to be filled in by plant
mechanics who will correct the faults and by
inspectors who will approve the work.
Boarding the plane by the side door, our
inspection continues as we move forward to
the pilot's compartment.
The tail wheel strut? O.K. Miscellaneous
equipment-is
it all anchored down? Yes.
While we have elbow room, we don our
chutes and make certain they fit right. Moving into the radio
(Continued on next page)
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compartment,
we run our eyes and our
fingers over the wiring and check all instruments. Calibration
correct.
Into the pilots' seats now and the first
thing is to check the gas. The tanks arc tilled
but the tiny gas warning light doesn't operate and we make a note to have it fixed.
On 1 ... On 2 ... On 3 ... On 4-one
after another the engines arc started and,
while they warm up, we call the control
tower for taxi and take-off instructions.
Try the brakes. They hold but seem a bit
too weak. A memorandum
is made to
tighten them. Next to be tested, in order, arc
prop governors,
turbos, manifold
pressure
and RPM. Everything normal. For a minute
or so, we run oil through the propellers at
high pitch, so it will flow properly, and then
test individually
each magneto
and each
engine.
Board
instruments
are carefully
watched for inaccuracies and we make certain that the blue lights from which luminous dials and indicators reflect are in proper
working order.
Strap into the scats now, for the plane is
ready to take off. We taxi down to the far
end of the runway. "Use all the runway
you've got" is still one of the wisest slogans
in the business.
ONCE in the air, we bank sharply over the
ridge of hills that flanks Boeing Field on the
east and, as we climb, all generators and batteries are checked. O.K.
The radio compass needle is wavering.
We are above a radio station and, as we fly
over, the needle swings exactly to 180 degrees. The marker beacon light is burning.
The snowy peak of Mount Ranier lies a
few miles ahead as we cruise south at about
160 miles an hour. We won't fly higher
than 6,000, probably, nor very fast. There's
no point.
Tiny rivers of propeller de-icer fluid on the
engine cowling show that it is flowing correctly and the rubber wing de-icers breathe
in and out regularly, just as they should. Oil
pressures and temperatures
are both about
right, as are the fuel pressures and cylinder
head temperatures.
Now we very care/ttlly trim the airplane
for straight and level flight, paying particular attention to the ball in the bank and turn
indicator. It is imperative that the 13-17 be
perfectly trimmed,
or our automatic flight
equipment--which
we are now about to
test-will
not function properly. We then
center the airplane, flying straight and level
with hands and feet off the controls, and
we extinguish
the "tell-tale"
lights by adjusting
the aileron,
rudder
and elevator
centering
knobs, in the order named. As
the "tell-talc"
lights are extinguished
each
of the engaging
switches are immediately
thrown "on."
This is the most important
part of our
flight, from the Army's standpoint.
Company pilots are not permitted
to fly with
secret equipment. Certain Boeing mechanics
are trained on it, and one of them is along
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with us on this flight, riding in the bombardier's compartment,
making any necessary
adjustments.
Few arc needed. We bank at
a 30 degree angle to the left and then to the
right. The plane levels out smoothly each
time.
This automatic
equipment,
like many
other things, will require adjustment
in the
field, of course. But it is our job to be sure
it's right to start with-that,
above all, there
is no faulty gyro.
While we have the airplane flying on the
A.F.C.E., we put it into a bank to the left
and then to the right to such a degree that
the bank and turn indicator is registering a
one-needle-width
turn. We now check the
amount of turn for 120 seconds; if the rate
is not three degrees per second the bank and
turn indicator must be replaced and readjusted.
Taking the controls again, we feather the

Americans

props and stop the engines. One after another they are switched off, until we are
flying on various combinations
of three engines, then two engines, and finally on just
two engines of either wing. The plane performs well under all circumstances.
Our flight is just about over. We have
been gone 30 or 10 minutes, checked all
vital controls, instruments
and equipment.
There are six irregLtlarities, all of which have
been noted on our inspection
report. They
arc minor, however, and the airplane will
not have to be test-flown
again.
It will
merely go back to the plant for correction of
the minor flaws and further inspection. Had
we found a major irregularity,
the ship
would be taken up once more.
But Number
53 is in good shape. In a
day or two at most it will be ferried away by
a pilot of the Air Transport
Command.
Later, perhaps, it will be assigned to you.

*

Can Still Shoot

A TALL man with Captain's bars on his
shoulder watches closely as the gunners aim
and fire at clay pigeons. Now and then
there's a slight lull in the proceedings
and
he slips a shell in his own gun and calls
"Pull!"
A bird sails out. It breaks into bits with
the Captain's shot, despite the fact that he
hasn't bothered to raise the gLlO to his shoulder. From his position 25 feet behind the
trap the Captain has shot from the hip.
This is Captain Phil Miller, one of the
best trap shots in America, now technical
advisor in charge of all shotgun ranges at
the Army Air Forces oldest Flexible Gunnery School at Las Vegas, Nevada.
Captain Miller has been shooting
and
teaching others to shoot for more than 30
years. He won his first major trap shoot in
1915 and then for a decade walked off with
practically
every shooting
award in both
professional and amateur competition. Then
in ] 925 he decided to retire.
But nine years later Captain Miller came
back. At the Grand American in 1934 he
broke the first 200 straight. In 1937 he won
the Amateur Clay Target Championship
and
a year later the National
High Average
Title. In 1939 he won the Grand American
all-round
Championship
and was named

captain of the All-American
team. At Las
Vegas, the Captain is somewhat surprised
but nonetheless pleased to see that recurrent
phenomenon,
The American Eye, in action.
"There must be something in our blood," he
says. "Even after a generation
of city life
our boys have not forgotten
how to use a
gun. We're closer than we think to the
pioneers."
Captain Miller finds that there is no class
or region which holds a monopoly on the
tradition of the shot gun. Generally speaking, of course, country boys take to training
more readily. Captain Miller tells of a Georgia private who had never seen a trap in his
life before he walked on the Las Vegas
range. He promptly broke 50 out of 50. The
answer"
He had been shooting
rabbits
"down home" as long as he could remember.
Conversely, the Captain counters with the
story of a Boston city slicker who beat the
pants off a Virginia duck hunter. They come
from everywhere. A piano player, the Captain discovered, makes a fi rst class gunner.
So do billiard experts and golfers. Anyone
whose eye and hand are already accustomed
to functioning
together knows what to do
with a trigger and a target, Captain Miller
has found.
The trap and skeet ranges arc an integral
part of the aerial gunnery training course at
Las Vegas-a
course which manages to combine the best elements of a sweat shop and
a university. The Captain, at 49, has been
through the entire gunnery schooling, from
the first classroom lecture to the final phase
~plane-to-plane
firing. He has a diploma
which states that he is a qualified aerial gunner. And he has gunner's wings.
Captain Miller has very little time for
relaxation,
but occasionally on Sundays he
gets a few hours off. That is the time when
he does what he enjoys most: He rounds up
a couple of other officers and together they
visit the trap ranges to-you
guessed it"kill" a few clay pigeons.

*
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was acquired while hauling freight above the Burma Road across the Himalayas from India
into China and return in a C-47 transport.
He has very definite ideas about that one.
The second impression which can be related safely is that three rupees was too
much to pay for the baby King cobra he
bought to bring back as a pet. Under the
fakir's persuasion, the baby snake proved
tl.at it could raise a good part of its lO-inch
length, flare its hood and strike. But its body
was almost transparent. Captain laird's suspicion that it lacked guts was confirmed
when the snake died at altitude over the
South Atlantic in a Clipper.
like many critical operations at Army
Air Force outposts, the job of lugging freight
over the hump was never a joy ride. The
heavily-laden C-47s, in the hands of airline
pilots who had been hurriedly recalled to
active duty in March for this express assignment, often accomplished the impossible.
Or so it seemed to the Japs in Nakajima 9(js,
armed fighters with a speed of 270 miles
per hour at 17,000 feet.
By any comparison on paper or in the air,
the Japs should have had a field day. Armed
only with tommy guns, the converted DC-:'>s
cruised at about 140 miles per hour. The
route was too long for fighter escort. Interception from the Jap' s base, within easy
striking distance across the Burma border,
should have been a military certainty.
"From our base in India, a series of 12,000
and 14,000-foot peaks stretched northeastward toward China," Captain laird explains. "Out there, they caU them either the
HiMAlayas or the HimalAYas. Off to the
left the peaks reach 22,000 feet. Between
these jagged upturned fingers are valleys
with sheer rock sides through which the
AIR FORCE,
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Although they were
always in there trying,
the Japs, up until the date of Captain
laird's departure, had not bagged a single
Burma Roadster C-47. His explanation for
this embarrassing score pays tribute to the
Chinese.
"Our real protection," he reports, "other
than plenty of bad weather, was the best
air raid warning system in the world, in my
opinion. It's uncanny how those Chinese
men and women-and
even the childrendetected and reported Jap planes over Chinese territory. They were always on the job
and had lots of short wave radios.
"Their warnings constantly kept us informed where the Japs were flying, how
many and what kind. This gave us time to
duck into the clouds, or in clear weather to
drop down into a valley and circle until the
'all clear' came, hoping that we wouldn't be
spotted. lacking the speed to run away from

laird
recalls, "when we
got a warning that a formation of 18 bi-motored Jap bombers with
a fighter cover was 40 miles away. There
was a broken overcast, not enough for
good cover. So I dropped down into a
valley and circled for the better part of an
hour. Suddenly, through the haze, a plane,
followed by another, pulled up over the
lip of the next valley and scared hell out
of me. I pulled away, heading for my destination and expecting company at any moment. I heard two A VG's talking to each
other, something about 'that Number 37 is
mighty lucky. He was hiding down there in
a valley while 20 Japs were setting 4,000
feet above but they didn't even spot him.'
"Thirty-seven happened to be the number
of our plane.
"Back at our destination, I learned that
the two planes which had come at us from
the next valley were two of our cargo ships
which neither the Japs nor the A VG's had
seen. little wonder that the Burma Roadsters
believe they owe their lives to the alertness
of the Chinese."

r;====--=-=-===-=-=-='='--=~':="=-=-='-=-C=C:-':::=-.
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in the Life of Burma Road Cargo Pilots

THE early months of war they kept the
Road open by dodging laps and flying freight
in C-47 transports. Ground transport (below) ...
on downhill dunes, it fairly flew.
In the Far East planes make camel transpor-

tation like this look just as slow--wcll,
just
as slow as it looks. Now and then, as pictured
below, overloads and short runways had tbis
effect. But parts were borrowed from another
plane so this one could proceed to India.
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IT

IS OBVIOUS that the split-second
tImmg
of Air Force operations
makes it necessary
for the watches used by aircrew members
to tell the exact truth. It is also obvious that
the viIIage jeweler's time-honored
method
of regulating
his customers'
watches by
checking them with a master clock, sometimes for weeks, is out in the kind of fastmoving warfare that is being fought today.
The Army Air Forces' answer to this is
the "watchmaster"
- an instrument
that
rn..kes it possible to regulate a watch to 100
percent accuracy in less than a minute. No
master clocks playa part in the method. The
exact speed of the timepiece being tested is
figured mathematically
by a sound-excited
printer on a graph moving at constant speed.
A straight, smooth line on the revolving
graph means the watch comes up to Air
Force standards.
A rising line means the
watch is fast, a falling one that it is slow.
To assist the repairman locate the trouble
in an imperfect
watch, the watchmaster
is
equipped with an earphone. This is to the

~
Watchmaster
graph at Sacramento
reveals a slow watch with mathematical

Air Depot
skill.

repairman what a stethoscope is to a physician. With the graph it diagnoses the ills of
a timepiece all the way from a simple cle~~ning job to a cracked jewel or defective rnarnspring. Guesswork is completely eliminated.
The watchmaster
is especially valuable to
navigators over the Pacific where there are
no radio beams to follow, and where It IS
necessary to know the exact time to make
readings from the sun and moon.

Portable
Hangar
1M ~~ d).0IWe ud.e
A NEW PORTABLE HANGAR, developed by
the Engineer Section of the Directorate
of
Base Services, has gone into production. The
new hangar is designed for use in all theaters of operations for the repair and storage of airplanes, supplies and equipment,
or to house and hospitalize
troops in the
event of an emergency.
The frame of the hangar is of cold formed
steel and the coverings and end doors are
of a specially treated dark canvas, opaque
to light of low intensity, waterproof
and
flame resistant. In cold climates local wood
sheathing
can be substituted
for or added
to the canvas covering, thus obtaining additional insulating qual ities. The size of the
hangar can be ad justed to fit almost any
need by simply adding or subtracting bays.
The normal-sized portable hangar weighs
about 52 tons, is 35 feet high. The canvas
covering
and steel frame can readily be
broken down into small bundles for ease
in shipment.
Experience
in erecting the
hangar indicates that unskilled troops can
put it up within three or four days, and that
it can be dismantled in much less time.
A portable, oil-fired, circulating air heating unit has been specially developed for
heating the hangar.
Below is the Air Forces' new portable

hangar.

STlJDENT
mechanics
at Selfridge
Field,
Michigan,
are learning about the Packardbuilt Rolls-Royce 12-cylinder V-type engine
direct from the people who make it. This
has been made possible by the Field Service
and Service Instruction
Department
of the
Packard Motor Company,
which has donated the services of three instructors
and
much valuable
equipment
to the job of
teaching Selfridge soldiers how to maintain
the American version of this famous British engine.
The course given by the instructors is one
of many arranged by Colonel William T.
Colman, Commanding
Officer of Selfridge
Field, for the Air Service Command
is to
train ground troops to operate under field
conditions--without
the conveniences
of
permanently
established
bases. A typical
class scene is shown above.
As a result of Colonel Colman's arrangement, there is little Selfridge mechs do not
know about the Rolls-Royce-the
power
plant of the P-40F and a number of other
Allied planes.
Among other things the mechanics have
learned that the Rolls-Royce engine is not
something
new-it
was designed
about
thirty years ago in England, and is even now
basicall y the same as it was before WorId
War I. Naturally, because of the demands
for more power and high altitude performance, improvements
have been incorporated.
For one thing it has been necessary to add
a reduction gear and supercharger
of the
two-speed type-low
is 8.15 to one for altitudes below 13,000 feet and high is 9.49
to one for altitudes above 13,000 feet.

-Capt.
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Progress:

Airplane design is not
all that has advanced
in the Air Forces
since World War I. There has also been
progress in other, supporting
fields.
Typical of this progress is the steady advancement
in the design and capacity
of
aviation gasoline trucks, vividly illustrated
by these pictures. At left is shown a 100-

gallon trailer, used to refuel the HandleyPages and Sopwith Camels of World War
I. Ready to pull this tank to the flight line is
one of the then "latest" types of mechanized ground equipment-a
Model "T" Ford.
As the airplanes
got bigger and better,
so did the gasoline trucks. The center picture shows a 600-gallon truck of 1928 vin-

A

PORTABLE
HOIST that can easily handle
an R,aOO-pound plane has been developed
by Lieut. Col. James H. Reed, Jr., Commanding
Officer of the Sub-Depot,
Morris
Field, North Carolina.
The hoist is designed for use on winchequipped, two - and - a- half - ton government
trucks.
It is made largely from two iron
pipes three and a half inches in diameter,
and wire cable. The cable is used to anchor
the hoist to the truck.
When in use the hoist rests on the truck's
front
bumper,
with detachable
supports
used to prop it up. The wire cable is extended from the top of the hoist entirely
around the body of the truck, and fastened
in the rear with clamps. When not in use
the hoist is supported from the side of the
truck by means of brackets. When needed

Colonel

Reed's

portable

hoist lifts a wrecked

P-40.

it can be slipped off these brackets and on
the bumper in less than five minutes.
The total cost of the unit is under $200.
In most cases it will do the work of a much
more expensive wrecker truck, even though
it is much easier to handle and much cheaper
to operate.
It can be used for a number of
different purposes, including lifting wrecked
planes to place them on trailers, for changing
engines, and for actually moving wrecked
planes from runways and fields.
In this
case wheels must be used under the front
bumper in place of stationary supports.
The Sub-Depot at Morris Field will furnish prints and drawings of the device to any
squadron or Air Forces unit requesting them.
AIR FORCE, !aHtlary,
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Van Slyke Technique-Here's
what
some of the soldiers behind the battlefronts
are doing. The scene above is the high-altitude pressure chamber
at Wright
Field,
and the hand on the face of the altimeter
in the center of the picture shows that the
men are in the low-pressure atmosphere
of
40,000 feet. In the foreground
Major David
B. Dill, high altitude scientist, has just taken
a sample of blood from the arm of Staff
Sergeant
Thomas Green, while Staff Sergeant
George
E. Hohenshilt
swabs the
puncture. The sample will be tested by the
Van Slyke technique
to show the effect of
extremely high altitudes on human blood.
Experiments like this help airmen to penetrate to higher and higher altitudes
with
safety.
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THE
INGENUITY of Captain J. N. Hudgens,
Sub-Depot
Engineering
Officer at Drew
Field, Fla., has greatly increased airplane
maintenance
efficiency
at that
station
through the invention of inexpensive timeand labor-saving devices.
Two
popular
inventions
of Captain
Hudgens
are a man-powered
tripod jack
that saves wear and tear on the expensive
hydraulic jacks used in airplane repair, and
a four-tier movable repair tray, known as a
"Tray Dolly."
Captain Hudgens'
jack was made from
angle iron and heavy gauge pipe. It stands
on a three-foot triangular base, is 52 inches
high, and has an adjustable horizontal pipe
attachment
approximately
an inch and a

tage bringing gas and oil to a Keystone
bomber. At right is a modern 4,000-gallon
gasoline truck and trailer, used to refuel the
largest of Army Air Forces planes. It can
"gas up" a Flying Fortress quicker than the
100-gallon tank shown at left could fill the
baby
gasoline
container
of a Sopwith
Camel.

half in diameter. There is also a metal pin
that is used to hold the jack at desired
heights.
After the parts of this jack are cut
to the proper lengths they can be welded together in little more than an hour.
Although it took him only a few days to
invent it, Captain Hudgens believes his jack
will last a lifetime if it is not overloaded.
So successful has it been that, since the first
one was constructed
many more have been
made and put in use by the Drew Field
machine shop.
The Tray Dolly is made from scrap lumber. It is used as a place to shelve airplane
parts during repair, thus keeping them off
the floor where they may become misplaced,

Capt.

Hudgens

(left) and the tripod

jack.

dirty or bent. Tray Dollies can be marked
with chalk numbers so mechanics know to
which plane they belong.
Castor wheels
permit them to be moved easily to any part
of the hangar when they are needed.
The tray dolly protects

plane

parts.
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small Civil Air Patrol planes covering long reaches of the American coastline are equipped
with inexpensive
but
effective bomb racks and bomhsights
invented by Major Lester G. Orcutt wh ilc he
was stationed at Morrison
Field, Florida.
The bomb rack was designed,
built and
installed on a Stinson lOS in 4R hours. at
the recluest of Army Air Force Headcluartcrs. It was built to carry 1 DO-pound demolition bombs so CAP planes could blast subs
they spotted on their daily patrols.
Pilots who flew the planes soon wanted a
bombsight so they could aim their bombs.
Two days later Major Orcutt had turned one
MANY

This

is how P-4Ds get around before they
have wings to spread. The scene is an Air
Forces materiel receiving center, where the
plane has been brought for final assembly
and delivery to the Army. The trailer was

specially
built by Curtiss-Wright
for this
journey from its factory to the Air Forces
"induction"
station. After final assembly
here, the plane is ready to be flown to the
squadron
to which it has been assigned.
table of steel. A jagged tooth die is set into
a plate which is fixed on the table, and another one is set in an upper plate that can
be brought down by operating a hand lever.
The dies of Captain Parker's salvage machine have been made in three sizes, making
it possible for the machine to cut up 95
percent of all cans issued by the Army ~luartermaster. The dies are easily interchange.lhle; pins hold them in place, and no tools
are needed to insert or remove them.

For Better Maintenance
THE aircraft maintenance
record of Ll'1l10()fC
Sub-Depot,
Lemoore,
California,
has been
grt'atly ir.lCfcascd
during recent 1l1011th.s hy
l1,e"ns of an awards system dcvc:!oped by
l.icut.
Co!. F. H. Barber,
Commanding
()1:1cc1'.

L

The system is simplc : it consists of awarding a plaque
each month
to
turning
in the 111()St ctlicicnt

Captain

Parker

demonstrates

(fan

gc;,/o.a.r;e

his salvage

machine.

Maclune

S/\LVAC;IN(;
tin cans may seem like a very
minor part of winning a war, but at a place
like Cochran Field, Macon, Ga., it can get
to be quite a problem.
Cochran has been
using up tin cans at the rate of 50,000 a
year- enough
to make salvaging
really
worth while, but also very diflrcult.
In fact, up until a few weeks ago it was
taking four men two and one-half hours a
cay to cut up and crush used cans in a manner suitable for salvage. What's more, they
were using up $25 can-openers
at the rate
of three per month.
This was the kind of situation that to
Captain Sheldon C. Parker (above),
mess
officer at Cochran, constituted
a challenge,
and he did something about it. The result
is a new machine that cost only $12 to construct, and which has cut the time spent in
salvaging
cans at Cochran
in half. It is
made of molybdenum,
one of the hardest
of metals, and after more than three months,
has shown no appreciable sign of wear.
Captain Parker's machine is set upon a
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the squadr{)n
ma in tcn.uu c

record. The rccord is computed as f()\\uws:
Each month the average number of planes
in (llmmi:;:;iull
in each squadnm
daily 1.'.
divided by the average number of planes
assigned to each squadron daily. This gives
the pcrccnt.u;« of planes that were in commission in each squadron during the month
for which the award is to be made. When a
plane is L,id up through
no fault of the
squadron ma intcuanrc men (such as from a
shortage of spare parts) it is counted as being
"in conimissiun"
as far as the award is concerned.
Colonel
Barber's
"awards
chart"
looks something
like this:
~ch()()l-X.

Squadron
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
* Squadron

A\', No.
Planes
on Hand
Dail v

A\'. ::\"0.
Planes
in Service
])ail\'

32.74
32.88
30.11
32.84
32.84
24.69
numbers

32.37
32.53
29.53
32.03
32.57
24.27
arc

fu-t

Orcutt's

bombsight,

in position.

out. The materials onlv cost :'() cents, but it
was effective up to).()iH) feel. So successful
was the hombsight .ind racks th.u they have
since been produced en masse for Ii~ht patrol pl.mcs in all parts of the country. For
certain special purposes
it has even been
used on occasion in re,~ular military planes.
Major Orcutts bomb rack is a melal frame
attached to the ri~ht lower lonacron.
The
release lever is ptaced on the floor of the

Percentage
of PlatH'~

in Service

98.59
98.94
98.07
97.53
99.18
93.30

it inus.

In this competition,
the Fifth Schor>!
Squadron would be adjudged the winner,
PICTURE

Major

CREDITS

12-13: Sovfoto ; British Ministry of Information; British
Combine;
Rudy Arnold.
14:
British Ministry
of Information.
25: Lockheed Aircraft Co. 26: Rudy Arnold. 27: Associated Press. 29: Boeing Aircraft Co. 34:
Rudy Arnold. All other photos secured through
OliiciaJ Army Air Forces sources.

The

bomb

rack

in use,

holding

100-lb.

bombs.

cockpit right in front of the co-pilot's scat.
Since the first design, the rack has been improved so that it can carry two demolition
and two smoke bombs.
The bombsight is made of metal and consists chiefly of two adjustable
sight rings.
It is attached on the outside of the cockpit
door of the small planes for which it was
designed. The positions of both the sight
and the racks are shown in the accompanying photographs.
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(Continued from Page 3)
2')3 enemy planes,
probably
destroyed another 150 and have
damaged 1')2. That is a record unequal led by
bombers of any other nation. However, we
must not rest on our laurels and think
smugly that all is well, for we know it will
not be long before the Germans come out
with an answer to our Flying Fortresses,
and we must be ready for it.
For a long time, we had our P- 3Rs in
England and tried vainly to get them into
a fight to determine
just how good they
were. The Germans would not close in and
fight. Recently, however, the Germans have

From Air Marshal A. T. Harris,
RAF, to Lieutenant General
H. H. Arnold, AAF:
By tbc {tnt anniucrsarv of Pearl Harbour Ihe JelpJ are dready
p,qillg dearly
ill tb« Solo!J/olIJ (md Nelli GlIillea for
Iheir
ill !e.17/1071J aJJc11l11. T'be lt al i.nrs
ulro be.~ged {I J/Mre il7 tbe deJtmcliol1
oj L077dol7 (wilb
pilillll
resrdts } can1701 hIke «tctr otrr l17il7or air o/fellJil'e
{/I7d are El/C1rllali17g Ibeir rilieJ lrr p(wir.
II 17011'rc nrarns lor Ger7ll(lI7y to feel the
/I'eigbl 01 COll7bil7ed allied bOll7ber (11t.rcl.s. T'bc Reich 1I.ill lraue plelll), of
rrc u. JCdrJ to Jho/u by Decell7ber
7117,
191.'5. Creelil7gr
(md !!.ood lllck 10 t b c
U.S./i.A.?
11'0117 Bo 117 bcr COIIII77cll7d.
foufht us in the area over Tunis. To d.ite
the P-3Ss have held their own, even tholl.'ih
they have had a very dif(Jntlt task. They
have covered and protected
the ground
troops, and at the same time met the Gernun
ME 10') and FW J ')0 fighters.
The
number
shot down has been about even,
so we are satisfIed.
If we can ,tlways shoot down plane for
plane with the Germans, it will not be long
before we have definite air control, for we
cannot only produce more planes than they
can but we can also turn out more and better combat crews.

I TFLL

you now that both the German and
the Japanese Air Forces arc on the down
grade. They have passed their peak. We
arc just approaching
our peak in airplane
production
and combat crew training.
Our
plane production
alone is more than that of
the Germans and J,tpanese combined.
We
have in addition the production of the British and the Russians.
So despite the long
pipe lines which we must keep filled, our
enemies are playing a losing game in the
air. They arc reluctant to meet us in an
all-out combat and yet if they do so meet
us, it marks the end of their control of the
air, even over their own countries.
Now just another thought about this airwarfare.
Few jf any of us have had time to
figure out just what effect our Army Air
Force planes have had upon enemy warships and freighters
and troopships.
This
is what we have done;
AIR FORCE,
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AFTER

ONE

YEAR

Sunk
51
Believed sunk
21
Hit and damaged.
15')
Those ships were ,d I types from hattleshi ps to destroyers, tankers, cargo ships and
troop
carriers.
They were moving
and
standing still. Some were in harbors, others
in narrow channels and still others out in
the high seas hund reds of miles from shore,
but regardless
of where they were our
bombers have been able to hit them and
sink a large percentage of them.
On land we have dropped millions of
pounds of explosives. The results have been
devastating.
When General Montgomery's
troops reached Benghazi they found the harbor and city a mass of ruins and debris.
The port was burned out, the docks were
destroyed and there were quite a number of
ships sunk in the harbor. We dropped about
a million and a half pounds of bombs on
that place.
Today we have our bombers working
in eight combat
zones.
Each day that
passes sees our numbers increase and our
striking power building up. Within a few
months the Germans, the Italians will be
feeling the impact of these hundreds
of
planes dropping their bombs, not on one or
two nights a week but every day and night
in the week.
that time comes 'INe will hit their
submarines
while being constructed,
on
their ways, at their bases and out in the
wide oceans. We will hit their transportation facilities, their industries, their munitions plants, their airplane and tank factories.
H und reds of thousands
of thci r
people will have to move to other localities.
They will realize what a true war of today
means. Such is the fate that will come to
both Germany and to Japan.
That is the kind of missions that you
men here today have ahead of you. You must
he ready to take your place in the gigantic
A ir Force Team slowly growing, relentlessly
preparing
for this tremendous
task. It is
going to be a tough hard task--not
an easy
one---but we can and will cia rt,
Now I'll give you a story to illustrate
the kind of {tghlillg
spir)! that you must
have.
This combat story is revealed for the
first time. Recently, in the Southwest
Pacific, A-20 light bombers and B-26 medium
bombers attacked Japanese anti-aircraft
positions at Soputa. Our planes roared in at
an altitude of 75 feet, barely skimming the
tree tops. The Jap anti-aircraft
guns were
hidden in among those trees but that didn't
stop our pilots from dropping
their parachute bombs with deadly effect. Parachute
bombs arc terrifying things. They take more
time to hit the ground, but all of the f ragmerits are thrown into the air when they
burst--few
are buried in the ground. Our
planes, flying only 75 feet up, were able to
drop these bombs with pinpoint accuracyand get away in good time before they exploded. I am proud to announce that we
WHEN
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were the Iirst ai r force to cleve lop and use
this deadly war weapon.
In this raid on Soputa, Jap anti-aircraft
guns were destroyed.
Ammunition
dumps
were exploded.
In this thrilling
action an
anti-aircraft
shell exploded near one of our
A-20s. The burst blew the plane's tail up
in the air, and damaged the controls. The
pilot, Captain Edward L. Lamer, 25, of San
Francisco, could not get the plane back on
even keel. His plane rammed through the
tree tops for over a hundred feet. It collected
foliage and brush until the plane looked
more like a Christmas tree than an A-20.
The nose of the plane and the leading edges
of the wings were smashed in, but Captain
Lamer kept his head and finally pulled up
out of the trees. Although there were countless holes in the wings,
with
broken
branches protruding-he
kept on flying itbut with difficulty. When the Flight Commander
returned for another run to machine-gun the Japs, Captain Lamer apologized to the Flight C. O. for withdrawiru;
from the formation because, as he said, his
"plalle ua: h,IJ'd 10 flyl" But he flew that
From the Commanding General,
Army Air Forces, to Air Marshal A. T. Harris, RAF:
'I'lre cclcbrut io n of IbiJ (tnt am7jz'erJary
of Pe.irl Harbor
iJ a JOle:111I1 I7!Olllellt
ill Ollr lil'eJ. The 11/1'111(1)'Ih.11 o uc year
,lgO [ror» IhiJ day o nr beliel
in Ihe
hOllllra!Jle il7lel7lio7IJ 01 (/ porlloll
of
tl:« hllllli/J7 1'u(C IC,1f irrep.rr,;/)/r
Jbi/IIc:redwi!l
const it m c a gllide lor o ar
ac!il!77J ill tb« IIi/lire.
The el7(Ollrilg!llg
rCI1I!tJ already ntlai!7ed fro71/ Ihe: close ell! i.inr« lrct ucer:
Ibe R.A.f'.
(//Id 0111'Air Forces url] (011Iill!le 10 bear bigger ,/lid bel Icr Irll it,
Jr'e rct nr» 10 )'011 o ar kll7de:r1 greel1!7[!,J ,md hope Ih.11 t h« good forllll7e
alle:17d.r171 Oil t I:« I3riliJh cOlirage elml
Jkil! !!.oeJ fO!'ll'drd /I'ilh lIJ 10 Ihe el7d
011i7l/e.
plane back to its own airport and landed it
safely. That pilot never heard the word quit.
With Captain Larner was Sergeant Otha M.
Pierce, 32-year-old aerial gunner from Duncan, Oklahoma.
Few people today realize what a subst;lntial contribution
toward the winning of the
war our bombers arc making be they
B-17s, B-2tls, B-25s, B-26s or light bombers,
such as the Dougbs
A-20.
I would particularly like to speak of our
heavy bombers- - the B-17 Flyin,l; Fortress
and the B-24 Liberator. They are our basil
ofIem/ve
weapons.
The Flying Fortresses
and B-24 Liberators are bombing submarine
bases,
airplane
factories,
hydro-electric
plants, ammunition
dumps, food stores, rail
centers, naval installations
and ships in all
corners of the world.
The heavy bomber is blasting the enemy
at high altitudes, middle-altitudes,
or just
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above the house-tops.
It is withstanding
blistering anti-aircraft
fire.
Many different kinds of missions are required of bombers to deal with different
kinds of objectives. The retreat of General
Rommel's Afrika Korps illustrates this wide
I ariety
of offensive air action. In the first
place, the British were able, with the help
of the United States Army Air Forces, to
attain and maintain
air superiority
over
Libya and Egypt.
No campaign rn tbis war bns been won
by a tas]: force not baving air Juperiority.
J

the past twelve months our research engineering
program has been vastly
accelerated.
I cannot reveal the most gratifying developments.
However:
(1) Our .50 caliber machine guns have
proved themselves
to be terrific weapons
of aerial destruction.
They are one of the
outstanding
successes of the war, in which

DURING

COMPRESSIBILITY
(Continued

from Page 26)

we start creating compression waves which,
like the bow wave on the freighter, require
considerable
additional
energy simply because we affect the air for a greater distance
roundabout.
When we start creating these shock waves
they eat up energy at a tremendous rate, with
the result that more power and more push
simply make bigger waves but do not necessarily permit us to move any faster. It might
be compared to the soap box politician who
workers harder and talks louder but just can't
say any more. It isn't the noise and fuss that
counts.
Actually,
an airplane
can create
enough
"fuss"
so that it can never be
dragged appreciably beyond a certain speed
without using an impractically
great power.
Airplanes since their inception have been
built to take advantage of the characteristics
of air when displaced gently, or, from the
wind tunnel point of view, when the air
flows smoothly over the surface, In the early
days there was some thought that a rough
surface on the wing gave more "bite" and
consequently
more lift. We now know, of
course, that we get better results with smooth
surfaces simply because we reduce the disturbance.
To visualize airflow around an airplane or
a bullet it seems easier to think of the object
standing still and the air flowing around it.
As far as a little molecule of air is concerned, it gets the same reaction but it may be
difficult at first to visualize the simi larity
between flow past an object and an object's
motion through the air.
Actually, when an airplane wing comes
along, the little molecule of air has to jump
out of the way, speed up over the top, and
come back down in behind the wing. The
passage of the wing has, in effect, created a
region of lower pressure and the air has to
flow in to fill it up.
Again we get back to the old toothbrush.
If the little molecule of air has been dis-
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Americans can take just pride.
But listen to this: Our highly destructive
.50 caliber machine guns will seem like
peashooters,
compared with the fire-power
that we are putting
into our newest, big
ships.
(2) We have steadily improved
our
standard
models of fighters and bombers.
(3) Some time ago I said that the 13-17
and the 13-24 were perhaps the last of the
"smal]" bombers.
We have new fighters
and bombers on the way with tremendously
increased
speed, fire-power,
bomb loads,
range, and maneuverability.
Not long ago the Tokyo radio announced
that the Japanese public could expect to be
raided again before the war was over by
American bombers.
For once, I will say to Tokyo, you are
right ! Yes, we are coming and we hope to
make it soon. And when we do come, it will
be in large numbers - and we won't stop

with one visit. We will return agaln and
agam.
( 4) Our glider program
is proceeding
on schedule.
(5) Our newest transports
will carry
more freight and more men.
(6) Our newest motors, both air-cooled
and liquid-coo led, have been vastly stepped
up in horsepower.
(7) Photographic
reconnaissance
on our
combat fronts is increasing in effectiveness
due to new developments
in cameras, and
photographic
technique. Our pursuit planes
can take good pictures at 300 miles an
hour, from 30,000 feet, accurately enough
to show up individual
railroad ties.
The past year has given us what some
people call "sound morale". I am not especially fond of the word morale, but if
morale is the only word that tells the story,
then sound morale is what we've got, and
got it in abundance.

placed too far it just can't get in fast enough
to stick to the surface, with the result that
the molecule gives up and leaves a disturbed
region of relatively rarified and turbulent
air on the surface of the after portion of
the wing as it goes by. We get either a stall
or a compressibility
burble or a combination
of the two, depending on the speed.
It may be confusing to think that an airplane may react the same way in going too
fast as it does in going too slow, A stall is
simply trying to get too much lift. We increase lift by the amount of displacement of
the air and by trying to increase the downward push. At any given speed the little particle of air has to move faster in order to pick
up this downward velocity and its ability to
accelerate is limited. When it can no longer
make the grade we get the condition known
as stall, i. e. a breakdown in smooth flow.
At very high speed the little particle of
air may not have to move so far, but it has
to move faster, with the result that it again
has to accelerate rapidly and its. ability is
again limited. These two factors are always
tied together;
consequently,
any consideration of compressibility
is a function not only
of speed but also a factor of lift or displacement. This means that critical speeds for
wave formation will not always be the same
but will depend upon shape and altitude.
There has been a lot of nonsense observed
and talked about the fact that the so-called
critical speed, namely the speed of sound,
will always be a positive physical barrier to
the further development
of aircraft speeds.
One may find any number of theories to
prove conclusively that airplanes cannot fly
if built beyond a certain size or weight. Yet,
flyable airplanes
have been built twenty,
fifty and one hundred times the weight of
these so-called limits, depending upon which
limit you choose. We could probably find
that each 100 mile per hour milestone had
some defender
who claimed that it was
impossible to go beyond,
By the same token, critical speed is probably more nearly like a wall or obstacle

which has to be hurdled but may not necessarily be a hard and fast limit.
The crack of a bullet as it passes overhead
is evidence that it is possible to build objects
which can hurtle through the air at "supersonic speeds." One has only to visualize a
bullet big enough to house a man to realize
that it is conceivable that travel may be accomplished at such speeds. The problems of
starting and stopping,
and of control, are
at the moment relatively unknown, but exploration of the unknown has always been
a challenge.

*

wants to ride a bullet? Literally hundreds of pilots have ridden successfully
in
projectiles which travel at speed definitely
above the speeds of slow bullets and only
slightly less than some higher speed projectiles. For instance, a 600 mile per hour dive,
which is well within reason, involves a speed
of very nearly a thousand feet per second
through the air. At high altitudes this speed
is definitely above the speed of sound.
It is hard to visualize what it would feel
like to ride in a bullet, but at the speeds now
reached a number of effects due to compressibility have already been observed. Another
article will attempt to describe some of these
effects by calling on imagination
to describe
some of the possibilities which might be encountered when riding a bullet.
We know what the shape of a bullet
should be. It usually has a sharp point and
the tail is usually blunt. The curvature of the
shape and the sharpness of the nose are apparently critical. Perhaps airplane designers
will have to study ballistics and trajectories
to design airplanes in the future. Perhaps
our
blunt-nosed,
sharp-tailed
airplanes
should simply swap ends when they cross
the threshold of the speed of sound.
Bullets, boats and propellers
have been
making waves for years; to this know ledge
we have added some waves peculiar to airplanes. In a succeeding article some of the
design considerations
influenced
by compressibility will be presented.
WHO
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You have to know all the trade
secrets when

you transport

the

big planes from here to hell-andgone and back again
plains of Northern Missouri are
T
pancake flat, lack a sizeable body of
water and have neither tropic heat nor
HE

Arctic cold. But for practical training purposes the GOO-mileradius around Rosecrans
Field at St. Joseph might be a jungle, desert
and ocean all in one.
Rosecrans deals in the trade secrets of
global flying. There at the Air Transport
Command's
Operational
Training
Unit
trainees are taught the ins and outs and
ups and downs of flying our biggest ships
all over the face of the earth.
In global flying you've got to know all
the tricks. You've got to know the right
way to come down in an emergency on
water, beach, desert and jungle; how best
to maneuver a heavily loaded, unarmed
plane while under attack from enemy
fighters; the precautions to take against
sabotage; how to load for maximum range
with minimum fuel.
AIR FORCE, January,

1943

For emergency landings in jungle country, as an example, they recommend coming
in with gear up, making full use of flaps to
land at minimum speed. They suggest landing nose high into the heaviest possible
jungle growth to use it for a cushion.
Over water, you are instructed to land
gear up, without flaps, to prevent a diving
motion, since the flaps are located below the
center of gravity. A B-17 will sink in about
30 seconds so you have to know how to get
out in a hirry and inflate your life raft.
For beach landings, you come in gear
down and flaps down, exactly as if making
a runway landing.
On the desert, come down on your belly;
your plane can be jacked up and flown out
again. This was proved in Africa when a
flight of P-40s, being convoyed by a B-24,
got lost in a sandstorm. Twelve planes
were in the flight and they all came in gear
up. Of the twelve, ten were flown out im-

mediately; the other two were flown out
after their props had been straightened.
And there wasn't an injury to the entire
flight personnel.
That's the kind of instruction the boys
at Rosecrans are getting under the direction
of Lieutenant Colonel Curtis A. Keen, Commanding Officer; Captain Norman K.
Warner, Director of Training; a staff of old
commercial air line and Army pilots with
thousands of hours of commercial air line
and transoceanic flying; navigation and
radio officers to whom the stars and waves
of Africa, India and Australia are as familiar
as their home heavens, and technical research pilots whose practical proof on long
range flying procedure adds factors of safety
and miles per gallon to the performance of
the aircraft these crews are to deliver to the
battle fronts of the United Nations.
A flight engineer arrives from Nashville,
Tennessee. A radio (Continued on next page)
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LEARNING THE TRICKS OF GLOBAL fLYING
(Continued

from Page 37)

operator has just finished training at nearby
Scott Field, III inois. A navigator comes up
from the school at Coral Gables, Florida. A
co-pilot recently from four-engine
training
at Turner Field, Georgia, may be paired with
a pilot recently commissioned
from commercial air lines (many pilots at Rosecrans
are) who may have previously been an operator of a civilian flying school, an old barnstormer or a forced lire patrol pilot. All are
reserve oiIicers who maintained
their flying
efficiency in civilian service, bringing to this
emergency
plenty of hours in commercial
flying plus Army backgrOLmd from original
training and reserve officer status.
five men live, learn and fly together in the same ship they will eventually
take out to some foreign base. Right off,
they are formed into a five-man flight crew,
and arc drilled in teamwork.
If one man
can't get along with the rest, he's moved
to another crew.
A series of examinations
and flight checks
are first on the training
list to determine
what the men already know. Then comes
individual
instruction.
The flight engineer,
for example,
is
taught the peculiarities
of his particular job
in long range flying. He learns the specific
measures
to be taken against
sabotage.
Check tires for cutting.
Watch
out for
crossed wires and foreign material in the
battery cells. Guard against abrasives in the
generators.
Be sure of the wiring around
the fuses. Sec that there has been no tampering with the solenoids.
Make a general
check for damage to the electric wiring.
Pay carcf u I attention
to the fuel system;
the introduction
of water, chemicals,
or
any foreign
matter will cause a sudden
stoppage, and a handful of sugar wi II mess
up the works. The lubricating
system must
be gone over with a mother's patient care.
Straw or rags in the intake scoops may
cause a malfunctioning
of the carburetor.
The transfer system has to be inspected for
leaks. From top to bottom, inside and out,
the flight engineer
learns what he might
run up against in foreign territory.
THESE

T HE

radio operator is taught secret codes
and ciphers
for overseas
operation.
He
practices code until his speed is improved
to a point of perfection.
He gets so he can
recognize a Messerschmitt
and a Zero in his
dreams. He gets additional training in servicing his radio equipment
while in the air,
and learns about the different types of radio
cquipmcn; he may have occasion to usc.
The navigator
disco\ers
that he is the
most important
man in the plane while it
is making a water crossing. To give him
specific training.
"The Little Red Schoolhouse of the Air" has been utilized. This is
the name given a C-53 which has been
rigged up to hold seven or eight student
navigators,
a radio operator,
and an instructor. When the plane starts off on a
cross country flight, the navigators
go to
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work exactly as if they were crossing the
ocean. They don't get to look at any landmarks, since most of the flights arc made
at night and they have to bring the ship in
on celestial navigation.
It is a simulated
trans-Atlantic
flight and the boys are made
to realize that 700 miles out of Natal they
won't find a conveniently
located church
spire to show them the way home.
Following
individual
instruction,
a five
man crew is brought together for coordinated
training.
From now on, this is the same
crew that will fly together to any point on
the compass. They are taught the approved
methods of avoiding ack-ack fire; what to
do in case the station they are approaching
fails to recognize them; the principle of
using corridors for approach;
and the necessity for usc of proper recognition signals
to avoid causing false air raid alarms.
Specific instructions arc given concerning
proper loading and balance. This is particularly vital to insure the maximum range
with the fuel available and to guarantee
stability in flight. Information
on power
control is given to insure maximum range
under any conditions
at any altitude, including the possibility of one engine failing.
Emergency
methods of fuel transfer in
actual flight are also taught. One crew on
a trans-Atlantic
mission found that their
fuel tank was losing gas rapidly. Everything indicated
that the tank had been
punctured
by a machine gun bullet. But a
fast and accurate check in flight proved that
a transfer pump had been turned on accidentally;
the fuel from the auxiliary was
going in and overflowing.
A quick switch
and the faulty operating pump was put in
proper working order.

A

DAY celestial
flight is made with no
maps and an allowable error of only two
mi lcs from the set course. A night celestial
flight is not less than 600 miles each way
with complete
dependence
placed upon
th ree star fixes and an allowable error of
not more than two miles. A day D /R flight
is taken without sun lines, maps, or radio
facilities.
The Link Trainer
is used for
Q.D.M. and loop approaches through corridors hemmed in by mountain
and barrage
balloons.
An instrument
check on range
includes the fade 90-degree
system with
field approach,
but requiring
a pull out.
Regular cross country flights arc an essential
part of the training.
And this is all in
addition to 31
hours of academic instruction and 17 hams of military training, including Infantry and Physical Drill.
Rosecrans Field was activated early in
July of last year. For months the men lived
in tents and the Commanding
Oflicer h.u]
his headquarters
in a trailer. Permanent
barracks have probably been built by now,
but it won't make much difference. At Rosecrans you practically
live in your plane,
getting ready for the time when your ship
will be your home on anyone
of the four
continents.
-(;t
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Old Sarge finds Our
Mechs Modernized
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SERCEANT
F. G. BULLOCH
has been in the Air Forces for 22 years
and he knows a sharp guy when he
sees one.
Sergeant Bulloch, who is line chief
of the 62nd base headquarters
and air
base squadron engineering
department
of Sheppard Field, Texas, is convinced
that things have changed as far as being a mechanic is concerned.
"Time was,"
the Sarge explains,
"when a mechanic
was a jack-of-all
trades. He fixed anything that needed
fixing on a plane. Today, that's different. The fellows graduating
from A.
M. school learn to do everything,
of
course . . . but they also learn a lot
more than mechs did when I was going
to school and they have to be more
alert and studious."
"The mechs today," he points out,
"are specialists,
which means they're
hell on wheels for some special job
like props, hydraulics,
and the like.
This is so because planes have changed
a lot. Back 20 years ago, a crate was
considered
powerful
when it had an
eight volt electrical system. Most ships
today have 32 volts."
"Another
thing: the old ships had a
horsepower
of 1 SO. Today,
that's
stepped
up to a hefty 2,000 horsepower. Those vintage crates didn't have
any 100 octane gas, or 92, for that matter. All of it was unleaded."
For the radiators, the Sarge remembers, the boys used plain, 01' alcohol.
It looked a lot like the white gasoline
now used in gasoline stoves. The resemblance was so great he remembers
one mechanic who poured the gasoline
into the radiator instead of the alcohol.
The boys started to warm the ship up
and the gasoline came out of the overHow pipe. Then a blaze started. All of
which, says the Sarge, is a little tip to
be alert.
To start the ship, the boys used the
old hand prop system, since there was
no starters, toggie switches or T. O.
02-1-29.
"The biggest change," Sarge Bulloch
relates, "is in the way the mechs today
work. They really are 'commandos
in
coveralls.' The boys have to be fighters
as well as mechs, and the way they have
kept battered crates aloft in the war
zones is great testimony
to their ingenuity, fighting heart and ability."
"Yes, sir--commandos
in coveralls.
A wrench or a tommy gll11-all
the
same to the boys."--Sbeppttrd
Field
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Forced Landing
<Continued

from Page 22)

Avoid snow drifts, broken ice fields and
other rough going, unless it is absolutely
necessary to cross them. Snow is not deep
on ridges as the wind blows them clear.
You 11111.1/ travel .I!Ol/l!Y and avoid exhaustion.
There is abundant
water in the Arctic.
The only bad result from eating snow is
that it chills the mouth and throat and a
great deal must be eaten to satisfy thi rst.
H river or lake ice is available, it can be
chopped up and chewed or melted. At sea,
last year's icc can be melted for drinking
or cooking water. It can be recognized by
its bluish appearance,
as contrasted to grayish salt ice, and it produces a glare while
salt icc is milky in appearance;
also, last
year's icc has rounded corners and cracks as
a result of thaws and rains.
During the
summer, fresh water is found in the hollows on old icc.
When stopping
for the night, get in a
lee and make a tent out of your parachute,
but be sure that wind-blown
snow doesn't
cover your camp during the night. A windbreak immediately
adjacent to the tent is
best. A boulder, cliff, a snow or ice-wall
provides protection
from the wind. A tenfoot square of silk or canvas makes an excellent tent; three corners arc staked down
pointing
into the wind; the fourth corner
is tied to a bush or tree. A small fi re in the
open end of the tent can be used for cooking and keeps the tent warm. Wood, coal,
various mosses, and animal fats and oils
may be used to make a fire. Iron pyrite is
plentiful
in many parts of Alaska and can
be used as a Hint and steel if matches are
not available. The sparks must be caught on
dry tinder; moss, grass and weeds can be
made into tinder. A burning
candle will
produce enough heat to make a tent quite
comfortable.
If pine boughs are available
lay them on the ground inside the tent so
your clothes and sleeping bag do not get wet.
Sleep with feet nearest the fire; they are the
parts of the body that are chilled first.
If you have no equipment,
you will not
necessarily freeze to death.
Eskimos have
gone for m,lOy chys in bad blizzards by sitting with their backs to the wind and their
arms pulled up out of their sleeves and held
close to the body. When the cold would
awaken them from time to time, they would
get up and move about to get warm again.
However, if a person is exhausted when he
sits down to sleep, he may not appreciate
the warning symptoms
of cold, and thus
not get up when chilled.
Uninjured
men forced down in the Alaskan wilderness, by proper use of their emergency equipment and rations, should be able
to exist indefinitely.
Anyone assigned to Alaskan duty will do
well to become familiar with Field Manual
.)]-15, Subject: Operations in Snow and Ice;
Field Manual t-z-in, Subject: Arctic Manual;
Technical Order No. 01-1-67, Subject: Arctic Operation;
and Alaskan Air Route Cuide
published
by Air Intelligence.
1:;:
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HEALTH

eheck .Put
for

JANUARY
V

Cough or sneeze in your handkerchief
and not in your buddy's face.

V

Wear sufficient clothing to keep warm.

V

When you have a cold, turn in at sick call.

V

Avoid rapid changes of body
temperatw '::'.

V

Have your sleeping room well ventilated.

V

Eat plenty of nourishing food and drink
at least six glasses of water daily.

V

Avoid close contact with individuals
who have bad colds.

V

Obtain at least eight hours of sleep each
night.

V

Avoid over-heated rooms, keep at 70°F.
or lower.
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COMBAT
(Continued
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Of course, every effort was made to lay
the dust, but in most cases no black-top was
available to cover the strips properly.
Sometimes resort was made to the use of molasses
--a trick learned in the Philippines,
where
the surplus of molasses would really hold the
dust for a considerable
length of time.
In New Guinea the problem was very
much the same due to the hilly nature of the
ground, except that if our planes ever got off
the runway they frequently bogged down in
the soft, swampy land. Operational
needs
often forced the use of these strips before
dispersion areas could be built. The inability
to effect dispersion immediately in many instances was the cause of the loss of planes
from strafing by the enemy.
Most of the operations took place in the
northeastern
and northwestern
parts of Australia. The climate and the type of operations were different from anything we had
seen before. Our pilots and our combat and
maintenance
crews have experienced
conditions they little dreamed existed. But, nevertheless, our men of the Air Forces have been
masterful in their achievements.
On the northwest
side, for example, we
had one fighter group of P-40s that was
especially successful. Ably led by Colonel
Wurtsmith
and skillfully managed by subordinate commanders,
it established the remarkable record of 64 victories against 16
pilots lost from April 7 to the time of my
departure from Australia on August 23. It
is felt that credit should be given them for
twice that number, as the Japs had to return
home over 500 miles of open sea after this
Group had jumped them. Many Jap planes
were surely lost in the sea due to mechanical
failures, such as holes in the oil coolers and
leaky radiators,
that forced them down
some time after breaking off combat. Certainly others were lost through lack of sufficient f uel to return to their base.
FOR OPERATIONS off New Guinea,
our
bombers especially faced many difficult problems. They were usually based on the northeast side of the mainland of Australia. Often
they had to fly 1,000 miles before reaching
their point of departure for the raid.
If Rabau I was the target, they flew to an
airport on New Guinea, refueled, and then
headed for the target 550 miles away, first
climbing over a 14,000-foot mountain range
within the first sixty miles, which forced
them many miles off the direct route. This
meant a total of 3,200 miles an airplane had
to cover to make one raid on Rabaul, approximately
eighteen
flying hours for the
crew. Excessive use of engines, the wear and
tear of combat and the effects of dust not
only cut down the operational
life of our
planes but necessitated
more frequent rest
for the combat crews.
The weather there adds a great deal to the
strain of combat. A constant equatorial front
hangs in a northwesterly-southeasterly
line
from New Guinea to the Solomons. It shifts
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back and forth only about sixty miles during
the various seasons. Its weather has a nasty
habit of being clear and unlimited one moment, and a solid sheet of rain the next.
Many of the pilots, in order to make their
way home with gas still in the tanks, have
to force their way through weather of this
kind. The buffeting they get takes a Jot out
of them and their airplanes. Many of their
missions had to be abandoned
because of
this front, and I fee! sure that some of the
ones that failed to return did so because of
extreme meteorological
conditions.
THIS weather, combined with combat, gives
the navigator as difficult a job as he has ever
experienced.
The utmost accuracy on his
part is demanded
in flying over sea and
jungle- -and this despite the lack of landmarks, decent maps, navigational
and radio
aids, and the inability to use celestial navigation because of heavy cloud formation.
The fact that he seldom fails is a commentary on the fine training he received at home.
The Fortress really hits hard. To support
the Marine landing at Guadalcanal
on August 7, Colonel Carmichael
personally led
his Group over Rabaul.
Not only did his
Group plaster the Japanese main airfield of
Vunakanai,
but it shot down forty percent
of attacking Zeros in an aerial combat that
lasted for an hom and a half.
The B-26 and the B-25 have had a similar record over Lae and Salamaua.
In one
raid that I recall, the B-26s, without fighter
escort, shot down fifty percent of the Japanese who attacked them.
Flying conditions in the Southwest Pacific
theater demand the best in equipment
and
we have the best. But it takes proper maintenance to keep it that way. Here the ground
crews are doing a remarkable job. None of
us could fly without them. In our April raid
on the Philippines
from Australian
bases,
I personally saw how vital they are to flying.
Too much credit for the success of that
operation
cannot be given to the combat
crews who not only faced the dangers encountered throughout
the trip to, from, and
during the raids, but who helped in most of
their own maintenance
and rearming once
we arrived at secret bases in the Philippines.
Their brilliant success, however, depended
on the work previously
done by the Air
Force ground troops in Australia.
He who
does not pay tribute to the boys who keep
him flying isn't much of an airman.
But the good work of our ground crews
is generally reflected throughout
all of the
service.
Despite obstacles and incredible
hardships, our men are cheerful and eager to
get on with the job of winning the war.
They do recognize
that they are up
against a ruthless enemy-one
of the toughest foes we have to face. If he is successful
in combat, he has accomplished
a divine
mission for the Emperor.
Should he die, he
then goes to one of the great Japanese
shrines, where he is rewarded for his efforts with hot Sake wine and geisha girls.
We should do everything
we can to help
him get there.

*

ROLL OF HONOR
(Continued

from Page

17)

AIR MEDAL
LIEUTENANTS: Lawrence W. Hanson,
Seveilla. WARRANT OFFICER: Herbert
PRIVATES: John ]'vL Bowsen, Thomas

Phillip C.
G. Spees.
N. Collins,

Milton Kalter, Robert W. Murray.
OAK LEAF CLUSTERS
Clarence M« Pherson" , Weldon H.
Smith. CAPTAINS: Felix M. Hardison (three
Oak Leaf Clusters to Silver Star), Guilford R.
Montgomery, David c:. Rawls, Flliott Vande.
van tel', .11'. LIEUTENANTS: Melvin McKenzie,
Austin Stitt. STAFF SERGEANT: Raymond P.
Legault.

MAJORS:

1.-

Posthumous

CITATION
PURSUIT SQUADRON
(pro.
visional), United States Army Air Forces in the
Far East.-As autbor izcd by Executive Ordcr
9075 (Sec. III, Bull. 11, W.D., (912), a citation in the name of the President of the United
States, as public evidence of deserved honor
and distinction, is awarded to the following.
named unit. The citation reads as follows:
"The 17th Pursuit Squadron (provisional),
United States Army Forces in the Far East is
cited for outstanding performance of duty in
action during the period January 14 to March
1, 1942. In the defense of Java and other South
Pacific Islands and in thc combined operations
that checked the enemy and saved the Allied
Fleet at Soerabaja, it repeatedly entered into
combat against a numerically superior enemy
while escorting A-24 dive bombers. In less than
one month, under great difficulties, the 17th
Pursuit Squadron shot down 38 enemy air.
planes. Its pilots exhibited the greatest bravery
and resourcefulness; its ground units, in thc
face of heavy enemy fire, performed all duties
with utter disregard of personal safety. ThE

THE

SEVENTEENTH

superior

courage

and devotion

to duty shown

by this squadron will always be worthy of
emulation.'"

ANSWERS
To Quiz on Page

10

(b)
2. (d)
celestial
elevation
3. (c)

The tail assembly.
A bubble octant is used by the
navigator to measure the angle of
of a celestial body.
A Bri tish plane.
4. (c) 1903.
5. (c) The details of moving, quartering

1.

and provisioning: of troops.
G. (b) Status docs not belong.

(Cirrus,
Stratus, and Cumulus arc three basic types
of cloud forms.)
7. (b) Air speed.
s. (c) Aleutians.
9. (d) Phosgene is a lung irritant used
for casualty effect in chemical attack. Has an
odor like new mown hay or freshly cut corn.
10. (b) Mid-winj; monoplane.
11. (c) 10 inches or less. (Tech. Order
No.03-5E-I.)
12. (c) Ncar West Point.
13. (a) True.
11. (b) False. (The Air Crew Members
Aviation Badge is worn by other members of
the crew.)
15. (b) False. A radial engine is an air
cooled engine.
16. (b) False. BT stands for Basic
Trainer.
17. (b) False. The senior should be on
the right when walking and when riding.
18. Cornbat observers wings.
19. Russia.
20. German Messerschmitt 110. (This
ship was captured by the British.)
AIR FORCE, January,
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PRECISION
with which paratroops
were
delivered at the right spot at the right time during
the invasion of North Africa has been given wide
praise. General Arnold recently cited that operation as "a credit to one of our newest Air Force
organizations,
the Troop Carrier Command, and
to the parachute
battalions,"
and added: "You
will hear more and more of these organizations
as we get deeper into this war."
In this month's AIR FORCE, Brigadier General
Fred S. Borum, Commanding
General
of the
1st Troop Carrier Command, explains in an article
on Page 8 how the Command functions and what
is involved in aerial invasion.
He also reports on
troop carrier operations in the Texas air maneuvers last fall.

and commanded
the Third Eagles for scver.il
months.
He is tied for top score in the Eagles with a
total of eight enemy aircraft destroyed, one probably and an undetermined
number damaged.
In
addition, he is credited with destroying two truins,
two boats and three lorries.
Major McColpin,
from March, 1941, through
November,
1942, accumulated
a total of 25.\
operational
hours in 184 different sorties, which
is a lot of combat time in fighter aircraft.
While
at Headquarters
recently for intelligence
interviews, Major McColpin was asked to do a firvt
person account of his combat experiences,
and he
complied
with the article
which
appears
on
Page 7 of this issue.

IN AFRICA? Sounds a little strange,
but the "desert" war theater right now is featuring mud and cold, and winter clothing-even
galoshes. You'll better understand why after reading the article on North African living and fighting conditions,
based on the notes of an Air
Force officer just returned from that area. It appears on Page 4.

SEVERAL

GALOSHES

17

FLYING entirely on instruments
at 4,000
feet in a big C-5~ transport with a crew of six
aboard.
Suddenly there is a violent crash as an
oncoming commercial airliner hits you. Thirteen
feet of your right wing is torn away, along with
a portion of the aileron surface. Your ship goes
into a steep spiral.
Get out of that one if you can 1 Captain 1. H.
Penn, Troop Carrier Command
pilot, did. He
pulled out of the spiral on instruments,
established contact with a nearby airport, and came in
for an emergency landing without further damage
to his ship and without scratching hirnsclf or his
YOU'RE

. 25

crew.
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COMMANDING
OFFICER
of a bombardment unit in the Aleutians,
following
a B-2(,
mission over jup-hcld Kiska Island, conducted
a
friendly context, among crews which participated,
for the best written narrative covering that action.
The prize-winner
was Technical
Sergeant 1. O.
Gardner,
a bombardier.
We arc happy to prim
his article on Page 17 for all Air Forces personnel
to read, and we invite other combat units to follow suit with similar writing contests.

THE

Colonel Sam R. Harris. Director of Air Traffic
and Safety, describes that bit of "beautiful flying"
in an article on Page (,. He cites it as an example
of "alert, clear-headed
action and skill" in a discussion on the need for reducing pilot error as
an accident cause in the Air Forces.
CARROLL W. MCCOLPIN,
28-year-old
fighter pilot, joined the Air Forces last September
after 22 months of steady fighting over Europe,
first with the R.A.F. and then with Eagle Squadrons. In fact, he is a former member of all three
Eagle Squadrons, a distinction no one else enjoys,

MAJOR

"'.or ...• '

months
ago, in the old Air Forces
News Letter, predecessor to AIR FORCE, we published an organization
chart of the Army Air
Forces. It turned out to be one of the most popular features carried by the News Letter.
The Air Forces have undergone
a number of
changes since then, and, for the moment at least,
the chart seems to have stabilized.
(We cross pur
fingers with that one, having
seen dozens of
organization
charts become obsolete
at a morucnts
notice under
pressure
of the expanding
Air
Forccx.)
At any rate, we thought
it time to
present an up-to-date chart for AIR FORC\' readers.
It appears on the inside back cover of this issue,
and is correct as of January 15.
Going a step further, we asked Colonel Byron
E. Gates, Assistant Chief of the Air Staff, ManagC'Illt:llt Control,
the top rn.m in such matters,
to review the background
of Anny Air Forces'
organization
and discuss
the present
structure
in
some detail. The article by Colonel Gates appear,
on Page 13.

FORMERLY

THE

FRONT

COVER

arm.uncut men servicing
1'-47 lighter.

THE AIR FORCES

NEWS

picture this month shows
the 50-caliber guns or' .1
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A new flight control system and other developments of the month within
the Army Air Forces.

or four months from now pilots
of the Army Air Forces will have a new
kind of service on cross country flights.
Airways TLlffic Control centers and comrnunic.u ion facilities will maintain contact
with all Army airplanes on such flights. They
will give pilots complete
information
on
weather chan,r;es and on hazards and other
conditions which may arise to make continuation of particular flights di{jicult.
Coupled with this move will he a ,r;eneral
standardization
of clearance procedures
on
cross country Ai,r;hts throu,r;hout
the Air
Forces. Officers signing clearances will he
rcquiro.] to kllOll' that the airplane and pilot
are thoroughly prepared for the Ai,r;ht to he::
made. They will he responsible
for seeing
to it that all information
necessary for successful completion of the flight is availahle
aj~.J used.
This announcement
is hased on information prO\ided
hy the new Directorate
of
Air TLliJic and Safclv.
First oflicial 110tic~ or these chanL;es was
contained
in A. A. F. Regulation" 20-1 [)
issued early in January. Under its provisions
Colonel Sam R. Harris, l r., the former Director of Flying Safety, l~ecllne the Director
of Air Traffic and Safety, supervising
and
cool'dinating
the activities of a Director of
F1it:ht Control (Lic-urcn.rru Colonel Gcor..c
C.1)ricc), a Director of Flying S:lfcty (Lie~ltenant Colonel .lames 1'. Peyton)
and a
DirCltor of Safety Education (Major Robert
L. Steinle).
Flying Safety and Saf cty Education are
art ivit ies which had heen clrried on hy the
old director.uc for some time. Flight Control
is a new clement.
The new i1ight control agency is now in
process of organization.
It will formulate
the rules and n.:gulations under which all
clearances for cross country flights will he
given. It will set up the procedures
to be
followed,
and through an organization
of
Regional Flight Control officers stationed at
each of the 2", Airways Traffic Control centers will sec that control tower and flight
clearance personnel understand
and arc enforcing all regulations and procedures.
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These Regional Officers will supervise the
system of providing
information
to pilots
as they check into specified stations en route.
When the situation warrants, these otticcrs
will instruct them to land at the nearest airport, proceed to an alternate
airport, or
possibly return to their point of starting.
While the change represents an extension
of centr:dized control over flying activities,
it will affect only cross country flights, including ferrying and cargo flights. Airline
operations will not he aifected.
Control
tower and flight clearing personnel will he supervised only to the extent
of central direction of their procedures and
rules for giving cross country clearances, and
inspections of their performance.
The Directorate will be an allocating agency more
than a restricting agency.
Variations in the amount of control to be
exercised in the case of individual pilots will
he permitted.
A system is being devised
whereby pilots with m:lllY years of cxpcricnrc will he practically unlimited
in their
aCli\ities.
YOUl\i.;er, inexperienced
pi lots
wi II get more assistance,

For the average pilot, the new flight control will mean that when he gets his clearance he will know definitely that his airplane is ready and equi pped for the i1ight
he must make. There will he no guesswork
about the routes he is to follow. It will
mean that someone else shares with him the
responsibility
for knowing every condition
that he will encounter-fields
along his
route and every other feature.
\X!hen he leaves the operations
office he
will be informed of the routine procedure
of checking with control towers, taxiing,
take-off, and traffic patterns to be followed
at airports proposed to he utilized on his
route. More important,
he will know that
eve::ry other pilot is following the same procedure as he. Flight control will also endeavor to keep him informed
of unusual
conditions along his route.
The basis for fli,L;ht rontro l may he found
in the accident records and recommendations
from the field. It would have prevented an
accident such as the one recently invo lvinj:
a B-2), cleared on a cross country Aight with
a stop schedule en route for gasoline.
The
flight was at nii~ht and the pilot checked
0\Cl' a radio range on his way to a scheclulcd
,L;'lSSlOp. After proceeding
about ]ulf way

1

company
troops
overseas
for obscrv.u ion
purposes.
The rnforrnation
gathered
will be disseminated
hy answering
specific inquiries. by
puhlication
of
special
pamphlets,
and
through Am FORCE.

this s«ll', he cllcolJnll'red
had wealher and
tllmed hack to his I.ISt ,helk poillt. But he
r.i n out of ,i..:as .ui.] \t'lcked
ul' a Ccw minutes
;,Iter he turned
.iroun.]. The night
WelS a
!,olent ial accident the moment it W,IS ,'Iclrcd.
,!ndcr
tli,!.;ht cout ro l, the I'ilot's ,!.;'Isoline
:,upply 0\ er the check point would h,I\C heen
l.nown and Ihus the ;Illident a\oided,
1\ recent Ili/!ht of B2(,s WI1Scleared for a
Ili::ht ili,!!ht. They ar1'i\(.',j at their destilutioll
10 tllld that IlO lieid li,l;hting or other night
Jlyin/; facilities were ll\ailahle
at th.rt tick!.
The: first shil' landed ahout the middle of
the: lie:ld or heyond
alld L1I1 t!noll'~h
the:
t cn.c.
Clldin/! 1I1' on the: r.i il ro.i.] r:,,'1t-of\'oay, The: se:cond turned around .m.] he:ade:d
h.«k to its sLlrtin,!! I,oinl. The third dLI;:.':ed
in too low and clii'I'ld
the: tOI's of se\er,t1
tl'ees, hut fortllnate:ly W;iS ahle to land without killing ll\.yolle. Fropet" \echni"t1 control
of operations
o1flCes would have: l'IT\'Cntcd
Ihis Hight heing clc.u cd to a lie:ld which did
not h.ivc the necessary facilities.
Another
pi lo! recently cleared a 11-21 on
:1 cross
country flight. He .urivc.] .utcr dark
.m.l on his downwind
ai'pl"Oach, jllst .utcr
l'assing the I'oint where it would have heen
]10ssihle to glich: into the field, he ran out
of ,!.;as. He h:r.] ahout three hours' gas when
he look off. llc al'I',lrently
thou:.:ht he had
ei,!.;hl or len hours. Flight control
wi]l rcqu irc that e\ ny .urpl.u«. CIClllTd has enough
gasoline
for the fli!.:hl as I'l.lI1ned,
plus
enough to ,!.;cl to 1111.rltcrn.uc airport, plus
at lea'il forty-live muuu cs.
\Vhile
desi,!.;ned primarily
as a s:lfety
measure
for cross country
lr,lining
0l'erations within the contillent:JI
United Stales,
J1J,!.;ht control
is also a sc!Jool {or combat.
En!.;land, like the United SLtlcs, started the
wa'r on a b,lsis of el Cl"y nun for himscl]'.
Bitter cXl'uience
\au:.~ht \he need 101' stand.ud control and Engl:ll1d has it today, Modern comb.u is impossihlc
without it.
night
control
is a major
stcp in the
cvoiution
of thc Army Air lorrcx. Its benelits must he musured
in the "Ifu romplction
of !!/(JiU Army Fli.t.:hts and thus ll1 more
pi IOls--better
Irained---for
combat.
10
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Cell O:'(l'I. BY:\T~r walked hriskly into one
of t~le b.irrad:.s
at the Hu rlinucn
Acri.r!
Clil1nuy
School the other cby.
Not :1 nun jumped to .rttcnt ion. They all
loun,!.;ed .il-our wriling
letters, chewing
the
fat
.ind sleeping. Colonel Bynum slol'ped
in front of ;1 priv.ite who SIlt snucking
his
1il1s O\CI".i hunk of fu,lge from home.
Th« priv.u« looked
up disinlclTstcdly.
"Hello,
Colonel,
o!d boy," he said. "Sit
down hdore you fa! I down, and have yOllrself a piece: of ,hocol.ltc."
Colone-l Bynum si;;!led, reached for the
fud::e .rn.] stretchc-d out on 11nearhy bunk,
Priva!c Colonel N. Bynum is a gunnery
,Iudent Jt Ha rlinjx:n \\~10 wi] l ,!.:rJduate soon
\\ ith \\ings and 1\ Gunner Sergeant's
r.iting,
AN In formation
Center has heen establishcd
hy the Air Fmees .it Eglin Field, llori.l». to
collect 1l11d I'rcpare for dissemination
cbta
on the Arrt ic, desert and tropics as it Jpplics
to the specialized
operation and care of J II
Air Force equipment,
clim.u«, living and
food conditions,
ethnological
conditions,
soil, coastal and interior terrain, wate-r supply, and heJ Ith and diseJse prevention.
The new unit will g,lther .uid interpret Itli
information
now a\'lilahlc
on conditions
in
Arctic, desnt
and tropics,
as well as inforrn.u ion sent in hy miliLlry I'crsonnel
.ilready in those areas. To this will he added
information
gathered
from cxpcrimcnts
of
Ihe Center.
RccJuests for information
may he sent 10
thc Arctic, I )esert .m.] Tropic lnform.u ion
Center
from personnel
in this cOllntry or
on foreiJ.:n ,1.',si,:;nll1cnl, 'll1d from other
branches
of the Jrmed sen :ces JS well as
from the Air 1'000ces. An attem;,t
will he
made to :l11SWC[ail I-e'luesl:i, !IU nr.ut cr lro u:

slII,lil.
Under
thc
command
of Lieutenant
Colonel H. 0, Rmsel, Ilea,klu'lrters,
Eglin
Iicld, Flori.!.r. the Ccru c. will include specialists such as geologists,
I'hysicians
and
mineralogists,
most of whom will hc commissioned,
and men who have lived in the
areas. Personnel
from the Center will ac-

THI' Air Surgeon's
Office reports that the
drinking
of fluids lx.Io rc flights to altitudes
exccedin,!.; ]O.OO(J feet, as well liS during
such Hights, should he greatly restricted.
In
mcals eaten shortly bcfore or during fli!~ht
to hi!.;h altitudes,
the Otliee adds, the followi!;,!.; foods shou l.] he avoidcd :
Carbon.uc.] he\erages;
all fried foods or
food with crusted surfaces;
fat melts such
as pork or or her foods mixed with I.u ; fresh
hreld, rolls or clke; n,I\I' lx..ms, dricd lx-.ms,
peas and lentils; nuts; I:aw \T:!clahles,
especially unions, cahha,!.;e lln,l turni ps ; dried anc\
raw fruits,
except st r.i inc«] oLlnge
juice,
,~rapdruit
juice and b.m.m.i».
WF
J!/\\,I:
rc.«l the photostatic
cOI'Y of a
lct tcr Irom II sel)!e,lI11 in :l homl-.i r.hnc-nt
s'luadroll
on the North African front to an
employee
of the Clenn L. M.rrt in Aircraft
1'lant. m.muf.ut urr-r« of the H-_:{, for the
Air I'-mees, ;ind of l-onCl"e1l I,!.mes for thc
Na\} .in.] for the British,
\'{irites the'iel"/-:c:1I11: "This
[.rr :m'l)'
h.ivc hcard vour fa, 101"\' \\';lS shut ,10\\n.
really hUlK ;1Ot .ui.l do 'not belle\ e it."
\'{ie don't
kno«
whcr« such a rumor
st.utcd , or if it h,ls si,rc.ld .rloru; the war
front to llny depree, but xvc know rumors
to be cLtn,I;l'I"OlIS thil.ps fmd kuo« them to
he one \\T,lj'OI1 of .\xis 1'!"Oi,apanda.
To the scr!~Cllll in Afriu
lme! to .i l l within cycsho: \\'e arc h:!j'I')' to ITI,ort that thc
Mart in Company
h.i-.nt shut down for II
minute, and th,lt i\ircr,lft,md.lCec'isory
\'!.\l1\S
ihrouuhout
the n.u ion arc working night .lI1,1
dar as never hefore,
Just for pood measure,
we Cluotc from a
report m.u]c reccntly hy I.ieutcnant
Cicncr.rl
Harry H. Arnold:
'\Ve .uc huilding
overwhelming
.ur power-on
schedlile,
Our
monthly airplanc
production
is overl,O()O.
Our grellt cx p.uisiou
I'rogum
now under
way wi ll douhlc th.it uutl'ut.
In 1 'JiO we
had in our .rirfr.unc
.uu] alTessory
pLtnts
.ilout 2n,000
m.m employees,
Tach)' w«
have 1, ')00,000.
TILlt exp!.lins the tremendous st~-'.\'-up in output
of pLtnes
un.]
c:nglncs.

B/\SF OPFR/\T/O;--':S at the Air Depot Trainmg Station, New Orkrns (Louisiana)
Army
l\ir Bllsc, 1TI'orts se\ or.i l p.ir.uhurc« missing
from t h.i! otlicc ,tnl! ;ISKs AIR FOReF to rec]uest lh.u organizations
inventory
pl1rachules at their st.u ions. Should any of the
missing chutes he found they arc to be returned to Base Opel"flti011S at t hc New Orleans xt.u ion. The chute numbers
arc: il1I ')])2,1
I-I ()iY;,
<1..'-(,)")'),i..'-(j')iOO,
i2-(,) 101, !J2-(,SIO
i,I..'-('');OS,
!j2-('Sj()(',
LJ2-(,');Ok,12-(,').112
.uid ()')-Il.').
The N,l\ igation
School,
Mather
Field,
Ca liforni.r,
Ilsb that all Air Force ollicers

All' !'<mu:, Fubw'li"]', 1913

be informed that a Navigation
Information
Service has been established at that school
to which otlicers may send directly any questions concerning naVigation technique, procedures, etc. The Service has grown out of
frequent
conr.icrs between instructors
and
their former students conccrrnru; navigation
problems.
Answers to questions
will be
prepared and forwarded
promptly, and all
classdied
material
will he properly
safeguarded. It is also requested that navigators
throuuhout
the Air Forces send to the Scrvice a~Tounts of their experiences which may
he of interest to instructors and students at
the school. Th rouuh the Service, the school
hclicvcs that consi~krahle help may be given
to navigators
in the Air Forces and at the
same time help the school obt.iin direct
knowledge
of problems the navigators 'Ire
cncountcrin..
soon after graduation
Thus.
steps can b(~'Liken immediately at the school
to avoid many of these diHiCLdties for
p['esent and future students.
These two l"(,ljUests to Am FORCE lead us
to helieve that other Air Force units might
like to usc the service jou m.i l in much the
s.u ne manner. That's eXclCtlywhat we're here
for. By ci rcu lating to .i ll personnel. we offer
a consistent medium for the cxchange hetween organ;zations
and individuals
of rc'luests
for inform.u ion, announcements.
"w.int ads" (at no lO,;t, thank you) such .IS
that for missing I"trachutes. and the like. In
Lu t send in cnouuh rn.itcri.i l and \\c'I!,c[
up :1 section of th'e nuplzine
just for that
puq,ose, not unlike the "want ad" section
of a new,p'!f,er. \Vith the Air Forces growing as it is and spreading
out allover
the
world, we su~"cst that such a section mi"ht
serve a \er): 'useful
purpose.
Keep your
m.ut-ri.i l as hrief 'IS possible, accompany it
with the signature of an organization
or indivi.lu.i l, and we'll try to print everything
you send in.

FOR what it's worth, we offer an unotficia!
report from the Midd Ie East that Germany' 5
Heinkel
III
bomber, with full crew and
equipment,
can haul exactly 6A()() can, of
beer. That contribution
to the science of
logistics was furnished
hy Allied airmen
who recently captured a Heinkel. Exactly
how much c aptu red German heel' A IIied ai 1'men can carry is a matter of speculation,
and enviable speculation, too.
EXCEPTION has been taken to a sentence in
the article "Single Engine Operation'
hy
Lieut. Colonel J. B. Duckworth,
Columbus
Flying School, which appearcd on page 1:j
of the Dcrcmlx-r issue of AIl' FORC!'. The
sentence read: "The ship can he banked
stccply into the dead engine and be as
solidly controlled
as thouuh
both were in
use." (This discussion involved
the necessity for adecjLlate airspeed when flying a
twinenginc
pl.mc and one engine fails.)
In explanation,
the sentence was contingent upon that immcdi.u cly preceding, which
stated: . l( ,1 rate of)() or I() miles per hour
over the minimum
single engine opcrat inj;
speed IS ma int.uncd, no loss of control can
result." The meaning: that if adec!lla[e air
speed IS rna int.unc.l, the ship could 0'01 be
banked steeply mto the de'ld engine, etc.

From Numbers to Names

HEAVY BOMBERS
13-17
13-24 (PB4}')
BOMBERS

SCOUTING
( SO,c)
( OS2U)

OBSERVATION
Seagull
Kingfisher

C-4) ((,8)

B()lll
Dragon
Mitchell
Marauder
Ventura

B-IS

B-2)
13-25(1'13/)
B-26
13-34 (1'V)

C!!</lJIgJ.

(TBD)

1913

Flying Fortress
Liberator

TRANSPORTS
MEDIUM

LIGHT BOMBERS
(8D)
A-24 (Sl3D)
A-25 (S132C)
A-29 (PBO)
A-34 (SB2A)
A-35
(SB2U)

AIR FORCE, Tcbm'II)',

FOR maximum
effectivcness.
AIR FORer.
must CIrculate throughout
the All' Forces,
spre'ld around the world. If the ratio of dis
tributron
in this country is not m.unt.uncd
in ensuing months. you will understand that
It is because we .uc m.rkmj; every effon to
keep pace with the movements ovcrse.is and
~et AIR FORc!' In the h.uul , of the bovs on
foreiun duty--c\ en to the remotest 1~land
outp;'st
\X!ILlte\cr the chan,,,c\ invo lvc.l
there wi II be plenty of ma.",IZlne\ d istnhuted
monthly for .i ll to read. Tlu • \\'111delwnd, to
a great extent, on your seeing to It th.u AIR
FORCE is spread around. Letters keep laming in .lsking that names be placed on the
mailing list. We repe'lt, there is no m.u lirn;
list. Our only method
of rir. u lauon is
through
bulk shipment.
\X'e dq,end
on
mess'lge centers for eCjuiLlhle dist nbut ion
at indi\idual
tields, And. we Jq,enJ
on you
to keep AIR Fc)l(CE mo\ing.-TJIE
EUIToR.

Below is a listing of names (by the numbers)
accorded otticial recogrutron
hy the Army
and Navy ;IS popular designations [or American aircraft. For ()ff,cial use within the Army Air
Forces, nurneric.rl dcsign.u ions will he retained.
(Navy symbols art shown 111 parentheses):

THE Directorate
of Communications
sug,L:eslsthat the following points might well be
put in the form of a posted notice where
c1Jspatches arc written or rcccivcd 'It the
code room, or might be displayed on the
desk tOI's of mess'lge writers:
I. USC radio only for messages that cannot be sent lw other means.
2. A void' stereotyped
bcglll/llJlgJ
and
). Condense
wordinL: as much as possible without :unhiguity.'
.1. Incorpor.uc
.i.ld re,see .m.l originator
n.uncs in the text.
5, A void repetition of words or phrase,.
usc synonyms.
6, Ask the cryptographic
orhrcr to assist
in paraphLlsing;
initial apprmed
text.
7. \"',frite numerals where accuracy \:-;USl
he .issurc.l (each digit or primary numlx-r
,Ii one word).
Example:
'\x/rite "21 men"
a,; T\X'O FOUR l\lEN,
IIO!
TWENTY
IOliR
I\fEN.
8. Usc the phonetic alr'h.d,et (p, 56 FM
21-1 ()) (or ditlicult cx prcxsions with letters
as well as numerals.

Considered
by itself, the sentence objected to mIght indun c th.u turnrru; into
the dead engme in single-englllc
operation
at mu lnenjnne.
aircraft w.i., recommended
Tlu., was ccrt.un ly not the ChC In surh operauon whcncx U possrb!«, the pilot should
turn t ow.ud the good engine .ind keep the
dead engme Lip, never down.

A-20

(1131')
PATROL BOMBERS
OA.!O (1-'131')
(PE2}'

)

(PBM)
FIGHTERS
P-38
1'.39
P-40
1'-43
1'-47
P-51
( 1'2.1)

(1'41')
(F4U)

Havoc (Attack)
Dauntless (Dive)
Hel ld ivcr (Dive)
11udson (Patrol)
Buccaneer (Dive)
Vengeance (Dive)
Vindic<lt()r (Dive)
Devastator (Torpedo)
Avenger (Torpedo)
(Flying

80ats)
Catalina
Coronado
Mariner

Lightnmg
Airacohra
Warhawk
Lance-r
Thunderbult
Mustang
Buffalo
Wildcat
Corsair

Traveler
Voyagn'
Commando
Skytr.rin
Skyrrooper
Skyrnastcr
Lodestar
Forwarder
Constel lation
Caravan
Liberator Express
Excalibur

C-45A( fR8)
C-46 (I?5C)
C ..j]
C-53 (1{If))
C-54 (R5D)
C-56 (RW)
C-(,! IGK)
C-69
C-76
C-R7
(jR2S)
TRAINERS
1'1'-13 & 17 (X2S1 & 3)
PT-19 & 23
(N2I)
PT-22 (;\'/?)
BT-13 & 1'1 ISNV)
AT.6ISN/i
(SNC)
AT-7 (SNB2)
AT.R & t7
AT-IO
AT-!l (SKBJ)
AT-13 & !4
AT-IS
AT-!9
LIAISON
L-l
I _J
1.-3-C
1.-4-13 (ME)
I.- 5

Cavdet
Cornell
Tutor
Recruit
Valiant
Texan
Falcon
Navig.ltor
Bobcat
WichiLl
Kansas
Yankee. Doodle
Crewmaker
Reliant

Vigilant
Tuylorcraft Grasshopper
Aeronca Grasshopper
Piper Grasshopper
Sentinel
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North

African

bombing

pattern.

Sidelights from an airman's report
on living and fighting conditions
in the desert theater of operations.

MUD
AND MORE MUD.
From Casablanca
to the front is almost 700 miles and the
road network. -hoth motor
and rail -is
none too good. You arc forever l)(il\~impressed by the distance from one point to
another, I'robahly because there is nothing
in between but -mud.
In America you can lead a not too sheltered lift: and in ten years not get stuck in
the mud. In North Africa ten minutes is
your limit. E\nything
gets stuck--trucks,
planes, Feet. Half the operational
diffIntltics of lhe area can be traced to mud.
EATING AND SLEEPING.
There is no answer
to .ovcr e\'eryone. Plane crews sleep in their
planes, ground crews slet:p in tents .it oases.
in hotels,
harracks,
anywhere.
You cat
American r.u ions as far e,lst as A I~iers, from
there on, British. \Vith the Britisl; you drink
hot tea an.] wine. \)(!ater isn't always safe.
British rations aren't bad; there's sure to
be some kind of meat stew,
In tht: towns and cities
such as Algiers
-the
Air Force has Liken over hotels. Some
of them arc fine, most not had. The scrviro
is fair; oo.asiona llv there is hot water.
\'<;rhen the word gets around that the taps
art: running warm, everybody dashes for the
soap and towels, It is not unusual to sec a
colonelwho has an intelligence system in
good working order-drop
en:rything
and
run for home to get his first hath in a week,
There is nothing to complain of so far
as the hotel food is concerned. Y all get a
yen for a piece of red meat occasionally, and

4

green vegetablt:s arc scarce, hut yOll get fed,
Breakfast costs thirty francs, lunch forty,
A franc is worth 1 Vi cents. You change
your money into f r.urcs \'ery easily, hut
American
Export dollars arc good anywhere. These arc regular U. S, hills with a
yellow seal stamped on them, to the right
of the portrait.
FIGHTERS.
The P-)8s have come into
their own in ~";orth Africa, They do nerything, They arc used on air defense patrols
of Allied strong points, over areas of concentrations,
for ground
strafing
against
troop columns and armored eCJuipmt:nl. for
minimum
altitude
att.u ks ag'linst surface
Y('ssels, and for escorting hea\'y and medium
bomhers on missions,
You can hardly find an assignment which
P- :08s cannot carry out. Tbey t:scort am
bombers SOO miles out and in -as far as the
homhers go. They can carry two hig boml».
and drop them whc:re they do the most
good, They are also used for photographic
rc:connaISS~ll1Ceand as weather ships,
THE

Street

scene

at an Air Forces

The fi,~hter pilots have tough work. Day
after day they fly escort duty at )O.(J(JO
feet, using oxygen all the time, bour after
hour. But they are sold on their ships,
The commanding
oiJicer of a heavy
bombardment
grou p in the Nortb African
theater said he would stake his tact;cal
reputation on the fad that the P-:08 is the
greatest fighter ever built. "Other fighters
are better at certain things, hut the 1-'-38
is the hest all around ship," he said.
MONEY
MEANS
NOTHING-In the h,ICk
country. There is the story of the A i I' Force
corporal who wanted to buy some t.uu.crines. He had the dOLU~h, ~l\'1l1 was willing
to pay whatever was a~ked. But the nati\'~s
wo~dcl h.ivc none of his money, They kept
pointing
to his shirt and his pants. He
cllIght on, of cou rse, and wen! back to his
tent to see what he could dig up. II is su pply of clothes was no more than adt:clll'lte,
and he knew everrthing
he owned was
prer.ous. Finally h~ dec'ided to part with
his lxuracLs bag, He broug:ll it out. The

base.
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natives eyed it for a long time, fingered it,
and then handed it back. It meant nothing
to them. Then the corporal took his knife,
cut a couple of holes in the bottom of the
b'lg, slipped a native's legs through, pulled
the bag up and tied it tight around the
chest. The native was delighted.
~he corporal got four bushels of tangerInes
Everybody eats tangerines
all the time.
Y all carry them in your pockets and bags
and keep them in your room. In the cargo
planes there is always a crate open for
anyone to dip into.
are doing a great job. Morale
is excellent among the crews. The fact that
the crews were trained in England on combat missions accounts for the smoothness of
operations.
The crews on both the light and medium
bombers are developing
a much more efficient degree of crew coordination.
There
seems now a strong possibility that crews
will be returned here intact-with
the same
plane they flew in the wars-to
instruct.
The Germans
aren't
taking
anything
lying down. Their defenses are excellent;
plenty of ack-ack gets up to high altitudes.
They're throwing a lot of 88 mm stuff at
us. But nothing
is interfering
with our
accuracy.
One fortress came home with an 88 mm
hole in a wing between the motors. It was
a clean hole-the
shell had gone through
and exploded
above--and
if you looked
carefully you could see the shell rifling on
the metal of the wing.
It has become general practice for crews
in medium bombers to wear helmets and
big goggles, so that if the windshield
is
shattered by flak or anything else they will
not get hit by flying glass.
Of all the legends and cracks and mottos
that arc painted on planes the best seemed
to be this: Over the rear gunner's
compartment in a B-17 was a picture of a pair
of dice, with a seven showing. And these
words, "Shoot. You're faded."
THE BOMBERS

These are the notes of an Air Forces officer just back from an inspection tour with
the Twelfth Air Force in North Africa.
to the hunter.
"Colonel,"
he said, "the
buffalo is a powerful animal. But the 17
is a good ship, I think you have about an
even chance against him."
THE CARGO PLANES. Those
boys of the
Troop Carrier Command are doing a hell
of a fine job. They are doing all the air
transport
in the area, moving, with their
e-/]7s
and e-S3s,
everything
that gets
moved v-cquiprncnt,
supplies,
personnel.
They f1y--escorted
by fighters-from
Casablanca right up to the front line airdromes.
They can never rest. They must fly continually under all kinds of handicaps,
in
and out of small, bad fields. Nevertheless,
they show a minimum
of accidents and
maintain their planes excellently under hard
field conditions.
Example:
For the Airborne
Engineers
the cargo boys carried personnel and equipment from Casablanca to a small field far
in the interior. This was within a short
distance of a drome which it was hoped
could be used for heavy bombers. The Engineers-with
their miniature
bulldozers
and
their
scrapers,
jeeps,
rollers
and

graders--~put
the field in shape so that a
B-17
landed [our clap later. The cargo
planes got the bombers there.
NOT A CLIMATE, that's
North
Africa. It's good for a week, then bad for
a week, which means that yOLl fight hard
for a week, then take it easy for a week.
Of course, you don't really take it easy,
you have no time off. You eat and sleep
with the planes, and very often repair them
as well.
It's cold. Algeria is in the same latitude
as North Carolina but without benefit of
the Gulf Stream. If you're moving
into
the area take winter uniforms-and
a bedding roll. Take all the uniforms
you are
likely to need, for when a blouse wears
out, you will have to keep on wearing it.
Shoes are a big problem.
Thin sales arc
no good at all; the thicker the sales the
better. Galoshes will help.

WEATHER,

is a quiet type. However, jf you
make an effort he will respond,
and he
seems pleased
to talk. The Arabs have
finally got the idea that we arc temporary
visitors and mean them no harm. On the
whole, relations with the French and the
natives are satisfactory. There is very little
trouble.
The standard horror story of what the
natives did to a couple of the boys who made
passes at their women has been thorough ly
spread around, so all is quiet on that front.
And in any case, the native women don't
bear what you would call a striking resemblance to Hedy Lamarr.
THE ARAB

GETTING HOME doesn't
take long. You can
leave Africa one day and be in Washington
the next. Good f1ying--7 zoo milcs in /].j
hours, or I (leJ miles an hour, including
three stops. -(:,

Unloading

emergency

rations from a C-47.

Tripoli Harbor

during a daylight

raid by 8-245.

INCIDENT occurred
one day at a heavy
bomber field which scared the boys a little.
A Heinkel
heavy bomber apparently
got
lost, and after circling the field, carne in,
made a normal
approach
up wind and
landed. The ship, of course, was immediately taken over and the pilot was a very
surprised fellow to find that he wasn't in
German
territory.
What scared the boys
was that all the enemy's maneuvers hadn't
aroused any suspicion.
Flying low over the veldt, a young lieutenant-colonel,
from the nose of a B-I 7, had
his eyes wide open at a collection of zoo
animals galloping under him-giraffes,
zebras, deer, etc. Finally he spotted a buffalo,
African variety, and could no longer resist. He let loose with a burst from his nose
gun. The buffalo took off.
A general
was sitting
in the plane,
soberly watching what had been going on.
After the burst he nodded slowly and spoke
AN
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R01JTE_ .. ~'ichita
from Stout Fi~ld
In '1 C-)), Captain L.H.
Penn at a
troop carrier squadron was about five miles
from Kansas City at IJ,OOO feet and entirely
on instruments
when a violent crash threw
his ship into a steep spira\. He knew something had hit him but he didn't know what.
The crew got orders to prepare to jump.
Straight and level flight with a perfect
airplane is one thing. Pulling a damaged
ship out of a spiral on instruments
is
another. But it worked. The crew of six men
didn't jump,
In less than one minute, Captain Penn
had established
contact with the Kansas
City radio. He asked for weather at the
airport and warned that he was coming in
for an emergency
landing. Other ships in
the ai I' nearby were sent away from thc
immediate
vicinity and a commercial
a irliner ready to t.ikc off was held on the
ground.
Coming out of the overcast at 1.')00 feet,
Captain Penn f (JLInd himself north of the
airport, In order to avoid a longer turn to
the left, he turned the ship to the right
N
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thirteen

feet

of wing

missing,

this ship

landed

safely

SAFETY

despite a damaged right wing. Wheels down
and under control, the ship landed safely.
Once on the ground, Captain Penn discovered that he had collided with a commercial
ai diner which crashed in a field a short dist,mce away, all of its occupants escaping
injury.
Thirteen
feet of Captain
Penn's right
wing had been torn away, along with a portion of the aileron su rf ace.
This was a beautiful job of flying. Those
moments immediately
following
the crash
were probably the busiest that Captain Penn
has ever known, but he moved from one
job to the next and refused to get panicky.
THERE
are more planes over the United
States today than ever before. Because more
of them arc eCll1ipped for it and more men
have been trained to do it, there is bound
to be more flying in "instrument
weather."
This means greater exposure
to collision
accidents.
Obviously, it is impossible to describe in
adv.uicc exactly what techniquc« shou ld be
used in the event of collisions. In fact, in

999 cases out of 1,000 the thing to do is
Jump.
The best treatment
for these 'lCcidents,
like all others, is to prevent them from happening.
Standardized
control
throughout
the air forces is one long step in that direction. As for the pilot, prevention
requires
rigid adherence to flight plans---espcci,d Iy
to assigned altitudes. By rigid adherence is
meant staying within a plus or minus 50
feet of the assigned altitude ,d/ fbi! t t nt e,
It can be done by any normal pilot who is
on his toes and doing a real job of flying.
Rigid adherence to flight plans also means
instrument f1ying---even under contact Might
rules. Modern operational
equipment
has
outgrown the scat of .inybodys pants. Your
instruments
are ,!ieared to your e'luipment.
The scat of your pants is not.
Pilot error is still by far the greatest
cause of accidents in the Army Air Forces.
Alert, clear-headed
action and skill such as
that demonstrated
by Captain
Penn will
reduce that percentage
and with it the lIst
of needless casualties in men .ind e'lu il'ment
this side of actual combat.
AIR FORCE, Fcbw,IJ')',
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A Jump Ahead of the Jerry
U. S.

W

E knew long before
we reached
Britain on th,~t crossing back in January, 1').1 I, that things were going to be
plenty hot in the months to come.
There were thirteen
of us in the first
group lined up by a New York committee
to go over and give the R.A.F. a hand,
Great Britain already had been blitzed from
hell to breakfast and the shows over there
were still hot and heavy.
We thought we had a fairly good idea
of wh.n was coming but we were undershooting.
Of the thirteen, only two of us arc still
pilching. One of the boys is an instructor in
England;
and 1'm in operational
flying for
the Army Air Forces. Of the others, a few
got out ,IS lhe months went by but most of
them didn't come back.
AlE ]-'()J{U: hils asked me to pass along
a few personal experiences in the hope that
some idc.r of what comhat against the Gcrnun LII/III',lj!e is like might he gained from
them. Although in this article 1 must necess.ui ly speak only for myself, it might he
borne in mind that my experiences, in many
rcspects, haH: been duplicated hundreds
of
times in the H..A.F.
I h.«] .ibour 300 hours in light stuffunder
my belt before I went across, which meant
th'at my principal training in Britain consisted in gunnery practice and other phases
of O.T.U. The training
period lasted six
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with

the R.A.F. over Europe.
weeks, including forty hours in the air and
about sixty hours of ground duty.
The R.A.F. was surprisingly
lenient with
us. The ground courses were not mandatory.
Most of the fellows seemed to realize that
if we didn't choose to take aJl the instruction and tips they offered, it would be our
necks-s-nobody
else's, That's the way the
H..A.F. felt about it.
I took all the training they dished out.
And I'm here to tell yOLI, Irn lhmned glad
I did. You can't get too 1l1LIChtraining in
this business.
During the latter part of March, I made
my first operational
tlight--with
,I British
squadron, of course. We were flying Hurricanes then. That first flight was a patrol
over the North Sea at night. We were tlying
at from twenty to fifty feet over the water
because that was about the altitude
the
German
bombers
usually came in. We
didn't spot anything
and, all in al l, my
dehut was uneventful,
but for the first time
I started to feel like I was really doing
something.
I Hew with British squadrons on ten or

twelve sweeps across the Channel from then
until about the middle of May, 1<)Il.
We knew our Hurricanes
from nose to
tail. We knew the Messcrschmitts
were
faster;
we could never catch them, nor
could we run away from them. They could
outclimb and outdive us. But they couldn't
outmaneuver
us. This we knew~and
knew
well.
So we played the game with our best
weapon~ maneu verabi Iity.
The Germans in ME-I O')Es usually would
be waiting for us at _~2,()O()to 35,000 feet.
\x? c would go in at about 2S,OOO or 30,000
and wait for them to come down for us.
Soon they'd come, lliving in at about
600 miles an hour, one after the other.
But
hy the time they were set to 0l'cn up we
wouldn't
be there. We'd go into a steep
banking turn and come about in the hope
of gelting a squirt at one of them as he
went by.
We didn't get many that way (I didn't
get any), but they didn't get us either.
Those Hurricanes were the toughest fighters
in the air. I saw one come home with all but
eighteen inches of prop blade blasted off,
ailerons and wings shot to hell and more
than IOO holes in the fuselage. During the
British
retreat before
Dunquerquc,
they
used wings of shot-down
Hurricanes
time
and again as hridges across ditches in moving trucks and heavy (Continued on Page 37)
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A MERICA'S

airborne
troops are in the
news.
During
the assault on North
Africa
parachutists
were flown 1,500 miles nonstop from England to attack Oran. This was
the longest air invasion on record.
During
General
Mar Arthur's
drive in
New Guinea
our planes carried combat
units deep into the jungle and dropped
tons of food and ammunition
to our troops
to help humble the Jap.
These
were impressive
successes. But
they are a mere hint of things to come.
A preview of America's airborne strength
was held in Texas late last fall. These
maneuvers were the first of their kind ever
attempted
by the U. S. Army and the results were significant.
The
basic military
problem
was as
follows:
Hypothetical
enemy forces had crossed
the Rio Grande from Mexico and driven
a wedge into Texas, occupying three airports. Two of these fields were ncar Eagle
Pass and Del Rio, forming a base of the
wedge along the river, while the point of
the triangle
nearest
our forces was at
Brackctville.
TheoreticalIy,
the enemy held these positions with strong units of infantry
supported by field artillery of all calibers, and
by air forces, machine gun companies, antiaircraft and engineering
and service groups.
Our forces opposing the enemy were concentrated outside San Antonio.
They consisted of selected units of parachute troops and an infantry task force of

n
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the Airborne Command, 2nd Infantry Division, all under the command
of Major
General Walter M. Robertson, commanding
otiiccr of the 2nd Division.
With these troops were two groups and
a glider-equipped
squadron
of the Troop
Carrier Command, Army Air Forces, under
the command of Colonel Maurice M. Beach.
They flew twin-engine
aircraft of the C-47
and C- 53 types. (Structural
differences between the types arc slight. )
Bracket ville's "enemy-held"
airdrome was
the first objective,
Attack upon this base, as upon others

that followed.
felI into four main phases.
Imagine yourself at I3racketville, observing
the operation.
Assume th.it the field has
already been heavily bombed, as would be
the case, when possihle, in real warfare.
First come the paratroopers.
Planes fly
over Bracketville at a low level and drop the
"umbrella
men" to seize and hold the airfield. After a sharp engagement,
they gain
control and immediately
set up radio communications.
By this means, together with
pyrotechnics and ground panels, they direct
incoming transports to landings on the field.
is the second phase-the
deplaning
of airborne infantry and the unloading
of
jeeps, trailers, motorcycles, artillery pieces,
ammunition
and supplies.
As quickly as
they arc emptied, the planes take off again
for fresh loads; this procedure
continues
throughout
the day, even into darkness.
Third phase of the pattern of attack comes
on the second day and is primarily a problem of re-supply and consolidation.
Food
and ammunition
are dropped by bright-colored parachutes. Additional men and pieces
of equipment are brought in.
Here the gliders play their part. Towed
by large camouflaged
aircraft,
the huge
motorless ships are quicklv cut loose, landed
and parked at the unloading area. From each
glider rolls a jeep under its own power,
rapidly followed by armed men.
Fourth and final phase of the operation
is the evacuation
of casualties-stretcher
cases and walking patients alike-to
be followed, ultimately,
by complete evacuation
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of personnel and eCJuiprncnt as the attack
moves forward.
In the Texas maneuvers, three airdromes
were "taken" in this manner---I3racketville
first, Eagle Pass second, Del Rio thir,l-with the execution
showing
marked
improvement
at each step of the prohlem.
From a flying standpoint,
the hox score
of this tough assignment was most interestin 1:. Here arc some fi 1,Ltres:
'Approximately
1:100 round trips were
made between departure fields and objective
airports.
Total distance flown was 337,000 milesalmost 1 j laps around the c.irths e(lliator.
Apl,roximately
ir.ooo men were transportee!' plus some! .roo tons of supplies,
C<luipment, and ammunition.
!2cjuipment included jeeps, one-ton trailers, mo.orcyclcs,
large howitzers, heav'Y-Clliher machine guns,
light-caliber
machine
l~uns, suhmachine
g~Il1S, airport
mines, mor'tars and radios, aI!
in 'lddition to oil, water, gas and one day's
rations for the men.
1'01- the flying personnel
it was a long,
arduous grind. Each ship was manned hy
a pilot, co-pilot, radio operator and chief
engineer. Loadings and take-offs were schcd-

uled far in advance of dawn and the day's
work of flying did not end until long after
sundown.
Men and machines
were both
taxed to the Jimit; both stood up incredibly
well.
Flying continued under varied conditions,
including winds up to 35 and 40 miles per
hour, at low altitudes over rough terrain,
and f rcquent ly in darkness.
Still, in the whole
operation
not a
pound of equipment
was lost and not a
man was injured. Luck played some part in
this record, admittedly.
One ship, for example, suffered a badly
damaged wing and the pi lot had to make
a forced landing just he fore dawn. But he
succeeded in putting his heavily-laden
craft
down safely in a strange field.
ACAIN, a plane got out of control
when
caught in a cross wind on a take-off. The
ship skidded across a couple of ditches and
through
a sluck, stopping
right side up
about three-quarters
of a mile from the field.
But the crew and airborne troops imme.Ii.ucly requested
another ship and made
their objective only a little off schedule.
There were close calls. Eleven hundred
round trips cannot he flown without a few
uncomfortable
minutes. But the coolness of
the pilots and the ruggedness
of the bi,'.;
"tin geese" they flew won out in every critical situation.
The dilciency of these exercises in airborne warfare, coming only six months after
org,mization
of the Troop Carrier Com
mand, was gratifying to all concerned.
To the Troop Carrier Command
is assigned an all-important
responsihility:
acri.il
transpol-ting of parachutists,
infantry comhat teams, glider-borne
troops and e(luipmcnt ; evacuating wounded by air, and training and making
available
troop carrier
units to meet requirements in the theatres of
war.

Though a relatively new division of the
Army Air Forces, the Command already has
units operating all over the world. The l st
Troop Carrier Command has its hea,kluarters at Stout Field, Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Squadrons arc the basic tactical units. To
each squadron is assigned Douglas DC-3
type aircraft, designated
by the Army as
C47s or C53s. In addition to the aircraft,
gliders for transport
of both troops and
equipment
arc standard for each s(luadron.
Actual
warfare
complicates
problems,
naturally.
DLlring an actual invasion,
it
might be necessary to land troops very deep
in enemy territory to cut communications
or
capture an important
installation.
Ground
forces thus transported
by plane and glider
might be isolated for some time. In that
event, the Troop Carrier Command
would
be responsible for the continued supply of
the men, as well as the evacuation
of
wounded and the transport
of air-trained
medical personnel.
The Troop Carrier Command
represents
one of the newest dcvcloprncnrx in modern
warfare.
In the evolution
of ground-air
strategy and tactics, it is certain to play an
increasingly important role as new missions
arc determined
dav liv day. As the Comrnand', motto has' it:' "He cOl1lILlers who
gets there first" U

Troops deplane
from
a CAb "Commando",
one of the tra nsport
ships used in airborne
operations.
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INGENUITY PAYS OFF ON THE

where
nature
left off They observed
automobile
!tiTS made deep, noticeahle
in the salt. So, to make or.Imary bomb

T

hundred
vards
of r.u lro,«]
tuck
stretch
across a' VslJ;lI'ed
ravrne in the
Utah
mountains.
On the track a handcar
pushes
along.
powered
hy a srn.i!l ga.soline
motor.
The car is operated
from one end
by a gunnery
instructor,
while
three
students,
riding
sideways,
fasten
their eyes to
machine-gun
sights
and train
.')() «dihers
\\'O

on a row of airplane
targels
some distance
away in the sagehrush.
The instructor
lias
inrcrphon«
contact
with each student.
As this
contraption
joggles
down
the
tr.rck, all guns hlazing,
Captain
William
D. Keys, commanding
officer of the Hornhardment
and Gunnery
School at \'J(;'endover
Field,
grins
IL1['pily.
For
this
is another
of his "notions."
And strictly
an improvised
affair.
The handcar,
tics and rails \\TIT s,tlvaged
from
an ahandoned
Ca lifornia
mine.
The
t r.uk was
Llid hy two enlisted
men
who
were
railw,IY
employees
in civilian
life.
The interphone
is a home-made
rig and the
stately
"hucket
scat"
occupied
hy the instructor
is redly a cut<lway
Pepsi-Cola
pail.
ImpnJ\ised
or not, it tcaches
gunners
to
shoot on the move. and that's the objective.
Shooting
from a hlllll\'y
handcar
is tough,
of course.
But the turrets
and
tail of a
heny
bomber
give gunners
a rough
ride,
too.
"I Ihink I can tell you what it takes to
tr.iin gunncTs,"
says Captain
Keys.
"A lot
of hard
of good

work, a lot of in,LCenu ity ,md
non-cornm
issionc«] orficcrs."

a lot

(hy, somehody
is going
to ask how
the Army
Air Forces tr.uncd so many men
so well .ui.] so fast in this war. Maybe <-<1['tain Keys
ILlS the answer.
He app.Hently
ha:; it [or \XlendO\er
Field, anyway.
For \XI cndovcr
is a story of officers and
men
accepting
a prodigious,
double-duty
job and Liking
it in their
stride
with ingenuity
that only Americans
(an understand.
An installation
of the Second
Air Force,
\1(lendO\Tr
Field was built
ongin:dly
as a
base for second-phase
operational
training.
Hen)
bombardment
crews come here for
intense.
lhY<lnd-night
practice
in formation
flyin!-"
bomb
attack
and aerial
gunnery.
SO!lfF

They

train

b.udrncnt
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at wh.u is «died
the
range
in the world

largest hom
some
two

that
ruts
t.ir-

gets, they simply
sent a few jeeps out onto
the range,
had them
driven
in a circul.rr
path
,and there were you I' pattern
Ltrgets.
This
procedure
has
been
followed
ever
since.
But Colonel
Dippy
and Capr.un
Keys are
never satisfied
with the ordinary.
They .ue
devotees of drama
and
realism
in t r.iining. And, if you f1y over the two mi l lionmillion
acres
all area twice

of salt flats in \'X!estern Utah,
the size of Rhode lsl.uid.

A few months
ago, the hc.ulqu.utcrs staff
of Wendover
was asked
to train
several
hundred
gunners
at a time in addition
to
regltlar
duties.
This meant
building
a new
school,
b.rrr.uks, ranucs and whatnot.
And
no money
was imm~diately
av.ulable.
The
school,
however,
was built in three weeks
and is operating
hriskly.
\X!hen
the base at Wend oyer was [Irst
conceived,
the town
was just a widening
of lJ. S. Highway
5()-~a
cluster
of stores
.uid houses and gas stations at the foot of
:1 mountain
range hard by the Nevada
line.
lis population
numbered
J 20. Its only
claim to fame W,IS the former
headcJuarters
of Ab Jenkins
and other
auto speedsters
who
burned
the wind
down
Bonne- i lle
flats.
The Army
moved
in and with
it came
hundreds
of civi l ian rontr.utors
and \\ orkmen
who
lived
in trailers
back
of the

St.uc Line

Hotel.
In remarkably
short
time the base was
huilt
complete
with three wide
r'lnW'l)S,
four hangars.
scores of barr.uks, two celestial
n.. \ igation
towers,
I'ower
turret
and
Ii rc
control
laboratories,
head(]uarters,
BOQs,
two post theatres,
mess halls
and all the
rest.
Nature
must have had Wendover's
trainin;:: job in mind. Flying weather
is excellent,
geneully,
and there is pr'Hliclily
no habitation
in a hundred-mile
radius--just
salt
flats and

desert.

Lieutenant

Colonel
R. 'M. Dippy,
commaudim,
officer of the base, and CIl'tain
Keys, h'~'ad of the homb,Hdment
and gUll.

net:y school

st.uf
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,Ierc range with a bomb
what you find.
The gray and acrid
flats stretch
for miles
Here and there are gaunt
and jagged
and a cold
the {'«pia 111{ldJ!! hills
This
land once
of water-the

crew,

th.tt is exactly

reaches
of the s.ilt
in every
direction.
mount.iins.
ridged
brown
in color like
of ,1 toy train set.

lay under
fabulous

'I thousand
Bonneville

feet
5(:,1,

And it looks it.
Twenty-five,
fifty, and seventy-fin:
out on the flats lie the bomb targets.
There is, for example,
a l)()()' foot

dummy

submarine.
There

dummy

hangars
There

is a dummy

.urficl.]

and ai rp lanes,
is a fake troop

\\ith

enl,lml'll1CI:t

miles

with

How Wendover's men used their
brains and brawn to enlarge
the Air Forces operational
school in western Utah.

wooden jeeps, trucks, storage depots, rail
sidings and other points of interest to a
bombardier.
Wendover's
range, briefly, resembles a
gargantuan
toy store full of attractive enemy
targets. C,tml'ed out on these tlats are crews
of men who repair the targets and think up
new ones for surprise practice missions.
Operational
training also calls for extensive ground gunnery and class work in aircraft identification,
range estimation,
and
the like.
Here again, Colonel Dippy and Captain
Keys, with the bell' of the 325 enlisted men
on the bombardment
and gunnery school
stall, have developed a number of Ingenious
training devices.
These enlisted men, Captain Keys will
tell you, include some geniuses. There is the

fellow, for instance, who dreamed
up a
moving silhouette for identifying
airrr.ut.
You sit in a dark classroom. All you see is
a large glm-sight. Into this sight, apparently
from several directions and distances, flies
a procession
of foreign
airplanes.
Some
are level, some appear to be banking or
diving.
gadget consists merely of two moving picture reels, on which is wound a long
roller of plain wrapping
paper. Cut out
of the wrapping
paper are the outlines of
ail planes as revealed by photographs
in
flight. The roller moves back of the gunsight, and, with a strong lamp playing on
it from behind, it looks like an attack is
takll1g place.
This little brainstorm has been adopted by
THIS

the Air Forces for use at other fields.
Another
enlisted man thought
up the
little green shack.
While waiting their turn to shoot from
that moving handcar, gunnery students stand
in a shack nearby. Above and around them
in the shack the air is filled with models of
enemy aireraft.
The models
swoop and
climb and peel off bewilderingly
as they
dangle
from an endless,
moving
bicycle
chain. A constant
class in identification.
Everywhere
at Wendover
you find small
buildings like this where you can Just walk
in and learn something while you wuir.
A 1I instruction
is done by visual motion,
when possible, making
it more diiEcult,
more realistic and more effective.
On the main gunnery range, there is the
f'amili.« dummy airplane moving around a
quarter mile track bchind an embankment.
As usual the target is mounted on a jeep.
But Wendover's
jeep drives itself.
The jeep is guided by a wooden board
about a foot high, which is gripped laterally on either side by a pai r of wheels;
the wheels, in turn, are attached to the steering mechanism of the jeep. All you do is
start the motor. get it going ,!.Cooll,hop off,
and (he jeep poes around 'lIld around the
track at forty miles an hour, clrrying
its

Th" contraption
down
f'he
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target, and wondering,
undoubtedly,
what
all the shooting's for.
Firing at this driverless demon are gunners in all kinds of stations and turrets.
These are quite orthodox affairs, except for
a belly turret which is slung from a high
stanchion in such manner that the gunner
has to shoot from a variety of angles, just
as if he were flying in a plane.
history of Wendover's
new gunnery
school is one for the book.
Just about the time the base was being
completed, Hcadquartets of the Second Air
Force asked Colonel Dippy if he could
handle a few hundred gLl11nerS, as well as
the tactical O.T.U. groups. More gunners
were needed throughout
the Air Forces.
Certainly, replied Colonel Dippy, but that
naturally would mean building additional
ranges, barrack and mess facilities, and so
on.
Here there was a slight hitch. No more
money was available for Wendover
at the
moment,
without
a new appropriation,
which would take time.
Colonel Dippy thought about the problem, conferred with Captain Keys, and then
asked Headquarters
for unofficial sanction
to build another school, provided they could
find ways and means to do it without money.
Headquarters
said go ahead, and bless you.
What followed
is a monument
to the
word
"salvage"~and
to the American
soldier's enterprise and devotion to his job.
Captain Keys, a flyer and former mechanied engineer,
and StaiI Sergeant
Dalroy
1\1. Ward, a willing assistant who knows
l i is way aroun.], took charge of this con,t ruction out of nothing.
First, they found some land. It was a big,
forgotten gLdly in the mountains about three
miles back of the main base, owned by the
U. S. C razing Service. They wangled permission to build there.
Next, they and scores of enthusiastic
enlisted men on the gunnery school staff
pill together
some home-made
bulldozers
out of old trucks. With these they built a
road back into the promised land.
From another
truck they fashioned
a
ditch-digger that looks like a RLLbeCotdberg
product. But it digs.
Hearing that a few old CC.C barracks
were lying idle in Utah, they hurried to
Salt. Lake City and talked somebody into
donating
the structures. Trucks were borrowed from Colonel Dippy's motor pool to
cart out the frames and lumber of these
buildings.
Trucks are forever being borrowed from Colonel Dippy.
A general scouring of the countryside
then followed. Captain Keys told the men
to salvage anything
not being used elsewhere.
One thing
badly required
was
cement, so he appointed a standing "cement
detail" to bring in what could be found. If,
for example, there was any cement left over
from the building of runways down at the
base, what better use for it could be
imagined?
Soon, for a person at the base, it was
THE

almost fatal to lay anything down. And the
storehouse
of the new school became a
treasury of odds and ends.
Small pieces of lumber (up to fourteen
f~et or so), left-over bits of cement (up to
sixty bags a day),
lengths of pipe, old
stoves, pool-tables, pieces of chain, bedding,
paint--all
such stuff be-gan to appear out
of thin air.
Welding
and concrete-mixing
machines
were borrowed from a private contractor in
town. Incidentally,
Captain
Keys has a
phrase to describe people who helped out.
'There was a patriotic man," he will say.
One after one, a long row of barracks
went up. These were followed
by a carpenter shop, a mess hall, and a bLlilding
that houses a mni] room, PX and barber
shop.
It was not all plain sailing. There was a
bit of trouble with rattlesnakes.
"But we
make it unpleasant
for them,"
explains
Sergeant Ward. "We kill them."
They could neither
"beg, borrow
or
steal" any U -bolts to erect double-deck
beds. They found some telephone wire and
two-by-fours,
however, and made doubledeckers by wiring single beds one above the
other on wooden LlI,rights.
After
living cluarters
were built, the
home-made bn lidozcrs soon carved gunnery
ranges from the hills flanking the ravine.
No butts were needed, of course. Then a
skeet range took form.
seems quite certain as to where
all the gun turrets came from. It is remembered, however, th.it after a couple of ships
cracked up on the fieU nobody saw any
parts lying around.
The salvager's did not forget their own
comfort. They found an Indian cave in one
of the hills, complete with ancient etchin,'.;s
on the walls. A bit of a cement floor, a hit
of a bar~and
it lxx.unc as fine an n.c.o,
club as anybody could wish.
Some things were bought, naturally.
A
printing press was one. "It's not quite paid
for yet," says Captain Keys, '.hut it soon
will be." The fellows in the printing shop,
it seems, help on the financing by doing stationery for the men at a small but profitahle
fee. Tools and spark plugs arc bOLlght with
profits from beer parties.
And some things
were donated.
An
indication of the esprit de corps at Wenclover is that one man contributed
S7,OOO
worth of radio equipment-c-his
personal
properly--~to
the aerial gunnery school,
Colonel Dippy,
an engineer,
estimates
that at this new and home-made
school a
S I ,000,000 job has been constructed
in
the record time of a few weeks at a cost
of absolutely nothing. Thus has Wendover
vastly increased its training capacity.
When the whole story of the Army Air
Forces training program is written, Wenclover may deserve a chapter of its own. If
so, Captain Keys has a title:
"A lot of hard work, a lot of ingenuity,
and a lot of good non-commissioned
officers."
NOBODY
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Organization of the Army Air Forces
B'f
ASSISTANT

present organization
of the Army
Air Forces is the result of a gradual
growth brought about by the eXl)eri~nce of
modern warfare. That experience
has emphasized the vital importance of the air arm
and has necessitated a drastic reorganization
of the \'>(1ar Department
and the A rmy in
the interests of greater combat efficiency.
For a year and a half after the beginning
of the present world conflict, the War Department
and the Army were organized
substantially
in the same manner as in 1920
when the National Defense Act was passed.
That Act, which emhodied the lessons of the
first World War, provided
for an Army
consisting
of arms and services of equal
rank, each headed by a chief, namely: Infantry,
Cavalry,
Field
Artillery,
Coast
Artillery,
Air Corps,
Engineers,
Signal
Corps,
Ordnance,
Quartermaster
Corps,
Chemical
Warfare
Service, Medical
Department,
Finance Department,
Inspector
General's
Department,
Judge
Advocate
General's
Department
and The Adjutant
Genera I's Department.
Each branch was organized into divisions,
corps and armies, most of which during
peacetime were merely paper organizations.
Administration
within the United
States
was conducted through nine Corps Areas,
each under a Commanding
General.
The
\'>(1arDepartment
General Staff, over which
the Chief of Staff presided, supervised and
directed
the Army in the name of the
Secretary of War.
ilE

T

As a concession to the growing importance
of the ai r arm, a General Headquarters
Air
Force was organized which operated directly
under the W,u Department
General Staff.
A viarion
was thought
of as largely an
.iuxi liary of the Ground Force,
However,
the exploits of the Luftwaffe
in the European
campaigns,
the Battle of
Brittin and the air conquest of Crete emphasized the necessity of building up the
Army Air Corps. On June 20, 1941, Army
Regulation
95-5 created for the fIrst time
the- Army Air Forces as a semi-autonomous
body within the Army. The name of the
General
Headquarters
Air
Force
was
changed to Air Force Combat Command;
it
arid the Air Corps were placed under the
control of a newly created orlicer, the Chief
of the Army Air Forces. Lieutenant
Gene r.i] Henry H. Arnold was named to this
position and also was made Deputy Chief
of the War Department
General Staff. He
was given substantial powers in connection
with determining
the training, personnel,
AIR FORCE, Tebmary, 19/3
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equipment
and supply requirements
of a
modern ai r force.
The rest of the Army continued to operate under the old organization,
except that
a General Headqu.rrtcrs
was activated at the
Army War College under Lieutenant General Leslie McNair. General Headquarters
made plans for utilization of the Army of
the United States in combat. The \',(/<H Department General Staff continued
to operate as it had previously.
Experience
ind icated several weaknesses
in this type of organization,
and the action
at Pearl Harbor and in the Philippines,
together with the sinking of the Prince of
Wales and the Repulse, again emphasized
the vital role of air bombardment
as an
offensive
weapon.
A comprehensive
reorganization
of the War Department,
set
forth in the now famous Circular No. 59,

A

close-up

chan gi ng
America's
its

of

the

structure
air strength

function

under

everof
and
the

stress of war.
March 2, 1942, resulted.
Three general
principles
governed this reorganization:
1. The Chief of Staff became the unquestioned military commander of the Army
of the United States. G.H.Q. was abolished.
2. It was determined
that actual combat
should be controlled
by task forces and
theaters of operations commanders
responsible directly to the Chief of Staff.
::>. To provide the trained personnel and
equipment necessary to fight etIiciently, the
A rmy was divided into three components
of eClual rank: The Army Air Forces, the
A rmy Ground Forces and the Army Services of Supply. Units trained and equipped
by these three components are formed into
task forces organized to meet the needs of
particular theaters of operations, where they
fight under the command
of the theater
commander,
The present organization
of the Army
Air Forces is aimed to fu lfi II the mission
laid down in Circular No.5'):
"The mission of the Army Air Forces is
to procure and maintain equipment peculiar
to the Army Air Forces, and to provide air
force units properly organized, trained, and
eCluipped for combat operations."
The chart on the rear inside cover of
this issue of All' FORCE is a graphic pres-

CONTROL

entation of the oruaniz.uion
which has resulted. War is dynamic, not static. Experience constantly
indicates
the need for a
change of organization
to meet ch.mging
conditions.
The chart now current is not
identical with that fi rst adopted last March.
Perhaps by the time this article is published
other changes will have been made. However, it is unlikely that the basic principles
on which the organizat ion was founded will
be modified. The organization
consists of
Headquarters,
Army Air Forces, and the
various Air Forces and commands.
following
principles
govern
the
orjzaniz.u ion of Headquarters,
A rrny Ai r
Forces:
1. Because the Air Forces arc part of the
Army and a military org,lIlization,
it is desirable to retain-under
the Commanding
General and the Chief and Deputy Chief of
the Air Staff - the classic military
staff
divisions of Personnel,-A-1
; Intelligence,
A-2; Training
and Operations,
A-3, and
Supply, A-4. These divisions keep in constant touch with G-1, -2, -o, and -!j of the
\)V'ar Department
General Staff.
2. It is desirable
to separate
planning
functions from those of an operating nature
to permit consecutive thinking and analysis
of over-all policies, plans and programs to
insure that they fulfill the mission of the
Army Air Forces. liar this reason the "A" divisions of the Air St,lff are kept small and
are divorced from opeLlting functions.
3. To aid the A-Staff in making policy,
it is desirable to have:
a. A section where plans of an operational nature are analyzed, broken down
into the personnel,
intelligence,
training
and supply sections and brought together
again as an integrated whole after analysis by the "A" divisions. This is the function of Operational
Plans.
b. It is also desirable to plan the program pursuant
to which the mission of
the Army Air Forces will be performed,
i.e., to determine when and in what numbers units must be activated;
when they
will be fLdly eCluipped and trained, and
when they will be ready for combat duty.
This is the function of Program Planning.
c. It is further desirable to coordinate
the vast administrative
organization
of
the Army Air Forces. Producing
units
trained
and cquippe.] for combat has
many of the aspects of big business. Every
Ltrge corporation
has its control division
which keeps in close touch with operations and supplies
(Continued on Page 40)
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East Indian archipelago and on the
islands to the east there are a number of
pitfalls to snare the unwary, and many of
these are associated with disease. The white
man's culture has made little headway in
this part of the world. With few exceptions,
the native people live as their stone age forefathers did before them.
Head hunters and cannibals are found in
New Guinea and some of the other islands
and will attack if given an opportunity.
Soldiers on guard duty at night or alone in
the jungle must take special precautions to
avoid such attacks.
Because of poverty and ignorance,
few
attempts are made to combat the many diseases that exist here. Disease forms the final
link in a vicious circle that saps the strength
and initiative of the people. Yet, all of these
diseases can be controlled if certain simple
precautions are taken.
Military operations in this theater are frequently carried out by small units or by individuals. A basic knowledge of the hazards
that exist, and of the ways to avoid them,
will make it possible [or personnel to better
care for themselves when thrown upon their
own resources. This knowledge
will also
help the individual
appreciate the absolute
necessity for the strict sanitary precautions
that are enforced in the vicinity of all military installations-whether
bases, airfields or
f rant line fox-holes. Conditions
may vary
somewhat from island to island, but with
few exceptions the same diseases are common to the entire area.
Mosq uito-borne
diseases are of primary
importance.
Every part of the region is infested with one or more of these diseases.
A rule of thumb states that in the Pacific
malaria is found west of 170 east longitude
and north of 20° south latitude. Although
there are exceptions
to this rule (malaria
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is occasionally
found south of 20° south
latitude),
for all practical purposes it indicates the highly malarious
areas of the
Southwest Pacific.
Malaria in this part of the world is especially grave. Practically 100 percent of the
people have the disease and it is the greatest
single cause of death among them. Dengue,
sometimes called "breakbone
fever," commonly attacks newly-arrived
Europeans and
Americans and, although not fatal, is capable of causing great discomfort.
Its control
is especially important since it can incapacitate a large part of a military command at
one time. A third mosquito-borne
disease is
filariasis. This disease becomes chronic and
may lead to marked swelling of the limbs
and scrotum-elephantiasis.
presence of these diseases makes it
imperative
that every man be thoroughly
versed in the various methods of protecting
himself from mosquitoes.
first and foremost, he should know the value of his
mosquito
net and how to care for it. It
should be considered an essential piece of
his equipment,
and should be kept available at all times. Stay indoors as much as
possible after dark, but if it is necessary to
go out at night wear extra clothing that
covers the entire body. Do not wear shortsleeved shirts or "shorts" after the sun has
set or when going into the jungle. Malariabearing
mosquitoes
frequently
come out
only at night and even though no mosquitoes are to be seen locally when the camp
is made, there probably
are mosquitoes
present that will come out about eight or
nine o'clock in the evening. The bite of
these mosquitoes frequently
does not sting
and may pass unnoticed.
Available
insect
repellents are of little value, especially if
you are sweating, so it is better to use such
safety measures as mosquito boots, head nets
and gloves. Avoid native villages, [or the
people act as a reservoi r of these diseases and
mosquitoes are very common among them.
THE
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The so-called suppressive, or prophylactic
treatment, with either quinine or atabrine, is
useful in many parts of this area. Although
this method of treatment does not prevent
malaria and thus does not take the place
of the previously mentioned
precautions.
it
does suppress the symptoms of malaria so
that a man is able to carryon
until the tactical situation allows sufficient time for more
thorough treatment.
The native people have little knowledge
of sanitation. They carelessly deposit human
wastes and garbage in any convenient spot
and rarely take precautions
to secure safe
drinking water. It is not an uncommon sight
in many parts of the islands to see a house
built out over a stream or lake. Two holes
are found in the floors of these houscs-v-one
through which water is drawn for drinking
purposes, the other used as a toilet.
The presence of flies, which occur in
great numbers in all native villages, and of
polluted
water is of great importance
to
troops, for they are the common means by
which the intestinal diseases-typhoid
fever,
dysentery and cholera-c-are
carried to man.
Because of the universal
presence of the
common intestinal diseases throughout
this
area, only water that Ius been treated by appropriate
army personnel
should be used.
Boiling is the best and easiest method of
purification.
Even rainwater just caught, or
water from a sparkling
mountain
stream,
must not be drunk without puriticltion.
For
his own protection, each individual should
know two or more methods of purifying
water. (F. M. 21-lO).
Although
adequate quantities
of water
are available on most parts of the islands,
a thorough
know ledge of conservation
of
water is essential, for there may be times
when the tactical situation does not permit
stopping long enough to prepare it. A nun
can survive for four or five days on one
quart of water a day. In order to get the
full benefit of such a small (luantity of
water, it is necessary (Continued on Page 29)
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reported that his airspeed indiA
cator was reading better than 550
M.P.H. at 15,000 feet; actually, he was
PILOT

going downstairs at something pretty close
to a thousand feet a. second. He might have
beeri in a bullet which had a velocity of a
little more than the speed of sound.
A pilot did a half-roll dive with full
power and couldn't exceed! a certain speed.
In other words, he had reached' terminal
velocity' and the airplane was slowing up.
During a dive a pilot noticed a sound as
if sheets of tin were being torn off the airplane. Some little "shock waves't.or "sound
waves" had formed around t cabin.
During a test dive a pilot
the stick up to a certain spee
to pull back the stick to keep
the dive increase. Some compres
had caused a change in trim.
At 30,000 feet in a vertical
reported that on recovery the air
feted and apparently recover
some reason or other
appear to get the lift
.
the wing. High speed and compr
had caused a loss in lift.
Variations of the above examples can be
cited many times. They are usually connected with high speed dives, but there are
conditions where variations of these effects
can be observed even in level flight or in
normal maneuvers, particularly at high altitudes. There must be many more such experiences which have not yet been reported
or encountered.
A pilot should understand, if he is to
analyze what is going on around his airplane, a few simple fundamental physical
laws. The first of these is that the airspeed
indicator is measuring dynamic pressure in
a hole facing forward into the air. The air-eed indir does not tell how fast the
ing; it simply tells how hard
ing into the hole.
altitude is increased and the
a
dense, the push or "dyns
decreases for the same
tttl

fac

19h space. The correction

~ airspeed with altitude
" - "ressure varies

WRIGHT

FIELD

with temperature an a.
approximation is that the tr
tained by taking the indicat
s
an,
adding an amount equal to 1.4 percent .additional for each 1,000 feet of altitude.
Altitude speed can be obtained by adding
1.4 percent times the altitude in thousands
of feet to the indicated speed. For instance,
300 M.P.H. indicated at 20,000 feet would
really mean thatthe true speed was approximately 128 percent of 300 or approximately
385 M.P.H. A more exact correction would
giveAOO M.P.H.
are available indicated airspeed
correction charts and calculators on which a
number of typical examples should be
worked out so that a feeling for this factor
becomes automatic; for instance, indicated
eeds of around 300 M.P.H. at about
,000 feet should be immediately transed into true speeds of 100 M.P.H. higher.
.
eed flight, the speed of sound
actor since it determines the
ich shock waves are formed.
peed of sound at sea level is approxim: ly 758 M.P.H. but decreases to 685
M.P.H. at 30,000 feet. If one were to fly
at the indicated airspeed of sound as measured by an airspeed indicator, the variatj
in this so-called critical speed appare

THERE

SHOCK WAVES, which greatly increase the resistance of the wing section, stand out vertically in this
photo of a wing traveling at 580 miles per hour.

.. and
lift out

would be very much greater. For instance,
the airspeed indicator would read 758
M.P.H. at sea level, but only 460 M.P.H.
at 30,000 feet. Compressibility affects the
airspeed reading itself and compressibility
on the airplane may affect the pressure in
the region of the airspeed measuring head.
ects thus may tend to give readings
too high.
When airplanes move through the air
they push the air around. The air has to
flow up over and back down behind the
wing, and around the various bodies and
obstructions. The result is that as far as the
air is concerned it apparently moves with
respect to the airplane at a much higher
speed in some local spots . ~n the st.
\taway speed of the airplar
'1.1
example would be arouno
ding edge of a ring cowl wh
v
be moving at a speed relati
quarter times the speed of t
over the bulge of a thick \
might be even twice as much
that there are local pro
which have ext rem
velocity and these pv>U".
J
to compressibility effects before t,
irl
as a whole has actually approached . e Sf
of sound.
In order to talk about these critical speeds
as proportions of the speed of sound, the expression used is "Mach's Number." This
number is simply the percentage of the
actual speed of sound at that altitude Of
condition; for instance, a speed of .85 or
.67 times the speed of sound would be a
Mach's Number of .85 or .67, respectively.
It's ju
r convenience, but it sounds very
rip it off like a scientist.
as the fighter pilot is concerned,
some time or other be aware of
ion for which compressibility
He should learn to anticipate
s and look over his ship with

a sock wave is a trernendrag. This may do a lot
Th most obvious is that the
diving sp d may be sharply limited by the
rapid build-up in drag of a number of items
that are small in themselves. A sharp edge
around a windshield canopy joint may put a
limit on the maximum speed long before it
would be expected due to the normal drag
increase with increasing speed. Pieces of
cowling, window panels, etc., may be torn off
Of broken although design indicates that they
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are many times stronger than any load which
could be put on them. The formation of the
shock wave may actually imply that a blow
or impact is delivered when it forms. Any
bulge, sharp corner or edge, or an abruptly
faired protuberance,
should be looked on
with suspicion, and a junction of two such
protuberances,
where the maximum displacement of both occurs at the same point, is
almost certain to be a bad spot.
When ,1 bullet cr'lcks overhead the shock
wave is in evidence making noise. Inside
the bullet there is probably a continuous
rattling,
banging
or tearing. When compressibility
occurs on an airplane,
it frequcntly sounds as if Gremlins were ripping
off sheets of covering with jimmies and ice
tongs. This may well be disconcerting,
but
in itself is rarely embarrassing.
Shock waves unfortunately
are not as
clean cut and sharp as we are apt to describe them. The regions of compressibi lity
may be fuzzy and may develop over a period
of time, and over quite an area, particularly
on a wing. As discussed in AIR FORCE last
month, the breakdown in Aow over the wing
causes a loss in lift not unlike that caused
in a stall. This loss in lift will be accompanied by a rearrangement
in the pressure
distribution
over the wing.
The pilot will observe this rearrangement
in several ways. The most common condition is a change in trim in dives. A stable
airplane should try to return to its trimming
speed, so, when dived, it would normally
try to nose up more and more as the speed
increases. If the breakdown
is gradual, or
if the speed just gets over the threshold
without really breaking into the compressibility region, this trim change may be simply
a slight reversal or lightening of stick forces
which can be handled easily. It may require
adjustment
of the trim tab or even require
pre-setting the tab and carrying larger loads
in the early stages of the dive or recovery.
When the airplane really breaks over into
high speeds or when the shock waves are
big fellows, the changes in trim may be
very large and very sudden.
loss in lift would normally be noticed
in recovery from a dive when it feels as if
the airplane
were mushing
and wasn't
coming out very well, although one would
normally
expect a very solid feel at the
speeds involved.
As discussed previouxly,
the more lift we try to get the worse the
disturbance.
We can easily imagine
the
same condition
taking place on a control
surface itself when we try to get big control
forces from it at these high speeds. The loss
in effectiveness would seem to be a stall, and
might result in apparent lightening or loss
in control. This may be combined with the
loss of control or change in downwash
resulting from disturbed flow behind a compressibility
region up forward somewhere.
Local compressibility,
on an ai r scoop for
instance, may upset the trim all by itself.
We know that whenever we have a sharp
corner we get shock waves because the air
can't make the sharp turn at these high
THE
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speeds. This brings up some other control
possibilities. The bend at the elevator hingeline when the stick is pulled back, for instance, might precipitate a region of compressibility. This would be accompanied by
a big change in pressure distribution
over
the surface. If the pressure peaked at the
point where the aerodynamic
balance was
located, we could easily have a condition
where all the load was dumped
there,
momentarily overpowering
the controls. The
same condition could exist where an aileron
balance, with its sharply curved leading
edge, sneaked out f rom the protection of the
wing at high speed.
at the waves made by a boat, it
is apparent that most of the motion is up and
down and that the water is not moved with
the boat. However, the water can't be built
up in hills without shoving some of it along.
Not very far or very fast, but a little. It
is also evident that a boat disturbs water a
long distance away from it.
Probably if we could color a small section
of air and watch it when an airplane runs
by at supersonic
speeds, we should think
of the air as merely squeezing up and then
popping back without going much of any
place. Actually, the air gets carried along
a short distance, and not smoothly either,
so that the wake behind anything making
shock waves is a very disturbed place. Also,
this disturbance
extends out a long way
from the object causing the disturbance.
Unfortunately,
in airplanes,
we usually
have tails in the rear and if compressibility
in any magnitude
occurs up forward, the
tail may have to wade through air that looks
like the rapids at Niagara Falls. The result
is a buffeting or beating. Sometimes this is
much like tail flutter except that it isn't selfsupporting and is less inclined to be destructive, but it can be uncomfortable.
The same
bLlffeting on other parts may be evidenced
in peculiar vibrations or noise.
Since compressibility
can be precipitated
by trying to pull a lot of lift at high speed,
the act of trying to get lift may cause the
condition which breaks down lift, and the
breakdown may cause a loss in acceleration
which in turn can cause are-establishment
of lift. It is easy to imagine a trim and
speed condition
leading to a hobby-horse
ride and a bucking one at that. At the same
time, drag builds up and lets down with the
formation of shock waves and their breakdown so that if this were to take place on
LOOKINC

one wing or the other unevenly, the airplane could swing from side to side with a
combined roll like a drunken sai lor.
Speaking of trouble, it is always simpler to
SId) out of it than gel out of it. Compressibility is no exception
to the rule. If airplanes can be operated so as to avoid exposure to this condition they certainly should
be. Maneuvers should be devised so as to
avoid the necessity for gelling
involved,
and preliminary
sign,tls ~hOLd,) be recognized as warnings to get out of the area.
In general, compressibility
difficulties are
caused by going too fast and by trying to
get too much lift out of any surface for that
speed. Therefore,
a reduction
in speed is
indicated, obviously. Next, avoid attempting
sharp pull-outs or big control displacements.
Don't dive with cracked or poorly fitting
windows, or loose or bent cowling; if you
do, the StLl[f just leaves the plane, and something else may get hit in the process.

A

PILOT
feels as if he wanted high lift
devices to help him but these just make
things worse so he has to content himself
witl~ taking what he can get, gently.
Since the speed of sound increases at
lower altitudes and since airplanes slow up
as they come downstairs in steep dives, conditions get better at lower altitudes, but this
is sorry insurance.
In general, throttling back is helpful, but
since the props are wind-milling
anyway in
all probability it is just a matter of affecting
the disturbance behind them.
Use the trim tab to help with trim, and,
if necessary, for actual contra I, but this also
involves a reversal when normal flow is reestablished.
So far, these effects are mostly confined to
diving conditions, but at high altitude poor
fillets, open windows and other disturbances
in regions of high local velocities may cause
compressibility
effects without the trouble
of sticking the nose down.
The dives involved
in reaching
these
critical speeds are not accidental, and even
without any of these effects they commit the
pilot to a tremendously
long recovery.
It is foolish for a combat pilot to throw
away the initiative by deliberately
putting
himself in the compressibility
region.
We know little more about the supersonic
region than the Sunday afternoon sailor does
about the sea when he sets out to sail around
the world in his 30-foot boat. Some of the
sailors make it and learn a lot, and in the
same way quite a few pilots have learned
a lot about the relatively unknown
region
of compressibility.
There is no corner on
the compressibility
market,
no one has
bought it all up, and everyone who goes
over SOO or 600 M.P. H. is exposed to it
in some degree. I.ike all unknown regions,
it should be explored
cautiously,
avoided
when possible, but if entered necessarily or
inadvertently,
observed carefully and in the
light of general conditions and knowledge.
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A bombardier"s story of
his first operational flight
against the Japanese in
the Aleutians.

BAPTISM OF FIRE
O

16 was apparently just another
day, except the perpetually
dismal
Aleutian weather had lifted and Old Man
Sol revealed his cheerful face, a phenomenal
occurrence.
I casually glanced at my watch. The afternoon was just about over. I wondered what
my wife was doing. 1 noted that several of
our ships were warming up at the end of
the runway. Lieutenant
Hellesvig,
one of
our navigators, walked by.
"Lieutenant,
do you suppose my ship will
go on any of these missions soon?" I asked.
He glanced at a slip of paper in his hand,
hesitated.
"Why, yes," he said, "You'd better hurry
over there. I think you're going on this
mission."
My heart jumped. I swung around and
started running for the end of the runway.
Just then, I noticed a "jeep" speeding in my
direction, purposcfuIIy.
It got to me, swung
around and one of the boys on it yelled:
"Hop on, quick! You're on this mission."
I jumped on and we headed for the plane.
The jeep slowed down, swerved,
and I
jumped
off and started running
for the
ladder.
Lieutenant Maurer, the pilot, with a grin,
said, "I knew you were around here somewhere," and turned back to the controls.
He started the engines up. We heard two
other ships roar by on the take-off. We
taxied to the end of the line, waiting our
turn for take-off. I set the navigator's
altiCTOBER
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meter. I noted that my fellow crew members
were Staff Sergeant "Baldy"
Hanson and
Corporal "Red" Melvin respectively, radio
operator and gllnner.
Lieutenant Maurer revved the engines up.
We started moving,
swung around,
and
suddenly we were thundering down the runway for take-off.
We quickly gained an altitude of 500
feet, circled the field and slid into formation with the other airplanes. By that time,
we were rounding
the mountain
on the
north end of the island, and we started to
look after our guns and equipment.
I opened the bulkhead door between the
navigator's compartment
and bomb bay and
squeezed my way to the rear of the bombs.
Anxiously, I checked over sharkes, arming
wires,
electrical
connections.
Satisfied
I
pulled the pins that would render the bombs
"Messengers
of Destruction."
I crawled back through the bulkhead door
and reported everything O.K. to the pilot.

He nodded me to go forward into the nose.
I crawled past the co-pilot, Lieutenant
Nielsen, and slid between the rudder pedals
and into my seat.
Turning on my indicator switch, I glanced
at the panel to see that all bomb stations
were lit. Everything
satisfactory,
I slipped
on my headset, called the pilot on interphone and requested permission to test fire
my machine gun. I loaded and checked the
gun and fired a five-round burst.
Lieutenant Maurer called me, "Gardner,
do you know anything about this mission,
or ,;vhat ",:e',~'esupposed to do?"
No, S1[.
"Come on up here where I can talk to
you and 1'1l explain as much as I can."
I crawled out of my cubby hole, between
the pilot and co-pilot, then turned around.
Lieutenant
Maurer explained
the mission
and illustrated our plan with a sketch.
"We'll be there in approximately
45 minutes," he said.
"1 understand
now, Lieutenant,"
I said.
"Any further instructions?"
"Yes," the pilot said, "There's
a rock
just off this island ahead. Let's make a run
on it and drop one of our bombs to get
'warmed up' and test the bomb racks."
I crawled back into the bombardier's
compartment,
opened
the bomb doors and
waited for the red light to go on, so I
could put the control lever into "Selective."
The target came up. I toggled off one bomb
and leaned forward
(Continued on Page 24)
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?

Enough
to nuke
a line
chief's hair turn gray before the job is finished'
The hoI's arc really fixing this ship;
fixing it so no one else: can fix it---or fly it, TH IS IS HOW MEKIWIS
ARE MADE.
Aside from the fact that the propeller work should be supervised by propeller specialists
whenever possihle (and these boys obviouxlv arc not propeller specialists),
there are nine
m.untenancc
boners pictured here. Can you find them? Answer on opposite p~lge.
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thfJ
for the response to January's ON
THE LINE. We want more of your comments
and suggestions.
ON THE LINE is YOUR
feature; it will be just what YOU make it.
This month's
maintenance
boners
were
picked and posed by Staff Sergeant John J.
Hines and Sergeant George S. Jones of
Patterson Field, Ohio.

THANKS

You KNOW •••
That Tech Orders, Service Manuals and
Handhooks
arc being illustrated
in color
and high-spotted
with functional
cartoons
that teach a lesson and give you a belly
laugh at the same time!
That paragraph Sh 1'.0.00-25-3
provides
that each tactical organization
be furnished,
for spare-time reading, ten extra copies of
all Tech Order handhooks
pertaining
to
the Equipment
it operates?
Ask your Engineering Officer about it.
That YOU can be a very important
factor in improving
the design of ai rplane
engines and accessories and in preparing
Tech Orders to correct unsatisfactory
conditions)
You I' form Sis (Unsatisfactory
Reports),
covered
by AAF
Rcgu l.ition
lS-SIJ, are analyzed n:ry carefully by headquarters.
Those pertaining
to engines and
accessories arc forwarded to the appropriate
manufacturers
for study with a view toward
improvement
of design.
Master Sergeant
Leonard F. Girard of
Mitchel Field suggests that we stress the
following:
DID

TOWING

•••

When towing planes one man should be
in the cockpit operating
the hrakes at ,iI!
/irues, And better he su rc one man is walking beside each wing to check clearances-or you may lose a wing tip.
The correct tow rope should be approximately three and one-half times the tread
of the airplane
(distance
between wheel
centers).
Be sure to usc the proper towing
facilities
for the ship.
Technical
Order
Handbooks
applicahle
to each airplane
should be referred to for the recommended
method of towing.
Sec TO. No. 01-1-50.
Too long a rope pllts the tug operator
too far from the plane for exercising proper
control of its movements;
too short a rope
is extremely dangerous to the tug operator.
That may be you. Better watch it.
Am
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FIRE PREVENTION

••

.;

Things to be remembered:
That adecluate
fire-fighting equipment must he readily availahle when cleaning aeronautical equipment,
which should be done only under competent
supervision. See TO. No. 01-1-L
That gasoline trucks, whether loaded or
empty, will neither enter nor be stored in
hangars; that the practice of paint spraying
in hangars is prohibited.
See AAF Regulation H5-6.
And many a disaster has been avoided
by having a fire extinguisher
within easy
reach when starting or servicing a l' lane.
SPARK PLUGS •••

Don't forget to put a thin coating of
Spark Plug Thread
Lube on the shell
threads when installing
spark plugs.
(If
you've ever had to get plugs loose that were
frozen-you
know what we mcan !) Caution: Do not permit the lube to come in
contact with the electrode or firing end of
the plug. Sec TO. No. 03-SE-L
PAINT

A feature by-and for-the
ground crews of the Army
Air Forces whose hands,
skill and precision keep our
planes flying and fighting.

REMOVERS •••

Avoid spilling acetone, denatured alcohol
or paint remover on painted surfaces of
ai rcraft as these solvents will ,lltack the
paint.
BE CAREFUL •••

A flight surgeon suggests that if it becomes necessary to usc a vol.rti!c fluid to
remove some suhstance from the han.ls or
body, be card ul that you never use other
than Grade 65 fuel. All fuels ha\'ing an
octane rating greater than 65 have tetraethy I lead added
to reduce detonation.
Tetra-ethyl lead is extremely poisonous and
is readily absorbed through the skin. Under
no ci rrurnsranres should leaded fuel be used
for removing substances from the hands or
the body. If volatile fluids are to be used in
cleaning parts, be sure to observe the precautions and procedure prescribed in '1'.0.
01 -I-I.
A void
breathing
\'apors
of volatile
fluids.
NEVER spray carhon tetrachloride
solutions on hot metal or fire, as the carbon
tet, when heated, gi\'es off phosgene-- --one
of the most poisonous of gases.

Mistakes on Opposite Page
Reading from left to right:
1.Pl1tthat
cigarette out before you
blow up the works-mistakes
and all.
You should know there's NO SMOKING in a hangar or within fifty feet of a
plane. See AAF Regulation 85-6.
2. NO, NO, NO-please,
don't
beat the nicks out of the prop with a
pair of pliers and a steel hammer.
Follow
the procedure
for propeller
repair prescribed
in the T.O. 03-20
Series.
3. Stop it, Rembrandt!
Propellers
should never he brush painted. They're
always sprayed in a horizontal position
and checked for balance.
No attempt
should be made to touch up surface of
blades when finish becomes chipped
and unsightly.
See T.O. No. 07-1-1 for
complete. details.
4. The propeller
hub is not the
place to rest a can of paint-s-or
anything else, for that matter.
5. Your foot doesn't belong in the
engine cowling.
It's thoughtful
of you
to protect it by using the rag under
your foot, but it's better to use a maintenance stand. T.O. No. 00-30-19 tells
you.how many stands your organization
is entitled to.
6. And speaking
of maintenance
stands, why not use one instead of
stacking one work-stand
on top of another?
7. Look out for the tool box! It's
in anne posit1on to get kicked off.
8. And tools vshould not be scatteredaround
on the stand,
It's bad
practice
and, if you're
not careful,
you'll slip .cnsoae and break
your
emperilJ,age.
9. Hey, what's. that-crowbar doing
here? You're supposed to be fixing'
i the.plane-not
wrecking it. This. tool
shoiild never be used on an engine.
Use only authorized
airplane and engine tool. sets as specified in the airplane or engine handbook.
Also sec
1'.0. No. 00~30-45.
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The building at left is the
officers' club. It may not be
like the Waldorf but it offers
relaxation

for

tired

airmen

just the some. Built by the
officers themselves, it is mode
of bamboo and other woods.

Flying officers (above) relax in their home-made
clubhouse. The magazines,
not the latest
by any

fRONT

means.

ON tropical

islands of the Southwest Pacific, far from the mod.
ern hangars and comfortahle cluarters they knew in this country,
Air Force flyers and ground crews are bringing their civilization
to a primitive area now used as a battle ground.
Plunked down in a part of the world that never saw an electric
light, an automobile or a white man until a few months ago, these
airmen have sprinkled the jungle with evidences of their own
way of life. They've done it partly with what they brought with
them, partly with what they found in the manuals, hut mostly with
just plain ingenuity.
Today landing mats spread across clearings where monkeys
used to play, improvised maintenance
devices nestle among coconut and bamboo groves, and such Americanisms
as home-made
cluhhouses and shower baths fringe the darkness of the jungle.
These things have all aided in the victory over the tropics, a victory
that is a necessary prelude to the victory over the Japs.
These pictures show what the boys are doing when they aren't
blasting away at the Japs.

are

read

thor-

oughly
anyway.
Besides
the "library," the building
also houses a ping pong
table, some miscellaneous
tables and chairs. and a
bar. When not reading or
writing letters home, these
officers spend their leisure
hours in "hangar flying."

The first structure to be
erected at a new field is
the control tower (right).
After the control tower is
up and manned,
operations can be started, even
though other installations
are not yet completed.

A modern station wagon, Army car and tent mingle with coconut trees in a
South Sea setting. Behind the clearing is the camouflaged
operations office.

Almost invisible in the dense tropical foliage is this beautifully camouflaged
operations office. It looks quiet but it is really the center of base activity.
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A home-made
shower provides a pleasant escape from the tropical heat-at
least until the water runs out. When it's gone the barrels at top have to be refilled.

Hydraulic equipment might be better. but these mechs still do a
good job of lifting this pursuit ship with an improvised
hoist.

A tropical sky is the roof of this South Sea hangar. Canvas sheets
keep the weather off the plane as several mechs swarm about.

Airplane batteries are recharged
in this "hangar."
is necessary
because
spare parts are virtually

Extra care
nonexistent.
A butcher knife snitched from the mess hall helps this calored soldier expertly weave the walls of a new building from palm fronds.

The nose of a P-39 makes a good stove for brewing a South Seas tea party
after the triumphant airmen have returned from a stiff fight with the Japs.
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Guides for
Global War
ANAXIMANDER
611-546
B. C.), a pupil
tus, made
the "first map of the world",
thought
to be a cylinder
suspended

Maps and charts are essential

tools

execution

for

the

proper

of modern

com-

bat, and aerial cartography
is a new
profound

N

development

of

importance.

EVER in world history have maps and
charts been so importaut. In this global
war they are vita l to elirmen.
Primitive man drew maps with sticks on
the ground
to illustrate
his direction
of
travel and the principal
objects to be encountered.
The early mariner charted the
coasts of familiar lands so that he might
sail and return safely.
Today a complex system of maps enables
the aerial n~\vigator to plot his courses and
readily recognize
features
of the terrain
over which he flies. Not only can he locate
places by thci r horizontal
characteristics,
but he also can avoid vertical ohstructions,
such as mountains or other hazards prot rudinv from the earth's surface.
LAn outline of the principles of cartography, both historical and constructive,
is one
deserving more attention in this ai r-minded
age. Several million dollars worth of maps
arc published every year in this co Ll\1try, but
we still are not map conscious when compared with most of the nations of Europe.
A critical comparison
of maps produced
in the United States with the maps produrcd, say, in Germany or Italy, indicates
we are still amateurs in the science. We
should, therefore,
know our maps better
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01 Thales
which
in the

01 Milewas then
heavens.

and strive to improve the results of our
cartographic
efforts.
We know that maps have been in use at
least since the time of Homer (about 900
B. C.). These maps now have only historical
value but from this humble start evolved
the accurate maps we use today. In looking
back to historical maps preserved for our
study, we see the earth shown as a disk
enci rcled by a great river, Oceanus. The
people of Homer's
time thought
of the
earth as such a disk turned up at the horizon
like a huge saucer. Later, as extensive commerce and the founding of colonies became

PTOLEMY

illustrote
previous

(150 A. D.) produced
twenty-six
maps to
his Geography,
drawing
largely
upon the
work 01 Marinus,
and showing
early repre-

MAPS
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REPRODUCTION
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more common, geographical
knowledge became more accessihl"e to the masses.
To Aristotle
(3Bi-322
B. C.) is given
the
distinction
of
founding
scientific
geography
when he explained
his theory
of the spherical
earth, taken, it is said,
from ideas of the ancient philosophers.
Mathematical
geography
followed about
160 B. C. (Hipparchus).
These attempts at
the formation
of the cartographictl
and
geographical
sciences were solidified
by
Ptolemy, the "father of geography,"
as we
are hound to call him after a study of his
great work "Gcographia."

sentations
underlying
raphy
are

01 the

continent
01 Europe. The principles
the Ptolemaic
conceptions
of cartogdescribed
in the accompanying
article.
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After Ptolemy we lose sight of any concerted
effort at constructive
map-making
until the improved
charts now known as
the "Portolan
Charts" began to make their
apl'earance
about I YJO A.D. These were
products
of the early Italian and Catalan
chart makers. Another great impetus W,IS
given to maps and charts through the world
travc!s of Marco Polo and the increasing
trade with the east.
\x/ith the invention
of printing
in the
fifteenth century, and proof that the world
was a sphere
through
the \oyelges of
Columbus
and
Magellan,
our
modern
cartography really began to assume a definite
pattern.
By the end of the eighteenth
centu rythe
nup was truly a work of art, with much
of its surface taken up with ornamental
drawings
and embellishments
used not
alone for art's sake but to fiII up the blank
spaces of geographic
ignorance.
To those of us who think in terms of
t r.rvcl and combat by air, melps should he
easily understood.
A map is nothing more
than a generalized
picture of the earth as
we sec it from above.
But a map .-to define it more exact 1)'-is a graphic representation
of a portion of
the surface of the earth, or even of the
whole glohe, on a plane surface, usually
with a high degree of generalization
and
simpJifiCltion
according
to it> scale, and
often with the addition
of data of some
special subject matter.

I"

THE early stages of map nuking,
the
reprcscnt.uion
of physical
features
was
purely local in ch.ir.ictcr. The remoteness
and differences of language made its universal usage an almost impossible
barrier.
As international
communications
developed,
however, there was a gradual overlapping of
ideas. Many of our present signs and symbols have been arrived at by international
agreement,
thereby rnak inj; the pr incipa l
features
of a map an almost
univcrs.il
language.
If a book is to be read, we must know
the language in which it is written. This
is not true of a map. It little matters jf a
mal' be published
in Russian or Japanese;
because we can see <It a glance the principal
futures,
the location and relation of cities

to each other, and the principal geographic
configurations
of the country. And, if the
scale is sufficient, the relationships
of the
major political areas are immedi'ltely
apparent.
For maps to he used to the best advantage,
they should he classified in two groups:
general purpose maps and special purpose
m'lps.
FII(ST group, general purpose maps,
includes
world political
maps
to show
world relationship,
continent maps to illustrate the relationship
of countries within a
unit, and state and counrv maps for more
detailed study. Then there is the popular
newspaper
map, which may properly
he
called a political or informative
map designed for general use hy a greater number
of people than are the special maps.
The second group, special purpose nul's,
is almost endless in its variety and scope.
Only the major types will he described here.
The hydrographic
or nautical chart, which
has played such an indispensable
part in
the' development
of nations,
embodies
technical knowledge in which mathematical
science of various kinds has been reduced
to the minimum
necessary for the comprehension of the mariner.
There is this distinction
between
the
nautical chart and maps in general: whi lc
the latter nuy sene as a reference medium,
the nautical chart. -in its special and accu rate dclineat ion--is
an instrument
to be
worked upon so that a shif)S course may he
l.ud off with ~lcUlracy and case and positions
readily determined;
it must present
informat ion in detail, yet with simplicity;
it
must he up to date with data on a nation's
ports and commerce, and it must hel p the
navigator
avoid the destruction
of life
and property.
Acron.rut ica l charts
constitute
a pr.lCtiel!!y new development
in Gtrtography;
rhci r primJ ry object is to provide the needs
of the airman in as simple and characteristic
a form as possible. These needs include his
ready solution of certain problems of direction and distance and ,I comprehension
of
intervening terrain at a gLll1ce. The features
ttl he stressed arc those relevant to his purpose. The ai rway route must he clearly
defined, and prominent landm.irk»,
whether
THE
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natural or otherwise conspicuous,
must be
dearly shown or emphasized.
These landmarks should include the general trend of
railways and highways, their intersections,
and industrial positions.
Sinuosities of streams should be generalized; minor roads and other detai I that may
confuse
the
flyer should
be omitted.
Simplicity is desired so that the airman nuy
grasp at a gLll1ce the relative lo.at ion of
the places in which he is interested
and
which will serve him in maintaining
hi-;
course. Special emphasis through the use of
c olor or prominent
landmarks, and the additional usc of color for gradients of clev.rrion, serve as a ready means for securing
position and orientation.
WEATHER Bt;REATT performs a systematic and continuous service for agriculture
and commerce and for marine and ~lerial
navigation. Through the medium of the telegraph, radio and other forms of communication from various stations, supplemented
hy
reports from other countries and shi 1" at
sea, weather maps and other mcleorological
data become an important adjunct in the use
of charts, especially in the mnritirne interests and in aeronautical
development.
Weather maps, based upon simultaneous
observation taken at many p l.ucs. arc issued
daily in the United States at the various
Weather Bureau offices. In addition, manuscript maps, covering the United State, in
two sections, arc issued at the airway st.itions for every six-hour period. The bureau
.ilso enters various dat.l to show progressive
changes in weather conditions
from day to
day and f rom month to month on Northern
Hemisphere maps.
Other special pu rpose maps include economic maps used to show rcsou rces of countries and their t r.msportut ion systems; geological maps to plot and describe conditions
that ,Ire of vital interest to engineers,
and
soil maps to enahle the farmer to utilize his
Llnd to the greatest extent.
This paper purposely omits the description of a map that should rank high in the
order of speci~t1 maps, namely, the military
map. The suhjeLt of mil itary maf1s, generally divided into strategic and t.ut ica l, and
the recent development of Ltrgct ch'lrls, will
Ix: the suhject of a succeeding article. I'"~
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so T could follow it down. I saw a brown
streamlined
shape fall away from us and
plunge into the water just short of the target. Closing the bomb doors, I called the
pilot.
"Everything
O.K., sir. Just short of the
target. "
The flight continued.
We maintained
a
rather large echelon formation.
We passed
the island of Amchitka.
I thought, "Oh, oi.: I'd better keep my
eyes open around here."
I checked
everything
over again.
My
heart beat a little faster. I felt warm. I kept
wondering
if I was going to be afraid.
The atmosphere
had a peculiar leaden
grey hue, though visibility was good. The
sky had a high overcast and the water was
a dull grey color. We ran into scattered
showers, very small.
The pilot spoke, "We're almost there."
To our front, in the far distance, I saw
a group of three airplanes. I wondered if
they were friendly or enemy.
We came close enough to see they were
the other flight. Our formations joined. We
could sec Kiska Island, very obscured by
mist.
My left hand froze on the bomb door
control,
my right on the gun. I started
breathing
faster. "Gee, I must be scared,"
I thought.
We turned left, flew for quite a distance
in a large circle to the right. The formation
circled, started back the opposite way.
Suddenly, on the far horizon--two
ships!
The pilot called, "Everybody
ready ?"
The crew answered, one at a time, in tense
voices, "Ready, sir."
The formation
turned
to the left and
broke into two groups of three, then spread
out. We got closer and closer, started circling, like a tribe of Comanche
Indians
closing in on a wagon train.
Suddenly,
sheet lightning
darted away
from the dark, formidable,
grey shapes in
the distance. Water spouted on our right.
Dirty looking balls of black smoke suddenly
appeared
on our right front, in ever increasing numbers.
My heart was pounding
furiously,
my
breath was coming hard. I felt hard and
tensed up in every muscle. My right hand
froze to my nose gun.
We tu rned around, putting our formation
in the lead, and started circling in the
opposite direction. The pilot called:
"Everybody
ready! This is it I Good luck
and give 'em hell!"
The turret Wll1ner: "Good luck, everyboely. Cive 'em hell!"
The t.ul gunner:
"Good
luck, everybod) l"
MOl-e and more of those deadly looking
puffs of black smoke appeared,
much too
close for our peace of mind. Great flashes
continued to dart from the ships.
Our formation wheeled to the left, started
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to close in, weaving and bohbing like boxers in an arena, continually changing speed,
course, altitude.
I opened the bomb doors. I struggled to
turn my head away from the scene long
enough to see the bomb door light.
The light went on. I shoved the control
lever into "Selective."
Varying our altitude from fifteen to fifty
feet, dodging, bohbing, skidding, we closed
in like a pack of hungry wolves.
We were the right wing ship of the lead
formation.
Captain Salter's plane was in
f rant of us and to our left. While firing
into the deck of the smaller destroyer,
I
saw his plane, like a monstrous black bird,
rise over the stern of the destroyer to our
left and sew bombs like planting
corn,
right up the center of the ship from stern
to bow. The superstructure
started to explode violently, erupting flame.
We were almost on our target. I ran out
of ammunition. Suddenly the other destroyer
loomed up in my face. Quickly, I called the
pilot---"Holcl
it I" I toggled three times.
"Bombs away! Let's get out of here!"

I LEANED over and followed the bombs
down. The first hit just forward
of the
stern, at the water line, and the other hit
further forward, on top of the deck. I could
only sec two bombs hit. Closing the bomb
bay, I glanced at the indicator lights. Three
bomhs left I I called the gunner.
"Melvin, take a look at those hombs and
see what's wrong. I only dropped two."
"Roger," he answered.
The pilot called, "Everybody
O.K.?"
"Gardner,
O.K."
"Hanson, O.K."
"Where's
Melvin?"
"He's in the bomb bay, checking
the
bombs, sir. We only dropped two I"
Melvin Gllled, "Gardner,
they look O.K.
to me."
"Roger," I answered.
We swung out and away. I looked around
the horizon. The first of the two destroyers
to he hit was shooting huge spouts of flame
and smoke. An explosion occurred almost
every ten seconds. We started carrying on
a joyous, if somewhat profane,
conversation over the interphone.
I looked at the second ship. It was wallowing in the ground swell, stern low in
the water. Black smoke was pouring from
its stern.
We cruised around the remains of the
two ships.
Obviously
one was sinking
rapidly, the other severely damaged.
I could only see three other planes in the
air besides ours. I called Melvin.
"Melvin did they get two of our planes?"
"They got one," he answered,
"I saw
it go down."
"Damn!"
Lieutenant Maurer called, "Gardner,
get
ready. We're going to make another run

and get rid of these three bombs."
We
turned,
started coming
in again.
I had
reloaded my gun and had another ammo
can ready. I glanced
at the remaining
destroyer and saw they were firing at us
with
the big guns
from
the forward
turrets. Smoke continued to pour from the
stern.
We swung around and headed straight
for the bow of the ship, maintaining
evasive
action. Puffs of smoke kept appearing
in
Our vicinity, ever closer.
We had come within shooting range of
the ship. I fired my nose gun, following the
tracer into the foredeck of the target.
I opened the homb doors, maintaining
fire with my right hand. The ammunition
ran out. Quickly, I swung my gun over,
yanked out the empty can and shoved
another into place. I pushed the control
lever into "Selective."
I fed ammunition
into the feedway of the gun, slammed the
cover down and started shooting again. By
this time, we were almost at the ship.
I grabbed the gun with my left hand,
dropped my right hand to the toggle switch.
The pilot straightened
out and I toggled
about ten times, still firing. The ammunition
ran out again, just as we passed over the bow
of the destroyer.
Horrified,
I saw tracers
and "pam-pam"
coming at us. We had to
climb quickly to avoid ramming the mast.
I saw a gaping hole in the stern, smoke
pouring
out. I yanked the bomb doors
closed. The aft guns were not firing.
There was a trail of tiny figures in the
water, a few clinging to wreckage. In the
distance, against a murky grey sky, dense
black smoke and pillars of flame erupted
from the remains of the first destroyer.
j glanced at the indicator
lights. My heart
sank! There were still three bombs left. I
notified the pilot.
We circled the vicinity a little while
longer. One other plane was still with us
We started home, the plane undamaged.
We came in over the field at dusk, circled,
and landed. We taxied over to the other
planes and parked.
I jumped out of the plane, bent over
and patted the ground, my knees still weak
from excitement.
It was sure good to be
alive.

IN

THE YEARS to come, I'll think back to
the scene of that battle; I'll remember the
most perfect bombing run I ever saw, actual
or practice. Captain Salter and Lieutenant
Patillo and their crew deserve a great deal
of credit for the remarkable
attack they
made on that destroyer.
I'll remember that some of this organization's finest men went down that day and
the mission before that, their lives lost in an
effort to stamp out the most verminous
species to ever inhabit our earth.
Ill remember
that I'm living on borrowed time. The extension was granted to
me by the skill of my pilot, Lieutenant
Maurer, whose excellent flying brought the
entire crew out without ,1 scratch. ~
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of M.P.s, walking through
a
sunlit company street at Geiger Field,
Washington,
arc having a good cry. All
the men are obviously choked up. Tears
sluice down their checks as each soldier
dabs a handkerchief
to his reddened eyes.
The Fact is, these men have been gassed.
But good. Lieutenant
S. F. Eldridge
who
is known, as Chemical Warfare officers
everywhere
arc known,
as Stinky-plays
for keeps on Gas Drill Day. When he says
"Alert," he means "Alert," and if you mis-

A
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take his meaning and are not prepared to
whip on your mask in a hurry, you will get
a man-sized waft of tear gas.
Lieutenant
Eldridge, on his weekly Gas
Day, drives a jeep. He drives it with the concentrated
frenzy
of Popcye
the Sailor.
Strapped on the jeep is a cylinder of tear
gas and holding
a spray nozzle at the
"Ready"
is one of Eldridge's
cohorts.
V cry adept at this work, he can spray you

CHEMICAL WARFARE
POCKET REFERENCE CARD
Class

Protection

Agent
Chlorine

Gas
Phosgene
Mask
Gas
Mask &
Protective
clothing.

Mustard

FieM First Aid
Remove from gassed area. Loosen
clothing. Keep warm and quiet.
Give non-alcoholic s tim ul ant.
Treat for shock and pneumonia.
Stretcher case.
Remove from area. Soak up excess agent. Remove contaminated
clothing. Wash skin with soap and
water or kerosene. Rinse eyes with
boric acid solution.
Keep warm.
Treat as lung-irritant patient.

Gas
Mask

Do not rub eyes. Remove
air. Face the wind.

to pure

Remove to pure air. Keep quiet.
Sniff
chlorine
from
bleaching
powder bottle. Keep warm.
Put under water. Pick out partides. Do not apply salve or grease.
None.

'Thermit

Cool incendiary material on or in
skin by flooding with water. Do
not apply salve or grease.

Magnesium
GasolineRubber

The above chart necessarily omits color markings
and symbols which identify the various devices and
equipment
used with each chemical agent. Casualty agents are identified by green markings; harrassing agents by red; screening smokes by yellow
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None.
Wash.
None.

Crude Oil
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None
None
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and incendiaries
by blue. Each mark is accompanied by bands of color which indicate the persistency of the gas. The above card, carrying on its
reverse

side

is distributed

instructions

on the

use of the

by the Air Service

gas

Command.

mask,

in all sorts of ways, even "by the numbers."
Up and down company streets, into workshops and hangars
they go, stampeding
those who have forgotten
their gas masks,
or who cannot put them on quickly enouuh,
or who, at the critical moment, find they
have strapped them u nd cr their coats.
in this realistic drill, means nothing,
On the very first Gas Drill Day, the sanctum
of Geiger
Field's
commanding
otJicer,
Colonel
William
G. Schauffier,
Jr., was
invaded.
In fact, the whole
thing
IS Colonel
Schaufllcrs idea.
The Colonel, a flyer, got a touch of gas
in the last war through his own admitted
neglect. On another orc asion he was piloting an open cockpit plane in infantry contact work when a gas attack came and was
lucky to have a mask with him.
Because of his own experiences,
Colonel
Schaufl1er swore that should he ever Llke
part
In
a war again
his men would
be thoroLlghly trained in gas mask usc.
They are. Every Tuesday
is Gas Alert
Day. Every man on the field must go ahout
his ordinary
duties prepared
to don his
mask and continue
working
just as he
would have to do in a combat area under
real attack.
Each Tuesday Lieutenant
Eldridge
and
others of the Chemical
Warfare
section
patrol the field with their tear gas apparatus and are the Professors
who play
sad music with the hose on all who are
neglectful.
This gives dramatic
training,
with no loss of time whatever.
To date, only tear gas (or CNB)
has
been used. This has little odor. What odor
it has is something like the "apple blossom"
scent of a similar but stronger gas, CN.
But Geiger Field (attention,
men) has
been promised an even more dramatic d rill.
That will be the day Lieutenant
Eldridge
trots out the "'puking gas."' Ugh.
RANK,

*
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Above
is a view of the
Curtiss Caravan,
the new
all-purpose
cargo carrier
made
of wood
which
is
now going
into quantity
production.
This sky giant
is designated
as the C-76.

First Wooden Transport
THE

AR~IY
Am
FORC.ES
has a new, virtually all-wood cargo plane. It is the ,giant
Curtiss Caravan,
officially designated
the
C-76.
The Caravan is a high-wing
monoplane
with a span of 108 feet, is 68 feet long and
is powered by two 1,200-horsepower
engines. It is equipped
with retractable
tricycle landing gear and is built so that its
floor is only 36 inches from the ground,
thus making
possible rapid loading
and
unloading
of cargo. It has a low landing
and stalling speed, short take-off perf?~mance and moderate
range and cnllslng
speed. Its characteristics
make it unusually
suitahle for operation
in areas where there
arc few facilities for repairing metal pLmes,
and where landing fields are small and operating conditions difficult.
The control cornpurtment
of the new
plane is situated above the forward section
of the cargo space and accommodates a crew
of pilot and co-pilot, also offering provisions
for a radio operator when desired. The cargo
section carries a cable to which the release
cord of a par'ltrooper's
p,lrachute m,ly be
attached, and each plane can be equipped
with fittings for towing gliders.
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Woods used in the production
of the
Caravan arc hickory, spruce, birch, gum,
mahogany and Douglas fir. The plywood
ranges from three-ply,
used in the construction of the leading edges, to nine-ply,
employed in the center panel. The wings
are of the conventional
two-spar, box type
construction.
The wing spars are of laminated spruce cap strips, with plywood webs,
internal
diaphragms
and stiffeners.
The
fuselage is of scrni-rnonoroque
construction.
The C-7(i will he built by a new Kentucky plant of the Curtiss-Wright
Corporation and by the Higgins Shipbuilding
Co.
Sixty-five percent of its construction will be
subcontracted
to the wood industry, thus
not interfering
with the manufacture
of
combat airplanes. The major subcontractors
are the Mengel Company of Kentucky, the
Baldwin Piano Company of Ohio and the
Universal Molded Products Co. of Virginia.
The design of the Caravan was conceived
by Curtiss Wright engineers, working in conjunction with the Army Air Forces, early in
19"12. The manufacturing
project was begun
in March of that year. C-76s, until the new
Kentucky plant is ready, arc being built in
Curtiss-W right's Missouri factory.

REACHING
crashed planes quickly
is no longer a problem at Mather Field,
California,
where Captain
LeRoy G.
Heston, station engineer and accident
officer, has equipped
a jeep with a
radio for two-way communication
with
a scout plane. When a crash occurs,
the plane acts as the eyes of the pair,
and the jeep, which can traverse
almost any kind of terrain,
is directed
promptly to the scene. Above, Captain
Heston and Lieutenant
Roy P. Sampson, post signal officer, are shown in
communication
with the scout plane.
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:hual-Ro.taiuu; P'UJ.~
By C. I. Valentine
PROPELLER

LABORATORY,

T

ARMY AIR FORO'S has an extensive
development
and test program
under
way for the design and construction of dualrotation propellers for use with engines of
increased horsepowers and for high altitude
operation.
This experimentation
was begun
several years ago when the Air Forces first
visualized
the necessity for the development of a propeller arrangement
in which
two separate controllable
pitch assemblies
were installed, one in front of the other.
The standard
dual-rotation
propeller
is
assembled on two concentric shafts turning
in opposite
directions.
The number
of
blades is always given as the total imolved;
a six-blade dual-rotation
propeller consists
of two three-blade sub-assemblies.
There are a number of advantages gained
by the use of dual-rotation
propellers:
(I)
The availability
of a greater number of
blades than is normally
feasible,
(2) an
increase in propeller efficiency under flight
conditions requiring high blade angles, and
(3) elimination
of torque reaction.
The availability
of a large number of
blades is advantageous
because, with the
higher powers and greater altitudes
now
being encountered,
sufficient
blade area
must be available to absorb the added power
at efficient angles.
Improved
take-off and
climb characteristics
are obtained in addition to increased speeds and ceilings.
The
additional
blades also permit smaller propeller diameters,
thus allowing
use of a
shorter landing gear whi le maintaining
necessary ground clearance for blade tips.
With the single rotation propeller now
in general use, an airplane tends to roll in
the direction opposite that of the propeller
rotation. This is torque reaction. On singleengine fighters this tendency is of considHF

erable magnitude. particu lady at low speeds
and high power, such as du ring take-offs
and approaches
for landings.
For normal
flight the airplane control surfaces are given
a fixed adjustment
(called "trim")
to balance against the propeller torque. But only
one value of propeller
torque is balanced
for each speed, thus causing the pilot to
change manually the trim adjustment
when
necessary.
The dual-rotation
propeller.
dividing the power equally and turning in
opposite
directions,
eliminates
the torque
reaction automatically
for all conditions of
engine power and speed.
As early as 1930 a development
project
was begun by the Air Forces for a fourbladed. controllable
dual-rotation
propeller.
This was followed
in I ',ns by :l series of
flight tests at Wright Field, in which a fourAIR FORCE,
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bladed, dual-rotation
propeller was used on
a single. engine plane. Control of the plane
during maneuvers was noticeably easier than
with a single-rotation
propeller and there
was no tendency to roll even with full
application
of power and with all control
surfaces in neutral positions.
About two years ago it was possible to
know definitely for what type of airplanes
and engines the development
of dual-rotation propellers should be undertaken.
The
Air Forces at that time initiated development projects for six-bladed, dual-rotation
propellers with three major manufacturers:
Aeroproducts,
Curtiss and Hamilton Standard. These propellers are for use primarily
on fighter planes utilizing engines in the
higher horsepower class.
All dual-rotation
propellers to date have

been designed to operate with the two sub.
assemblies turning at equal speeds in opposite directions.
This is considered standard.
Engine nose and propeller shaft standards
have been established
and are being used
so that a propeller of any manufacturer's
design can be installed
on any suitable
engine.
Blade designs identical
to those
for single-rotation
propellers
are used except that both right-hand
and left. hand
blades are requirc.] for each propeller.
Dual-rotation
propellers
are not considered unduly complicated
and are no more
difficult to handle
than a single-rotation
propeller.
They involve a weight increase
of only about ten percent above the weight
of two corresponding
single-rotation
propellers. The problem of synchronizing
machine gun fire through dual-propeller
discs
is not diffiwlt since, by controlling the position of blade passage, as many openings can
be made to occur at a given location with
dual-rotation
propellers
as with a singlerotation propeller.
(Continued)

A six-bladed, dual-rotation
propeller is shown below on a specially-built test stand at Wright
Field. Consisting of two separate
controllable
pitch assemblies
on concentric
shafts. the propellers spin in opposite directions, eliminating torque effect.

MAJOR
LESTER G. ORCUTT, Sub-Depot
Commander.
Hunter Field, Georgia. inventor of the inexpensive bombsight' and bomb
rack described
in the last issue of Am.
FORCE, has done it again. His new inventions are a field lid1ting
unit for night
maintenance
and an' anchor stake for tying
planes in sandy soil. Both of these devices
were developed
while Major Orcutt was
stationed at Morrison Field, Florida.
The purpose of the field lighting unit is
to provide an electrical connection that cannot be broken when heavy bombers. trucks
or tractors run over it. The unit consists
of a sunken iron box containing eight plugs
and a light that automatically
flashes on
when the lid is opened.
The entire assembly is installed flush with the ground on
a two-inch grade of concrete.
Holes cut in
the lid, which is constructed of one-fourth
inch cold rolled iron, leave ample space for
power leads when the box is closed.
A

This is the Fairchild AT-14, new five-man aircrew
trainer. It is made almost entirely of plastic bonded
plywood, formed by the Duramold process. The

plane has a speed of over 200 M.P.H., can carry a
useful load of almost two tons and is powered by
two Ranger in-line air-cooled
12-cylinder engines.

HERE arc the big and little of the ground
forces machines that keep 'em flying. A
new giant crane recently
developed
by
Wright
Field engineers
is shown above
lifting a B-24 with ease. The crane weighs
over 1 )0,000 pounds, is self-propelled
by
a 200-horsepower
Diesel engine, and can
move disabled planes at a top speed of
eighteen miles an hour. The front wheels,
over eight feet in diameter, give some idea
of its size. At right is the Air Forces' stand-

ard three-wheel motor scooter, used by stock
chasers and messengers at virtually all air
bases. The box in front carries about 400
pounds.
The one-cylinder
motor has a top
speed of around thi rty miles an hour and
travels seventy miles on a gallon of gas.

at the Enid, Oklahoma,
Flying
School they have a new automatic
radiocode machine that can transmit six different
messages at different
speeds among 220
students, all at the same time.
The machine, which is really a combination of six separate transmitters
set up on
an elaborate rack, was provided by radio
station KCRC of Enid.
It was obtained
through the efforts of Instructors Lieutenant
Chester E. Goddard
and Mr. William
B.
Teitzel, former radio engineer at KCRC.
When the machine is in operation,
the

code is imprinted
on a tape by a printing
stylus in much the same manner as a barograph recorder.
The tape passes over a
photo-electric cell directly beneath a focused
beam of light. As the light passes through
that portion of the tape on which the code
is printed (a long space of light is a clash;
a short space a dot) into the photo-electric
cell, a small amount of current is generated----suHicient to energize the mechanical
sender to transmit the code to 220 pairs of
earphones.
Since the new machine
was installed,
students at Enid (above, in class), have increased their reception speed from six to
between seven and eight words per minute.

Lighting unit-open

drain pipe is also connected which carries
away any water that might accumulate.
The new stake consists of a standard
anchor stake with a six-inch steel plate
one-eighth
of an inch thick, welded ncar
the bottom. The plate is shaped like a corkscrew with the leading edge sharpened,
permitting
it to be screwed into the ground.
Even in sandy soil the stake has proved unusually stable.
Tests show it cannot be
pulled out even by a two and a half ton

DOWN

Top is the new stake, and below, the old

truck
that could
extricate
six old-type
stakes with little effort. Only a few of the
new stakes arc needed to anchor a fourengined
bomber-a
job that takes from
twelve to fourteen of the old type.
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HOW TO KE!':P WELL
(Continued

from

to restrict the fluids lost by sweating.
Because water consumed rapidly is thrown off
in excessive perspi ration, it is well to form
the habits of drinking
small amounts of
water slowly, of moistening the mouth and
throat frequently with sips of water, and of
ref raining from drinking as much as possible.
Because salt is lost from the body with
perspiration,
it is necessary to supply additional salt either in the form of salt tablets
or by adding it to the food. Otherwise heat
cramps, and possibly heat exhaustion, result.
There are certain definite precautions with
regard to foods that should be observed at
all times. Nati\'e fruits and vegetables are
I requcnt lv dangerous,
either because they
have been fertilized with human waste, or
because they have been washed in polluted
streams. In order to be sure that they are
safe, they should
be dipped
in boiling
water for a few minutes
before being
peeled. Potassium permanganate
solution is
not satisfactory unless the fwit or vegetable
is allowed to soak in it for a minimum of
four or five hours.
All foods, other than thick-skinned
fruits,
should be thoroughly
cooked. Do not eat
the smoked or raw iish that the natives relish
because fre'luently
sea foods are contaminated by tapeworm and flukes. As a general
rule, food which monkeys eat is not poisonous to humans if properly prepared.
Because food spoils rapidly in this area,
it is necessary to carry such staple food as
concentrated
rations, canned fruit juices,
nackers and thick-skinned
fruits when going out on an operational
flight.
Before sampling a strange food, make inquiry about it, for although the majority of
native fruits and vegetables are safe, some
are poisonous.
Certain species of fish are
edible in one part of the islands, but become poisonous when they mi,l;rate to other
waters during the spawning season. In some
of the more !)rirnitive area~, poisoned foods
are placed near the family IXlrying grounds,
for the n.tt ivcs believe that whoever partakes of this food will proceed to heaven
and become a servant of the recently departed relative.
a part of the jungle kit,
may be taken should diarrhea or dysentery
develop. Seven tablets dissolved
in water
should be taken every four hours until there
are no more than five bowel movements per
day. Then the dose should be repeated every
eight hours until bowels return to normal.
It generally is necessary to supplement an
army diet with vitamins. This may be done
by taking
vitamin
tablets,
cod-liver
oil,
beer, or any quartermaster
issue for this
purpose.
The fungus diseases, although not usually
fatal, can lead to such distress that they prohibit a man from being an effective part of a
fighting team. The cardinal points in avoiding these arc: frcquen; bathing;
thorough
drying of all parts of the body, especially
SULFAGUANIDINE,
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between the toes, the groin and under the
arms; dusting all parts of the body with
powder, such as the army issue foot powder;
and changing to dry clothing as often as
possible. Never walk about barefoot, even in
barracks or in the shower. A pair of bath
slippers may be made of a piece of wood
and some string. This will protect you from
ath lete' s foot. Be sure that the clothing of
a man suffering from a fungus disease is
not washed with yours, unless boiled, for
this is a common method of transmission.
And above all, do not usc other people's
towels or allow others to use yours.

***********
Tips On Forced Landings In
The Southwest Pacific
Chances of surviving a forced landing in the Southwest Pacific theater of
operations
are enhanced
if you know
as much as possible about the geography of the many islands, the rainfall,
winds, ocean currents, plants, animals
and the characteristics
of the people.
When forced to bailout
at night,
don't start looking for an "out" from
your predicament
as soon as you have
your feet on the ground. Wait until
morning and travel in the direction of
the coast; walk downstream
or downhill. If you reach a river you may be
able to build a raft of logs and float to
the sea.
Observe
jungle birds and animals
to determine
edible roots and herbs.
What they eat is usually safe for you.
Protect yourself from exposure and insects by utilizing all clothing available,
including
your parachute.
Rest frequently. Dry your clothes when they
become wet. Seek out dry places to
sleep. Motor oil may be used as an
insect repellent and as a fuel.
Travel
on the up-wind
side
of
swamps and rivers. Part of your 'chute
may be used to collect rainwater,
which is preferable
to ground water if
you have no means of purification.
After reaching the coast, if you do
not know your approximate
location
and are becoming
exhausted,
improvise a signal device and await rescue,
rather
than
expend
your
failing
strength by attempting
to travel.

* * * ** *** ** *

In certain parts of the islands, crocodiles
abound in the larger streams and make l"lthing a hazardous undertaking.
However, if
the bath is taken in a partially submerged
stout box anchored several feet from shore,
this danger may be avoided. Some of the
natives believe that the crocodile is a divine
being and that when one is killed its mate
will retaliate by devouring a man. Out of
respect for this superstition,
crocodiles are

rarely shot without first obtaining
the permission of the natives. The only vulnerable
part of a crocodile is his eyes. If attacked
by a crocodile while bathing,
by pressing
one or both thumbs deeply into the crocodile's eyes he may be made to relinquish his
hold. A crocodile may be killed by stabbing
through the eyes into his small brain with
a sharp instrument.
are obnoxious
pests in the lowlying district of this area. The large dark
horse leech is found in fresh water and the
small red jungle leech is found on shrubs
and jungle grass. The leech bite itself is not
dangerous. However, the site of the bite f requently becomes infected and leads to a painful chronic ulcer. This is especially apt to
h:tppcn if the leech is pulled off, for then it
leaves its "stinger"
in the wound. When
traveling through the jungle, natives carry
small sacks of moist salt tied on the end of
a stick. They remove the leech by the simple
process of touching it with this salt sack.
They also will fall off if prodded with a
knife or if touched with a lighted cigarette.
The Argus, a small insect similar to our
sandtly. is very prevalent. It attacks any part
of the body which is exposed, leaving a
swollen and painful bite. An immunity to
the poison is soon developed
in the body,
eliminating
the swelling,
but the bite is
always painful. These insects arc probably
the most common and disagreeable
pests
found on islands of the Southwestern
Pacific.
A heavy service shoe well hobnailed, extending above the ankle, is most suitable
for the East Indian area. Boots are too heavy
and too hot, but the paratrooper's
shoe is
excellently
adapted to this country. Extra
hobnails
should
always be carried,
and
clothing should be inspected for poisonous
insects before being put on. Centipedes,
in
particular,
like to hide in folded clothing.
Because of the clitJiculty in keeping clean
and dry, minor wounds, such as leech bites,
insect bites, scratches, cuts and burns, which
would be of little conselluence in the United
States, become infected easi ly in this ,UTa.
No matter how small or trivial, all wounds
should be thoroughly cleansed and an antiseptic applied to them immediately.
Venereal
diseases are prevalent
among
the people who live along the seacoast and
on the lower reaches of the large rivers.
Many of the women in these areas are
promiscuous,
and both professional
prostitutes and clandestine pick-ups are frec1uently
encountered.
The great majority of these
women have gonorrhea and syphilis, while
chancroid is not uncommon.
In the remote
upland district, there are few venereal contacts and venereal diseases are less prevalent.
The tribesmen in these remote areas place
great value on chastity and will go to extremes to revenge the violation of one of
their women.
It takes from three to four months for
troops to become acclimatized to the Southwestern Pacific, After this time the climate
will be well tolerated if proper health precautions are taken.
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CONGRESSIONAL
Harl

LIEUTENANT

MEDAL

OF HONOR

Pease, Jr.*

DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE CROSS

COLONEL
W.
O. Earcrkson.
LIEUTENANT
COLONELS:
Brooke E. Allen, Loren B. Hi llsinucr,

William

C.

C. Hipps
(Also Purple
Heart).
Jack Adams
(Also
Silver
Star),
Charlie Falletta.
LIEUTENANTS:
Frank E. Adkins,
Robert B. Burleson, Christian 1. Hcrron",
I.. D.
Landry':', Henry J Rose (Also Silver Star and
Oak Leaf Cluster
to Silver Star),
Leland A.
Walhr,
Jr. (Also
Silver Star),
Donald
A.
\Valter':'
FIRST
SERGEANT
Robe-rt R. Davis.
SERGEANT
James L. Cannon"'.
CORPORAL
Andrew J Sw:,in.
CAPTAINS:

DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE MEDAL

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL
Frank M. Andrcw«. MAJOR
GENERALS:
Olinr
1'- Fchols, Willis
H. Hal<-.
BRIGADIER
GENERAL
Claire L. Chennault.
COLONELS: Francis G. Brink, Bonnet" F. Fellers.

SILVER STAR
LIEUTENANT
GENERAL
George H. Brett. MAJOR
GENERAL C;eorge
Kenney (Also Purple Heart).
COLONELS:
John S. Allard,
La uri S. Norstad.
LIEUTENANT
COLONEL
John
Hubert
Davies.
MAJORS:
Gordon A. I-\Iake, John F. Devos, Ed-

c.

ward F. Rector, John A. Rouse (Also Purple
Heart),
William
A. Sheppard, Harold N. w.n.
sie". CAPTAINS:
Harry ,<. Hr.indon, Thomas I'.
Gerrit,. E. C. I-Lihherstad (Also Oak Leaf Cluster
to Silnr Star), Charles II. Hillhouse
(Also Oak
I.eaf Cluster to Silver Sur),
Francis B. Ruuc,
I,gnat;us Sargent, .);II1]es William Sibert, Fdward
C. Te,lts (Also Oak I.eaf Cluster
to Distin.cuishcd 1'1) ing Cross), R. E. Thacker.
LIEUTENANTS: Donald!'.
Andersen,
Joe 1\1. Ik.l!l, Alhcrt
C. Biggs, D"n:tI,1 L. Bonh:nn; Hi lroy 1\L Boswell,

Warren E. Bryant, Arthur L. Chambers, William
T. Chesser
(Also Purple Heart),
William
B.
Compton,
Stanley Cottage,
John A. Crockett,
Edward Cruuchlcy, John M. Dawson, Richard H.
Dennis, Alexander DeShazo, William A. Dietch,
Robert H. Dockstader,
Cedric P. Dr.ike (Also
Oak Leaf Cluster),
Gene F. Drake (Also Purple
Heart), James W. Duane, James G. Ellis, Gilhert
E. Frb, George C. Farr, Owen R. Fisb*, Harry
H. Fitts, Seth A. Ford"', Thomas
R. Fowler,
Grover J Gardner,
Edward
J Gignac (Also
Purple
Heart),
Ritchie B. Gooch, Eugene E.
Greeson (A.lso Purple Heart), John S. Hancock,
Wayne L. Hartman
(Also Purple Heart),
Clyde
L. Harvel', Jr., 'Xfaltcr K. Heitzman,
Alfred A,
Heyman, Percy M. Hinton, Curtis J. Holdridge
(Also Oak I.eA Cluster),
Raymond E. Holsey,
Jacoh A. Hutchison,
John W. Jacobs, Jr. (Also
Purple Heart),
Edward M. Jacque( (Also Oak
Leaf Cluster to Silver Star), Thomas R. [r-mison,
Arnold Iohn-on. Charles C. Johnson IIi, Robe-rt
S. Iohnson".
William
R. fohnson
(Also Oak
Leaf Cluster), Wilfred B. Jones, Willi,un Joyner,
Dale R. Kautlm.mn,
John A. Kelting,
Earl R.
Kinusk.v,
John D. Landers
(Also Oak Leaf
Cluster
and Purple
Hr-art ). J L. 1.auhscher,
Donald H. Lc'c, j-, Virgil B. Lindsey, Robert
Linn (Also Oak I.e"f Cluster),
John D. Livingstone"',
Marvi n L. l'vlcAd,"n<
Robert :M.
McComsel'
(Al.so Distinguished
Flying Cr-oss),
Donald
C. McGee, Hugh O. McTague
(Also
Oak l.c.rf Cluster),
George 1\f. Manning, Janws
H. Martin,
j-. Harold
V. Maull (Also Oak
LeA Cluster),
William 1\fcl'n:lgh, Cecil C. Metz,
Purple Heart),
Alan F. J's'eel, L. W. Neumann,
1\fack A. Mitchell,
Donald
A. Morse
(Also
Purple Heart)'
Al:rn F. :\eeL L. W. Neumann,
P"ul F. Nunlist, Walter F. Nyhladc, Ch"rles A.
Olson, Frederick ()'RiICl, Jr., Thomas C. Parkinson, Theodore
L p,;s("oe, Robert O. Pate,
Mclviu G. Pf un.] (Also O.rk Leaf Cluster and
Purple
Hurt),
Stc'phen Poleschuk,
Robert A.

PO:--it-!11t11l011S.

This is a cast of the new Air Medal,
the design
for which netted
Private
Walter
Hancock
of Camp
Livingston,
Louisiana,
a prize of $1,500, awarded
by the Army. Pendant
from the Air
Corps ribbon of blue and gold, a f1eurde-lis, symbol of North, surmounts a sixteen-point
compass
rose. The medal
incorporates
basic
features
of the
American
eagle
and
compass
rose
which had been included in preliminary
designs prepared
by the Special Services Division, Army Air Forces. The
medal
is awarded
for meritorious
achievement
while participating
in an
aerial flight.
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R. V. Prouty,
Robert
L. Ramxav,
Jr.
MASTER
SERGEANT
Paul A. Flanagan.
STAFF
SERGEANTS:
Jack H. Agee, John B. Chesson,

Price,

John F. Clark (Also Purple Heart),
Dan Erhc.irt
(Also Purple Heart), Julius A. Foster, Albert J.
Kennedy, William
V. Koon, Brewster 1\1. Land,
John A. Wallach
(Also O:lk Leaf Cluster),
Herbert
E. Wiest.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS:
Laver t G. Dempsey
(Also Oak Leaf Cluster),
Guy K. Dozier, Kirby W. Neal (Also Oak Leaf
Cluster ) , Qumtin
Pardue,
C. c:. Schierholz,
Bernardino
Tortora,
.lack R. Tribbk-,
Ivan 1\L
'XTright': '. SERGEANTS:
J'lmes A. Andrews (Also
Oak Leaf CI uster),
I {crbcrt E. Baisch (A Iso
Purple Heart),
Orin W. Beardshear.
F.ugel1l' F,
Beistel, Edward K. Hl'IltL, C,rl 1\1. Biehn, J's'orman L. Biehn, Quentin
Blakely,
Rol' B"use,
Lcon.rr.] G. Brazelton,
Henry A. Buller (Also
Oak Leaf Cl ustc-r to Silver Star),
Georgl'
A.
Burke, Floyd II. Ch.unbcrl.un,
Benj"min Clifton,
Harold R. Conner, William T. Corbitt, Thomas
L. Corner, D,,1e F. Crubtrc-«, Harold
E. Cummings, Daniel Darling, Jack F. Del:tney, Virgil
F. DeVoss, Walter A. D,\iron, Leo II. FctTa!.;utt),
1\f:trio J. Fi liucnz i, Norm.in L. Forte, Cl:lude .I.
Fraley, Cbarles D. Franklin, Jr., Flias E. Gonsalves, William
L. Hamilton,
G. W. Hancock,
J\o[eyer Levin, William D. Lewis, John R. Mackie-I',
Edward B. Malinay, Mack II. Neall', G Imn D.
Norton,
Clarence R. Olson. Richard H. Olson,
Donald
L. Ornbaum,
Edward
G. Osborne,
Jcwme G. Parson, F.1don P. Pickett, Francis I L
Pryor (Also Purple
Heart),
Erne-st L. Pu",h,
Daniel Reuther, Jr. (Also Two Oak Leaf Clusters and Purple
Heart),
Norris
T. Rcvrio ids,
Edwin Rho,les, Carl T. Robarts*, W. C. Rousel,
George W. Schmid, Eugene D. Shafer, Joseph L.
Soilowski,
Norton
G. Stuhhlcftdd,
Mar;on
C.
Taylor, Jean P. Yates.
CORPORALS:
F. ]. Antone*, Joseph Bayles, Ernest F. Brown, .lames O.
Cannaday, Earle W. Curtis (Also Purple He:lrt),
Rohert F. Gr.if, H, L. l l crnan.!cz.
Jalill's B.
Hollcv, lames N. Hume,lol1l1
A. Irons (Also
Two ()ak l.caf Clusters),
Roger A. 1\[c",aln,1r'l,
Holly Perkins
(Also Purple
Hc.rrt ) , Davi.l J.
Thatcher,
James
C. I indcrwood,
Joseph
C.
Wateski,
WilliCim E. \Vood, Joseph E. 'X'renn.
PRIVATES
FIRST CLASS:
Michael
R. Andrade,
Hobert L. Avcry", Z . .J. Bal:Jlnut, Horner D. Bilyeu,':' Peter R. Fahiano, F. F. ll crm.m, CI,cld
110m, George R. Lynch, Paul Mucha, Hurrv R.
Pa rrv". PRIVATES:
Edgar O. Arant,
Ca rl T.
.Atl.cy, OSCCir C. Biddl~, H. W. Davis':', A. A.
Francisco, D. A. Garrett. Sl"lnie I.. C;"'nn, Elnu r
G. Howes, Harry T. Isles, 1\likel D. \Vhitl,
l.ihn
J. 'Xfi!fley (AlsoChk
Lc.if Cluster to Silver Star).

PURPLE HEART
WCigner.
MAJOR
Leland O.
Olivc'r C. D"na,
Ross N. Huguet,
Melville
Of leI's, 'X!arren
S.
Wilkinson.
LIEUTENANTS:
Allen Acomb, Frederick M. Arll1str"ng,
Jr., Bruce B. S. Harker,
George
13. Bc-rkow irz, Osr.rr
Black.
Charles
Cliburn
(Also Distinguishell
Flying Cross and
Air 1\fcdal), JCimes J. D"ncgCin, Jallws A. Elder,
Louis W. F"rd, Oscar R. Kress, Thomas
J,
Lynch,
Reuben
\V.
Hager,
BCirth"I"ll1co
A.
Pass.uuuue, Gord"n
H. Sterling,
.Jr':', Kenneth
LIEUTENANT

COLONEl
Bo\'d
Gee,
CAPTAINS:
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THREE-DimEnSion v

HEADQUARTERS, ARMY

AIR

the Japanese took Kiska Island
in the Aleutians they tried to make
our forces believe that they had considerable
aircraft
strength
by creating
outlines
of
dummy aircraft on the ground.
This did not fool our photo interpreters
for a minute. Our own aircraft had taken
pirtures-i-acri.il
pictures which at once revealed the ruse.
Aerial cameras have become the superspies of modern war. Accurate knowledge
of the enemy's strength,
disposition
and
movement.
and even his probable
intentions, may be obtained by the aerial camera
on a scale never remotely approached
by
the secret agents of other wars.
This has been made possible by threedimensional
photography
tcclmiquc
and the
relatively new science of photo interpretation,
which
constructs,
from
pictu res
bn,ught back by a reconnaissance
plane, a
full and significant story.
Dependable
interpretation
relies upon a
third-dimension
view. Aerial photographs,
viewed singly, provide only two dimensions.
Since they give no sense of height, flat objects on the ground may be confused with
buildings, innocent soil patterns take on the
appearance
of gun positions,
and many
objects- --such as built-up
roadways
and
levees, radio towers,
power houses and
transformer
stations
may be missed altogether.
An aerial observer, flying over terrain at
an altitude of a few thousand feet, can detect the relative height of objects. Hut the
ability to do this diminishes
as he gains
altitude. The distance between the pupils
of a man's eyes is approximately
2Yl inches;
at great altitudes ground objects are viewed,
in effect, from the same position by both
eyes. Thus, the stereoscopic
effect which
enables man to recognize differences in elevat ion is eliminated.
If the eyes could be
spread apart, the diiliculty wou ld vanish.

W
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Advances
raphy

in

aerial

and photo

photog-

interpreta-

tion make the camera a superhuman miaitary observer

who

is seldom, if ever, fooled
Impossible
as that procedure
is, a photographic method of accomplishing
the very
same thing has been developed.
An aerial carncr.i is mounted in a reconn.ussanrc plane to record vertical pictures
of the ground. Two photographs
are taken
from different stations in such a way as to
include part of the same terrain in each.
This results in two perspective views of
the same land which, when viewed so that
the left eye sees only the left photo and the
right eye only the right photo, a perception
of depth or third dimension is readily appJrent.
mechanical
and optical
devices
have been built [or the purpose of viewing
stereoscopic
pairs of overlapl,ing
photos
of the same terrain, hut the simplest and
most commonly used is the pocket stereoscope. This instrument is similar to the old
parlor stereopticon
that provided so much
[un in the "Gay Nineties."
Obviously,
the aerial camera, utilized
in this way, eliminates the human failings
to which an observer on a reconnaissance
Hight would he subject and which would
lessen the accuracy of his observation.
For instance, if he were to fly over hundreds of miles of terrain, his memory could
not cope with all the manifold
details of
the ground below. If the plane were attacked by hostile aircraft,
evasive action
would undoubtedly
be necessary and. in
the exci temcnt, sc..mt attention
could be
given to observation.
The aerial camera, on the other hand,
Mi\NY

h:ls an unfailing
and c:lpacious memory
and yields a true visual record.
in the
minutest detail, of terrain over which the
plane has flown.
A series of pictures obt.unc.l on reconnaissance
might
reveal,
let us say, an
armored column. The type of the column
would be readily discernible.
pnwlded
the
scale of the photographs
did not exceed
l/tO,ooo.
The speed with which it was
traveling could he estimated by the spacing
of the vehicles, the direction of tr'1\TI by
tlu- position
on the highway.
and the
str'ength by the number of c.uh type of
vehicle in the column.
Countless
cases might be cited where
three-dimensional
photogri!J,hy
has played
an important role in the war.
For example, in the case of the Japs at
Kisk.i, it was obvious from c x.urun.uiou
of photograflhs
throup:h a stere()scol'e th.it
the dummy instalLttions
were JLtt, lJuite
unlike actual aircraft. And. by c()unti,\c; and
measurinc; the number of bui Idinc;s erecled
and dcte;'lllining
the height by mc.ms of a
mechanical device known ,lS the "Ahrams
Contour Finder."
the quantity of supplies
and strength of occu pat ion could be estimated quite accmately.
The possibilities of ohtaining intelligence
data through
photographs
are virtually
limitless.
Oil storage capacity may be determined
with reasonable accuracy by measuring
the
diameter
and height
of oil tanks. The
height and size of troop barracks is a good
clue to the number of troops that (an be
housed in each building.
By the elevation
differences between gun positions and the
surrounding
terrain, the enemy's field of
fi re may be ascertained.
As a matter of fact, it would not he out
of the quest ion to plan an entire campaign
from a stereoscopic
study of terrain
as
revealed in modern aerial photographs. 1:1
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interest of variety, AIR FORCE presents this month's Quiz in
form. The following scoring method was set up by a very
harsh teacher who hasn't munched an apple in months: eight out of
twelve is passing; nine correct is a good score; ten is excellent;
score
eleven or round out the dozen and you're eligible for second helpings of
everything,
including promotions.
Open your eyes and give it a try.
N THE

I picture

1. The award shown above is the
a. D.S.M.
b. r.O.B.

c. D.F.C.
d. D.S.C.

4. This fighter plane is a
I'-.IU
h. 1'51
a.

7. The sergeant
a. Flare gun
b. Camera

c. 1'-.\9
d. P-17

here is using a
c. Tr;dlic signal
d. Sextant

10. These men are directing a
a. Blind landing
b. Link trainer
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d. Radio beam
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2. This Air Force General's name is
a. Brett
b. Doolittle

c. Spaatz
d. Brereton

5. You should identify this as a
a. P-47
b. AT-6

c. Zero
d. Wildcat

8. This is the tail gunner in a
a. B.17
b. B-25

c. B-26
d. A.20

11. The ammunition shown here is
a. 20-mm
b. 50-calibre

c. 37-mnl
d. 3U-calibrc

Answers

on P,lge 36.

3. What Command insignia is this?
a. Air Service
b. Materiel

c. First Fighter
d. Air Transport

6. Above you see a
a. Focke-Wulf
b. Hurricane:

190

c. Ai racobra
d. Messerschmitt

9. This officer is looking into a
a. Camera
b. Drift meter

c. Bombsight
d. Bank indicator

12. These men are working on
a. Curburctors
b. 1lagne:t()s

c. StartlTS
d. Pistons
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target work is an exciting and highly
specialized
function
of the Army Air
Forces,
Once, the most antiquated
ship at hand
would he assigned to towing, Targets were
"snaked"
off the ground on a long steel
wire
attached
to the plane's
tail and
stretched to the far end of the field and
b.tck again before a take-off, What happened when the plane left the ground is
obvious. The wire generally
became taut
just when the pilot needed most of his
power. A lot of the gray-haired
flyers you
see were once tow target pilots.
Now, the "sock is dragged" by fast ships
~nd the targets are paid out on a cable by a
mechanical
windlass v-nf ter the plane is
in the air.
So great is the need for moving aerial
targets,
particularly
by anti-aircraft
units
of the Coast Artillery, that the Air Forces
now maintain
full squadrons
whose sole
mission is to fly cylinders or "flags," or to
serve themselves
as a target in the night
for Army ground units.
This is no dull, drab, boresorne work.
Target pilots spend their time being fired
on 24 hours a day~fi red on by everything
from ..,,0 caliber machine guns to rapidfiring "Biggies" that deliver high explosive
shells--and
they get to feel like sideshow
performers
dodging baseballs.
In the anti-aircraft training program, tow
target missions fall into three broad classifications: tr"ckim~, searchlight and firing.
Tracking nils,;ons arc performed in s;11all
ship, which tly at a pre-determined
altitude
:ll1d over pn;-determined
courses.
A nti.rir.r.ut l1edglings on the ground learn to
foilo\\ the ships with sound locators, and
l.ucr, with guns. Searchlight flying is about
the same, done at night.
On one of these search light missions
with the Fifth Tow Squadron at Ellington
Field, you approach the searchlight battery

T
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from various angles and from a blackness
tint cannot be described. The pilot, crouched
in the cockpit, flies by instruments or, as he
terms it, "riding the gauges."
You execute
every maneuver the bomber can accomplish
in an attempt to get out of the lights, then
go out to start over again. Never flying outside a 2S-mile area, you will have traveled
---at the end of three hours or so~as far as
f rom Los Angeles to Portland.

Fl.YERS

are never kept at this work long
enough to get stale, for, after a few nights
of it, they are the best night bombing pilots
you can find.
Daylight towing for firing purposes demands the utmost in skilled precision of
a crew.
The same bomber is loaded with an assortmerit of targets called "sleeves" or "flags."
They are of various sizes and styles, to be
used according to the type of guns being
fired, altitude,
sky conditions
and other
factors. The crew consists of pilot and copilot, radio operator,
flight engineer
and
two reel operators,
The firing point and radio contact have
been established with the anti-aircraft
batteries on the ground, Then come the instructions.
"You will launch a B-14 target, red, and
fly a clockwise course at 2,000 feet and tow
with 1 ,HOO feet of cable."

New target-towing techniques provide simulated
combat conditions for
gunnery and anti-aircraft
personnel

The pilot slows down the ship to mmimum speed and, as it nc.irs the stall point,
gives orders to launch the target. Then,
quickly, he closes the throttle
and noses
sharply down. This maneuver is to get up
tail, thus giving better clcar.incc for the
target, and to regain speed without blasting the sleeve with propeller wash.
Attached to a cable, which is wound on
a windlass, the bundle catches in the slipstream and opens into a red cylinder. (The
target had been folded and wrapped with
light yarn like a sailor stops his spinnaker.)
When the windlass operator has played
out the required footage, you are ready to
start the actual towing for fire. You fly in
a continuous circle, passing the firing point
about 200 yards from the anti-aircraft
batteries. As they open up from a scant 2,000
feel below, it is a vivid experience to realize
that they are fIring at you.
There are, of course, elaborate
safety
precautions and, to date, no plane has ever
been hit.
After a period of towing at this level,
you are ordered
to replace the "sleeve"
with a "f1ag"~a
large wire screen device
forty feet long and nine feet high. This
target requires
2,.100 feet of cable and
you are told to climb to 10,000 feet These
will be the "Biggies."
Up at 10,000 feet your technique
is entirely different.
Here you make runs of
ten miles or so.
Sit in the tail gunner's seat; watch the tiny
smoke-puffs
from the batteries far below;
see them burst accurately into the "Jhg"
being towed several seconds later; see the
"Hag" soon torn to shreds, and you get a
much better idea of the gunnery training
Our Army is receiving.

u
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and day great French locomotives
rumble and thunder across Northern
France, each drawing hundreds of tons of
goods and war machines at the behest of the
Germans.
They carry food, fabrics, and wines for
the Hcrrenvolk,
and French-made
tanks,
aero and lorry engines, and guns for the
Russian and North African fronts.
They carry guns and cement for the fortifications fronting
the Channel and North
Sea.
For almost two years after the fall of
France
these trains were practically
unmolested.
Then, unwittingly,
slackness by the Luftwaffe wrote the doom of these trains by the
hundreds.
Throughout
the 19-11 winter R. A. F.
night fighters went on "intruder"
patrol
over the German aerodromes
in the nearContinent.
Many a German bomber, taking
off or landing, was smothered by bursts of
machine gun or cannon fire. Some were
smashed by bombs dropped directly in their
paths, though most of the intruders prefer
to shoot rather than to bomb.
When spring came, the Luftwaffe sent up
fewer and [ewer night bombers.
More and more intruder teams-usually
pilot, navigator-plus-bomb-aimer
(bornbardicr) , and rear-gunner-plus-wireless-operator--hung
around the enemy aerodromes
for long, boring hours, then went home
without firing ,1 shot.
So a few aggressive, rebellious souls, on
completing
their dull shifts, went looking
for trains.
They found that if they fired a long,
steady machine-gun
burst at locomotive
boilers the train would stop, the steam would
pOll r f rom the punctmed
high-pressu re
tubes, and, sometimes, more gratifying sti II,
the locomotives would actually explode.
When more intruders
were fitted with
cannon the results were sometimes obtained
with a single sharp burst.
So the once-bored
intruders
spread the
gospel.
Reports and photographs
proved the damage and chaos on the overstrained
rail system already suffering from lack of skilled
mai ntenance engineers.
Train-busting
became a recognized sideline. Indeed now, at times, special expeditions go out, although German aerodromes
and planes are still the first objective.
The f rant ic Germans fitted armour plating over the boilers. But these did not stop
the shells.
The Germans put anti-aircraft
machineguns in the tenders.
These were easily
overcome.
Mostly the train-busters
fly so low that
heavy A. A. guns cannot be depressed sufficiently in time to be of use. One buster
followed
a train so closely that he carried
away a signal arm. Another,
Sergt.-Pilot
"Scruffy,"
blew up an ammunition
wagon

N
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from such short range that his Boston was
thrown almost upsid~ down and came home
holed like a colander.
On bright nights the intruders fly along
the lines, looking at the continuous shining
metals. If the lines are broken by a dark
patch they look for a train. On cold nights
they see the steam and smoke.
On dark nights they look for the tell-tale
glow of the firebox or chimney.
The intruders are heartened by the knowledge that the French civilians are forbidden
to travel at night. The railwaymen
who
operate the trains carrying war material to
kill am troops and those of our Allies must
take their chance, as must the engineers
pouring out munitions for Germany in the
French factories.
ONE of the pioneer train-busters.
foremost in urging the practice as a sideline
from aerodrome
strafing,
is a squadron
leader.
The extensive
successes and brilliant
teamwork of his Boston crew played an important part in the development
of trainbusting which bas cost the Germans:
LO(~;7I!Of ires leo rt b 7I!Orc f bell!.'I; ',000,000"
Destruct lo» of serlon» d(lIllttge b), fire, explosio», or !r(lill-lI'J"eckillg
t o blllzdred.f of
fbo/lJa/l{!J of fOIlJ of 'war Illitferia! ..
De/a)' of some kind t o mill ions of

tons

of

111 af erial.

Here an attempt is made to re-construct
an astonishing
night flight made by the
squadron leader and his team as seen from
the pilot's cockpit:
The machine is a Boston.

ANSWERS
To Quiz on Page 33
1. d. Distinguished

Service Cross
; b. Major General Jamcs H. Doolittle
." d. Air Transport Command
4. b. P-51
5. c. Zcro with American insignia
(,. a. Fockc-Wulf
190
7. c. Tr.rttic signat
R. c. B-~('
9 h. Drift meter
10. h. Link tr.uncr
11. h. 50-calihre
1~. h. Magnetos

In front, and below, unseen in the nose,
is the bombaimer.
Behind,
unseen,
the
rear~gunner.
So here we go. We are in the pi lot's seat
of the Boston, and have completed our duty
patrols over aerodromes south of Paris. The
moon is not far from full. There is a keen
wind, the sky is absolutely clear, visibility
is marvelous.
What happens tonight is a typical patrol,
with much unmentionable
back-chat
between members of the crew.
Weare flying down the Seine, with Paris
behind us.
Let's get right down. Ease back level at
50 feet. Any coal barges to sink)
Whew, look at that flak crossing the river!
It's hitting the houses on the other side.
Let's go a bit lower.
Now the guns on the other bank have
opened. We can get underneath
the crossfire.
Just look at that gasometer
(gas tank).
It must be two miles away! We'l! get a bit
closer, then turn in.
FOllr hundred
yards away, 300. Wheel
over hard right. Now she's in sight.
SClueeze the button. Watch our fire smack
into her I Hard left or we'll hit her. Look,
she's burning I Let us climb a bit and look
back. See, she's glowing
red hot inside.
Wonderful
sight.
Now we turn to the Rauen railway line.
Up to Goo feet. No higher, because then the
heavies might make it awkward.
Lovely night. What's that) A goods train!
Must be four miles away. Ah, there she is.
We'll get behind her.
Column forward a little. Now the train
slides into view. Steady. Keep dead in line.
Not too fast. I shan't open fire till we are
half-way along, about 30 trucks from the
engll1e.
Now, squeeze the button. Watch our fire
sew up the train, setting the trucks ablaze.
Check at the locomotive.
Hold her. Now
away, in a climbing
turn. She's stopped.
Steam is spreading
over the fields. We'll
turn hack and have another crack.
What's
that) Another
train ahead)
So
there is. Down on her. Steady. Sew up the
trucks. Hold on the locomotive. Ah! She's
stopped.
Turn again, Whittington,
and back again
over them both. Look, there are some trucks
not burning. Give them another squirt. Up
they go.
Well let's get on to the RouenHavre
stretch. Down a bit to dodge the heavy sluff.
We must be running a bit short of ammo.
Look, another train. Hold tight. Down we
go. Another
sc.lueeze. She's burning.
See
those flashes!
Up we go, over the engine. Turn at 500
feet for another crack, head on.
Press the button. Damn!
A short burst and she runs dry. Why
don't we carry more ammo? Might as well
go home now, chaps. '{:J;
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A JUMP

AHEAD
(Continued

from Page 7)

field guns to the rear. We were still using
Hur ticancs when I was transferred
to the
Second Eagle Squadrori in May, but we
switched to the Spitfire Ss early in June.
The Spits had everything the Hurricane
didn't
have, including
heavier firepower
with their two cannon and four machine
guns. They were lighter on the controls .m.]
much touchier, but I'll still take the Hurricanes for maneuverability.
Soon after we got our Spits we started
escorting the bombers across. The Germans
reached the point where they wouldn't mix
it up much with just fighters on a sweep-they waited for bigger game. We would
go over escorting
Blenheims,
Harnpdens
and Bostons at one time or another, and the
.Jerries would come out.
YOlJ have to give those boys credit
for a lot of guts, too. Here's wh.i! would
happen on a typical bombing raid:
About six squadrons of us would be flying an umbrella over the bombers in layers,
one squadron above the other. The enemy
would be above us. All of a sudden, someone would yell over the intercom:
"Here comes one!"
Down would come a Jerry, through one
layer of Spits after another, with all of us
who were in I'0sition taking a squ irt at him,
untit he could take a swipe at the homher
formation--if
he got that fa r -and horne
he'd go. Others would follow his maneuver.
Occasionally,
one would come up into
us from below, roll over on his back to
look us over, open up with a hurst and roll
into a dive.
If it's worked right vou can gi\'C those
hom hers plenty of prote:t ion. In the dozens
of homher-escort
sweeps I took part in during 19"11 we lost only fou I' homhers. Other
sc]uadrons h;ld similar records.
III August of 191 I I was shifted to the
First Eagle SCluadron which was engaged in
close escort work. The First Eagles were
still using Spitfire 5s.
The R.A.F.
fighter and bomber comrn.mds were excel~tiollally weIl coordinated.
OUI' right hands and arms used to get tired
as hell on those close escort sweeps. Sometimes we'd take the stick with our lctt h.ui.Is
and, fl'Cc]uently, hath han,]s to give the
ri ght one a rest. Now and then, one of us
\\.'ould drop down and come in under a
homher fOrIlution, case up close and rest
[or a h.ilf a minute or so. Those bomber
fellows knew us like hrothers.
I got my Ii rst .Jerry on Scptcrnber
21,
19"11. Like a lot of others I might have
shot down one or two hcf are, hut this was
the first one I could really count. You see,
the R.A.F. won't let you chalk up a score
unless you see the enemy plane crash, the
pilot hail out or the plane hreak to pieces
in the air. If you see one ,going down with
an unusual amount of smoke trailing him,
they'll let you count him as a prohal~le.
Under this scoring system all of us probAT','D
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OF THE JERRY
ahly got more than we actually counted.
Most of the time we were flying so high we
couldn't see thern crash. Or else we were
too damned husy to wait around and sec
what happened.
But, at any rate, I got my first one for
sure that day we escorted six Hampdens
to
l.ille. Incidentally,
the Lille missions were
the longest on which fighters served as
escort.
It was a running fight all the way in and
out. Mine happened
to be one of the two
escort planes to make the widest turn over
the target, and just as we had completed
the turn an ME.] 09E dived down on us.
The C.O.--he
was in the other fighterfigured the ME was too t ar out of range and
kept on course, but I decided to go down
after it.
I got a good squirt at the Jerry at about
S,ooo ft:et and then finished him off at
:),()()O. He snuckt:d
the "deck" and hroke
into pieces hut I managed to level off Just
oyer the tree tops.
All the Harnpdcns
were hit by flak but
none by German fighters. When I rt:gained
altitude to join the hays I weaved into a
position on the tail of another squadron.
That was the customary thing to do, for hy
the tunc we got straightened out under such
ci rcumstances,
am own outfit would be
pretty well up ahead.

ON THIS occasion I was just settling down
when I saw what I thought was a fdlow
Spit wcavinj; in to join the tail of another
outfit across the way.
1 rememher saying to myself, "There's
a guy who ft:els as good as I do." Just about
that time, this other guy rolled' oyer and
shot the Spit about 50 or 7'i yards in front
of him .ill to hell. Piect:s flew ~11l mer the
pL1Ct:. The Jerry rolled into a dive and
head<:d [or home. You've got to be on the
watch [or that sort of thing.
DUl'ing the month of O~toher, the First
Eagle Squadron had the top scorc for the
1\.A.F. I was pretty lucky. I managed to get
five th.u month.
One of OUI' hest shows came early, on
Ortolx-r 2. \liTe jump<:d :)j l\!c:sserscllll1itts
when we crossed on a mission that day.
Fou I' of us got there alic:«] of the rest of
the squadron.
The CO. and I opcnc.] up
on the first one and knocked him down.
A little later I got two more. In all, we
chalked up five O\lt of the 21 without a loss.
On Octoher 1() I got another one during
a low-Ievel "rhubarb"
across the Channel.
"Rhulvirb' is the name the British use to
ckscrihe a sort of private show the hoys go
on occasionally.
\Xfe went on these little
p.irtics in pairs most of the time. That same
day I blew up a train. When the locomotive
exploded I was about 50 feet over it, and
the blast hoosted me up about ')00 feet.
Boxcars and "goods w'lgons" were ripped
up all over the place.
It was on a similar junket eleven days

later that I knocked down a couple of MEs.
While flying alone I suddenly spotted six
German fighters in formation.
I came in
from underneath
and behind, and knocked
off two before they knew I was there. Then
I ducked out of the way before the others
could do me any damage.
Fortune smiled on me th.it day. I man.
aged to blow up my second train and mess
up a gun post hefore heading
for home.
(Major McColpin W,lS awarded the British
Distinguished
Flying Cross on November
8-Ed.)
I joined the Third Eagle Squadron, which
had just been act iv.itc«], late in .January of
1942.
Early in February a sergeant pilot and I
were convoying over the Channel when a
bunch of Dornier 21 7s moved in with heavy
cloud cover. I damaged a couple of them
when they CUl1<:out of th<: clouds for an attack. The sel'geant who was new at the game.
was running allover
the sky like a r hickcn
with its head off. Most of us react that way
the first few.- times we get in hot comhat.
One kite broke through and I shot out
the tail gunner. I got the front gunner on
another one just as my ammunition
ran out.
Later I mack two attacks with empty guns,
but the ferries didn't know the difference
and got th<: hell out of there.
We started
making
sw<:eps again in
April, and on April 2() I got my iirst ForkcWuJf 190 in a scrap just off Houlogne. We
didn't
mind the Focke-\Xfulfs
so much.
Ther
are more m.incuvcr.rl-lc
than
the
Mes'st:rschmitts but the Spits have got it all
OV<:I'them.
I knocked out this one hy pulling a little
trick I had lx-en studying [or a long time.
We had been waiting for the .Jerries to
.livc in on us; then, Just at the right
moment, we would bank off to let them
go by and continue the tu rn to get a crack
at one as he passed. \Ve didn't get touched
following this prorcdurc but we didn't get
lJuny cracks at the enemy either.

ON

THIS occasion three Focke-Wulfs
were
di\ing on us, one after the other. We made
the lI~ual han king turn. to the left this time,
hut instead of continuing
the turn I ro llcd
oyer to th<: right and came hack down. figurin" I'd just ahout t,<:'l the No. ') Jerry in
sights. For a sl\lit «xon.] I tl{ought I
had miscalculated
and he had gone hy. But
suddenly he zoomed in front of 111<:and I
let him 'have it.
The Third was the only Eagle Squadron
that had any real night fighting. In all, I
put in ahout50
or ()O hours at night. Our
hest night fight came on April 29, after
[arty German hombers hegan blitzing York
at two o'clock in the morning.
\\(Ie were sleeping in qu.irtcr» about three
miles from our planes which were based
ahout (,0 miles from York. Within
ten
minutes after receiving a telephone call to
turn out. we had dressed,
reached
our
planes and taken off.
First to get in the air, I went through
the entire take off more or less automatically.
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I hadn't waked up sufficiently to know what
was going on so I circled the field a couple
of times with my lights on and the others
followed. I remember shaking my head and
asking myself aloud: "How the hell did I
get up here?"
About that time we spotted the names
shooting hIgh in the air from burning York.
As we neared the town, I made the mistake
of figuring a way I thought I could get in
some extra licks.
After making an orbit around the town
r dived into the middle, thinking r could
knock off a few enemy homhers by spotting
the source of their tracers as they came in
to strafe the streets and houses. r didn't
do too well. The other fellows stayed up a
hit and got in some better licks. Some show.
You could see the shells explode on the
enemy kites and, now and then, one of their
motors would catch fire.
Final score:
three bombers
destroyed
(they found the wrecks after ,Ltylight), one
t,rohable (this one limped olf toward the
,'Jorth Sea with one engine afire), and two
,Lmaged. One of us had to bail out.
\\le ran into a Ilo.k of ME-I O')[-'s during
a sweep on J\1ay 17, two weeks before I
\\;IS scheduled to leave for the States on a
("II,le of months' leave.
Before we took off on the sweep, some
of the boys had been kidding me.
"You're surely going to kick yourself in
the pants oitting in some concentration
l

.irn I',"

As it turned
out,
close to being right.

they

were

damned

Dunng the scrap r knocked down one for
sure and shot the tail off another one but
nobody saw hun hit as we were flying at
about 22,000. He was scored as a probable.
I was in no position to hang around for
the result because a couple of Messerschmitts were on my tail and giving me
hell. r went into a dive at 20,000 and picked
lip to about (,20 miles an hom all the way
down, full throttle.
\X/hen I finally leveled off I was about
20 feet over the water, and thats the W,ty
I came home. The [crrics chased me nearly
all the way in.
I kept saying over and over to myself,
"If you bastards think you're going to stop
me from going back home, you're crazy."
I headed for the nearest airdrome on the
coast and when I set my Spit down I had
two gallons of fuel left. Another heavy turn
in that dogfight and my leave would have
been cancclled- --maybe for good.
When r checked out for the States later
in the month, I happened to be leading the
Eagles with eight enemy planes down for
sure. But more th.in that, I was two lip on
Gussie Daymond (Major G. A. Daymond,
now with the Army Air Forces-Ed.)
D:IYmond and I were engaged
in what you
mi!~ht call,t little priy,tte competItion.
It started hack when I went with the
First Ea,!~1e SCjCtadron his outfit. When I
checked in he 801 ready h.id four. I had none.
From August to J~ll1uary, however, r knocked
off six while he was getting one. That put
me in the lead six to five.
Short Iy after r joined the Third Eagles,

Lines to the 1800 Turn

he got another one to tie the score. Daymond
then went on leave and, while he was away,
I got a couple which put me in the lead
again. But during my ensuing two months'
absence he knocked down two more to lock
the score at eight apiece. And that's the
way it stands.
Shortly after returning
to England
in
JLdy of last year, I W~ts given comrrund of
the Third Ea,"les and we started escort Ing
American
B 17s across the Channel.
Du;
ing the next few weeks we completed
missions to such Important
t:nget centers as
Ahbeville,
Rotterdam,
Roucn,
Maux and
Cacn, The Germans had let up conSider
ahly in this area, wlurh was probably
a
good thing for them for, in addition to the
exceptional firepower of the Fortresses, my
squadron was pouring it on for the first time
with Spitfire 9s
On Septemher
15 we were tr.insfcrrcd
from the R.A.F to the Army Air Forces.
We conunucd to use Spit 9s and from then
untr l the last of November,
when some of
us were ordered b.uk to the States for inter
views, most of our mrsxron« were with B-17s.
Du ring my operat ion.i l time, I learned
quite a few lessons. But I,erhaps the one
thing that stands out most in my mind is
this:
The Jerry is p:ood Don't sell him short.
But, when the sides are anywhere near even,
vou should never !;el shot down
or even
hit-as
Ion'! as YO~I can see, and reco!;nize
his plane. l'he boys who gel it are those
who are caught unawares 01- ;ItT not up on
their aircraft recognition.

wMched that night with growmg
fri"bt1"
He was eighteen hours overdue.
The wreck o'f his plane they found m the
rain,
But Durnstare was nowhere in view,
They

"Oh, I don't care," said Pilot Dumst.irc,
"How the harornctcrs
Iook in'.
I'm hotter than hell and I Can tell
When any weather is cookin'.

So up and away on a doubtful day
Went weather-wise
Pilot Dumstare.
He headed for fun as be gave her the gun
And zoomed off into the air.

"These forecast hlokes are a bunch of jokes
\X/ith thei I' isobars and highs.
They'll hold you bound to the solid ground
H they see a cloud in the skies.

He didn't see on his Form 23
That a cold front was headed his wayNor did he care- not Pilot Dumstarc,
(You recall what be had to say.)

"Form 23 is not for me-sI've got natural sa\'vy for weather.
Just give me a ship and let me skipI'll bring her in like a feather.

So into the soup he
"This is my meat,
And watch they did,
Who hadn't read

It rained, it poured. the cold wind roared,
Three days of fury unbent!
Dumstare crawled in, wetter than sin,
Cold and ragged and spent.
Now Pilot Dumstare has an added careWhen he clears for a hop--even
short!
You can watch him pore for an hour or marc
Over every \'(1 eather Report.

If be can spy a cloud in the sky,
dove with a whoop,
watch me"for that dimwit kid
Form 23.

Or the trace of a coming breeze,
Then you'll discern that bc'autiful turn
Of a hundred and ei,ghty degrees.
MAJOR

"Just let it pour and
Let it huck J ike the
\V'hy listen, brother,
Breeze for a pilot

HENRY

F. CARLTON

let it roar,
waves of the sea.
that's Just another
like me,

"I"l l take a chance on the seat of my p'll1tsTo hell with a rtght-about run.
I'll never learn a half circle turn.
It's dangerous?
.. , Sure, but it's fun."
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TaIlor.

Fr.rn.i-,
R, Thoillpson,
Ri,h,nd
K,
XX' c-r ncr. MASTER SERGEANT David Scmp]«
(Also
Oak
Leaf Cluster
to I'urple
Hc.i rt ] , STAFF
SERGEANTS:
James G. Brown, Lawton Buchanan,
O.
Cook,
L<:roy H.
Pcnw.udc-n,
Alvin
Simonds, Cl:tude F. Wiseman.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS:
Frank
Ben<:di,t,
V erne
T. Debes,
I.utlicr
B. \Vord. SERGEANTS: Edwin 1.. Albrecht,
Rusvcl l Fritz,
Howard
T. l l arpcr, francis
E.
Hurn, Wad"
L. 1\'elms, Olus 1:. I'ri,(", Warren

c:.

V. Shvrwood, Lloyd D. Whipp, Jo,seph O. \)(1ingard.
CORPORALS:
Fugl'lJe R. B<:llllick, Francis
J\L Fowler, John T. l\!,C!:l1'llon,
Claude
W.
~'inklcr.
PRIVATES
FIRST CLASS: Loid W, Ander'en. Charles O. Ba,kstrolll,
Ch.uk-. \Xl B,rrtlett,
l.cvi W. Bl.lknel, He-rman
Il""d, Harry S. Hrisscn,kn, Charles S. Broob,
Jr., Doug!:"
L. Brown,
,. D. BUI1,lr,ln,l", Bert F. Bnd, 11'., Curmc l R.
C.dderon, FLlnklin B. Cardwe:ll, [:lennis C:a\\'kl',
Fugene 1.. Chamhers, Leo R. Co,de. I'aul E. COI{,stock, T. V. Corbcr t, Rohert 1'- D,unsky, G. T.
D,l\is, Ge(11):e Dcr.mcv.
GLldl' E. l.xurn, Charles
J I. Free rn.m , Kl'I1I1eth \V. (;rell1ore, Rogers XV.
H,dl. \X',tllu A. I1:lIl]11](111<1,
Lester \V, !Iolkl',
(
I..
Phillip .1. Kane, Ch.stcr i\.
I
lollll.
Ll'ggitt, Deith F. Lilibv, J:d\\ard
l.i-i.« <k i, \\'illi~ll;i
H. i\Llnlcy:::' );ll11C\ L. Mart in,
1.1,"is XX'. J\1cllge, c:. c:. Morri-on,
C. F. :'\al'Ch,)(),I, J I.".,.,' "'e\\1l1,lIJ, l\l. L, (Yllrien,
Marvin
Ohell.
J<"~'ilh J. I""llk,
DOllald D. 1'1.1I1t.",
(,Iurles
1'. l'''rlll'lleld,
J"hn L. I'rl'St"n, I. IL
I'ullo, lr., Fup<:lle R. R,I'", (;l'orge L. Rich,lrdson,
.Iml"h i L Riotte, G, R. ]\,.,el1herl'\'. R, I.. Scholt.",
I I. I.. Scnlhroski,
R, R, Sh'ltIUck':', ilLllnice r
:--tlllns. PRIVATES, Kcnncrh E, Ad,lIlls, Felward L
"-\llll1, ]Zohert G. Al hn ?, ,l:Ull<:s S. Alt.un.uc,

DISTINGUISHED

FLYING

CROSS

R. Hawkins, Paul L. Williaills.
COLONElS:
Alvin Edward He-rbe-rt,
Charles
I L Kruse,
Elliott
Roosevelt.
MAJOR
.John E. Dougherty.
CAPTAINS:
John L. Browne'\'l,II, Willialll
.I. Curnminu-, P. W. Mcl ntvrc,
John p. Randolph, Robert 1\1. Ritchie, Charles R.
Sn<:ed, Henry G. Th()rne, Robert C. \)(!illial1ls.
SECOND
LIEUTENANTS:
Louis B. Briglia,
Emmct tc \yj. F()rd, PeITI' L. Franks.
R"\lIHind J\f.
Gehrig, Warren George, Jr. PRIVATE FIRST CLASS
John A. Aresl.
COLONELS:
LIEUTENANT

John

SOLDIER'S

PASS

MEDAL

R, M,l)ridl'.
STAFF
SERGEANTS:
Murtli,e'J:.
James, illilt()n F. Kelm. TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS,
. Robert
M. Aardem:r,
A llxrt i-, P.
Hildred.
SERGEANTS,
Alhert C. Corbcl!», hlpene
W. Cull, A II. Paddison.
CORPORAL
U,lrl'nll'
F. Ilauer. PRIVATES
FIRST CLASS: Sl:lllic\
I. Il(),-:.
,I.ul, Alfred O. Bonin, \Valler D. Bllltli~T: I,""~S
L. CalTO\V, Fdwarll H. C;IY,IIl;lp:h, Sl!lPlll(l!1' Cr~ '>I:rI, 1\I\' ron R. Gr.mr, Abn.v C. ] l inc-, l,ulles A.
Iluff, 'ROIllU,rld Kastl'r, lvctct t D. K,i;n, c. E.
O'Connell.
PRIVATES:
Thom,i.s 1'. Delltsch, 1)1>111.
inic J. Dihiasi, J l()de \Xl G,rll,
,;..licILIl'i G.
Heick, XV. I. Marti;], Ir \X'. R, :\
11' I R.
~;I\";lgl',
L.JwarJ .1\. ~<ingcr, TUIl) Tin.ori, I bay
1. \X'j,ilc.
MAJOR

[uhn

THIS ON!

AIR MEDAL
COLONEL
T"lrn :\
m.m.
CAPTAINS:

St"Ill, MAJOR R,rll'lr S, Car:\Inis
1'1"1/,
(
R. R imkc,
J"hn C. W':I,L:111'r.LIEUTENANTS:
F:lrl L. C,rr"n,
lr.uik H. D"nn('III', Lco Hu wcl , Rohl'rt 111. Lill)ton, Jr., Lewis C. Murdock, FLink C;, Sm"linskl'
(Also Oak l.e:lf Cluster), G. W. Sutcliffe, II. W,

To reach

all

Air Forces.
around Col. John M. Stone

lieut. Bruce B. Barker

Lieut.Leland

J lerl",rt
Auhrcv,
Cl intun D, Il,ler. R()bert F.
Il,l;rd, \V,tlter A. Baras!LI, I.l'I111ard M. H,ll'Iles,
[r., 1,lIm's Bihh. Robert XV. Bloxll:lIll, Se\1l10Ur
'I)IUI(, f()e1 ]. Bo<:r.seilla, Jack 1.. Bois, p,'lul T.
1)\l\\'Sh~T, Jr'., Alfred W. 'Broughton,
Robe-r: 1..
BI'<I\\n, Francis R. Bush, Rov W. Byers, Rolxrt
T. Isvr.], Francis E. CUllpiglia,
1. D. Carey,
De.in
\Xl Cclx-rt",
Joseph
A. Christopher,
Ch,lrles S. CLlgue, WaJter L. Collins, fred R.
()nner . .\<)hn Clluhig, Charles W. Craig, Linl"ln
ill. Crum, Charles
R, Dapon,
Frank R.
D,rll.ls. Allen D. Davis, Robert F. Dict tcrirk,
()S(':II'
H, Dllllplas, Willi:rm T. Duvall, Cecil \X/.
DIe,
lcromc
A. Even, Bcnj.unin
1'- Faunce,
R, G Fit!si!lHlI1S, Robert F. Fleminp, Georpe J
c;,lhik. Ilill 1'- Ci.urt icr, George XV. Coff, Allen
I.. XX' (;"Udl":',
Rohert D. I1:II1l1'ick, Roy Hen,Irick"!l.
(h'lrles
W. Hill, Jr., John P. Hollo\\,11',
\X'illi,ul1 ] I, Hudson,
Far! F. Hughes,
Roh,rt l.. !Iuli"', .!:ulles I.. Johnson, Thorn.u, R.
lohn,s<)n, .I'UIlC"SF. J()nes, l.ouis Jorda, Jr., Bert
.1. JoreLtn. Don R. Joyce, \X/alter L. Kuminsk i,
V, .J. Kcrlmcr, W,tlLtcc A. Kempen, Phelps W.
Ki,,-:hl. Th()mas p. Kimlilc,
J'"11es S. Kossak,
\\',dter
/.ap;e, J 1:m>ld /.enhurg,
han C. Lcwi»,
!I<hn S. /.ol,insh,
Warren Lyon, R. W. I\lcClelLin. (l'Cri H. McDonald,
B. P. MeLcod,
I, H.
;..Icl\okrts,
William W. Ma uh.u, Paul Mitchell,
l'Ullleth
I.. Mouuin, Vernon A. J'\elson, Ed"ard
;",1. 0\(,1.::1, R:rlph G. Pasch,dl, Louis Pcnvcn,
Donald !I. Peterson, Ruvrnonc! Rainl's, William
I.. Reininger,
B. A. Reynolds, rdwln
Rohcrt s,
II. .f. Roseman,
M. D. Sackdl,
L. .I, Sctlw,
F. L. Schmit!,
Frank
,ft,
St,lab, Arthur
W.
\"'('crl1cr, FlJl10n S. Yargus.
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A. Walker, Jr.

Captain Jack Adams

Captain Melville Oilers

Willis.

The

MASTER
SERGEANT
Josl'ph H Swillik.
STAFF SERGEANTS:
Rich.rr.]
1. B:lrrl'tt, Ir., \"lllJ
r Owe-n.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANT
J,;mcs 111.
C""pc:r. SERGEANTS:
Orvil l e S. Splitt, Ril,ll>lpll
Tur.inskv
(Also Onk LcA Clu stcr }, ClI,rp(' F.

service

\XTilli'l1llS (Also Purple Hcart),
}ohn
Ben Loruond. R11sscll E. Ojala, Victofj'
koff. CORPORAL
Charles H. Rc)'nolds.

each

OAK

c:.

F.,r,l,
P. J\[in-

LEAF CLUSTERS

Hllrold I\:. Chaffin, Riclrard T. Kiplrt,
Gcorpe E. Sciladzl'l.
LIEUTENANTS:
D"l1,lld C.
Millc'!', \X/illiarn 1\1. Railinp':'. l\!erle c:. \X'''ods.
MASTER SERGEANT
Durw.ir.l \Xr. Fcsmirc.
STAFF
SERGEANTS:
Max BaCl, Willialll
E. Bostwick,
Dcrwin D. Tcrrv. TECHNICAL
SERGEANTS,
1'1"111cis C. Dcncrv, };)IJl1 1\1. C;ccklc-r (Two O,lk Leaf
Clusters to Sill'er St.u}.
SERGEANTS:
Ipnatiils E.
Barran, Edward T. C!cbmki,
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to Silve-r Star), Victor
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Arthur
W. 0.:orpaard,
William
Sage. c:. W .
Thrasher,
Richllrd
A. Wi II i.un s.
CORPORAL
Robe-rt
A. Frcncli"
PRIVATE
FIRST CLASS .Jolrn
Makcla.
(Jll,~lhl1]l](lll';'.)
CAPTAINS:

S: Appleton
C01llmittee
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the necessary administrative
tools. This is
the function
of Management
Control,
which includes within it the divisions of
the Air Adjutant General, Statistical Control, Organizational
Planning and Legislative Planning.
/i. All
military
organizations
requIre
special staff sections. The duties of the
Budget and Fisul
Oflrrcr, the Air Juclge
Advocate
and the Air Inspector
are not
unlike those of similar officers in all traditiona! military organizations.
The Special
Staff Section also includes the office of the
Air Surgeon, under whose supervision comes
the effects of high altitude flying and other
aspects of the physiology of flight.
5. An air force in operation
divides itself readily into [our basic parts---Air
Defense, including
fighters, anti-aircraft
art illery, and an ai rcraft warning
service;
Jong range Bornb.udrncnt,
including heavy
and medium
bombers;
Air Support
of
ground forces, including dive bombers and
light bombers as well as fighters used for
strafing ground troops, and Base Services,
composed of Ltcilities and supplies which
are neCl'ssary to get combat aircraft into
action. To insure that these four essential
militury rcquircrncnts
are properly met, a
director of each type was created with the
duty of s!JI1C'rvising and directing,
in the
n.une of the Commanding
General,
the
.tcvclopmont
of t hcir particular specialty in
the Army Air Forces.
THESI' so-called
"Type Di rectors" are on
thl' Oper.ltional
Staff level. They xupcrvisc
.uid direct the execution of the policies determined hy the Air St.uf. Their activities
.irc coord in.ucd hy the Director of Military
Re'luirements.
Since the training of indivi.Iu.i!-, is a Llr,~e part of the job and the
movement
of units and their organization
into task Iorccs is also an csscru ial preliminary to rornb.it, Di rcrto r.ut s of Individual
Training
and of \Var Organization
and
Movement also were added under the Director of l\liliury Recluirunents.
(,. There are ccrt.un specialties in which
.m air force h.is a vital interest, so vital an
mtcrr.sr that it is dl'si rable to have a staff
section charged
with supervision
of the
dcvcloprncnt (0 high proficiency of the technical service invo lvc.]. To meet this need
Directorates
of Photography,
Communications and Weather h.ivc been created. Their
activitil's arc coordilute,l
by the Director of
Tcchnic.rl Services who is on the Operational Staff level.
7. It WetS apparent in building an air force
of over two million men that innumerable
personnel questions of an operating nature
would arise, and it was desired to free the
A-I Section of the Staff from the interminable detail of current personnel matters in
order that it might devote itself to personnel
planning in the hroad sense. So, a Director
of Personnel was created to he responsible
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for the detailed procurement,
classification,
assignment,
promotion
and discharge
of
both military and civilian personnel.
8. Training
flying personnel
as rapidly
as possible for combat raises serious problems in connection with the prevention
of
accidents. Safe flying calls for coordinated
direction of air traffic. Accordingly, a Directorate of Air TraffiC and Safety has been
created on the Operational
Staff level. Reporting to it are the Directors of Flight
Control, Flying Safety and Safety Education.
The purpose of the Directorate is to supervise the Army Air Forces Hight control systOTI, establish programs to prevent aircraft
accidents and provide for safety education
of Army Air Forces personnel.
The various sections and divisions described
above
constitute
Headquarter»,
Army Air Forces. They are in ,1 certain
sense an integral part of the brain of the
Commanding
General. When they speak,
they speak in his name and by his authority.
They nuke it possible for him to be advised
on all of the vital functions which must he
performed
if the mission of the Army Air
Forces is to be accomplished.
So far, this cuticle has dealt largely with
pohcies
and operational
planning.
The
plans, programs and policies approved by
the Commanding
General upon recommendation of his Staff arc carried into dIect by
the various Army Air Forces Commanders
and the Air Forces. Performance
of the
mission of the Armv Air Forces em be
l ik cnc.] to a series ot- funnels, all leading
to a m.un pipe.
Into one funnel-the
Technical Training
Command-go
individuals who arc to furnish the technical and administrative
personnel for the Army Air Forces, such as
radio operators, mechanics, personnel
othcers, supply othccrs, we.uher, photographic
and communications
personnel and the like.
Into another funnel--the
Flying Training Command-P,o the !lying personnel,
including
r.,ilots, observers,
bomb'lrdiers,
nelvi.c:eltors and acri.rl ,~unners.
Into a third funnel-the
Materiel Command
go plans and specifications for the
ai rcraft and technical cqu ipmcut which the
Air Forces will use. Contracts are drawn,
production
schedules prepared,
inspections
l'erformed
and modi fications made.
The completed
aircraft and equipment
Hows into a pipe marked Proving Ground
Command. Here it is tested in flight.
The resulting
product then splits into
two pipes. Aircraft are flown to their destination by the Air Transport
Command.
Ecluipment is stored in depots by the Air
Service Comm.md and delivered on rcquisition to the using units. Both equipment
and aircraft when in need of repairs or
maintenance
flow back upstream to the Air
Service Command.
The pil": whose funnel is the Materiel
Command
meets the pipe whose funnels

are the Technical
Training
and Flying
Training
Commands
at the schools with
respect to training aircraft and equipment
and at the Ai r Forces with respect to combat ai rcraft and equipment.
The Air Forces in the continental United
States have dual functions. On the eastern,
southern and western coasts they are part
of the defense commands charged with defending the country against attack, but they
also provide the operational
training which
is a necessary prelude to combat. Units are
formed from graduates of the schools and
work together until they arc ready for overseas duties. As occasion requires, units are
detached from these A ir Forces and sent
to the air task forces which arc fighting the
war. This is one step in the formation
of
Air Forces overseas.

To

train the personnel
required for such
'lspects of modern war as the transportation
of airborne infantry, parachute troops and
glider-borne
troops, the Troop Carrier Command was organized. It docs the opcr.u ional
training for this type of unit.
To run the airlines which circle the globe,
carrying personnel
and eCjuipment to theaters of operation, the Ferrying Command
was organized
in 1 () 11. Shortly after the
reorganization
of March 2. its name was
changed to Air Transport
Command.
It
also delivers aircraft from Lldory to field,
whether
that field he located in Chattanooga or Chungking.
It is engage,l in operatin~ the most extensive t ransport.u ion svs
tcmjn
the history of the world.
'
The picture would not be complete without mention
of the units of other arms
:md services on duty with the A rmy Air
Forces. An air task force could not function successfully
without
units and individual personnel drawn from the Corps of
Engineers,
the Orrln.unc
J)q,artment,
the
Quartermaster
Corps, the Signet! Corps, the
Chemical '\\!arfarc: Service .ind the ]\'(i1iLlrY
Police. Cha pl.uns perrOI'm an essential function with all Army units.
More recently
the \\1AACs h.iv« .urivc.] to add their important bit to the toi.i l pictu'T. Sen icc personnel of this character is procured for the
Army Air Forces by the Scnices of SUpl,l)
and is welded into the Armv Air Forces 01'~anizJtion
durin~ the 011er"llional tr.unin«
period. Relation~ het ween these other arn~:
and services and the Anny Air Forces arc
coordinated
at Heaclcjllarters by the Directors of Base Sen' ices, Communiutions
and
Personnel.
These, then, arc the agl'ncies throL/gh
which the Commanding
General, Army Air
Forces, performs his mission of procur inj,
and m'lintaining
equipment
and providing
Air Forces units trained for combat.
It is
obviouxlv
impossible in so brief an article
to do more than paint the broad picture of
organization.
In a vcry real sense this organization has grown from the necessity of
modern
war. Since those necessities
are
constantly changing,
it is not unreason.ihie
to suppose the organization
will also undergo revision from time to time.
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HELICOPTER
is not a coined word or a trade
name. It is as rnuch a part of aviation terminolugy
as, let's say, monoplane or glider. And there are
those who insist that the word helicopter will be
a household [avoritc in the veal'S to come.
Be that as it may, we support this month's cover
picture with two articles and additional
pictures
of the Army Sikorsky Helicopter ~ described as
"the Army's lirst practical and successful
helicopter aircraft." The cover picture shows that craft
standing still in mid-air to take on a passenger
without landing.
Colonel H. F. Gregory of Wright Field will
introduce you (on Page 6) to the Armv Sikorsky
Helicopter. Colonel Gregory, who acted as project
ot!ict'!" for the development
and procurement
of
this "flying windmill,"
reports on the results of
more than ten months of testing the ship and takes
you through the motions of flying it.
This wingless aircraft was delivered from the
factory to Wright Field last May in what was a
helicopter's
lirst cross country flight in the Western Hemisphere.
Not long after its completion
C. L. Morris, the pi lot, recorded the trip while
its dct.uls were still fresh in his memory. Now,
after ten months, his story run be told. The mileby-mile narrative bv ML Morris, full of sidelights
and humor, starts on Page 7.

You

be surprised to hear that in place
of radio equipment another scat has been wedged
into the cockpit of the 1'-38, making it possible for
this single-seater to serve as ,1 transition trainer.
The story of the conversion is tolcl on Page \\) by
Lieutenant
Iohn Truesdell
of the Directorate
of
Fly ing Safety.
MAY

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED in a combat report on
what it means to stay a jump ahea,1 of the enemy
we refer you to the article on Page ,{, \1(1 c vc called
it "\X'hat You Sec Won't Hurt You," and offer
it as practical comment on the important aircraft
recognition
problem. The author is Lieutenant
Charles W. Tribkcn, Jr., a 24-year-old fighter pilot
who recently completed
200 o pcr atioual hours
with the Royal Air Force, first with an Eagle
Squadron in Britain, then with an RAF unit in
Africa. He flew late model P-40Es through the
last hig desert push against Rommel's forces. After
a year and 'I half with the RAF, Lieutenant
Tribken has just been transferred to the Am1\' Air
Forces. This is his first attempt at writiru; for publication and we don't mind s,tying we would be

happy to use rnorc- of the same",
open invitation.

Iibc'r _ That's

an

MOST OLD TIMERS have at one time or other
toyed with the idea (If a n.rvigat ion Sy..;tl'll1 t(l t~ll,i'
all navigation
systems. The instrument
l.ih-. a:
Wright Field are flooded with navigation
in\'vl),
tions of all types, and welcomes more. The job,
explains Colonel Thomas 1. Thurlow, of \X'right
Field, "is to spot the phony systems and to encou rage dcvcloprucnr of the ones that can be Lie-pendell on to hring our pl.ines homc-." Colo!1IJ
Thurlow's
article sholiid help vou recognize the
phony and the good. It begins on Page 8.
MAJOR
JOHN
C. HENRY of the Air TLHlsport Command.
fornu-r \Xfashingto!l newspaperman and president of the \X'hite Hou-«. CorrL'-

spondcnrs
Association, was stationed at tlu. AT(
base in West Africa where Brigadier (;ener,d Patrick Hurley stoppc.] overnight cnrour c to Russia
on a special mission for President Roose\elt.
At
General Hurley's request, Major Henrv joine,l the
party~the
first grollp of foreign observers pe-r
Illined to view action on the Rll'-lsian front. All
account of their obscrv.u ion« was written bv ~[aiut
Henry for At R FORCE. I t appears on P"ge 17,
fLIGHT CONTROL
at first glance looks like
a pretty ornerv looking beast, writes Licutcn.uu
Colonel George C. Price, Director of Flight COl)
trol for the Air Forces, but isn't sucl: a had cr itr,
once you get used to it. Colonel Price cxpl.unwhat he means in an article on Page 12,
THE SOLOMON
ISLANDS haven't been an i,k.l:
spot for a lengt!1\' canol' trip, hut Licutc-n.mr \X'.dlace S. Dinn, Jr., a SOllth"'l'st P'teifie p-i9 I'il"t,
managed it all right. After bailing out of his crippled ship over the So lomon«,
l.icutc-n.mt
Di nn.
with some [ricndlv natives, pad,!Ic,1 to saful L'lgllt
days later. Oh, yes, there was another passenger
a .lap pilot whom they captured en route. LiclI'
tenant Dinn tells about the experience on Page ~ i
CARDBOARD
SPLINTS? Yes, thev form the b.ivifor a nove! combat rirst aid mctho~! originatt',! hI
Major Waltl-r J. Crawford,
March Field, Cd,
fornia, and our line.I (lfl Page ~o in an article h~
Sergeant Max Baird. Major Crawford
is a fligh'
"iur-gcun on h-ave- from the Illcdicd LH.:ult\ (It
Tulane
Univcrs itv. Sergeant
Baird
j", a fOrJl(l',
Kans~ls City newspaperman
.uid 1llag.lzine writ;':

FORMERL Y THE AIR FORCES

NEWS

Am FORCE is printed rnonthlv by authority of Army Air Fmccs
with the .ipproval of the Bure,u: of the Uudgct, Executive Olticeby the {T. S. Armv Ai r Forces at the Am FORCI' Editorial Ollice,
Tel., Ml lrruy H;1l 5-1951: Te!c-tvpe :\:0. NY 1-25:\0; Director,
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with this office has lx-en authorized on matters
tribution of Am FORO' .. Army lield publications
may reprint
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of the President. AIR FORCE is puhli shc.:
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CROSSCOUNIRY
What

Army

Emergency

means to you;

Relief

developments

of the month within

the Army

Air Forces.

"IT'S

NOT just being away from home,"
a sergeant explained the other day. "A
guy expects that in the A rmy. It's wondering whether the family is making out all
right, and if they'll be taken care of if an
emergency comes up."
For some time now we've been hearing
ahout Army Emergency Relief. Radio pro,!.;rams, football
games and stage shows,
we've been told, are giving all or part of
their take to the fund. Dollars. millions of
them. have been pouring in. What happens
to all that dough)
A man c.trne to his local AER office and
explained
he had four sons in the A.rmy.
They had support cd the family. Until their
.rllotrncnts arrived. he needed money to pay
taxes, mortg'lges and interest on the home.
Through AER a loan was granted. the house
s,l\'ed. The money was repaid when the allotment check a rr i vc.],
A wife with an Army husband in Australia had saved clrefully for her b;thy. hut
pl\e hirth to a son two mont hs prematurely.
It meant ',1 lot of extra money for incuhators,
nurses, etc. The AU'. c\ln~ cluickly to the
mother's aid, ~a\e her a check for what she
needed.
'
A young lieutenant with a wife and two
children, who lived up to the limit of his
salary, was suddenly ordered on a mission.
The expenses would he at least a hundred
hucks, and he didn't ha\'e it. The AER supplied him with the cash. and when he returned and collected his per diem, he rep'lid
the loan.
A worried mother, with an eight-year-old
daughter and an Army husband a long way
f rom home, came to the AER for hel p.
Dentist bills for the girl had piled up; gas
an.] electric light hills had to be paid. She
was getting behind and saw no way of catching up, The AER took all her bills. paid
them and put some cash in her pocketbook
to help her get a fresh start.

AllZ
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A private. oiled
home when his wife
gave birth to a child. had saved up S200
for the event, estimated as enough to cover
expenses.
Hut there W'IS trouble--a
Caesarean, blood transfusions,
plenty of complications. The S200 didn't half cover the
expense. The AER stepped in. gave the private the money needed for all the unexpected extras. He went hack to camp a much
happier guy. knowing AER was behind him.
That's not speculation. either. for he wrote
AER a letter of thanks and told them so.
Hundreds of similar cases could be cited.
POl'
A rmy Emergency
Relief means just
what it says relief for military personnel
and their dependents in an emergency-and
it was set up at the instance of the Secretary
of \X! ar for that purpose.
Here's how it
works:
If an Arm)' man or his dependent needs
money he .an go to his nearest AER station
and present his case. He fills out applications --, this is still the Arm)' and there's

sure to be paper work .~- and the case is in\estigated.
If relief is granted. the applicant
i, given a loan. cash grant or relief in kind
(food. clothing, etc.), depending on the na
tu re of the case.
The AER works hand in glove with the
American Red Cross: in fact. it was a ~rant
of a million and a half dollars from th~ Red
Cross that started the hall rolling. And now
it is the Red Cross, through its field represent.u ivcs, that investigates cases coming lo
the attention of the AER.
No funds are solicited by this outfit. It
takes money donated th rouuh benefits and
the like. but no contributiol~s are asked for.
The Red Cross is, in a sense, its sponsor and
the Red Cross will undertake to make up any
deficit.
Of approximately
100 AER stations
in
cities and stations throu!.;hout the country
the Arm)' Air Forces op~r'lted 22) of thell~
as of Fehruary S.
But the Air Force hranch of the AER is in
no sense a separate org,lnization.
A mornber
of the Air Forces may apply for aid at any
station just as ground 'Ind supply men can
apply ,It ,my Air Force <r.u ion.
So if you ha\e le,l;itimale money prohlems we suggest th.u you get to the AER.
That's what it's tor. Un the next page is a
list of the di':isions and suh-di\isions
an.l
the oUicers III ch,u'!.;e of the Air Force
13Lll1ch, Army Lmergellcy Rclict:

l\LlldJ) J913
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Division
AER Officer
1st Air Force, Mitchel Field, N. Y. Major F. Cassidy
2nd Air Force, Spokane, Wash.
Capt. Jack Green
3rd Air Force, Tampa, Fla.
Colonel J. N. Douglas
4th Air Force, San Francisco, Cal. .. Capt. T. Kendall
Air Service Command, Patterson Field, Ohio,
Major Loren Robinson
Air Transport Command, Air Forces Annex

Nat. Airport, Gravelly Pt., Va. Capt. A. Goodman
Dist. of Columbia, 703 Maritime Bldg.,
Lieut. Col. Dudley S. Dean
Flying Training Command, T & P Bldg.,
Fort Worth, Texas
Major Walter Dunham
Gulf Coast Sub-Div., Randolph Field, Tex.,
Major Henry Stein
Southeast Sub-Div., Maxwell Field, Ala.,
Captain F. C. Peck
West Coast Sub-Div., Santa Ana, Calif.,
Captain G. H. Teeple
Materiel Command, Wright Field, Dayton, 0.,
Major John Masner
Tech'l Train'g Command, Knollwood Field, N. C.,
Major H. V. Carson
Sub-Div. No.1, Greensboro, N. C.,
Lieut. John J. Gerlach
Sub-Div. No.2, St. Louis, Mo.
Capt. E. R. Elbel
Sub-Dlv. No.3, Tulsa, Okla.
Capt. Earl Knighton
Sub-Div. No.4, Denver, Colo. Capt. C. Goldsbury
Sub-Div , No.5, Miami Beach, Fla. Lieut. C. Linden
Troop Carrier Command, Stout Field,
Indianapolis, Ind. Capt. O. l. Heath
AIR

FORCES AID

SOCIETY

THERE is, within the Air Forces, another
agency called the Army Air Forces Aid Society. This is solely Air Force, and not an
emergency fund. In fact, the fund will not
be used until after the war. Then its function will be to assist Air Force personnel
and their families in rehabilitating themselves in regard to education, employment,
financial aid, etc.
The Aid Society is building up a trust
fund from voluntary gifts and contributions
which it is allowed to accept although no
solicitation of funds can be made at the
present time. A number of writers, for instance, have assigned their payor royalties
to the society.
A Memorial Division has been created
within the Aid Society which makes it possible for those wishing to make a contribution in memory of a friend or relative to
send a sum of money, in lieu of flowers, to
the society's trust fund. Any gift, however
small, may be sent to the Society, which in
turn will forward a card, bearing the donor's
name, to the bereaved widow or family, explaining that a sum (amount undisclosed)
has been contributed to the trust fund in
memory of the deceased friend. This memorial will be perpetuated on the official rolls
of the Society. These contributions will become part of the fund established to aid and
assist Air Forces personnel and their dependents in distress after the war is over.
Voluntary donations may be sent to the
Army Air Forces Aid Society, Inc., Room
703 Maritime Building, Washington, D. C.
WEATHER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

TH!o Weather Training School of the Air
Forces has been expanded and relocated at
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Under jurisdiction of the Technical Training Command,
the school was formerly operated on a
smaller scale at Chanute Field, Illinois.
To qualify for the school students must
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have completed two years of college training and at least one year of college physics.
After nine months' training, students qualify for commissions as second lieutenants.
A new course, not before offered, will
qualify a number of cadets as Aviation
Meteorology Cadet Instructors, who will be
assigned as second lieutenants to flying
schools to instruct flying officers in meteorology.
NEW

AIR

FORet

AWARD

II' TAKESa lot of drivers and automotive
mechanics to keep the expanding Air Forces
going. And now this assignment has been
recognized. A silver badge for vehicle
drivers and mechanics is now in production and ready for distribution. Each qua lified vehicle driver and mechanic in an or-

WAR DEPARTMENT
Men and Women
States:

of the Army of the United

Maintenance
of trucks, tanks and all the
vehicles of war at a high standard
of performance is as important to the success of
the Army as the physical fitness of its personnel.
The Army supervises programs
to insure
the continuing health of its men and women.
Maintenance
of the same degree of perfection in vehicles depends scjuarely upon their
crews.
Whether you are in a training camp in the
United States or in the forward line of a
combat area, "readiness for battle" must be
the standard
by which you judge the condition of this equipment which has been entrusted to your care.
The whole long chain of production
and
supply-from
assembly at the factory to delivery on a distant shore-is
severed if a
vehicle's high perfection is permitted to deteriorate through lack of responsible care.
I call on every man and woman serving
with the Army of the United States to unite
in a campaign
of preventive
maintenance
designed to abolish the menace of mechanical failures and to get the most from the fine
machines which industry has provided.
This is your responsibility.
I depend upon
you to see it through.

'7'~7. ..~
ganization of the Army Air Forces, who is
regularly assigned to duty in the capacity of
driver, assistant driver or automotive mechanic, will be awarded a badge with an appropriate bar indicating the specific individual qualifications.
To qualify for an award a driver must:
(1) Pass aptitude test and standard driver's
qualification tests (practical and written) as
prescribed by FM-25-10 for wheeled vehicles or FM-1 7-5 for track-laying vehicles.
(2) Perform duty for a minimum of three
months as a driver or assistant driver of an
Army vehicle without traffic violations and
with an accident-free record and a rating of
"excellent." (3) Be assigned to duty as a
driver or assistant driver of a vehicle. (4)
Have not had award revoked for cause duro

109 the previous six months. To qualify
{or an award an automotive mechanic
must: (1) Complete a standard vehicle
mechanic's course with a rating of "skilled"
or have sufficient
previous experience
8_S an automotive
mechanic to justify
a skilled rating. (2) Perform duty for a
minimum of three months as an automotive
mechanic, second echelon or higher, with a
rating of "excellent." (3) Be assigned to
duty as an automotive mechanic, second
echelon or higher. (1) Have not had award
revoked for cause during previous six
months.
Distribution of awards will be In accordance with \'V. D. Circular 218.
MISSING

PARACHUTE

BASE OPERATIONS at the New Orleans
Army Air Base reports a parachute missing
and requests that Air Force organizations
inventory parachutes at their stations. If
Type S-l No. 39-2834 chute is located, it
is requested that it be returned to the SubDepot Supply Officer, 48th Sub-Depot,
Kelly Field, Texas.
FORBIDDEN

FRUIT

IN THE December issue we devoted an
article to the boys who insist on weanng
military uniforms despite the fact they're
not in the service. We've been asked to add
that women--wives, sweethearts, mothers,
sisters--are also offenders in their wearing
of military insignia, and that Air Force
wings and lapel buttons too often assume
the status of fraternity pins.
It seems that the Jaw applies to the ladies
as well as the men in prescribing a fine up
to $300 and/or imprisonment for any person not an officer or enlisted man of the
armed forces convicted of wearing the duly
prescribed uniform "or any distinctive part
of such uniform."
BOMBARDMENT

ON

DISPLAY

A PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBIT, graphically
showing the devastation wrought by bombers of the Royal Air Force on industrial
areas and transportation centers in Axiscontrolled cities of Europe, has been on display recently at the War Department in
Washington.
The scenes were recorded by RAF photoreconnaissance planes, sometimes within a
few hours after big raids. Shown in unusual detail is the devastation at Lubeck,
Bremen and Osnabruck; the shambles left
by block-busters and incendiaries at Wi 1helmshaven, Dusseldorf and Cologne, and
the damage done at several French and
Italian ports.
Squadron Leader G. A. Morris, chief of
photographic interpretation for the RAF
Bomber Command, accompanied the exhibit
to Washington. He explained that its primary purpose was to show the expediency
of attacking production at its source, rather
than wai ting to destroy the weapons of war
after they had reached the battlefronts.
-THE EDITOR.
AIR FORCE,March, 1943

The writer of this letter is a member of an
AAF fighter group in
the New Caledonia
area.
His father is
Lt. Col. Thomas G.
Lanphier,
Chief of
the North American
Theater for Air, Military Intelligence, G-2.
December,
Mother

1942.

and Dad:

Still in the pink and finding the time
passes quickly at last. Back in ~after
we'd attained a certain ability and experience we all felt we were marking timeand wasting time.
Up here we are doing what we've heen
trained all this while to do--and
in the
short week we've been here we've helped
the cause no little. You're doubtless reading of our daily efforts in the line-I've
gotten in fourteen hours of combat in the
air---not all of that is fighting of course,
most of it is getting to and fro. We are no
longer outnumbered
and poorly equipped
-we're
well set up and have lots of company.
It's the same old story it has been in
other wars-some
few of the lads have too
much imagination
and aren't of much use
but the great majority
go at it hell-forleather, which is best. Our opposition can't
seem to cope with aggression-we've
been
quite successful in bulling right into them
and scattering them to the four winds.
Things are much better all around here
-than
they used to be. Living conditions
are halfway decent and we get enough rest
now that we aren't harassed the way they
used to be here.
We are, of course, fighting a different
sort of war than are the men in the trenches
--and
the effects (whatever
they're supposed to be) of battle don't show on the
pilots the way they do on the foot soldiers.
Our flying units are pretty much the
same thing a fraternity house used to be~
all young men, few of these the grim and
"hard
bitten"
characters
Time loves to
depict. Most of the flyers here have been
my cohorts, on and off, since we left the
Statcs-i--a lot of them I went to school with,
back in training days.
We lose a boy now and then but it's
rare that a pilot fails to get back to our
base, even when shot down. Things move
AIR FORCE, Marcb,
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pretty swiftly and we don't seem to feel the
concern we might feel at other times wren one of them fails to return. Can't
afford to, I guess.
The thing that impresses me is the way
almost all of our pilots- -the loud ones and
the quiet ones, the hard ones and the soft
ones--stick
together
when it gets rough
upstairs. That's our saving factor and one
the other people don't utilize very much.
We stick together and work together and
it pays dividends.
I've been flying in front of four and
eight men on all my flights--I
worried at
first about the responsibility
but things have
worked out so that we've all come back
from every flight.-and
did a lot of damage
to the other team while at it-so
I don't
fret about it much anymore. I destroyed
two planes on the ground the other day.
They don't count on the "record"
as victories v-but they'll never fly again which is
what counts. All the business about "how
many Japs did so and so get"~is
pretty
much nonsense.
There are men here who'll have hundreds of hours in combat-good
men, the
best--who
only have one or two Nip planes
to their credit. But God only knows how
many guns they've wiped out strafing, how
many ships they've sunk dive bornhing->
how far and how well they've led their
men out and hack safely. Some seem to have
the good fortune to find opposition and get
a good crack at them-others
fly for hours
and never get a shot.
I, and the people with me, seem to have
the knack of finding exciternent-i-two
of
us have planes shot down to our credit and
the whole outfit has played hell on several
occasions with the Nip cause.
The types of flying and fighting we're
doing are myriad-some
of it things never
dreamed of in training schools or home
guard squadrons
and a pilot girded for a
flight is a sight to see. There is no distinguishing
uniform-everyone
wears what
best suits him-but
all wear enough to
cover them from head to foot-tropical
heat regardless--in
case of fire.
A helmet and goggles, a radio headset,
an oxygen mask, a throat mike, a life vest,
a parachute
(in which every kind of first
aid and emergency ration is stored somehow), a hunting knife, a gun in a shoulder

strap (for comfort in the cramped cockpit ) ,
a watch, dog tags, heavy shoes, gloves,
pockets full of miscellaneous
items and
coins (for largesse to natives;
in case of
emergency the natives will help unbelievably for a shilling or less).
My uniform aground is a fatigue hat~
fatigue jacket and trousers and a canteen-we must drink close to a gallon of water
per man per day. Baths are scarce but drinking water is everywhere--and
has to he.
Salt tablets every hour are routine-s-vitamin
and atebrine pills a daily dose and effective too. We all feci better here than we
did in -----,
lassitude got us there soon
after we arrived. Doing nothing, day after
day-s-as
we were there~is
the hardest
thing of all to endure.
We're actually "eager" ~as they say here
-and
are going at the business hard and
fast. I don't know how we'll feel a. month
from now~but
along about then we should
be pulling out for a rest (that's the policy
here now j-v-so it shouldn't be bad.
If Charles gets down here he'll be in
rare company-i-the
marine pilots are really
good--and
fine fellows.
They're
dead Iy
shots-v-thev've
had hours of practice the
Army somehow hasn't rnanajjed to give its
pilots. Most start off with a bang and keep
it up~most
Army pilots have to learn
their shooting
in combat. They catch on
quickly, but they ought to have the practice
before they get here- -as do the Marines.
I expect a couple of turns up here- -an
interval of rest between them-and
then
home! ! !! I don't imagine
they'll let us
stay in the States forever-when
we do get
home--but
a few months is all any of us
ask.
I sometimes wonder if people well established
at home fully appreciate
what
they have. The one thing above all else
that every man out here longs for-is
a
sight of home and the ones he loves.
I feel, now, that I'm earning my chance
to go home. However long they keep me
here is all right-things
are being accomplished here and there's a feeling of getting
a job done throughout.
I want yOll all to know that I'm well and
well fortified to fight my little corner of
the war.
My love to you all.
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The author of the accompanying
his kite ofter
a mission
over

article leaves
EI Alamein •

...

Combat horse sense from
a P-40 pilot who fought
with the RAF during the
big push in North Africa.

flew at 11.000 feet as high
cover to Borax squadron,
flying just
below us with the Wing Commander
\cellling. Dust and haze had made it thick all
the way up to [0,000 feet and we felt better as we climbed to 15,000. Our silhouettes
would not stand out so prominently
against
the soup below.
As we neared the bomb line five tiny dots
suddenly
broke the haze way off to our
right
"Borax and Hypo Squadrons.
five
10')s at 3: 00 o'clock below. Let's keep ou r
eyes on them,"
called the Wing
Commander. There was going to be trouble this
tri 1', we thought;
they're coming up too
early. Oh well, easy come, easy go. Our

H

YPO SQUAD
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weaving changed from a regular pattern to
a violent and shifty motion and we bit large
washers out of our parachutes.
As the !O')s climbed up and around in
b'lck of us they became more diffIcult to
see. They changed from tiny black dots
avainst the haze to tiny light blue specks,
a~d then finally disappear'ed
into the sun
al.out 3,000 feet above. We knew of thci I'
presence there only from the occasional flash
of the sun reflecting off thci I' perspex.
"All right, boys, they're in the sun now.
They'll be coming down. Hypo top CO\CL
Be ready I"
We went on toward the target. They
were there, we knew, even though
we

couldn't see them. Just as we arri\'ed at the
motor transport
ronrcnrr.it ion we were to
bomb, five or six more tiny blue dots appeared overhead and down su n f rom us.
They came in closer an.] we S:IW them dip
their wings as they watched our movcrnr-nrs.
"Ach, Herman,"
their leader was probably s:lying, "A Hurricane Ilart)' I This will
be easy meat It iss m)' turn first"
The Hun has taken a long while to
realize the sting a P-40 carries~ He comes
down on what he thinks is a Hurricane and
then when he gets shot down he swears it
was a Spitfire that did it.
"There's
fi\'e, six more above at 1:' '00
o'clock,"
says the
\X!ing
C:0111n1;\n,ler.
AIR
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"Hypo Squadron. stay above as top cover.
Borax squadron peel off and bomb I Going
down!"
We stayed above and watched the 109s
more carefully than ever. As Borax squadron went down the 109s became more
noticeably
excited. Two of the down-sun
party detached themselves and made a feint
after the tail men of Borax as they were
bombing.
"Two
coming
down
on you, Borax
green," said our squadron leader. "They're
O.K.!"
called the Wing e.O. who had already pulled out of his dive and was climbing b;lCk up to us. "Don't go after them!"
The other
four that were down-sun
started to come down on our top section.
Coming down on you Hypo top I Get
ready Turn about' And as they turned the
other Huns came down from the sun. We in
the bottom section had not turned,however, and we met them head-on. When they
saw that we were prepared
for them they
continued straight down. Someone had put
in a lucky burst and a 109 was trailing
smoke. Everything was a shambles now. Just
a cloud of aircraft whirlil\~ around. We in
the top cover had jettisoned our bombs as
we were attacked. The Wing Commander
(alkd. wa~l!;lcd his winl!;s. and we re-formed
and went 'I;ome. We atl had enjoyed it and
no one had picked up a scratch.
That describes a more or less typical mission in the desert. It was moderately successful, because even though we were attacked
we managed to get at least half our bombs
on the objective and the other half might
also have done a little damage. We were
I

Even the Squadron
leader
sometimes
was caught
unawares.
Note the scars left by a 20 mm. cannan
shell
and
machine
gun
bullets
(holes
circled).

not out to shoot down the enemy, but we
had probably destroyed one with no loss to
ourselves.
It might not sound very brave or daring,
but from long experience we had found that
the "brave and daring" man may be missing
after a few shows. He runs off after the
Hun and finds himself in a most embarrassing, out-numbered
position, and if he
does manage to return he is pretty well
holed up and much less daring.
I have tried to illustrate what a show is
like and what you may expect to sec. The
Hun is always 2,000 feet or so above. The
German and Italian fighters can out-climb
you. But they cannot out-dive or out-rnaneuvcr the poLiO. So you must make them fight
where your superior characteristics
will be
put to use. Allied fighters depend on various
types of defensive
formations
and have
achieved great success with them.
note that the entire success of this
operation depended upon the fact that we
saw and knew ex.utly what the Hun was
doing all the time. If he had been able to
catch us unawares, we would have been attacked and broken up with losses long before we reached our objective. However, he
knew that we knew he was there and, as a
result, we made him play his best stratr:gy
and still he failed. All because the Wing
Commander
and the sljuad ron knew what
PLFASI'
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See him before
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he attacks ~ This

unnot

BY THE AUTHOR

Inspecting
a Stuka
left behind
by the
retreating
Germans.
Such
planes
are
used to bring
up supplies
from the rear.

be stressed enongh. The man who gets shot
down is the man who goes out on mission
after mission and sees nothing, or only half
of what is going on. He leads a happy life
because he never realizes his danger. Perhaps he's watching a good tank battle on
the ground or a pretty peasant girl milking
a cow (and she waved to him v-ho«: sweet),
But he missed the fact that Emil and Heinrich and Ludwig arc up above him arguing
to beat hell as to who should have the first
crack. (Emil has had first chance for two
times running and it isn't fair.)
If he should be lucky and manage to get
shot down on the right side of the lines
he'll say, "Well,
the first thing I knew
there was some white stuff going past my
wings and then I was on fi re and so I
jumped out. Can't I get a flying boot for
that? I walked a mile before I was picked
up." By this time his commanding
ofJicer
is fuming to himself. ("Why the hell did you
get shot down and why the hell did yOLI
bother to come back at a ll ? Who c.in I push
this guy onto)")
But, being a kine! hearted
soul, he il1ljuires to see if there isn't some
scratch or a broken fingernail that the M.O.
can use as an excuse to put our hero in the
hospital for a month or so.
What are you going to see) Not a greJt
deal. Four or live very tiny blue or bLlck
dols, in sort of a rouuh line astern or more
probably (and you ;ully shake when you
see this) just as a Hash in the area of the
sun. They're
up there and they see you'
Recognize them as Huns even though you
don't see their wing tips or tail or spinner.
In Africa aU Allied
(Continued on Page 32)
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THE ARMY'S
WRIGHT

F

LYING a designer's
dream plane on its
first flight is a thrill that only GlI1 he
eclipsed by flying a designer's "freak", such
as the Army's f rst successful helicopter,
through its official flight tests.
It was the privilege of the author to act
as project officer for the development
and
procurement
of the Army's first practical
and successful hel icopter ai rcraft---a freak
that may revolutionize design of the civilian
"taxi-plane"
of the future.
Nine months ago this wingless craft, after
a cross-country flight from the Sikorsky plant
at Stratford,
Connecticut,
parked itself in
front of the Wright Field operations tower,
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not on the line with other aircraft, but
hanging 25 feet above the concrete apron.
Then, upon 'receiving clearance to land, the
Army Sikorsky Helicopter
dropped gently
-and
vertically-- -to the ground.
Since that Sunday on May 18, 1912, the
flying windmill
has gone through
eight
months of flight testing, demonstration
and
pilot training at Wright Field. As a result,
more of them are schedu led to be built for
service testing under field conditions.
The hel icopter has emerged from the experimental
stage and is ready for the tests
that may prove it to be capable of performing a great variety of military missions.

This new aircraft can't attain the speed
of a P--17 and it can't carry the load of a
Fortress or a Commando.
But it can do
many things that a liaison plane cannot do.
The helicopter will rise or descend vertically; it will fly forward,
backward
and
sideways, it will spin around on its vertical
axis like a top. It will hover motionless in
the air at its vertical ceiling or a few feet
above the ground;
it will land on a platform 20 feet square.
During test flights, the helicopter
time
after time defied the impossible.
In one
cross-country
trip the visibility dropped to
less than one-half
(Continued on Page 29)
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By C. L. MORRIS
The conventional model of the helicopter, piloted
by its developer,
flies low over a Connecticut
meadow
with the Army's new model in the
background.
Note that the Army version has an
enclosed
cockpit
and fully-covered
fuselage.
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TEST PILOT,
UNITED

SIKORSKY

AIRCRAFT

THIS
is tbc cbroulcle of a neu ern'» birtb.
IIII'd" u-riitc» ill [uire, 1942, u-be» co nrp.traIi rely few !leople kllt'w the 1IIeelllillX o] Ibe
!I'ord "helicopter:"
j\-L/ilY heli copt-rs b.rt:«
bee» buiit, but tron e wJlld be collJidercd JJI(CCJJjll1 u nti] 1937 ubeu tlre cr.t]! deJiXllcd
by Proj cssor Facl;c ill Cemlt/ilY (/Jtolillded
the world hy flyillg illJide a croudrd spo rt s
p.t],«:«. Liule b(/J beer: bedrd of tbe Germ.:»
shi!l durillg tbe l.ist three years, hut in 19.39
Igor SikorJkv. ill tbe Uililed St.u cs, undertook 10 dez,elo!l a belico picr tl!ollg quite dif[ere at lhres, III 1940 tbiJ cru]: U'./[ d cm o nst1'dted /7Ilh!icly for the firJt ti m e . In 1941
Air. Sikonky
broke tbe offic;aI ;lltt'J'II.It;Olhd
«nd nr.ttrre recOfdJ [or belico!,lo-J.
F;Il,dly,
ill 1942. tbe fint U. S.. -11'111)' htliw!lla
!I'dS
delirend.
This is the story o] th,1t dclil'ery
Iligbt.

story begins on May 13, 1942, in a
little triangular
meadow close to the
Sikorsky Aircraft factory in Stratford, Connecticut.
It was a bright morning, slightly
on the warm side, with a gentle spring
breeze barely stirring
the leaves of the
stately
elms
that
bordered
the
field.
Grouped along the road were a couple of
dozen workers from the plant. Their interest was focused on the aircraft in which I
sat, making final arrangements
to take otf
on the first cross-country helicopter flight in
the Western Hemisphere,
and the world's
first delivery flight of a helicopter, as far as
we know. It was a flight in which records
were destined to be broken----but the records
would not be recorded because we were
forced to cloak this occasion in secrecy.
I sat inside the blunt-nosed
cabin, reading the instruments that would tell me when
all was ready, arranging
maps and parachute harness, and watching the rotor flicking overhead in powerful rhythm.
Several of my friends drifted out of the
crowd and stuck a farewell hand in the open
window.
Mr. Sikorsky stood nearby, nervously chewing at the corner of his mouth.
H is keen eves flashed from under the fami liar gray fedora as they searched every detail of the craft to detect any sign of flaw
that might develop.
I knew on this May morning
that his
vision would be doubly sharp. Mr. Sikorsky
was not wholly convinced of the wisdom of
this flight; he felt that this "first-of-the-
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Completing the delivery of the Army's helicopter.
Colonel Gregory,
author of the article on the
opposite
page, greets Mr. Sikorsky at Wright
Field. Mr. Orville Wright grins with approval.
In the photo below, Mr. Sikorsky carries on a
telephone conversation with the occupants of the
helicopter while the aircraft hovers in the air.
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type" should be handled with kid gloves
and be delivered to Dayton by higway truck,
thus eliminating
the potential hazards of a
cross-country
Hight in a totally novel type
of ai rcrafr that had had less than twenty
flying hours since its wheels first left the
ground.
It is understandable,
therefore, that I experienced calm reassurance when Mr. Sikorsky walked quirk ly to the ship, thrust out
his hand and said, "Well, Les, today yOll are
making history!"
The engine labored and roared its CITScendo as I pu lled upward on the pitch control to rise off the ground. The shi p lifted
vertically to ten or fifteen feet; then I eased
forward on the stick and we started off ,ICroSS
the field. Sweeping in a gentle circle, we
swooped low over the dump of upturned
faces and waving hands-then
on mer the
factory in an easy climb to 1,500 feet.
An automobile
with a large yellow dot
painted on its roof was already speeding out
of the factory gate. That car was to be my
shadow for five days. In it were Bob Labcnsky, the project engineer who had cast his
lot with the penniless Sikorsky of nineteen
years ago; Ralph Alex, his assistant, who
had labored endless days and nights to bring
this craft to Hying condition; Adolph Plenefisch, shop foreman, who had all but lived
with the Sikorsky helicopter since the fi rst
nerve-wracking
Hights in 19)9;
and Ed
Beatty, transportation
chief, who had elected
himself to be the driver.
I quickly lost them in the elm-tunnels
of
Stratford,
but my maps were marked with
the exact route they would take, so I followed it closely, always ready to land in
some little field beside the road should the
slightest thing go wrong. They would see
me as they drove by, and delays would be
minimized.
Danbury
came in sight a little behind
schedule. I was Hying at 2,000 feet now
because the land was rising. At that altitude
a moderate headwind was slowing my speed.
Sixty miles an hour h,ld been chosen as the
best cruising air speed for the flight-easy
on both ship and pilot. A fifteen-mile headwind made a big
(Continued on Page 38)
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devices, intended by their inventors
to eliminate all mechanical and human
errors in navigating the skyways, arc sparkin" the research of the instrument
Iaborato~ies at Wright Field,
Never satisfied with the "best," laboratory
technicians
continually
examine
and test
::ach new device submitted, regardless of the
experience of the inventor. Although hundreds arc discarded,
some few are proved
practical by the triple-standard
of accuracy,
economy and speed of operation.
In this sifting process many superficially
"perfect"
devices turn out to be absolute
duds for combat flying where the navigator
must make his computations
under extremely difficult conditions. Wright Field's
job is to spot the phony systems and to encourage development
of the ones that can
be depended upon to bring our planes home.
Despite
the intricacies
of this mathematical science, it is encouraging
to note
that some of the most promising
improve-
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ments in devices to aid navigators are being submitted by non-navigators.
Recently
a synchronous groLll1d speed meter was developed by an officer of the Medical Corps
and, of the many hundreds that have been
submitted,
his is the only one that has
proved to be novel in working principle.
As soon as installation of another device
-which
determines altitude above the terrain-is
completed
in more ai rplancs, the
medico's synchronous
ground speed meter
will be put throuuh the final tests that may
prove it to be practical.
The mechanical devices for the reduction
of observations
comprise
a group
that
primarily attracts the inventive prowess of
non-nnviuators.
Because only geometry and
common sense are involved, the ambitious
would-be navig:ltors frequently slip into ruts
that brand their instruments
as "phonies."
The geometry of the inventor often breaks
down in making computations;
sometimes
he founders on the problems of "scale";

WRIGHT

FIELD

invariably his enthusiasm for his own creation tempts him to make out laudi-h .Lurns
as to the speed and accuracy possible with
the device.
Such people usually have just discovered
navigation- --yet, all of the devices they propose can be seen in any museum
of
astronomy.
What an amateur proposes as a new and
original short-cut method often is found to
be a system previously tried and rejected.
Some of the new proposals arc sound for
training and for certain types of flying conditions.
The only systems
that can be
adopted, however, arc those th.it serve the
navigator under all flight conditions, those
that require less than four minutes of computation, and those that can be economically
constructed.
installed and maintained.
All devices using arcs to represent
the
various circles, celestial and terrestrial
(involved in the reduct ion of sights),
arc essentially alike in principle. Such an instruAIR
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merit is pictured on Page 33. The navigator
tyro or old-timer, who has not toyed with the
idea of designing and constructing a simpler
and better device for the solution of the oftmet wind triangle, for the plotting of lines
of position, or for the reduction of celestial
observations.
is indeed much harder to find
than Dio ccncs' "Honest
Man." In many
cases. the"navigator
whittles his pet device
from a sheet of celluloid or a piece of brass,
ronvinr cd that his invention
will end all
nuvi {'ation devices. He then begins his crusade'~o gather converts.
Despite the flood of such inventions, the
Materiel Center at Wright Field welcomes
the steady stream of proposals.
Althou vh
hundreds of de\'ices arc screened, the v.iluc
of the few devices that have practical fc~ltures compensate
many times over for the
dTort expended
to uncover them, In addition to tangihle
developments,
new ideas
.m.] new methods proposed serve as stirnul.uus for the extensive research continually
[-'ein? carried out in the laboratories.
Na\igeltion,
as an ancient art, has attracted the attention and thought of countless thousands
for ccntu rics. Because the
field has heen so extensively exploited,
innovations
do not appear with greelt frecjuency. However,
they appear. The Air
Almanac is an outstanding
example.
TH!o Air Almanac is believed to be one of
the greatest contrihutions
to 11a\'igation in
several decades. It has transformed
celestial
navigation from a very painful art to a ncar
painless one. It has popularized
the lunar
ohserv'ltion--rarely
attempted
before appearance of the publication.
It has made the
daylight fix hy two bodies possible during
those portions of the month when the moon
is visible and well located.
Synchronous ground speed meters, which
are proposed every week, may vary in external appearance but in principle they are
as alike as peas in a pod. Yet, it took a
non-navigator,
the medical officer previously
mentioned,
to develop an instrument
with
a new working principle.
In the design of devices for the solution
of the wind triangle, wind star problems,
or of equipment
for line of position or
other plotting, there arc few pitfalls to he
encountered.
Hence computers and plotting
equipment
of every conceivable
type are
submitted
in astronomical
numbers.
The
criteria for acceptance must be based upon
many factors; for instance, the curves of
cost vs. utility are of primary importance.
More than 100,000 of the standard E-6B
dead reckoning computers
have been purchased and adopted for general usc in the
service and navigation
schools. To change
the type would involve a change in the
navigation
school curriculum,
the junking
of the present instrument,
the writing of
Specifications
and Technical
Orders covering the new device, the initiation of procurement of the new computer, and, most
serious of al L a time delay of many months
in getting the device into production
and
delivered
to service units. Therefore.
the
new computer
must be so completely
suAIR FORCE, Marcb,
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The trick devices get a
thorough testing but almost
all fall short of high Air
Force standards.

perior to present equipment
that it would
render the device it supersedes obsolete hefore it could be adopted to replace the satisfactory computer already being used.
Inventors who develop drift and ground
speed meters other than the visual type run
into trouble in a hig hurry. Two such types
arc the integrating
accelerometer
and those
devices which attempt to utilize the vertical
component of the earth's ma,gnetic Jield.
To dcrcrmine ground-speed
and drift hy
integr.ltinl! the horizontal accelerations
encountered
by an aircraft in flight, the inventor must succeed in construction
of an
accelerometer that will measure all .iccc lcr.itions, from the most minute to the most
violent. To date none have been constructed.
Acce!c:utions
must he measured
with almost proh.bit ive exactness because the error
in the final computation
--ground speed il (l11111I1,llire. Since only horizontal accderat ions r.in be used, the device also must he
gyro-stahilizcd.
However, when an arcclcrations occurs, the accelerometer becomes unbalanccd and processes the gyro upon which
it is mounted
until the horizontal
component
is no longcr being measured.
In
addition
to the foregoing
difliculties,
accelerations
must be integratcd
instantancously-or
with an invariable
lag. Electric
motors, watt-hour-meters
and similar devices are impractical because of the inertia
of their rotating parts. Assuming that all
of the other difficulties can be overcome,
how then is instantaneous
continuous
integrating to be accomplished?

AAF Type G-I Astro-Compass

Many proposals have been submitted
to
determine ground speed by measuring
the
charge produced in a horizontal
conductor
moved th rough the earth's magnetic field
(using
the vertical component
thereof).
The theory is that "lines of force arc cut
and therefore a charge is produced in the
conductor" ; hence "measure the charge and
there is the ground speed."
To astound the inventor of this type of
ground speed device (and the reader alike),
it can be stated that "there are no lincs of
force to cut." Such a statement deserves an
explanation.

11'

is ai'reed that the earth's magnetic fidd
in a sn~~t11cube is uniform. Let it then be
stated that the well-known
"Iincs of force"
do not exist at all but arc used as a COIlrcurcn! '1I1,l!og)' to show the "direction"
or
"How" of a perfectly
uniform
magnetic
fidel, and to ofTer an cx pl.mat ion of what
happens when a conductor moves through
it. Thus the earth's fidd is likened to a
small cube of sea water which is entirely
uniform
hut has a (lU~llity of "direction"
which we in.lir.uc hy "lines of force." Now,
if no lines of force are cut, why then is a
current induced in a loop rotated in the
earth's field) The answer to this question
conforms entirely to physical realities: "The
current induced is due entirely to the l'{/r)ation 0/ tbc ,1I11011l1t 0/ jllIX (with due rcgard to 'direction')
enclosed by the loop,
which variation
results from the rotation
of the loop." Thus. the induction is due to
a cJ,'lIlge ill jllIX demit)'
in the loop and
not to the cutting of lines of force. Furthermore, since there is no alteration
of flux
density when a single conductor or a nO/Irotating
loop is moved through a uniform
field (such as the earth's),
no charge or
current is generated.
The lines-of-force
advocate admits that
no current is generated in a translated, nonrotating
loop, maintaining
that opposing
e.rn.L's counteract each other. His opponent
argues that there is no change of flux density
and hence no current generated.
Both agree
in regard to the final result in the case of
the loop. They disagree in regard to the
single conductor,
one maintaining
that a
charge is developed and the other that one
is not. When an attempt is made to measure
the charge, the circuit is closed, the conductor becomes a loop and there is no current flow, as both contestants have agreed.
Hence, no ground speed.
Perhaps some of the above argument
is
sacrilege. It illustrates,
however,
that the
inventor proposing to use the earth's magnetic field must tread on solid ground as far
as fundamental
physical conceptions
are
concerned.
In other types of non-visual
ground speed meters the inventor is quite
likely to fmd himself involved in a morass
of mechanics. This is especially true when
gyros are involved. Very frequently the designers of the "arc" group of instruments
become so thoroughly
involved
in their
celestial and terrestrial
geometry
and so
confused thereby that they eventually claim
a fix from one ob(Continued on Page 33)
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RIDING A BOLT
OF LIGHTNING
\

By LIEUT. JOHN
DIRECTORATE

in the speedy P-38
Pis the latest riding
wrinkle being sponsored by
IGGY-BACK

the Directorate of Flying Safety for our air
cadets.
The term piggy-back applies to a new
two-seat arrangement in the small singleseat cockpit of the 38. With this conversion, the extra rider sits above and close behind the pilot and actually looks like he's
riding piggy-back on the pilot's shoulders.
Take it from one who has had his first
passenger piggy-back ride in a P- 38-it
really looks good. It's one thing to spend
a day with the Lockheed engineers listening
to performance data, but it's another thing
to wedge into the capsule cockpit of the 38
with a headful of figures and to feel those
figures with the seat of your pants.
This P-38 conversion, however, has
earned its flying spurs for a far better reason
than to prove that the ship is one of our
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finest air weapons. Riding piggy-back with
a pilot who fully understands and can demonstrate the abilities of this fast fighter, the
cadet can learn more in an hour's ride than
he might in months of experimenting while
flying the po 38 solo. He actually has the
composite of all the experiences of the Lockheed test pilots and test engineers who lived,
dreamed and rode with the ship from the
drawing board on up.
Soon the Air Forces will have a number
of P-38 piggy-back conversions-first
to
check out flight instructors, and then for
flight instructors to check out cadets before
they graduate to this fighter.
In this piggy-back program for the P- 38,
and for other single seater fighters as well,
the Directorate of Flying Safety sees not
only the possibility of a speed-up in turning out the finest fighter pilots in the world,
but a most effective psychological weapon

to combat the wild and wooly tales you
sometimes hear about our new fighters.
This simple method of achieving pilot
ilc<.juaintanceship with a single-seater plane
had a very basic beginning. It all started one
afternoon early last August when Milo
Burcham, Chief Engineering Test Pilot at
Lockheed, was removing the radio from the
shelf behind the pilot's seat of a po 38.
Burcham decided a small to medium-sized
man could conceivably wedge himself on
that shelf, and he discussed its possibiliy
with Rudy Thoren, Lockheed's Chief Flight
Test Engineer. Now, Rudy is six feet two
inches without stretching and for the first
time in his life he regretted his height. At
any rate, he and Milo soon were giving a
careful eye to that small space in the P- 38's
cockpit d~signed for a radio rather than a
rangy engineer.
Rudy made up his mind that if a road
AIR FORCE,
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map could fold so could he, and he was
soon back at his drawing board designing
a plywood
seat and pocket -size desk; he
managed to save enough cockpit space for
all the known engineering
instruments
as
well as several more that had been in the
back of his mind for some time.
Rudy
was the first piggy-back
passenger,
with
Milo putting the ship through every possible maneuver while this elongated
flying
engineer managed to divide his mental capabilities evenly between dozens of test instruments and keep his lunch inside him.
This original trip evolved into daily flights
and the highly guarded
Ii rst piggy-back
P-38 went to work as a complete flying engineering laboratory.
These sorties for aerodynamic
science
went on and up until finally Rudy and
Milo were nipping
along at well above
30,000 feet, recording
new performance
figures. This test pilot and engineer continued their flights until they knew the P- 38
from A to Z.
The Directorate
of Flying Safety entered the picture in the persons of Lieutenant Colonel \X!arren Carey, Commanding Officer of the Sixth Regional
Safety
Office, and Lieutenant
Colonel Charles H.
Hastings, Jr. Reluctant to share the credit
for visualizing the possibilities of pilot indoctrination
with
the piggy-back
P- 38,

Colonels Carey and Hastings insist that the
idea "simply evolved" between Lockheed's
Milo Burcham, themselves and progressive
Commanding
Officers who were approached.
The credit-reluctant
Lockheed gang and the
Air Force officers do agree that if it hadn't
been for Major General Barney Giles, commanding the Fourth Air Force, piggy-back
pilot training might be just another good
idea that never saw the light of day.
M:\TTERN, another Lockheed Test
Pilot, took General Giles and Brigadier General William E. Kepner for their first piggyback ride,
"1 didn't spare the Generals
a thing,"
claims Jimmie.
"\Xle did loops, rolls, Irnrnelmans, single engine rolls, single engine
take-offs and landings, accelerated stalls, and
all the other so-called 'unknowns'
that had
caused a lot ~,f hangar talk about the ship's
performance.
Jimmie points out that Milo Burcham
and Rudy Thoren took their first ride in
August, and by September
the Army Air
Forces was already busy converting some of
it, own equipment to piggy-back for use in
building confidence and skill in new pilots.
Jimmie, who has flown his 10,000 hours
under all conditions,
in all kinds of airplanes, all over the world, says: "Trouble
in a P- 38 (or in any other ship) is usually

JIMMIE

something
that the pilot gets himself and
his airplane into rather than the airplane
getting the pilot into it."
Jimmie claims
that a lot of hangar hot air has sprung up
about a single engine performance.
"The P- 38 flies easily," he explains, "at
better than 180 m.p.h. on one engine, That's
faster than 1 ever flew in my first fifteen
years of flying. On single engine the Army
recommends
an air speed of not less than
120 rn.p.h, although
actually, the ship will
fly slower with complete safety,"
Jimmie continues that one of the main
facts concerning single engine operation is
rbe illl portance
coll.rid errn gail'
speed
above everyrbillg in event of motor failure.
Pilots with only single engine experience
have a natural tendency to pour the coal
into the live engine, when the first thought
should be /0 gaill flyillg .rpeed by putting
the nose down and maintaining
directional
control even if it means throttling back the
remaining live motor. Then the usual single
engine procedure
is to be considered
and
quickly and coolly executed. Loss of directional control with a sudden increase on the
power of the one remaining
engine can
"flip the ship on its back." Jimmie cautions,
however,
that a thorough
knowledge
of
single engine procedure as outlined by your
check list is far more important than vaguely
knowing "what to do."
"If the cadet knows this, he is perfectly
safe on one engine even at the critical takeoff period.
All this one-engine talk might
seem superfluous
because the ship is designed with two engines, but as long as they
make motors, there will be occasional motor
failures.
"The accelerated stall is another important lesson for the piggy-back pilot to demonstrate thoroughly. At high speeds it's possible to haul back on the stick, spill the air
off the wings of the P- 38, and achieve an
accelerated stall. Once the pilot has his Erst
easy lesson on recovery from these stal Is
(just ease off on the stick) and how to avoid
them in the first place, another bit of hangar
rumor goes into the scrap drive."
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The Meaning of Flight Control
The director of a new unit in the Air Forces
explains

its operation

and the effect it

wi:1 have on pilots throughout

DIRECTOR

F there is one thin,c: t!ut make; a military
- pilor sec red it i., [0 tell him he is ,l~oit1g
t,l he controlled.
Tn:e, he has hccel1 ill the
i\rJ~lr .in.] knows ,!II al.ou; h.ivin » his time
rc:,~:ir;-lcn~cd, Ellt mo-;t or u: \\'ho lZ'~rncd our
tlyin2; a fe\\' yC'lrs tJJd-.:. h.iv « heen prcttv
n;ucil the ho:;s of OLi I' own .ui ious once w~
cleared :l runway,
i\nd now ;\1'1'11' pilots arc face to LIce
with a new .uurn.rl called Flic:ht Control. At
first l"i:ll1ce it is a !,retl\' ~)rnery looking
heast.' When you have heer; lIyin,l', ever)'thillg
with win,l;s on it for :l few years, you fed
thar al-out the LIst lhin,l', you need is more
cant 1'01- you may he right, too, No system
of operation
could be devised that would
make allow.mccs for al l the de,l',ITes of experience and :lhility that we have in the
Army Air Force today. But where there used
to be a handful of pilots with a lot of experience and ability, there arc now thousands of youngsters
in the air with more
guts than experience.
These youngsters
represent the bulk of
the Air Forces today. so once again the rnajority rules, Either that or you could expect
to have a Jot more airplanes cracking up in
the cornfields of the country.
Actually, this thing we ca ll Flight Control
isn't such a bad rr ittcr once you get to know
it. The older ai rline pilots squawked to high
heaven when they were introduced to Flight
Control, too, but there arc very few of them
\yho would care to be without it these days.
While details remain to be worked out,
we can tell now about how the system is
going to work and what it will do for you
and me when we want to go from here to
there.
The two places where Flight Control will
he most obv ious are in the operations offices
and in flight on the airways.
As far as operations arc concerned, Flight
Control means only this, The Director of
Flight Control will prescribe the procedures
to he followed in operations offices and will
operate an inspection
service in line with
those procedures.
In other wads,
it is our job to see that
everything a pilot needs to plan his flight is
on band and easily available in ey'uy operations
ofhce, indulling
maps, weather,

I
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.m.] other
our \\';Llt

ion slw:, !,1 he thc,'c ','wd ['Wi] sec
thal it is. }\,: u.i llv there \\on't he
considcuh!c
'in tl«: forms you
lout
or ill the iniorm.uion
vou "i\e. Th..rc will
he no sll,i,lcn turnover' in \;ililt vou h'1\e to
do to !'let .m ol'lTatioll'; clclLll1ce (Fom1 2'\).
\V1Llt wi ll hJpi'C'1 is tli.u tl«. who l.- pl'esent \,l'Ocedure will he tl!~hllncd Ue' where
the I:ecords :md insJ,'ectioll show th:lt looseness has caused .uci.lcnts. The '1\Trage pi lot
will be .iw.rr« of th« ch:lf1!:e only in that
there w: II he more and better informat ion
available
for him and he will be better
e<ILlippcd and informed
for the mission
ahead.
intor.n.r:

So far

as Airways Traffic Control clearances
are concerned, no changes of any kind are
scheduled. You will get your clearance just
as you do now. As now, yOLl will report
time-over at range stations along the way,
but for the benefit of those who have been
a little forgetful
about these reports, it is
going to be absolutely necessary to make
them as scheduled.
Right here is where the biggest change
comes in. Formerly
you could report to
range stations every five minutes for a thousand miles and suddenly find yourself at
YOLlrdestination
with 200-foot ceiling and
a quarter-mile visibility.
Surely, you could ask for weather and find
out that ceiling
was "Dog,"
visibility,

"Horse," an.] a few other hanward varieties.
But !,iloh :\IT I'ilots alld more ('Jflen than IlOI
we
Ihe, \\'ulhcr l.lke ..uc of itself
w('11 lOIl\inl'ed t h.it we «.m t.il«. r.i rro! ou rxcl v c-; lJesi,lcs, it is 100 mu.l. Irouhle
lu lry to
:'c out the code unless we .ue
al
\Vh,d
new scl-up is
mcrvlv this:
c.uh r\,rwilYs Tridi'll' Control
center an olilcer of the [)i r~.ct(H'lte of 1'1
Control will set up slllli' aloll!c',side regular
f\.T.C.
men, \Vlll1l a mi lit.uy fli,c:ht is
cleared through
his re,t;ion, he will keep
track of it. He will know every time yOll
check in over ,\ r'lllge st.uron. He also will
h.rve all inform.u ion .rvai l.tbl« OIl the wc.u h
cr. and when it looks like trouble ahead, it is
his job to let yOll know what to do about it.
In other words, he will be doing, in most
cases, only what you would have done yoursdf if Adolf, Tojo, and old Benito ha dnt
made it necessary to talk abo Lit dogs and cats
when what you really want is weather dope.
In the good old days when you not only
could ask for weather but could pick it np
almost any time while in the air, you decided before you got in trouble whether yOll
shall ld sit down at the nearest open ai rport.
turn around and go home or maybe try an
alternate, With weather under a war-time
hush-hush,
Flight Control officers will do
that job for you.
There is a lot of flying that must be done
in this country under all kinds of conditions
if the pilots we put in combat are going to
be able to cope with conditions
they are
bound to meet. \X' e know that And the last
thing we want is a bunch of namby-pambies
flying around in military airplanes. On the
other hand, a shi I' cracked up on this side of
combat hasn't done anybody (except
the
enemy) one little bit of good.
There you have it--this
thing
called
Flurlu Control. More standardized
service
at the operations office before you leave and
somehody all the pround who wants to sec
you safely through while you're in the air.
That is the guts of this whole program. It's
,t;ot some teeth, but the basic principle
is
scrvire to fly-inc: personnel-service
to an
Ai I' Force th:lt l~as got a tough job that must
be done in a hurry. 1-\
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WHAT KIND OF
OFFICERS WILL THEY MAKE?
COMMANDANT

Cadet training
to every

OF CADETS, ADVANCED

FLYING

are

FOSTER FIELD, TEXAS

combat organization
where they create the
tear of infection from all others from their
school in the minds of their new commanders. A general bad impression
is very
easy to win but very hard to lose. Every
training establishment
from preflIght to advunccd is aware of this fact and doing the
best it can to turn over to the next succeeding phase a material that can he developed
further into the type of finished product
every commissioned ottucr is supposed to he.
And, heing aware that any bad impression
made by a new otticer as he steps out to play
his more important role in the Army usually
reflects hack no farther than his cllhanced
school, those responsible
for that phase of
training
find themselves
casting
ahout
deeper and deeper into the problem of the
right way to handle these men in order to
get the desired result.
Aviation cadets represent a highly intelligent group of physically perfect young men,
most of whom haven't outgrown the clean,
healthy and perfectly normal .,orneriness"
we secretly hope to find in our own young
sons. Yet, in order to make him of any value
as a member of this highly geared Air Forces
team, he must he taught mental and physical control and
(Continued on Page 28)

is a challenge

instructor; discipline

and morale

SCHOOL,

inseparable.

the Army Air Forces turning out
rommissioned
officers on a mass production basis largely through the graduation
every few weeks of hundreds of cadets, the
question of discipline during cadet status as
opposed to morale during the same period,
has created
several
schools
of thought
among staff officers responsible
for their
training and those in tactical units to whom
they may be assigned after graduation.
Poor
discipline
and lack of officer qualities in
newly created officers sent to them by the
training
centers have caused the tactical
leaders to feel that too many specks have
been left in the apple before they get it for
the final polish.
Of course, the well worn law of averages
will reflect that out of any barrel the size
of the Aviation Cadet group, there wi II always be specks and even a few completely
rotten apples. These inevitably
will slip
through the system and past the final inspection, to turn up later in some tactical or
ITH
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From the front,
urally with the

this haystack
blends natsurrounding
countryside-

But viewed from the rear, it becomes a hangar
for a full-sized dummy of a P-40 fighter.

CAMOUFLAGE IS A
By LIEUT. GEORGE BRADSHAW

combat zones. who should
practice
camouflage?
The
answer
to that IS straight
and
simple: Everyone.
Successful concealment
in the field becomes possible only when it ceases to be
thought of as the business of a few experts,
and becomes the personal and daily concern of every member of the Forces v-from
the front line to base camp.
What is camouflaj-c ?
Camouflage
is any and every means of
hiding
or disguising
yourself
from your
enemy; misleading him as to your position,
strength
and intention;
confusing
him so
that he wastes his blows and falls into your
ambush.
How can everyone practice camouflage?
By following the discipline set down by
the camouflage officer.
E very human
activity,
from planting
beans to building a railroad, leaves a visible
mark on the face of the earth. The marks
left by an army are completely
different
from those left by a civilian population and
if that were not so there would be no
camouflage problem.
Therefore,
the most important
camouflage rule which everyolle can obey is: Do
not make tracks. Walk and drive within
the limits staked off by the officer. It is
obvious that if a position, no matter how
cleverly concealed,
has dozens of tracks
leading up to it, the enemy will not long
remain confused.
A vital point will have
one trail leading up to it and then going
on to a logical junction,
another road, or
N
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a house or a settlement.
The man in the
air, of course, is our chief enemy. The hills
and valleys which hide opposing
armies
from each other at ground level mean nothing to the airman. To him our place and
position are laid out as on a platter. For
him we must practice mass confusion and
concealment. It must always be remembered
that no part of a country can easily be
made safe from his eyes, his camera and
his bombs.
Therefore,
if we do not know how we
look to an airman, we cannot well go about
trying to deceive him. He can see us and
the marks we make in all lights and at all
angles. His photographs
can be studied at
leisure and with instruments
so exact that
a stereoscopic
reading of a good pair of
vertical photos would betray the presence
of artificial overhead cover that can easily
cheat the naked eye.
Flat-top camouflage
cover makes this
P-40 practically invisible from the air.

Suppose
the enemy has photographed
and detected a camouflaged position. What
can he do about it ?
Grant that he has a pinpoint map reference and a photograph
of the target. Still,
with all this information,
he must detect
his target with his eyes before he can even
start preparation
for bombing.
What does
that mean in the case of a ship at 10,000
feet flying at, say 250 miles an hour ? It
takes seconds from the time he thinks he
has identified the target until the moment
he is certain he has identified
it. It takes
more seconds from the moment he is certain of the target until the moment when
he has made his calculations, set the course,
adjusted
his bombsights
and pressed the
button. And the bomb itself in its travel
to earth moves forward a certain distance
in hundreds of yards. All this time the ship
has been going at 250 miles an hour. Therefore, to be sure of unloading
his bombs
on or near his target, the airman must correctly identify the target while he is somewhere between 3Y2 to 5 miles away from it.
There has never been any contention that
camouflage will in any way avoid attack on
a position where objectives are known to
exist by the enemy. But in such a case it
does lessen the chance of precision bombing and, as a result, may assist in keeping
an important
work in action.
There is also this to remember:
A well.
camouflaged
position
is less likely to be
photographed
in the first place. Air observers, being human, are unable to concentrate keenly for long periods of time. In
AIR
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general,
they see those things which are
easy to see and miss those which require an
effort. Thus the most conspicuous things are
those most often spotted by reconnaissance
aircraft
and consequently
are the most
photographed.
It is to be concluded,
therefore,
that
weapons which camouflage must fight are
the eye of the observer and the lens of the
camera.
Camouflage
should blend as nearly as
possible with the colors of the surrounding
position. However, it has been established
-and
there can be no question of this conelusion-that
an observer
at some thousands of feet is aware of an object by its
lightness or darkness and not by its color.
It is of value, therefore,
to know what
makes objects
light or dark. Color, of
course, is partly responsible.
Other things
being equal, the brown loam of a freshly
plowed
field will look and photograph
darker
than
the pale green
of young
sprouts. But if you take two surfaces of the
same color, the factor which determines
how light or how dark they look is their
texture. Texture is the degree of smoothness or roughness of a surface and its consequent ability to cast a shadow on itself or
its surroundings.
Take a surface that is perfectly smooth
of any given color, say, green. The rays of

light which strike it are bounced off in
parallel rays, like tennis balls from a concrete court. A high proportion
of those
rays enters the eye of our camera and an
effect of lightness is produced.
Take another surface of exactly the same
color, lighted in exactly the same way. Only
this time it is an uneven, corrugated
sur.
face. The rays are bounced off at all angles,
like tennis balls from a sheet of corrugated
iron. A lower proportion of rays reaches the
eye or lens and an effect of relative darkness is produced.
a third surface of the same color,
lighted the same. This time the surface is
a nap or texture, like grass or strands of
burlap, each strand capable of throwing a
shadow. Looking straight
down, the airman sees all the shadows, whereas the man
on the ground may not. The surface may
look light at ground level but to the airman the napped or textured surface produces an effect of relatively great darkness.
Water is an exception to this rule. For a
variety of reasons, depending
upon local
conditions,
water may look and photograph blinding white or inky black.
This fact, too, should constantly be kept
in mind: Seen from the air in full sunshine
a natural shadow is almost invariably the
darkest thing on earth. In addition, it is a
TAKE
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good working rule to accept that, whereas
black paint will often look and photograph
surprisingly
light in tone, a real shadow
always looks almost black.
A elear understanding
of the importance
of texture is indispensahle
to successful concealment in the field.
At March Field, California,
the Army
Air Forces now has in operation
a school
(formerly
at Hamilton
Ficld ) which concentrates primarily on the problems which
face the advanced units of the Air Forces.
Hundreds
of officers have already been
graduated
and other hundreds
are now in
training.
These men are being assigned
with combat units as camouflage
officers;
they will impress the personnel with whom
they come in contact with the need and desirability
of total cooperation
in camouflage.
(Continued on next page)
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In each Air Force mobile school units have been

conscious.

organized

In our peacetime
training and maneuvers, such things as dispersion, concealment
and camouflage
receive too little attention.
They involve trouble and inconvenience,
take time, require materials and add to the cost. It is much like digging trenches. Our
Army doesn't do much trench digging in peacetime
maneuvers
but in war men dig in, and dig in furiously, rather than be killed.
So on the battlefield we sometimes learn-the
hard way-that
planes and facilities on an airdrome must be dispersed to minimize costly losses; that concealment
is a most potent means of
protection;
that even an elementary
knowledge of camouflage
may save lives; that all these procedures are not merely defensive
measures but have to do with deceiving the enemy and adding to
our offensive power. It is well if we can learn these things before
going into battle.
Camouflage
is everybody's
job. The Corps of Engineers is
charged
with the development
of camouflage
technique,
the
preparation
of camouflage
literature, the procurement
of camouflage supplies, and assistance in training and practice of camouflage. Engineers in all echelons can assist with their technical
knowledge and can do a certain amount of actual constructionbut the practice of camouflage
and camouflage
discipline is the
task of each unit, not just a specialist's job. The success in implementing a program of training and use must depend upon the
interest of commanding
officers and their vigorous action to assure
attention to this subject.
There are many evidences of growing interest and proficiency
in camouflage
in the Army Air Forces. Our Camouflage
School
at March Field (which is integrated with the Camouflage
School
at Fort Belvoir, under the Chief of Engineers) has now graduated
hundreds
of Army Air Forces officers of all ranks who have
learned something of sound technique during two weeks of in-

home stations. Camouflage
instruction is being included in most
of the training activities of the Army Air Forces, including operational training. The Fighter Command
School, at Orlando,
has
given it much attention, and full provision is being made for it
in the plans for the Army Air Forces School of Applied Tactics.
Air Service groups, with engineer assistance, have operated
this
past year from camouflaged
bivouacs.
Dummy airfields
and
dummy towns are in the picture. We now have two well-trained
camouflage
battalions, prepared
to contribute to effective train-
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Some of these recent camouflage
training activities are well
described and pictured in Aviation Engineer Notes No. 10, prepared and published by this office in the Directorate
of Base
Services, and distributed to all Army Air Forces activities. These
present a detailed picture and reflect the spirit, enthusiasm and
effectiveness of some of these training activities.
Still more valuable will be the presentation,
from time to time,
of pictures of camouflage
activities overseas. These come, as a
rule, in fragmentary form, with here and there a striking example
of how the skillful use of some local materials has aided effectively
in concealment.
An Engineer soldier who had helped to camouflage some anti-aircraft
batteries in Hawaii was wounded and
returned to the United States after December 7, 1941. It was his
proud remark that "they hit our dummy guns, but they didn't hit
the real ones!"
It is not my purpose to write here a technical article on camouflage. But I am interested ,that one of the staff of A I R FOR C E.
after visiting our Camouflage
School, has prepared an article on
camouflage and its importance as it appears to him. It is a good
basic treatment of the subject, and should be of interest to many
readers,
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On the cast coast a similar course is
given by the Chid
of Engineers
at Fort
Belvoir, Virginia,
[or officers of both Air
and Cround Forces.
The basic Purf,ose of the instruction
at
Hamilton
held is to teach the men to usc
that uncommon
;lttribute--common
sense.
The rou rse natu rally includes
all the
I und.uncnr.i ls of camouflage,
materials,
organization,
interpretation,
requircments
and so on. They are immediately
indoctrinated with a principle which might well
be applied to all branches: If a camouflage
idea prevents the effective tactical usc of a
weapon or position, modify the camouflage
idea. If an effective camouflage idea interferes
with
the administrational
layout,
change the administrational
layout.
These men are put to work garnishing
fish nets, the we'lVing of mats and screens,
They are taught
the operation
of paint
shops and the usc of scrim, the draping of
nets, _the use of adhesives, They arc taught
the lacts of dispersion,
the uses to which
everything
from chicken feathers to local
gra~,ses can be put. The principal emphasis
always is placed on how to use cluickly and
effectIvely the materials at hand.
Also
and this is certainly as important
as anything else-they
are shown the necessity of camouflage discipline.
As said before
-and it cannot be too
strongly emph,lsized----no
rnat tr-r how well
concealed an object may be, its position will
be instantly app,trent if there arc tracks and
paths leading up to it and packed down
areas around it. Thus, one of the most important functions for the carnouti.u-c otticer
is to see that the approaches to his ~bjective
do not have an extraordinary
appearance,
He must sec that no impedimenta
is ever
out from cover or shadow. Standing grass,
as pointed out, looks dark to the ai rman
because he sees the shadow cast by each
blade. When some of those blades of grass
arc laid flat by the feet of men or by rolling
wheels or any other cause they cease to
throw shadows and become smooth reflecting surfaces facing the sky. Therefore,
they
look and photograph
light. Few people re.rlizc with what certainty this effect is produced, They think that one or two journeys
.uross the grass on foot or with a truck
c;tnnot make all that difference.
It cannot be over-emphasized
that the one
c;tmouflagc: effect to which everyone from
cook to pilot must contribute
is discipline,
Finally, of course, the object of the school
is to indoctrinate
Air Force personnel with
the constant
necessity of camouflage,
to
make clear that concealment
is not hiding
for hiding's sake. It is hiding in order to
attack the enemy with more deadly effect.
Camouflage is just as surely an offensive
operation
as it is a defensive, There is no
attack without materiel.
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~~eDO'S

and

DO choose your position carefully.
A proper "estimate of the situation"
will make your work easier and avoid
impossible camouflage problems.
DO avoid the skyline when concealing against observation
from the
ground.
DO make full use of natural cover.
Utilize ditches, hedges, edges of
woods, folds in the ground, etc.
DO avoid conspicuous landmarks.
You don't want to be at a focal point
of enemy attention.
DO keep in the shadow. The enemy
can't see or take pictures in the shade.
DO remember that shadows move.
Although shadows as a rule fall
toward the North; their length and
direction change throughout the day.
DO avoid regularities of line or spacing. Nature has no straight lines and
the enemy is looking for unnatural signs.
DO garnish carefully. Natural garnishing must look NATURAL, so use
material similar to that in the vicinity
and support it as it would grow.
DO thin out garnishing at the edges.
A regularly garnished net costs a
regular shadow which is obviously out
of place in the surroundings.
DO change dead vegetation. Forget and something (or somebody) will
be dead.
DO keep turf or topsoil when digging in; use it to cover your spoil on
the parapet.
DO make Bold pattern, in garnishing or painting. You can't see a two
foot "break" in the outline from a
distance of a mile.
DO "look before you leap." Plan
and layout
your position in detail
before moving in and trampling down
prOf¥!iscuously.
DO observe camouflage discipline
in making a reconnaissance.
Signs of
activity before occupation are just as
disastrous as signs afterward.
DO restrict movement when the
enemy is observing. A moving object
may attract attention.
DO take extra care when tired.
Fatigue leads to carelessness.
DO work in the shade or at night.
The enemy is looking for you at all
times but his eyes are not as good as
a cat. He can't hit what he can't see.
DO keep your flat tops "Flat." Sagging nets are worse than baggy knees.
DO use existing roads. Traffic here
will not leave noticeable signs.

DONT'S
DON'T be careless and give away
your buddies. They're depending on
you just as you are on them.
DON'T look up at airplanes. The
enemy is looking for you too and
you're easier to hit thon he is.
DON'T move unless you have to;
then think first how you can move to
cover most unobtrusively.
DON'T use artificial materials unless the natural cover is insufficient.
Natural cover blends best with Nature.
DON'T be regular in Y0'tlr layout.
Regularity is a military attribute and
the enemy recognizes it as such.
DON'T take shortcuts over the open
or step outside cover. Every time you
put your foot down you attract fortyeight square inches of enemy attention.
DON'T walk around the outside of
a net to fix the camouflage.
Where
you walk will be light in a photograph;
the camouflage will be dark.
DON'T hide your installation and
leave your spoil and belongings in
the open. Remember the Ostrich.
DON'T let your flat tops sag. They
will photograph like a wet blanket
laid out on brushes and they are nol
a bit safer.
DON'T lower the sides of your
camouflage. Your Commanding Offi.
cer cannot see what you are doing,
but when the enemy sees the shadow
thrown by those sides he will be even
more severe.
DON'T hide under matted camouflage. It is as conspicuous as a bad
haircut.
DON'T end a road at an installation or make a lot of trails to a position. Have you ever lost your way
to a Canteen?
DON'T leave things near the edge
of your camouflage.
The edge of
your camouflage isn't-and
shouldn't
be-opaque.
DON'T put up bad camouflage
and think it's a magic veil. There
aren't any in war.
DON'T crowd around an installation. Dispersion reduces the likelihood
of conspicuous trampling.
DON'T clean up old position; it
won't look natural to the enemy. If
you'r.e moving out, it will remain as a
dummy; if you're moving in you don't
want to change the appearance.
DON'T expose lights or make a
great deal of smoke. The enemy is
looking for such beacons.
AIR FORCE,
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ON THE RUSSIAN FRONT
AIR

American Army officers have been
the fi rst foreign observers to witness
actual combat
operations
of the Soviet
Army.
The group, headed by Brigadier General
Patrick Hurley, former Secretary of War,
visited the desperately
contested Don-Stalingrad front early in December,
traveling
close behind a fast-moving
Red Army as it
sliced its way southward.
Later, the same
official group went into the Caucasus to
another sector of this gigantic winter offensive operation.
Lieutenant Colonel Richard Park, J r., assistant U. S. Military Attache at Moscow,
was the second member of the American
party. r was the third. General Hurley, visiting Moscow on a special assignment
for
President Roosevelt, arranged the trip to the
fronts du ring a conference
with Premier
Stalin at the Kremlin.
For the actual entry into Soviet air, the
Russian government
added to our American
crew a navigator and radio operator from
their own Air Corps-essential
assistance
for the jump over the rugged Elburz Mountains and across the Caspian into territory
where foreign planes without certain identification are shot down first and questions
asked second.
And when it came time for us to leave
Moscow for the journey into combat areas,
we transferred
into a Russian-bu iIt plane
piloted by a 27-year-old
Captain wearing
two Red Army decorations
for bomber and
parachute service earlier in the war. Around
us throughout
our travels in the combat
zones were fighter escorts, usually eight in
number, and our altitude seldom exceeded
300 feet. More often it was 100 feet as we
hedge-hopped
over houses, hay-stacks and
great forests of white birches that break the
~now-co\'ered
steppes.
Neither
sect ion of our trip up to the
fighting lines was a sight-seeing expedition;
they were military reconnaissances
in which
every pertinent
fact was laid out by the
commanding
generals of a great orfcusivc
opcr.n ion for the critical scrutiny of the
ofllcers of an all ied army. The cooperat ion
in this res!,ect could not have been more
cornp lct c if we li.u! been observers with our
own forces.
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The campaign which we reviewed in the
Stalingrad sector was painstakingly
planned.
Tactics which had worked well for the
enemy were reviewed and transposed
with
mod ifications
or improvements
into the
Soviet battle plan. Great dumps of supplies
were established
at the safest convenient
points.
Every facility for transport of the day to
day needs of an attacking army was pressed
into service - aircraft,
railroads,
motor
trucks, oxcarts and even sleighs. Manpower
was assembled in generous quantities
and
the responsibility
for leadership and execution placed in the hands of YOLWgofficers
whose knowledge
of war had been gained
in the field since Tune 1941.
For obvious reasons much that we saw
and heard in this campaign must not be told
publicly at this time. On the other hand,
previous Soviet policy of permitting no foreign observers,
either A l lic.] or Neutral,
has created great mystery around
actual
front line operations of the Red Army. The
lifting of this veil in the case of the DonStalingrad
offensive was a substantial
gesture toward more complete American-Soviet
cooperation
and coordination
of effort.
Briefly, the Soviet battle plan called for
the drive of a spearhead army due southward from Serafimovich on the bank of the
Don with a pivot at Kletzkava and further
advance southeastward
to another crossing
of the winding river. In the vicinity of th~
rai Iroad line between Stalingrad
and Kalach, junction was to be effected with two
armies that had started westward from just
south of Stalingrad and wheeled in a northerly direction for the closing of the pinrcrs.
l'rotectin)2, the spearhead army from the
north was another army on its west rlank.
employing the River ChiI' as Its front ,Ig'linst

the Axis forces, and still another army on
the east Aank with the task of cleaning out
all enemy forces within the Don elbow between Kletzk.iya and Peskovatka.
Almost to the mile and to the minute
this program was carried out. Although preliminary operations early in November
had
established
the spearhead
army at a good
starting
point between
Serafimovich
and
Kletzkaya,
the real push took place in a
crowded fou r days late in the month.
When this 96-hour span was completed
the toughest fighting division of the spearhead army had joined hands almost due
west of Stalingrad with units from the two
southern armies, the clean-up job inside the
Don elbow had been done with merciless
efJiciency, the western Aank seemed securely
covered at the Chir. and roughly a score
of enemy divisions were encircled between
the Don and Volga Rivers,
Because of unfavorable
Aying weather,
air strength had played a very small part in
this offensive operation
and we saw rebtively little air action during om travels on
either front.
It was emphasized,
however, that Soviet
air reconnaissance
had done a magnificent
job in supplying photographs
and detailed
information
on enemy positions to the Red
ground troops. At Kletzkaya, we were told
that the Russian artillery knew the position
of every Axis gun on the Don river heights
and that the benefits of this knowledge were
evident in the quick rout of the ene;ny battcries.
Conversely, the Soviet commanders
told
us that the surprise clement had been complete in the preparation
and launching of
their offensive-largely
because their fighters had driven off virtually
evel')' Axis
reconnaissance
plane before it could complete its mission. We saw numerous
instances of this alertness by the Red Aiel'S as
they patrolled
the skies over the combat
sector.
Apparently outnumbered
and aware of it,
the Axis air force showed
itself hardly
at all except for somewhat
desperate
attempts to move supplies across the Russian
ring into the ar c.i held by the encircled axis
divisions. Several times we S,IW f1ights of
Junkers transports
(Continued on Page 37)
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE?
~1I,

several things;

eight to be exact. Or did we miss something?

Tech Sergeant Fred Kohlman and Sergeant Clarence
pictured above. Staff Sergeant Francis Seitz posed how

Shwake
1701 10

suggested

the boners

do it, All three are in

Headquarters
Squadron, Air Service Command, Patterson Field, Ohio.
"Our Mechs in the Army Air Forces are the best in the world,"
Seitz, "but a few of the boys sometimes forget what they're taught-or

says Crew Chief
are so busy they

just get careless. You can spot the careless ones by their work and their results. Just watch!"
We did. What's wrong? Answers are on the opposite page.
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DID You KNOW •••

That Technical Orders should always be
made easily available to the men of the air
and ground crews whose duties require constant use and reference to them. See T. O.
No. 00-25-3.
That the word RESTRICTED on Technical Orders does not restrict men on the
line from reading and studying them daily.
Rather, it means that because of the material
contained, Technical Orders come under the
classification of Restricted documents as defined in AR 380- 5, and are for official use
only. Use your T. O.s-but don't talk about
them to unauthorized persons.
That the maintenance Inspection Record,
Form 41B, is now provided with a pocket
in which AAF Forms 60A, 60B and 61
will be carried. See T. O. 00-20A, Sect. 1,
Para. d.
Thanks to Technical Sergeant E. R. Morris of Mitchel Field, New York, who sent
in the following reminders:
TAGGING

•••

When disassembling airplane assemblies,
engines or accessories, it's a good idea to
tag each part when you take it off. This
makes immediate identification easy and
speeds up the job when replacing the parts.
CARBURETORS

PAN

RACKS

•••

Vigilant care in keeping drip pans under
airplanes while work is being performed,
prevents grease and oil from getting on the
hangar floor; it makes your job much easier
in keeping the hangar clean and safe.

TOOLS

•••

A fighter pilot while recently doing a
slow roll at 20,000 feet suddenly felt a
sharp blow on his shin bone. Looking up,
or rather down, for he was now upside
down, he saw a large wrench sliding around
the cockpit enclosure. The roll was completed - but cautiously - to keep the ominous wrench from hitting him again.
Moral: Don't leave wrenches in the cockpit.
Carrying your tools in a kit, rather than
stuffing them in your pocket will make it
easier to check them when each job is fin.
ished.
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A PENCIL •••
When marking bolt or stud heads, be sure
to use a pencil rather than a file. The heads
are finished with cadmium plate; a file
scratch will open this protective covering
and invite rust.
USE

PLUGS •••

The problem of noise is treated lightly
by most members of air crews. Too bad. Ex.
haustive experiments prove that persons
continually subjected to noises of considerable intensity show a slow but steady loss
in hearing ability. This leads, in certain
cases, to deafness. Ground crew members
who are daily in contact with the noise of
motors show the same detrimental changes.
Flight surgeons recommend the judicious
use of cotton ear plugs.

MISTAKES

ON

OPPOSITE

PAGE

Reading from left to right
•••

About last month's item on not brush
painting propellers, an engineering officer
points out that an ounce of material on the
tip of a propeller blade having a five foot
radius ceases to weigh one ounce when centrifugal force is applied. At 1800 R.P.M.'s
that ounce is multiplied by 5,536-making
it 346 pounds to be exact. That's the reason
for excessive engine vibration when paint is
dabbed on promiscuously. See T. O. 07-1-1
for complete details on painting of propellers.

Self-LockingNuts

INCORRECT:
Bolt not completely through self.
locking nut.
CORRECT: One to two threads should be show.
ing beyond the nut for proper installation. See
T.O. 04-1-13 for general instructions
on use
of self-locking nuts.

A monthly roundup and exchange of hints and tips for
mechs-some
old, some new
-in the interest
of better
maintenance.

COTTON
LOOSE

MULTIPLICATION

•••

When removing carburetors, be sure to
close the butterflies. Safetying them shut before removing the bolts prevents dropping
nuts, bolts, washers and bits of safety wire
into the blower.
DRIP

One squadron has built a drip pan rack
(on the principle of a bicycle stand rack)
which holds the pan vertically on their
sides. Pans are put on the rack immediately
after use. This allows the grease and oil to
drain down into another pan (which is
placed horizontally under the rack) and assures a supply of clean pans at all times.
Also, it is easier to withdraw pans from this
rack than to bend over and take them from
a flat floor stack. The stand, which provides
a separate slot for each pan, protects the
edges and prevents them from getting bent
out of shape.

INCORRECT:
Excessive length will cause flexing, chafing and eventual breaking of the bond.
CORRECT:
The bond is of sufficient length to
allow full travel of the surface, and the ends
are tinned. Broken and frayed bonding must
be replaced as specified in T.O. No. 08-5-1.

1. Wait a minute'
You're likely to dam.
age the trailing edge with the service hose;
wing tanks should be serviced from the
leading edge of the wing. And it's much
easier to get the gas truck in front of the
airplane. If de-icer boot is attached, protect it from the hose with sufficient pad.
ding. Reference: Common sense.
2. The tank is full, too full. Cut off the
gas. You're creating another fire hazard.
Reference: T.O. 06-5-1 and common sense.
3. And what's that static ground wire do.
ing hanging
loose'
Quick, ground
the
hose! Reference: T.O, 06-5-l.
4. You should be holding the hose nozzle
with your hand. Never let it hang there by
itself; it may break off the filler neck on
the tank. This bad practice, on tanks that
have no filler necks, will result in damage
to the tanks. Reference: T.O. 06-5-l.
S. Hey! No wonder you're having so much
trouble; do one job at a time.
6. Get your left foot off the air scoop.
Besides damaging the scoop, you're likely
to fall off the wing and hurt yourself.
7. Better not use that screw driver to check
the oil level. You're liable to drop it into
the tank, Use the oil gauge prescribed for
the aircraft you're servicing.
8. \1Vhy not use the proper crew chief
stand instead of a ladder' And the ladder
shouldn't
be leaned against the leading
edge without proper padding. How do we
know it isn't padded' Because you've got it
upside down. It's not only wrong - but
definitely unsafe.
That's what Crew Chief Seitz meant
about carelessness.
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Using Cardboard in Combat First Aid
MfJ4, BrWui

g~

8'1

MARCH
N Alaska

not so long ago, a wounded

FIELD, CALIFORNIA

I man from a Liberator crew was carried
into an Army hospital with a serious back

The side of a

packing box

injury-one
of the most dangerous injuries
of them all when the patient must be carried.
What kept this incident from being run
of the mill was that the man was all trussed
up in cardboard marked with strange diagrams and lines reading "Cut here for neck
and back splint," "Out here for elbow
splint," and similar hand-lettered inscriptions. The cardboard itself, however, still
showed the origin of its former duty as the
side of a packing box. The wounded man arrived in excellent condition, and the doctors
gathered round with lifted eyebrows at this
unorthodox, but plainly effective, procedure.
For the answer to that startling entrance
into the Alaskan hospital we must hop southward some 3,000 miles to March Field,
California.
Using a piece of common ordinary cardboard and a triangular cloth, Major Walter
J. Crawford, Medical Corps, after more than
a year of research and experimentation at
March Field has perfected a revolutionary
first aid technique which he has found to
be the practical answer in battle.
From a section of corrugated cardboard
only sixteen inches wide and thirty-two
inches long and following the Crawford
diagrams, even Joe Yardbird can quickly
bind up an excellent elbow, ankle, leg,

tance in a novel method of

assumes a place of imporhandling wounded personnel.
neck or back splint that will do the job.
Coupled with the use of a cravat (No, Joe,
not a necktie, just a medical lingo for a
triangular cloth 51 inches at the base and
36 inches on each of the other two sides),
these two easily provided articles form the
basic ingredients for his recipe for a first
aid kit that is capable of pressure-bandaging
and splinting most injuries.
Major Crawford follows the old adage
that one picture is worth ten thousand words.
Also, somewhat like the character who operated the shell game at the county fair, he
leaves nothing to chance and, like Gypsy
Rose Lee, very little to the imagination.
Accordingly, everyone
of the heavy
bombers in his Group takes off equipped
with his additions to the standard aeronautical medical kit. These consist of five of
his specially designed cardboard splints,
three cravats, a tube of Butyn and Metaphen Jelly (for eye injuries and burns),
four large safety pins, two poles eight feet
long which are used to improvise a litter
with flying jackets and one being utilized
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for the carry through the bomb bay, and,
finally, two blankets.
The Crawford cardboard splint is diagrammed with lines and printed directions
indicating where to cut to make the required
splint for the specific injury. It's as easy as
"cutting on the dotted line" to open a box
of breakfast cereal. On the lower half of
the cardboard are drawings describing how
to apply the different splints.
"This splint allows for splinting the elbow
and forearm with a folded cardboard layer
that provides diffuse, even pressure on the
forearm while in a neutral position. The
same cuts are made on the cardboard to
make the ankle splint," Major Crawford
says.
The cravat is also stamped with "profuse
illustrations" showing how to use it for selfapplication of a tourniquet, its use for pressure bandages, and a self-operated pressure
bandage for the side of the neck, by which
the patient can increase or relax the pressure by lowering or raising his arm. The
cravat can be laundered and reused.
On the back of the cardboard are detailed
first aid instructions for shock, wounds and
hemorrhages, fractures, burns, artificial respiration, and transportation of wounded.
Listed also are the contents of the standard
aeronautical medical kit and the additional
articles carried under the Crawford system,
plus the uses for each so that whoever is
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Employing the Crawford cardboard
splints and cloth cravats, cre!;w?i._
members in the upper photo simulate removal of a wounded man fr:~
the bomb bay of a 8-24. This method permits passage through tight
squeezes such as the entrance to the pilot's compartment
of a 8-34
(lower photo). Front view of one of the splints is shown at right.

applying
the first aid can determine
at a
glance just what he has to work with and
what to do with each item. The splints can
be (and have heen for actual injuries)
applied in two or three minutes in contrast
to the fifteen or twenty minutes often consumed in using standard splints.
Major Crawford has had remarkahle success with the system. "Enlisted
men without previous
experience
have learned
to
apply all the procedures. pressure-bandages
and splints in two hours," he declares.
Since all comhat crew memhers fall within certain sizes he has found that the 16"
x,,:! 0' dimensions
for the cardboard
spl int
"tits" his personnel.
For units with men
'with a wider scalc of physical proportions
the splint, of course, can he made in correspondingly
smaller or larger sizes.
His splints arc applied with the clothes
AIR
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left on the patient. Flying at high altitudes
wounded men can not be undressed because
of the cold.
To permit access to the
wounded
area for bandaging
without undressing the patient slits are cut in the flying
clothes wherever necessary.
In the case of
burns he directs that the clothing also he
left on because to rip the clothing from a
burned area often tears away flesh and accentuates the danger.
Wounded
men are removed from the
bomber in a rn-mner similar to the polecarry of two hunters with a dead Jeer. The
cardboard splints, two layers thick if necessary, are used to pad the man's hody which
is tied with cravats to the eight-foot poles
for the carry through the bomb bay. This
technique was developed hy another flight
surgeon, Colonel Clyde L Brothers, surgeon
of the Fourth Air Force, under whose sUl'er-

~IllI1lIlIl..

VISIon the entire system was worked out.
While most of his technique is origll1al,
Major Crawford naturally has called upon
previous first aid systems to some extent.
The most important
contribution
was supplied hy Dr. Charles F. Sebastian of the Los
Angeles Emergency Hospital.
The pressurc-bandaacs
which use cross
pulls for vertical leverage and the neck and
back splints shown are exactly as developed
by Dr. Sebastian. The practice of putting a
strip of gauze in the he.id of e:lch safety pin
so it can he found and removed tJuickly with
a sharp jerk on the gauze, even in the dark,
was also harrowed from Dr. Sebast ian who
modified it from a trick of British amhulance drivers.
Major Crawford
added the
stunt of having a strip of green g'luze to
indicate morphine
has been administered
and red gauze to signify a tourn iquct.
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Balancing

the

airman's

gripe

as a

means of overcoming a serious problem in front

DEPORTS

line flying

operations.

coming from theaters of war

ft. have led to a revision of ideas about
flyer fatigue. Anoxia has been mistakenly
branded the bugbear of pilots as a major
cause of pilot fatigue.
This idea now appears to have been an
over-simplification that has resulted in much
wasted effort in research on "ceiling" and
the influences on it of drugs and hormones.
Pilots are instructed to use oxygen above
10,000 feet: If they fail to do so and become
fatigued because of chronic anoxia the remedy lies, not in pills, but in more thorough
education and more comfortable oxygen
equipment.
Acute anoxia is a serious problem and
will remain so, even if perfect oxygen equipment is developed. In the emergencies of
combat, occasional' loss of oxygen supply at
high altitude is inevitable. Here, too, there
are better remedies than pillsimprovement in both regular and
emergency oxygen equipment and
thorough drill in the use of such
equipment.
It is now clear that fatigue as
it is seen today in combat flyers
is no simple state that can be described in terms of cause and effect. Rather, it is produced by the
many unpleasant stimuli about
which one is accustomed to gripe.
So long as the flyer's gripes are
balanced by successful missions,
by a conviction that he has a role
in winning the war, by good and
frequent news from home, and
by periods of rest and recreation,
all is well. If not, all may be lost
regardless of remedial measures.
What are these stimuli responsible for
flyer fatigue? Some of them are peculiar to
war and to the flyer's role in the war; others
are essentially the same as those experienced
by the wartime worker at home. Examples
of the former class are:
Doubt as to whether the engineers and
workers at home have given him the best
equipment brains and brawn can produce.
Doubt as to whether the mission assigned
him has a reasonable chance of success.
Will his gas supply carry him through?
Can he survive a crash landing at sea?
Even if he survives the crash landing, will
he be rescued?
Has he and has each crew member done
everything humanly possible to make the
mission a success?
Will there be impartial recognition of his
exploits? Or, will quitters be sent back to
safe jobs and to superior ratings?
Some sources of irritation are as common
among industrial workers as they are among'
flyers. Noise, vibration and glare may be as
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wearing in a factory as in an airplane. However, no job in industry can compare with
that of the side or tail gunner in our heavy
bombardment aircraft. It is doubtful if there
is a tougher job in this man's army than that
of the soldier manning a machine gun in a
-40 air blast at the open port of a B-17
as the plane is being "horsed around" in
evasive tactics at altitudes of 30,000 feet
and above.
Relations with one's immediate associates
and with superiors in rank may be a source
of satisfaction and of inspiration or of discontent and discouragement, whether in industry or in a combat squadron. Strong
bonds become established between officers
and men who have spent hundreds of hours
in successful combat and in long-range
flights far above land and sea. Such bonds
help to carry men through periods of stress

where training, self-sacrifice and team work
are at a premium.
HOME conditions may add to or subtract
from morale, whether the son is in a distant
wartime factory or in far-off New Guinea.
Dirt and disease may afflict not only the
soldier but also the wartime worker far removed from home comforts. In fact, the
soldier may well have better medical care
than the civilian.
If irritants are too numerous and too distressing, fatigue results. The flyer does not
rest well at night; his sleep is fitful and
broken with nightmares. He awakens physically worn and mentally depressed. His
spirit lags. He may fail in a mission easily
accomplished by a fit and spirited flyer.
The wise commanding officer will heed
the advice of his flight surgeon and by enforcement of simple principles will delay or
even completely forestall the development
of fatigue in the officers and men of his
command. These principles are:

Provide friendly, encouraging leadership.
Insure impartial distribution of citations.
Provide the most attractive and comfortable quarters that the exigencies of war
permit.
Provide the best food obtainable.
Provide medical care that is competent,
kindly and sympathetic.
Provide opportunities for rest, for recreation and for sports with rapid evacuation
of non-effectives to their homes.
Relieve combat crews after 100 to 125
hours of combat operational flying.
Relieve members of combat crews who
show definite indications of approaching the
war-weary stage.
Most of these principles are so well recognized and so generally practiced that no emphasis is necessary. One, however, which
has been neglected is the need for providing
active participation
in sports.
Every squadron has an operations
officer, an engineering officer and
an oxygen officer. There also
should be an athletics officer
given the responsibility of obtaining sports equipment and facilities for organizing teams and
for directing a sports program.
Such a program not only would
sustain morale but would make
flyers more efficient. The man who
is tough has the best chance of survival in an emergency, whether in
a life raft, in a jungle or on a
Greenland ice cap. Such a program of athletics has all the support from higher authority that is
needed. This is found in AAF
Regulation 50-14, dated August 15,
1942-one
paragraph of which Regulation
is so clear-cut and emphatic it is quoted here:
"7-d-3. Special emphasis will be placed
on a physical training program for conditioning and the maintenance of proper
condition of flying officer personnel. All
such personnel below the rank of Colonel will participate in a minimum of five
hours per week, distributed over a period
of not less than three days per week, and
when practicable as determined by the
commanding officer, this time allotment
will be regularly scheduled one hour per
day six days per week."
One of the most powerful counter-irritants for offsetting fatigue comes in the form
of good news from home. Letters, pictures,
magazines, go far towards sustaining the
soldier's morale. The full solution for this
problem is not in the hands of the commanding officer: He depends on the folks at
home to solve it for him by writing often
and by sending pictures, home-town news,
and newspapers.
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the nati"esc.ftdi.~aptu~•.,d
Jap after hitting the silk
in the Southwest Pacific.

W

E LEFT Henderson

field on Guadalcanal about seven o'clock on the morning of October 28 to attack the Japanese
seaplane base at Rekata Bay, Santa Isabel
Island, some 165 miles away. On the mission were four Navy SBDs, six Grummans
and three P-,)9s.
Captain John W. Mitchell was leading
Lieutenant
Jacobson and me in the P-39s.
Our mission was to fly cover for the SBDs,
divebomb, strafe and, with the Grummans
flown by Marines, cover the return of the
SBDs.
There was an overcast ceiling at 2,500
feet, so we made our diving approach above
the clouds. The SBDs dropped
first and
headed back. We dived immediately behind
them with the Marine fighters.
After dropping our bombs, we proceeded
to strafe the enemy Hoatplanes on the water
and blast a few ground installations.
Eight
enemy planes were reported destroyed, but
I saw only six of them get it. We experienced no enemy fire during several runs.
When we were pulling off the target for
home, I spotted an enemy gasoline dump of
about 1,500 gallons well-camouflaged
on
the beach. I called Captain Mitchell's attention to my discovery and he. told me to return
and strafe the dump if I had any ammunition left. My two right .30 caliber wing
guns were still firing so I went down.
The first burst set a small blaze at one
end of the dump. I pulled up and started
down on the other end. As I dived I strafed
the beach and got in an extra burst at the
already damaged f1oatplanes.
I had to fly along sideways to keep the
two live guns on the gasoline dump, and as
I pulled up this time, I heard a close explosion and my right side went numb. This
happened
when I was about thirty feet off
AIR FORCE,
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the water and a hundred feet from the cocoanut trees along the shore. Smoke began
filling my cockpit and I saw Prestone running in from the right side. Since I could
move my arm without difficulty I figured I
wasn't hit badly, if at all.
Immediately I chandelled left, away from
the enemy. Smoke was boiling into the cockpit and my breathing was becoming increasingly difficult. The Prestone
gauge was
against the stop and the oil was heating up
like the devil.
I tried to call Captain
Mitchell on the radio to give him my position because I knew I would have to bail
out soon. I couldn't see any of our planes.
When I received no answer, I knew my
radio set had been disabled.

My

burning ship struggled
up to about
2,000 feet and I spotted two Marine fighters
in front of me. I fired tracers in front of
them to attract attention and immediately
they turned. One chap, named Watkins, seeing me smoking, pulled up alongside.
My engine was pounding
like hell and
giving little power. Since it was low tide and
there was a wide expanse of white sand
down below, I started to crash-land
but
thought the better of it when I realized how
near I was to the Jap seaplane base. So I
figured I'd have a better chance of getting
away if I bailed out.
I pulled
the emergency
door release,
waved to Watkins and went over the side.
I seemed to fall in a sort of forward position
without tumbling.
There was no sensation
of falling. Probably I was too excited to
notice.
Suddenly I realized there was something

ILLUSTRATED BY
PAUL REED

else I should do-I
pulled the ripcord. The
ground was now coming up at an alarming
rate and I began wondering
how I would
land. It was all over in a moment.
I came
down with a bit of a thud in a little clearing at the foot of a tree in which my chute
had tangled. I cut my jungle pack free from
my chute, cocked my .45 and started down
the hillside.
The jungle was so thick I had a tough
time making the beach although it was less
than a mile away. I decided to visit a village I had seen from the air and began
sneaking along the edge of the beach. The
Japs were between five and ten miles away,
I figured.
I was moving along trying to make as
little noise as possible when an old native
popped out of the bush ahead, squawked
and ran. I followed him as best I could and
he led me to a little village of five huts. No
one was around.
A native finally came forward, after I had
waited anxiously on the edge of the bush for
some time, and asked if I were Japanese.
I replied:
"American,"
and he came forward, calling out the rest of the villagers.
After I told them I was a birdman, there
was nothing too good for me.
One of the young men of the yillage,
named Eric, could speak pidgin English,
having attended a settlement mission school
for three years. We hit it off in fine style.
It didn't take long to persuade Eric and
several other natives to start with me in a
small dugout canoe down the coast of Santa
Isabel toward Tulagi, some 160 miles away.
The first night out we stayed in the yillage
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of the headman of all the natives on Santa
Isabel, a chap named Baku. There was the
usual round of shaking hands with the entire population
of the village. This I did
f rom a position of importance on something
of a throne set up on Baku's front porch.
After a dinner of taro (a Polynesian food
plant similar to our clcphants-cnr)
, pineapple and a vegetable that tasted like a yarn,
the chief.
using Eric as an interpreterasked about the war. In simple words I told
the chief and the assembled natives of the
United States and England, of Germany and
Japan. The natives were greatly interested.
In fact, my talk was repeated at least once
a day as we continued the journey later and
stopped for food at other villages.
BAKU furnished
a twenty-foot
war canoe
and four paddlers, including Eric, and we
started out before dawn of the following
day. Paddling
steadily, we traveled down
lovely canals, broad lagoons filled with
multi-colored
fish and outside the reef into
open water. Now and then Japanese reconnaissance planes would fly over and I would
duck to the bottom of the canoe. The paddlers would cover me over with matting.
This happened several times during the day.
The n'ttives would keep me advised whenever we neared a j ap-contro llcd island.
We were paddling at a rate of about three
miles an hour and the first day out we must
have stayed on the job for fifteen hours.
Since the rainy season had begun we were
soaked most of the time.
To pass the time, I LlLlght the boys the
tune to "You Arc My Sunshine"
and they
seemed to get a great delight out of humming as I sang the words. (You should
hear my voice') We also sang "Jesus Loves
Me," they carrying the lyrics most of the
time in their native tongue. "Jesus Loves
Me" was their favorite song - you might
say, Number One on the Solomons Hit Parack. I learned the natives had been Christianized since 1914.
Several times during the day, we spotted
crocodiles lying on logs along the shore and
ahead of us in the channel.
I fired at several to frighten them away. I had the only
fi rearm in the party, the natives carrying
only crude knives and fish spears.
We spent the night of October 29 on the
beach and got an early start the next morning. Crocodiles and fish were everywhere.
The natives told me two .laps had been in
this locale several weeks before but the crocs
had eaten them before the natives could assist them back to Rckat.i Bay.
At noon we spotted more natives on the
beach and they told us of a .lap pilot on a
little island about fifteen miles away. His
7ero had been hit by one of our guns during an attack on Guadalcanal,
but he had
manelged to keq) his ship up for about J iO
miles before coming down in the water ncar
this island. He now was attemptin(.; to (.;et
the n.u ivcs to escort him to Rekata Bay. We
decided to capture him.
That night we p,lddled to another island
:lbout half a mile away from the one on
,vhich the .lap \V,IS located and made plans
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to go after him the next morning. The .lap's
island was very small and there was no
cover. The only natives on it were four men,
five women and several children.
Since he was reported armed with a pistol, we decided the best way to capture him
would be to sneak over the next morning
before breakfast and have three of the boys
go on ahead just about the time he would
be eating, with the other boy and myself
following a few minutes later to help out if
there sboulel be any trouble.
The three who went ahead were instructed to grab him and his pistol when he
placed it on the table to eat. They were successful, and by the time we arrived on the
scene about three minutes later, the .lap was
in the process of being trussed up. He immediately begged - or rather demanded that I shoot him. And what's more he
seemed to think me a weakling when I refused. He asked me why not and I told him
he was going back and dig graves for other
Japs killed on Guadalcanal.
We returned to the canoe and headed out
again. I tied the japs hands with wet rope
but didn't tie his feet since it was most uncomfortable in the small canoe.
That night we slept in the rain, if you
can call it sleep. The native boys watched
our prisoner until midnight and I watched
him until dawn.
The next eLly we pushed on hard trying
to make a little better time. And we did
despite a heavy rain during the early afternoon. We had the evening meal on the
belch before dark since we intended traveling late that night.
During the meal I chatted a bit with the
.lap and began to feel a little sorry for him.
In fact, gave him my last two cigarettes. He
was soon to repay me
but not in kind.
About eight o'clock we began threading
our way out through the reef in a driving
rain and everyone was busy trying to keep
the canoe upright until we reached smoother
water-that
is, everyone except the .lap. He
suddenly tipped us over.

WE lost him as we scrambled for the
shore about two hundred feet away. As soon
as we made it to the beach, we gathered up
our gear and began searching the jungle for
our prisoner. After searching in vain for
some time, I took one boy and set out for a
village nearby, leaving the others to continue the search. They caught the .lap about
three 0' clock the next afternoon.
I decided right then to weaken him to a
point where he wouldn't feel up to repeating his performance.
We were faced with
a sixty-mile paddle across open water from
Santa Isabel Island to Florida Island and
Tulagi, and I didn't like the prospect of his
tu rning US over out there. The prisoner was
put on a ration of one banana and a little
sugar cane a day.
\1(1 c stayed in the village that ni,(.;ht and 1
learned some .laps were on a little island
about two miles away. We became more cautious. The natives, meanwhile. had told me
of a coast-watcher with a radio set located
some distance down the beach so I decided

to take a chance and send a messenger down
with a note to be sent to the Marine C. O.
at Tulagi. The message read: "Safe here
with prisoner. Request orders."
The messenger
returned early the next
morning
(November
2) with the disappointing word that the radio set was out of
order, and we made plans to travel across
the open sea by canoe. We obtained
the
largest canoe avai lab le, a regular war craft
about thirty feet long, with high-pointed
bow and stern. I was given nine paddlers
for the voyage. The natives figured it would
take nearly thirty hours to cover the distance, so we planned to paddle to the tip of
Santa Isabel that day, rest for a couple of
hours and set out for Florida Island at night
when the water would be fairly calm.
We reached the tip of the island by four
o'clock in the afternoon and were having a
bite to eat when a messenger carne running
up with word that a British boat was on the
other side of the island. He said we could
reach the boat - which would take us to
Guadalcanal - in about an hour and a half
by crossing the z.ooo.roor mountain
range
which constitutes
the backbone
of Santa
Isabel.

I

\'('AS getting
very weak by this time and
as a result it took us almost th rcc hou rs to
negotiate the distance. Time after time, I
lu~-j to stop and rest.
The .lap prisoner at first refused to walk
at all. One of the boys had an old bayonet
which I figured would provide the impetus
for our obstinate traveler. The boy jabbed
"Tojo" not too gently and the Nip let out
a little yip. Just then three large white
orchids feJI from a tremendous
tree under
which we were standing
at the moment.
Mighty incongruous things happen out here.
We finally made it across the ridge and
reached the beach, where we were able to
obtain a small canoe in which we paddled
about five miles along the shore to the British boat. This craft was about thirty feet
long and had a top speed of six miles an
hour.
We set out about ten o'clock that night
for the Russell Islands to land supplies and
pick up an SBD pilot and his gunner who
had been forced down. We arrived about
noon the Iol lowiru; day (Novemher))
<lnd
remained until two o'clock the next morning. In the interim, we searched em adjoining island for three .laps the natives reported were stranded there. We failed to
find the .laps but we destroyed their clothing and food.
From the Russells we chugged over to the
back side of Gueldalcanal to pick up another
SBD pilot and a Marine fighter pdot. The
former had been lost for twenty-eight
days.
We finally made it back to the base late
in the afternoon.
I was fed up with Welter
travel. Six ebys in canoes and two in a small
boat made Henderson
Field .uid its airrr.ift
look Iike heaven to me.
Little the worse for wear. I was back in
the air after a clay's rest.
By the \\ay, "Tojo'
got his job dig!-,il\l:
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war confronts
us with a dual
fight. Not only must we overcome
the enemy, but we must also comluC::t"the obsLl,les of climate and terrain and disease,
and solve a host of unfamiliar
problems in
every corner of the earth.
To win wherever we fight-on
the ground
and in the air of the frigid arctic, the arid
desert and the steamy tropics--we
must first
know what is in store for us. We must
know the conditions that exist in every combat zone in which we operate.
More than
that, we must be prepared to cope with these
conditions.
The collection,
evaluation,
preparation
and dissemination
of information
on all
j'foblcms
arising out of arctic, desert and
tropic operations
is the job of the Arctic,
Desert
and Tropic
Information
Center
(ADTIC).
Its directive from the Commanding
General of the Army Air Forces
reads:
"There will be organized
and operated
by the Commanding
General,
Air Forces
Proving Ground Command,
at Eglin Field,
florida, an Information
Center for the purpose of collecting, recording, coordinating,
and preparing for publication pertinent data
bearing upon the specialized operating conditions encountered
by the Army Air forces
in conducting operations in arctic, desert and
tropic areas."
The ADTIC was created solely to serve
the Air Forces, to provide to its various commands information
both of a general and
specialized nature covering all phases of Air
Force activities in arctic, desert and tropic
areas. This takes in the operation and maintenance of all Army Air Forces equipment,
including
such problems as shelter, food,
medicine,
clothing,
and the selection and
ca re of personnel.
Special emphasis
is
placed on studies to develop the best procedu res for use in cases of forced landings,
and to recommend emergency kits and survival methods for those forced down as well
as procedures
for secure crews. Other ac-
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tivities include recommendations
regarding
manning
tables and tables of basic allowances and recommendations
for appropriate
actions based upon research, findings and
conclusions.
The ADTIC exists to furnish information
requested by the divisions, directorates and
commands of the Army Air Forces. It undertakes such special studies as may be directed
hy the Commanding
General of the Army
Air Forces.
It is concerned with the colkction and dissemination
of all possible information on air operations under the peculiar conditions
of the arctic, desert and
tropics. This information
is prepared
for
publ ir.uion and dissemination
to the service
in the form of technical manuals, technical
orders, training manuals and special studies.
THE reservoir
of information
available at
the ADTIC is constantly supplemented
by
the activities of a large group of experts,
information
collectors, researchers,
writers
and special consultants.
Nucleus
of the
organization
are experts on the conditions
in each zone. These constitute leading scientists, geographers,
explorers and pilots who
are authorities in their fields and qualified
to evaluate both general and specialized information.
They arc assisted by a group of
information
collectors and reporters
who
gather data from every conceivable source.
Information
is gathered by various liasion
officers from intelligence
reports, from returned combat pilots, from the experience
of our allies, from interviews with competent observers, and from a variety of publicat ionsvConsultants
in all specialized fields
are available for assistance on a multitude
of problems.
Leading research libraries and
institutions,
as well as industrial enterprises
with world-wide
interests, contribute
relevant information
drawn from their files.
The ADTIC
is constantly
working
on
problems and projects originated within its
own organization,
with a view toward immediate or future usefulness. But its major

function is to supply information
on pressing current arctic, desert and troplc problems of the various Air Force units. Such
rCc.ILlcsts are assigned to specialists in the
Jield in which they fall. Under the supervision of the zone head, information
is collected or drawn from ADTIC
files. It is
evaluated and coordinated
by competent authorit ies and then placed in the hands of
writers who shape its final form, either as a
puhlication or a special study report.
The effectiveness
of the ADTIC
is m
direct proportion
to the use made of its
services. It exists for the sole purpose of
serving the Army Air Forces. It has the
resources and the capacity to furnish information on every phase of Air Force operations, and it solicits the problems
of all
units which may either be operating or planning operations
in arctic, desert, or tropic
zones. Information
on the aspects and prevention of frost-bite may be roqu ircd. The
ADTIC has the facts. Or you may want to
know the problems and best solutions for
the maintenance of aircraft under conditions
of desert e1ust and sand. The ADTIC
has
the facts. Or you may want vital inf ormation on the procedure for survival for personnel forced down in the jungles or New
Guinea, or on the Libyan Desert, or in the
desolute
wastes of Alaskan
tundra.
The
ADTIC can and will help.
This, then, is the Arctic, Desert
and
Tropic Information
Center. It has been est.rblished, and it works for you in the Army
Air Forces-to
help you understand
what
you will be up against in arctic, desert or
tropic zones-to
help you meet strange and
difficult conditions, to help you win out over
them, and to do your job safely and well.
\X!e urge you to make usc of the ADTIC.
It is ready and wi I/ing to serve you.
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The puzzle department worked overtime to produce this month's collection of Quiz stumpers-so en garde!
On the basis of five points for each
question correctly answered, a score
of 100 puts you at the head of the
class; 90 is excellent; 80 good and
70 fair. You'll find the answers on
Page 40.
9.

The Messerschmitt 110 is a
a. Single seat, two engine fighter
b. Single seat, single engine fighter
c. Two seat, two engine fighter
d. Multi-place,
four engine bomber

10.

The identification letter "F" refers
a. Photographic
b. Observation
c. Glider
d. Autogiro

to a

plane
plane

11.

1. As the bomber flies. it is approximately
how far from London to Berlin?
570 miles

a.

It a man becomes
unconscious
in flight
to a faulty oxygen supply. the best thing
to do is shake him severely in an effort to
revive him.

due

c. 805 miles
d. 430 miles

b. 720 miles

a.

12.
2.

The Fairchild

AT-14 has

a.

a.

Two radial
air-cooled
engines
b. One radial air-cooled
engine
c. Two inline air-cooled
engines
d. Two inline liquid-cooled
engines

3.

What is a line squall?
a. An argument
on the line
b. A slowly moving weather
front
c. Heavy
storms, particularly
in the
summer
d. An intense cold front accompanied
by storms

4. The proper procedure
water landinq is
a. Gear
b. Gear
c. Gear
d. Gear

5.

for an

13.

up and no flaps
down and no flaps
up and flaps
down and flaps

15.

7.

The temperature
of the air around
the
engine
b. Oil pressure in the lubricating
system
c. The revolution-per-minute
of the engine
d. The relative
speed of two engines
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c. Liberator
d. Blenheim

minutes of time equals

Four

The expression
o.
b.
c.
d.

of longitude
of longitude
of longitude
of longitude

To
To
To
To

"buzz

the field"

means

fly low over the field
contact
the control tower
call the operations
office
locate the field on the ma p

18. The newly adopted popular
for the B-26 is the
o. Mitchell
b. Liberator

designation

c. Marauder
d. Havoc

19. What is the International Code for "all
clear"?
c. QQQ
a. QQZ
d. QQS
b. QQW
20.

The plane below is a
a. Wellington
b. Lancaster

of

c. Fireworks
d. Cannons

a. $50 for officers;
$25 for enlisted
men
b. $50 for both officers and enlisted
men
c. $100 for officers;
$50 for enlisted
men
d. Fifty percent
of base pay added

a.

8.

False

16. The monthly bonus
for paratroopers
who do not otherwise receive
flight pay is

Army rank to a

The tachometer indicates

b.

a. One
degree
b. One
minute
c. 15 degrees
d. 360 degrees

17.

c. Lt. Colonel
d. Brig. General

True

Pyrotechnic signals make use

a. "Thumbs
Up"
b. "Keep 'em Flying"
c. "Remember
Pearl Harbor"
d. "We Do Our Part"

Commander

a. Captain
b. Colonel

False

14. Which
of these is an adaptation of a
slogan popular during the Spanish-American
war?

Luke Field is located near

What is the equivalent
in the Navy?

b.

a. Smoke columns
b. Flashlights

emergency

a. St. Luke's, Arizona
b. Amarillo,
Texas
c. Phoenix, Arizona
d. Fort Worth, Texas

6.

True

Casablanca is in Algeria?

This bomb being dropped below weighs
a. 500 pounds
b. 2,000 pounds

c.
d.

100 pounds
1,000 pounds
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COMING
from the school room, home and the
department
store counter, women are daily releasing scores of men for combat service as they take
over an ever increasing assortment
of Air Forces
jobs. Here some modern members of the "air sex"
are shown performing
vital tasks that range all the
way from strenuous ground crew duties to actually
taking ferry planes into the Air Force's own "wild
blue yonder".

Hauling all types of planes to and
from the line is just one of Evelyn
Chisum's jobs at McClellan
Field.
She also stands by with fire extinguisher for emergencies
and even
removes wheel chocks for take-offs.
At Duncan Field, Texas, Mrs. Carrie
Fuller and Mrs. Kathleen Birchfield
carefully hang and air out a parachute before it is turned over to the
riggers for packing. Moisture in the
parachute might prevent its opening.

Geraldine B. Keyes, Alice H. Harris and Janet Walker
are going aloft in an army transport to "get the feel"
of flying. They are plane dispatchers, and issue flight
sheets to transient pilots at the Sacramento Air Depot.

Helen Richards is only twenty-one-but
she already is a flying veteran with five years piloting ex-
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The responsibility of packing parachutes
is
entrusted to Barbara Towne, shown above
at the New Castle (Del.) Army Air Base.
Barbara is a WAF and holds a pilot's license.

perience. Helen, who is attached to the New Castle
Air Base, is also the youngest member of the WAFS.
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WHAT KIND
(Continued

OF OFFICERS?
from Page

13)

co-ordination
of all these norm.i l thou,i2:hts,
111c1inations and acts. This is necessary in Ofdn that a hIgh and dependahle
degree of
that "mental .ut itu.Ic and state of training
which r-enders ohedience
instinctive
under
all conditions."
known 'IS dIscipline:. may
rrevail in his characte:r and future conduct.

IN

order to attain this highly desired state,
the individual
responsible
for the t mimng
at once runs afoul of that very thin dividing
line between discipline and mor.ilc. be:yond
which one of these: qual itics may not advance without the wcnkcninj; or destruction
of the other. In mv mind. the two arc inscpa r.ib!« and of I{O value when divorced.
The: Army is spending millions in the study
and service of .,morale" and many times this
expense and elTort 111some org,ll1ization has
been nullified by the improper' 'Ipplteation
of training methods on the part of some officer with no conception
whatever of individual or mass psychology or even the simple fundamentals
of human underst;ll1ding.
Let's start at the beginning with a cadet.
He was a ci vi lian or former soldier from
either an average or .ibovc the: average: station in life and more of ten than otherwise
just a student in school when he answered
the call to arms and the urge to fly. He suddenly found himself in the midst of a wartime Army nude up of other civilian. nonprofessional
soldiers anc] olJicers together
with the highly trained "regulars."
He had
heard that this same kind ~f Army learned
hom the last w.t r that a more democratic
policy and a closer relation between officers
and men had made it then- .m.l has made
it now
the most effIcient and loyal army,
with the highest degree of morale of any
armed force on earth. Yet. since: he had become a cadet, it's quit« possible that he bad
come all tbe way to the graduation ceremony
without any personal evidence that such a
condition even existed.
Discipline is prohahly the most important
clement in the training of any regimented
mass of men who must function together or
in co-ordination
with other groups of men.
Even the technical or professional
usc of
their weapons 01' cqui prnontis of little team
value unless under the perfect control of
discipline. The only prohlem in my mind,
therefore, is the proper way to instill it in a
gronp of men so that it becomes an integral
part of thei r voluntary mental process rather
than just a veneer worn for special occasions when some officer is present to use the
authority
rank gives him. All of which
hrings us to the question, and the answer,
leadership. On this, and on this alone, depends the success of any military mission,
either in training or actual comhat.
There are few officers who can he strictly
"iron pants" to the extent of being utterly
devoid of human sympathy, a sense of humor, interest or pride and satisfaction
in
their men and ever command
respect, loy.ilty or affection.
Any officer, by virtue of his rank, is in
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position to impose his will on the men under
him. Yet if ahusing that authority is his only
claim to the title, he is not the kind of officer this, or any other army needs, although
he may rate himself a great disciplinarian.
Unless an oiJicer. hy his own ahi litv, deportmenl, courage and fai I' dealing can command respect and loplty in his men, he may
look hehind him some day in this war, when
the goin,!! is tough. and fInd them all
A W/OL, except the few taking a head on the
hack of his neck. And that kind of shooting
is not the resul: of proper discipline.
When a cadet enters preflight he is starting from scratch in Army d ri II, customs,
courtesies and other disciplinary
phases of
training. From there through his hasi« stage
he must get it without relenting, so that it
finally becomes a part of him. Even through
these stages, however, a spade can be called
a spade without hitting him over the head
with it, and a command or a reprimand can
be given in a strictly impersonal and military
manner rather than with the tone or attitude
of a personal insult. It is foolish and entirely unnecessary to treat them as children
or some low form of animal life. Such only
breeds resentment and antagonism
in their
minds to the point that any requirement you
have of them must be demanded
and enForced, whereas, with a different attitude it
might he yours for the asking. I have: had
many tell me. afler graduation,
when discussing their training. that they have gone
to the Rying line day after day so mentally
tense and l1\,set from bitterness and resentment of personal treatment they were unahle
to relax enough in the cock-pit to get anything at all out of that period of training. I
have had many also tell me that mine was
the first "At Else" to he given them regardless of how long they had bee-n Sl<lI1ding at
"Attention"
talking to an officer. Another
expressed his appreciation
of the fact that
some officer had said, "Good morning,"
as he returned a salute. These arc little things
that I did not real iz« were of any importance.
Yet having them called to my attention
hings forth the unreasonable argument that
so long as a man knows how and when to
snap to "Attention"
and does so, then an
otiirer might well live IIp to his part of the
!'rocedure, which rcqu ircs that no man be
kept in that position any longer than necessary.

IN

other words, a man's entry into the
Army is the heginning of a two way ohligation. His is to obey orders, accept any type
of training or duty prescribed, keep himself clean and conduct himself in a manner
reRecting credit to the service. The Army at
the same time obligates itself to place that
man in the charge of an officer qualifie.] to
clothe, train, and feed him; safeguard his
health and personal welfare; administer and
protect his military affai rs and interests; advise him on personal problems, and by every
means available keep him happy both on
and off duty. If that officer falls down on
any part of his obligation,
he usually gets
a reaction in kind as a reward.
There is another angle to the making of

a good ottircr, and that is the sllSceptihility
of cadets to examples set hy officers. There.
fore, .mv officer concerned with their training shOl;ld by his own appearance, manners
and conduct, on or off duty, as well as the
way he carries out his t raining function stav
acutely conscious of this LI~:t at all time;.
I recently saw a Captain remain seated with
his feet up on the top of his desk, co ll.ir
open with tic slipped down, greet the: COIl!manding OffIcer of the post in the presence
of several cadets with a casual wave of the
hand. If Army discipline
irks them now.
I'm sure they can hardly wait until thcv «et
commissioned
so they can get as sloPI~y'~as
that Captain was, particularly
if he should
happen to he anyone of the "idols" which
they each pick wherever they go.
cadets arrive at an a,h'anced school
they arc on the last lap. If they haven't .ibsorbed enough military training, other than
Hying and technical lessons, to clualify them
as oiJlcers, then it is time the Army finds it
out before they arc commissioned.
You can't
possibly determine what a man has in the
way of abi Iity, force of character, sense: of
responsihility or initiative until you give him
some responsibility
and the chance to demonstrate those clualities and prove that he is
capable of thinking
and acting along the
right lines for himself.
During this last advanced phase. Rying
and gunnery take: IIp much of the cadet's
time formerly spent at drill. It seems to me
that in addition to perfecting his flying technique and teaching him to shoot, the Ladet
shoul.] also be directed toward that mcnr.i l
transition
necessary to his changin!! from
the status of an enlisted man to'tlu't of an
ofJicer. He knows by this time what the service requires and expects of him, and he
knows the difference
between
rivhr and
wrong where his conduct is conc~~ned. If
he is not qual ificd at this stage to think and
act like an oRicer and be given a chance to
display initiative, sense of' duty, honor ,1I1d
other characteristics
we should know about,
he won't he a few weeks from now. Pinning
the hal'S on him won't automatically nuke .m
officer of him-he
must do that for himself,
mentally, and if he fails that test !lOW. it
will be 'much better than "';liting until afkr
he is commissioned.
He should be kept reminded that regardless of how high he might go in rank. he
must still he governed by regulations and he
subject to discipline in his duty and living.
Still he must be made to feel that he is a
human being whose feelings you consider
and whose opinion on various matters you
are interested
in and value. A few extra
personal courtesies, without even approaching the line of familiarity, go a long w,ly in
eliminating
the low outlook on life and a
possible inferiority complex they may haw
acquired along the line.
To sum it up, these boys have a big joh
to do and if, during their training we can
let them know we arc trying to turn out men
in whom we have pride and confidence,
it
may help them to that very desirable estimate of themselves.
WHLN
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ARMY'S FLYING WINDMILL
(Continued

from Poge 6)

tree-tops.
It
to l.in.!
:It 'll1y time, hut the pilot I1lJn'l,c;ed to get
throu,!..;h by stopping
in i.ii.lnir .uid then
C1utiously and slowly going aroun.i the
wooded a:-cas.
A great numher of the landings
and
t;lke-offs durin!..; the ei!..;ht mont l i-, 01 ,e:still,'.;
\\CI'e: nude fro':n a 20'loot S']lLllT phlfon'n
L!;',,',! three feet ahme: the ,'Jound.
The aircult
h.i-: hmCl'ed 2(j fec:l al-ovc
the Clith \\'111Ic the oh:-;cr\ cr clilljhcl.l
dC)\\,Jl
Ltddcr
to tIle
.ur.l L!~cr
hack to the shi;). rl'11i,"_; L}rt.:)lL~l.;o\\':i

mile

an.]

the

ceiling

to the

vou l.l. of cou rxc. h.iv« lxx n

in::,"
rCf:--;ol1ncl

\'.'here

(\'L'Il

()n

1
of Lln ...1
in \\'()olled
or
tIle hcli(
rc

tv:«.
;j \..-(Jf
~l1;O\\'

or

ret

Jlill,~:lc
CDI1Jd

L!h~ Jir,-Ta(L-

tlo.us.

Sl',.(
I'"~
"'1'
:,\ ..
or uun
.

l(}i)!)l'r;llJOll

to

);;"0\

(,111

''1l1

iC\_',

\,t;'(d Lln(Lll,~_: l:c.LJ
;l:.;JC

('uun!

not

tlh.: ~lcli-

:i~~~,:

\Y.:])

its Io rw.ir.] ~f)c(:d (:Ul 1:c rl'l.j,-l~-l'd
to /.:cro, it r.in fly through
\'i:..;ihil
th.u is
1;r.rcli(lll
ZUcJ, li:n:dly
fcelJi1r~ it, W,I\'
tl1ru:l~,~h
air
fh'in~ around
tree') .ui.]
over 'huddings
and [Iill~. It also could hc
operated
,IS .ui ele\atcd
o:'scn'ltioll
pLltform [or the d ircit ion of .irti llc rv ii rc.
dircrr-linc
telephone
col1\e:l'sation'
being
rl'actical if desi rc.l.
Despite
its slow speeds, the helicopter
)'I'ohahly would he Iess vulnerable to enemy
attack than would a liaison plane because,
h;l\ing no wings, it is more difficult to see.
Because it can hover stationary in the air,
it also could he camouflaged to blend with
,ground colors. Nevertheless,
such aircraft,
lacking defensive armament, would not be
expected to subject themselves to attack.
For night missions this aircraft would he
a real threat in behind-the-line
operation.
The exhaust could be easily muffled; no
propeller
noises exist. It therefore
could
operate in almost complete silence.
Other operations that might be performed
hy a helicopter in combat areas include: the
landing and rescue of agents at night in
enemy territory, transport of personnel and
critical material
to inaccessible
locations,
[,Ipid evacuation of wounded ncar the front
lines, limited types of bombardment,
photography, and the unreeling of communication wires over I'llgged terrain.
According to some authorities,
the helicopter might operate from the decks of
merchant vessels in convoy, seal"ching out
submarines
and dropping
depth charges
elirectly on them when d iscovcrcd.
Despite the successful experiments
with
the helicopter, there still remains a tendency
to regard
the ai rrrafr as an interesting
phenomenon
of little pl"actical utility. However, competent
authorities
believe
that
present knowledge
is adecJuate to design
and ronstrurt
a successful
helicopter
of
approximately
(,.O()O-pound gross weight
which could carry a useful lo.«l of nearly
50 percent of the gross weight. Although
r.C'l.
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hi,gh sl;eed is not of first importance,
it
should exceed JOO m.p.h. Range, endurance and military load cap'lcity would he
ample Ior lllllny missions
-misxion« hitherto
impossible or c:tremely
dangerous because
of the limitations of high speed aircraft.
FmST AAF
helicof"ter was manu£:1C:llred
VOllght Sik~rsky alter m;tny
YClrs of
anCl e"'~pel'lll1Cn~,ll,on
by ci\ilian
e1:,
of the manufacturer
.in.! cngineCl's o! the AAF l\Iateriel c.cntc'l'.
It is a two-place c,lhin sh;p powered loy
a W"l!'l1Cr 1(,5 hl" engine, It Ius one main
liLin', rutor alld :1 small vcrt ica l Ltd rotor
wIth' \ al'iiihie pilCh hbdc;
that scrv e, to
correlt the; m.iin ro.or
Th« pi~d)
control lYlcch;Lnisl11
of t~1is
I rotor i') connClled to the: l'u,U",r ['ceLtis, which also
,gi
direcliontl l()l1!.rol.
The:
of the m.iin rotor hlades nuy
lie: illcrc~h('d or dccrc..l:-icd ;l[ \vil! as
fa"
,lilY desircd J"lint of rol.'lt:on wilh a
l'lut
v.iri.u iou of
is ulkd
"'Izior
IC
.ontrol,
and

THiS

tllh

J!1CJI1S L:~cr;d

";-l.l,1 (Dnt

(,!)t,lille'.1. Th:s i;itch cou tru I 1l1cchallism
is :Il'tilillcd hy the stick, \\hrlh aets in lli,I'Lt
mu.'h like a normal .onrrol stick connected
.i r«

sity. Also. norma] descent from .i li itudc to
near the ground is made without
POWCl'
and with the: blades in .unorot.u ion. This
point is stressed, [or nuny ask "\\'h'lt
h.ip[,cns III the event of en,l,ine failure)"
Pcrh.ip» it would he interestin,g to go
th 1'01l1~hthe mol ions of fl yi ng the sh iI;.
\\!ith the rotor clutch disengil,'.;ed and the
rotor hrake on. the engine is started in a
norm.i l manner.
\Vhen really to take off
the rotor clutch is enl~a,'.;ed \~'ith the 111,[in
pitch contrul in low' p'itch position. The
rotur Llades arc now rurnin« and the stick
and rudder hel,l in nelltrar
The rotor is
now broul',ht u l' to desi red r.p.m. and the
!,itch of the LL,des il1cl'l,ased until the ship
Ic,l \'c,') the ,L:round ill \Trtict1 C!ilrlh.
sl
'ild'IUSlI11Cllts or the cllnl.ruls the
airll',d't m.iv he held st.u ion.uv :1 Icw led
from the p;'ound --or,1t i i s \ l.Tt il.lI cci Iillg
- ;l') JOllL: a<.; dcsi;.cc!.
\':)1('11
fOr\\'JJ'll
is c1esil'c:eL thc stil!, i, pm:]e,1 fUI'\\ill'l1
SO'l1c\\h.IL the ship no;c) dU'Xll ,:I'
pick" lit--'
:111:1 C():~'11~~Clj;,,'C'i
t;i
1~'11
sir:l'c L'\\ l",o\\":r is r'--'lJ"::!.c\.~ for !c\'c:l [01'\\";Hll

.h.u:

Cur JJ()\'---'I.:n~,

.'-~()ronlv is it
hlll
to fly the "ship h"ckw;lrd-i.
]'C\o!\e: Oil the sh
\ crt i"t!
ovrr a
fi\ed spot. In flight, stick .ind I'uddl'l' c'pe-

"He says his name's David-~-he's already brought

down ten of 'em!"
-~-SLIP-STREAM

to aileron and elevator, except that in the
case of the helicopter all controls are fully
effective at zero forward speed.
Climb and descent arc obtained by simultaneously increasing or decreasing the pitch
of all main rotor blades, together with use
of the throttle. This is termed "collective"
pitch control. Since an increase of rotor
pitch requires more horsepower to maintain
the rotor at whatever r.p"m. is desired, there
is a synch ronizing mechanism that opens the
th rottlc as the pitch is increased and thus
maintains nearly constant engine and motor
1'. p.m. despite
pitch changes.
Of course, there must be a clutch and
transmission
between engines
and rotor,
and also a "free-wheeling"
device to permit
hlades to continue turning if the throttle is
closed or the eng;ine fails. In the event of
engine failure, the helicopter becomes, in
effect, an autogiro with all the slow landing
characteristics
of the autogiro. This is not
theory. Not only has the helicopter
purposely been landed
without
power, but
there have been instances of actual enuinc
stoppage where such landing was a n~ces-

rate much like those of a conventional
"frozen wing" aircraft, except that they are
quite sensitive and the tendency is to overcontrol. There is one difference, however;
control over climb is a function of the main
pitch control in conjunction
with the throttie. This, at first, is confusing to the pilot
accustomed to fixed-wing airplanes.
Through
the many months
of experimental flight testing, the Army Sikorsky
Helicopter
turned up only minor mechanical bugs, which is an uniclue record in the
history of new-type aircraft. It had a motor
failure in flight once, but it just windmilled
down to the ground.
That's the way you bring it down: cut
the motor and glide down Jike an autogiro.
Forced landings
are little di fferent from
normal
autogi ro landings.
Normal
helicopter landings,
however, are nude with
power, the craft touching
the groLl11d so
gently that even eggs arc not broken. This
actually was tried on one occasion by suspending a nor with a dozen eggs below the
helicopter.
Not an egg was cracked on
tOLlChing the grollI1d. ):.;
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[
Sgt. J. C. Komurke

DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE CROSS
Kenney. BRIGWalker (Also
Silver Star), Ennis C. Whitehead. LIEUTENANT
COLONELS: F. R. Stevens*, W. C. Sweeney, Jr.
CAPTAINS: J. 1. Dufrane, Jr.*, Dean Hoevet*,
R. G. Ruegg, Stephen M. Smith (Also Purple
Heart). LIEUTENANTS: Frank H. Beeson, Willis
W. Burney*, P. B. Gambonini, H. S. Grund.
mann*, Hoyt A. Jolly, Jr., Gerald McCallum*,
D. S. Muckley*, R. V. M. Negley, Jr., R. F.
Starks (Also Purple Heart), William 1. Turner,
William S.Watson,
Richard M. Wood. SERG.EANTS: David W. Brown, C. M. Czechowski,
A. A. Liimatainen, Rex E. Matson, Fred W.
Oettel.
LIEUTENANT GENERAL: George C.
ADIER GENERALS: Kenneth N.

DISTINGUISHED

SERVICE MEDAL

MAJOR GENERAL: George A. White*. BRIGADIER
GENERAL: B. B. Sommervell (Also Oak Leaf
Cluster). COLONELS: Clifford P. Bradley, Donald
N. Yates. LIEUTENANT COLONELS: Warren J.

Clear, Townsend Griffis.
SILVER STAR
William Basye, James
W.
John H. Payne, R. V.
Schwanbeck (Also Purple Heart). CAPTAINS:
Bernice S. Barr, Paul I. Gunn, Ronald D. Hubbard (Also Oak Leaf Cluster), Clyde B. Kelsay,
James R. Smith, John W. Wilkinson. LIEU.
TENANTS: Malcolm R. Anderson ,Theodore Arter,
III, Frank P. Bender, Raphael Bloch, Jr., Roscoe
G. Booth, Joseph W. Brookhart, Olen C. Bryant,
Chester H. Budz, Kenneth E. Burch, Claude N.
Burcky, Morris C. Caldwell *, Darwin K. Carpenter, Edward J. Chudoba, John D. Crawford,
Charles R. Crowell, John 1. Dains (Also Purple
Heart*), Harry W. Ebert, Jr. (Also Air Medal),
David C. Everitt, Jr., Leslie W. Felling, John
D. Feltham, Fred T. Burchner, David 1. Gaede,
Robert C. Gaskell, Balfour C. Gibson, Donald
LIEUTENANT

COLONELS:
Twaddell. MAJORS:

"Posthumous
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E. Good, Theodore S. Green (Also Oak Leaf
Cluster to Silver Star and Purple Heart), Robert
J. Haase, Dale E. Hanson, Gustave M. Heiss, Jr.
(Also Oak Leaf Cluster), H. N. Henckell, Jr.,
James T. Holcomb, Allen V. Hopkins (Also
Purple Heart), Kenneth F. Horner, Wallace J.
Hoskyn*, Leonard S. Humiston, Sidney O. Ingram, Ir., Henry S. Iverson, William G. Ivey,
Willie E. Jacobs, Clarence T. Johnson, Jr. (Also
Oak Leaf Cluster), Robert T. Jones, Gus
Kitchens, James P. Larronde, Richard R. Lehr,
Yale H. Lewis, 1. 1. Limpach, Wade H. Lowry,
James B. McAfee, Hugh Mahoney, James H.
Mangan, Ray Melikian, Hiram A. Messmore
(Also Purple Heart), Edward M. Miller*, Richard G. Miller, Robert C. Miller, John C. Minahan, John M. Moore, Wesley D. Morris, Harry
1. Moy, Albert T. Nice (Also Oak Leaf Cluster), F. A. Norwood, Malcolm E. Peterson,
Arthur J. Platt, Robert R. Rankin, Paul E. Ray,
Philip D. Reece*, Ernest 1. Reid, C. 1.Richards
(Also Purple Heart), W. H. Robert, Jr., E. W.
Robinson, J. M. Rowland*, Adrian J. Sampeck,
J. S. Sauber*, P. J. Scarboro, 1. A. Schauer,
J. R. Schrom, V. A. Schwab, Ralph 1. Scmidt
(Also Distinguished Flying Cross) . R. A. Scurlock,
W. E. Seamon, Jr. (Also Oak Leaf Cluster to
Silver Star), William D. Sells, Steward E. Sewell,
I. H. Shearer, Earl Sheggrud, Walter G. Shore
(Also Oak Leaf Cluster to Silver Star), Cecil B.
Smith, Marlin R. Smith, Richard Spotswood
Smith, Vincent 1. Snyder (Also Distinguished
Flying Cross), Edward H. Steere, Jr., 1. A.
Stoddard, Maxwell D. Stone (Also Oak Leaf
Cluster to Silver Star), George A. Stout, Cole.
man Stripling, Henry G. Swartz, Thomas P.
Talley (Also Oak Leaf Cluster to Silver Star
and Purple Heart), Paul R. Tarbutton, John R.
Taylor, Albert Thorn, W. P. Thorington, Clay
Tice, j-, R. G. Toler, E. C. Townsend, Clifton
H. Troxell, G. A. Uhrich, Robert H. Vaught,
Oliver B. Vodrey, Clyde H. Webb, Jr. (Also
Oak Leaf Cluster to Silver Star* ), Everett C.

Lieut. H. A. Jolly

Lieut. G. M. Heiss

Lieut. C. B. Kelse

.leut. R. G. Booth

Lieut. J. H. Disbro

Lieut. F. B. Bender

.ieut. W. G. Ivey

Capt. J. A. Glenn, Jr.

Lieut. D. C. Everitt

Capt. Samuel Maddux

Lieut. D. E. Good

It. U. P. Thorington

Wessman, Marion 1. Wheeler, Thomas R.
White, John R. Wilcox, Paul I. Williams, P.
LaF. Willis, Milton E. Wills, George H. Wilson,
Robert R. Wilson, Edward R. Yerington, Lucian
N. Youngblood, Richard E. Zahm, Frank W.
Zatzke, Mitchell Zawisza. MASTER SERGEANTS:
Elmer 1. Dreirr, Anthony A. Kuzdrall, W. K.
Sheffield. FIRST SERGEANT: Wilbur K. Hunt.
STAFF SERGEANTS: Ralph Alexander, Vernon D.
Berg, F. A. Bumgardner, Richard M. Cullison,
Henry V. Earnest, Robert D. Fortier, Benjamin
1. Hale, James W. Hanna, Sidney C. Howe,
James H. Leaman, Noel W. Meek, James R.
Milliren (Also Soldier's Medal), W. ]. Mroczko,
Ralph M. Pelkley, Averid F. Perkins, A. K.
Santowski, H. F. Skelton, David A. Tunno (Also
Soldier's Medal), Louis 1. Walters, Lacey A.
Whitley. TECHNICAL SERGEANTS: Robert 1. Barlow, Glenn H. Carlsgaard, Julius G. Doka,
Wilson Ford, Tommie T. Harris, Albert M.
Hopkins, Robert ]. Kastning, J. C. Komurke,
W. W. MacConnell, Bonnie V. Nabors, Gust D.
Portl (Also Air Medal), C. Racioppo, Ray S.
Storey. Don Tennison. SERGEANTS: Michael G.
Adamow, Roy E. Baker, Lavern E. Bechtel,
Leslie R. Brown, Junia K. Bryning, Reuben A.
Carr, James A. Carter (Also Purple Heart),
Ralph W. Chorn, Robert A. Cothern, Vernon
O. Elder, Marshall J. Engstrom, Robert ]. Forsyth, Robert W. Freeman, Edward Gosk, Kenneth
A. Gradle (Also Oak Leaf Cluster), James 1.
Hickey, Gene E. Hickman* (Also Purple
Heart*), Joseph M. Hines, Cyrus Foster Johnson, Jr. (Also Soldier's Medal), Harvey D.
Joyner, Glenn C. Keclik, Donald L. Kerns, John
Kominicki*, John E. Lang, William ]. Law,
Herbert M. Lemke, J. F. Marling, Albert C.
Nichols, A. T. Patrick, A. H. Richardson, Bufford D. Robin, David Runager, Joe C. Saia,
Ralph Sam, R. W. Senteney, Jack D. Smith
(Also Soldier's Medal), Jack H. Stull, R. E.
Thornock, James H. Webb, H. C. Worden.
CORPORALS: Gordon W. Barton, John]. Beatty
(Also Soldier's Medal), Floyd R. Blair, Walter
T. Buchanan, Donald V. Chaprnan " , James K.
Connolly, Robert ]. Coutre (Also Air Medal),
Anthony Filippi, William C. Gregory, Leonard
L. Hendry, James T. Hughes, Lawrence Johnson, Herbert 1. Kerley, Albin F. Lenander, P.
B. Lowrie, Robert McManman, Donald C.
Meagher *, William H. Nichols, Harold 1. Osgood, James R. Peterson, J. N. Powers, Edwin
C. Smith, Abraham Tabakrnan, ]. Troyanowski,
Lewis E. Williams, Jr. PRIVATES FIRST CLASS:
Edward C. Lohr, ]. P. Miszczuk, 1. Schleifer*,
.J. D. Thompson, E. F. Vernick, Benjamin J.
Xerri, Alexander Zaretsky. PRIVATES: Robert S.
Brown, E. 1. Phillips (Also Purple Heart),
H. ]. Purdue, Alvin Troyer.
PURPLE HEART
Henry H. Reilly. MAJORS: Kenneth
R. Kreps, Floyd W. Rogers. CAPTAINS: Louis
Halperin, Sam Maddux, Jr., Carl E. Wuertele
(AI~o Distinguished Flying Cross). LIEUTENANTS: G. C. Beale, Roy L. Callaway, John H. DisCOLONEL:

t. W. B. Drysdale

Lieut. Raphael Bloch

Sgt. J. D. Sullivan

(Continued on next page)
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hi", Frni C. Hcnrv, Rowl.u»] F. l lof lxrt, J. A.
;\fcCull'"lgh,
Lawrence R.l\leSl'l'CaU, J. C. Poi rc ,
Filrl S. Ripley''', Robert P. Spreng"',
l lnmc-r R.
Tall"r,
T. 1:. Walke'r.
MASTER
SERGEANTS:
TIHllllils L. Daly, Jack C. ]:\ans, R.II' A. Olivcr
(Ab" Distinguishcd
Fill".\.; C1W.S), R. T. Uli.
rich. FIRST SERGEANTS:
h!\\.lrd
). Burns, Frank
B. Hclrn-, H. C. SandeLs, c:. A. 'van,,!irt.
STAFF
SERGEANTS:
Leonar,1 C. Bilker, j.lmc" 1\1. l\ilrb.
eLlie''', Frank 'X'. l\owcn, J"hn '1) Butler, Erwin
B. Ca".b"lt,
lr.ui]; ). Dl'polis':',
Cc"rge C. Dud.
l.v, Allen R. Durborov,', Jr., A. A. Infant"Iin",
I. A. F.rikcnhurg,
R. I. C;angursky,
J"scph L.
(;"",1':'.
I'hl'ph c:. !lITbert':', Charles XV. !lud,kr,
ICtll'h r.:cl!l, Stuart F. Lamere, Edwin K. Lvl«,
D.lnc!1 \X'. 1\lintz, Cryi a l A. 1\f""r(', Rriland L.
"Lilt.lli.
Mich'lcl J. Pirga, !l. T. R:llldaII, A. B.
Rcsti\".
Ce"r,~c
S.tllick,
P. Se.tls, V. O.
Scll\\'ilrt/kupf,
Jili:W'; F.
/\rlll,ld
1\1.
Tl](lllqv-;()ll\
Joe"
o. \\/rig!lt
L. Zci:;s.
TECHWCAL
SERGEANTS:
S. A. A!ldn,b\i.h.
)"!111
r ls.iucr. lull;] 'r. Bentoll) I);lnlc] A. D',"vr,
! l.uol.! If. (.
A!()l1z() J.
!.:nlC'" 'V~T.
;\kAd:illh.
ho!x-rt
Ii.
.
F.
l

•

or.

11',!

\)1.1d~J1Hl!1,

W\'

KVl1ndll

lJ,'

.\.
C;llill"",
T.

H:'lkl'

)\

I )

l~l'

rt

r

f !;u.\;)\'.'.

CJurk',,>

R. Hc-i;l!l\~r..,t,

Ric]ucd

TI:,ldlL,ll1';

.!-'''l'l.

.\'' 11: 1c~
".,,(Iu~-r,)t,

!)u\,":'~l'il, \/ .

( )~:/

(,: _.(It",~~C

A.

!...ll"';()ll,

J

()W~"l~"
il'l\\;lrd
Pricc:, )1'., !):lLd 1). R. her,

.J,.. I.~()hi,'I.t,< T. E. R()hlTh,
(~. 1Z.
R. (). >ll~.:rrrun::\ juliu'l
B. Sic!ak,

S.

?\lari()l1
';:ll;~h,
'r.' 1\. :>t:lnlcv, Rohert
K. Sto!l('. C. F.
Ll.:-tcr E. \\;agam:ln, Ch:l!"1C" E. \\/:titc,
l r., .roc F \I('ihon, T. A. Yil,.hrou)~h, Lionel G.
,'o"'l\.;. CORPORALS:
Donal,l D. Ad.l"lS, Robert
F. l1j"om. Th"l1l;\S E. \1r;l,lshaw,
l\fabchy
J.
Chhcn''',
Shelly L Cock rol t, C. F. CurrenCl', Jr.,
I:l:llh
F F\\'l'rs, Alfred A. Fuwe, j\'l,ilh Frequez,
'I'hr)lll.l'
D. Goodm;ln,
Edward
I.. Gumrnclt,
I Icurv L. 1lamrnorul, Chester L. Hatcher, Vincent
xt. HOLln"', Flbert E. Howell, Hcnrv T. Kelly,
L"ster \I(l Klahn,
Glen W. Lingle, John P.
LI)('S, \X!illiam F. Loranger,
.J. R. 1bc1\filbn,
R:l\ll1ond E. Miller,
John G. Mitchell",
Leith
C. 'Morgiln, Ceorge W. 1\fosilll, J;lllles I. Mover,
\V. ]1. Ol\rien,
Jr., John E. Orhs, A. V. I'rimeschi, James W. Pryor, R. G. Reddick, Nor.
man A. Smith, Robert C. Smith, .Jonah Steff,
I.:dw;\rd I. I "rb.msk i, ]. L. Vicrs, 1\L S. Whim.
<ct t, L. IZ. Wilson,
Sam. H. Wilson, D. E. Wimhiscus. PRIVATES FIRST CLASS: Samuc! E. Ashker,
Fred F. Baker, Thomas E. 13ellue, Tbeodore
F.
Byrd, Jr*, Carlo A. Calcmine, Arthur E. David,
Joseph E. D"mott, Carl Drechsler,
S. H. Enchcl.
l1lCWT, Vernon W. Evan, Edwin Frazier, Harold
L. Henlev, Lawrence
B. Howland,
George O.
knkins, Russdl T. Kawa, Donald A. Kern, Cecil
t. King, John b. LeBlanc, Albert C. McCall,
Ir., Karl (). Maser, Robert F. J's,'obn, Joseph A.
'Paradiso, 1'1. 11. Praniewicz,
Ralph N. Rentz,
F. B. Rodriguez,
R. B. Rodriguez,
A. J. Silnmel.
,'ich, A. L. Sesody, A. Shullenbarger,
N. J.
Spidlone, J c. Stanfield, W. A. Stanley, 1L E.
Tlwlke,
W. R. Thornhill,
Paul N. TOl1lkIns,
Domenico
A. Tussio, John Tyleshevski,
C. L.
I :hlenhurg, Howa,'d C. 'X!ard, hlward M. White,
Tack A. \X1illiams, Arthur J. White.
PRIVATES:
Jo.seph Bush,
Erwin
E. Crocker,
Sydney A.
DilVis, Harry
O. Dodd.
Richimj
S. Garrety,
Witltcr J. Gese, John B. Hall, Turner G. Har.
rell, Harold
II. Hawkins,
Chesky
A. Isailc,
Clvde D. Johnson, Sherwood D. King, Pierre A.
Ki'lwlinsb,
John N. Krison,
Ivan C. Lewis,
1.. G. Luckey, W. F. Lundgren,
Merion
L.
;\!ason, R. R. Niedzwiecki,
William
H. Peter.
son, Robert L. Pickerel,
M. 1.. RiChardson,
B.
D. Sbracci:l, George S. Snnkr,
If. M. Spickler,
1.. C;. Stnmk, Jr., R. H. Snffern, Hans S. Thon,
D. 1:. Tobias, V. D. Tomlinson,
R. L. Tnrnbull,
Lnl1lus F. Walker"',
Frank L. WalLIce, Allan J.
\X'eher, Kenneth H. West, Lewis B. \X!hite, L. J.
\X'iedling, V'lughn E. 'Xrolfe, R:llph W. Young,
Tr., A. A. Zang:lri.
!'lhthUIl10US
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I.l'ilf

!Z"hnt

Lc-c', \X/. Ci.
]

r.

\Vhitc,
Ii.

.~<.

} lcn!'\'

2:'\\':irtl,
I l.ir1..)(\
XV. \X'hire, l r. CORPORALS:
Dick,.,."""
1\r.'!1lI~'1 D. C

f.{),:dL [)tl!1 T. S;,icr", A!hcrt
1
l'::rl Th>!wil/l'r.
PRIVATES
FIRST CLASS:
h.u,k Ti"o .. lr .. Ril\' E. \X'ISc!Oll1. PRIVATES: C D.
C(
, },fu1:r:1Y x. C(,ld:;tc'lll, (~t)j'd\n) l'-Llrrisun,
l':.lr()~,J
\T. K<.::lh<-:\., 'V. T. Picl"rdkc,
1fic11:]('1
'IV. S.' Slllilrt. eludc.s
.M. Stewilrd,
S. B. l:i'lILo.

~:llkr,:i~~~
ll'~~~\'.'"t'D ~ :~';;~'rr~};;':

.fl .. P,()hl'rL C:

.J.

J.

MEDAL

LIEUTENANT
COLONEl:
Ro.sl'oe
1'\'icho ls, Jr.
LIEUTENANTS:
Thom.r-,
I. llurke':'. ShCrIlliln 'A.
Copc!:tl1,l,
Th.rm.m
I.". P,ltl"id~,
;'«)rm;lll
B.
\X'ilk\.
FIRST SERGEANT:
l.l,,\,1 1:. Swop, .. STAFF
SERGE'ANTS:
I. B. B"wers,
iZoh"r( \I(l (,,,b,'j.1.
TECHNICAL
S'ERGEANTS:
M. C. Shelnutt, Thllln.lS
1'. \X'il!.,ll.
SERGEANTS:
C!.IIT!lCe
T. Cok, ;\C\ B.
l)lI!ll)q, C(}rc1('fl
(~. !'";IITCq, C1Lll:lc"
1. Ho tfru.m,
I LlrolJ
.J.
\\ri11i~JJ11 A. K:lrgl':) (/\!,,()

:(lrl,

AIR MEDAL

r». is. LIEUTENANT COLONEl:
Fred 11. DCilll. MAJORS:
D 1\. Avc-rv, c:. B.
('o!li,.,.. Glenn J:. Iluhhill'd, Churk
Putn.un, R.
F. Rudcll, C. F. Sk.mrial, Hnrrison IZr.'l.d Thyng
(Also Oak Lc.rf Cluster to Air 1\[l',LJ I), .John
W. \X/cltman, John O. Zil:1I1. CAPTAINS:
K. 1\.
Benson, C. A. Cluistm.r«, L. F. Deegan, W. T.
Du.lcn, Thomas B. Flcniinu, Joscph A. C; lenn,
]r., Jl1l1CS Hannan, L'dward G. Johnson, Gcorge
I. LaBranche, R. F. Lehr, W. M. Livdy, F. H.
1fcOlgin,
F. J. Miller, Homer I I. 1'\'oss, R. A.
Nowotny,
Joel A. Owens, Jr., F. L. Peninc,
T. H. Runyon, \Xl A. Tesch, Kenneth D. Viln.
dayhurg, J.' B. Wakefield,
Victor Em.inuc! Wal.
toll, Dill'rcll
G. Welch,
Clurles
E. Wilson.
LIEUTENANTS:
Lyle Albert
Bean,
Robert
N.
Chenllweth,
W. B. Drysdale, David R. Everett,
Ell11er Hartman,
\X!illiilln K. Hester, Earl W.
Hille, Jr., Jack M. Ilfrev, Earl C. Kent, Stephen
N. Krcnvtzvk, ]. C. H. LentL, William K. Long,
R. W. McWherter,
H. O. N. Menden,lil,
HllW.
ard Warren
i\fi Ilard, M. C. Morrison,
R. D.
Neale, Jr., Edward S. E. Newbmy,
Charles W.
Oakley*,
L. B. Page, James E. Pate, W. S. L.
Pennington"',
W. M. Pringle,
Jr., Rllbert H.
Riley, N. O. Roherts, George L. Ross, Richard
H. Schllenbergcr,
Joseph
D. Shaffer,
E. E.
Shahan, Henry K. Smith, D. O. Starbuck, Roger
F. Stemen, R. L. Stevens, J. A. Sullivan, Carlus
Turner, E. F. I Tn1phrev, Burton L. Weil, 1'\'or.
man 1. Widen. Bill F. Williams,
R. E. Williams,
T. L. Wlllford. MASTER SERGEANT: Joseph H.
Sitlik. STAFF SERGEANT:
Frank S. Tamsett. SERGEANTS:
Jllhn Burger, IL' C. Rohertson.
CORPORALS:
Jebcio
M. Canapi, Rllbcrt W. Skarie.
PRIVATE:
J:lmes N. Thomas.
COLONEl:

S.

J.

OAK

LEAF CLUSTERS

BRIGADIER
GENERAL:
Cdch V. Haynes. LIEUTENANT: Cecil E. Gregg. STAFF SERGEANT:
Douglas
V. Radn"y. SERGEANTS:
Lewis Coburn,
Clevis

Jones.

AMERICAN VOLUNTEER GROUP
DISTINGUISHED
FLYING CROSS
For galbntry
now disbande:l
China:

in action while lllcmbers of the
American
Volunteer
Group in

LEADERS:
Robert Ne:lle, John Van
Kur,'n Newkirk"',
Franklin Rectllr, Rllbert Jan",s
Sandell'"
SQUADRON
VICE-LEADERS:
Chal.les
Rankin
Bon,l. David L. Ilill,
Frank Schid"'.
fliGHT
LEADER: R. L. Little':'.

SQUADRON

WHAT YOU SEE WON'T
(Continue ..d from Page

COLONEl:
CAPTAIN:

SOLDIER'S

(~.

\\!i::i~l1l1
A. (~(H)P,-T,
, Jr.,
j I.
i . J..
JiIhrL'~ith,
Lllw,Jr,!

FLYING CROSS

!-larry 1'. Ei,lson (Also
Air Me,hl).
.l(heph l-l. Mome. LIEUTENANTS:
\X'illiillll S. 11arncs,[\0rt1liln
Davis,
Dii\id C. Howilrd, c:. I. :-.iielslll, A. M. Ruli.
son"', B. OJ. Stone, .Ir., \xl r. Strathern. MASTER
SERGEANT:
Joseph C;. Mor.in. STAFF SERGEANTS:
John .J. Hudjeril.
\X'illi:ul1 C. .Joncs''', Lco .1.
/.ulko\'.ski.
TECHNICAL
SERGEANT:
Fre,krrc
S.
Moran. SERGEANT:
t. D. Snllinn.
CORPORALS:
Prcsley C. ])j'(>lissar~l, 1.c'o 1'. Flowers. PRIVATE
FIRST CLASS: J F. Schocn.
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\X
R.
110\\,11',1
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DISTINGUISHED
LIEUTENANT

HURT
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planes
have
red noses,
all Axis
aircraft
usu.i l lv han:
white
noses
(:t1though
they
11,iphl he yel!ow,
too)
and usu"lly
white
\\ ing lli's, ]( you don't sce the'ie tiny objects
iirst you l,roh,'hly
won'[
sec anything,lt
,1I1
aftcrw:trds.
BuL if VOlt h.iv« seen them, the
next thing
you'll
\~icw \\i:i he il streak
or
oC\CI',r!
stre.lk'i
lool..n« some"':LI!
like a
meteor
Ir;l\Tlin"
in tl,'e .I.rcct ion of the
homhers
(if 1'0:1' re ;Icting :IS e,;cort).
Hel'e
yOll
point Yoll!' nose in the !).Ilh ahe.ld
of
this ohject .uul pre'i'i the
at the x.unc
jime
,li\\a\s
luukinc;
heht
IW\\T\ cr.
to
;i)~L~~~
u.:rLl(l~ th',lt. ',t
,.
Sj'Ol h,lS not sud,Jcnly

\'cry

bLl'()ll1C;l

Lu).~c \\'L:~(.' or )cl:o\\'

slllnl11..'r

\\-ith

L~tlc flashes
COll"Unp;
1";'U;11
it. If yo\!
fir:d t:1<lt r!«. latter li.r- Ol'lllt'rclL
\'ULl l;111 do
one of tlJtTL' lhin/:s.
FirsL ;1111.1 hC:-1t, 1S to turn
h. ...r.l : sCt.'ul1d. to t~lro\\' vour \i:ck .in.! rudder
ln~u one corner
(;lny U~ll' l)l.l.t _Sll:~.Syou, hut
;~1:)\.) l:urd)
; ;111l.t third, If you JrL' Lou Lcrrdicd
tu

o.:m

t~-:c sh.~\ in
;:nd

run

ci:.hcr

of these

ncul;''.\!,

1:)...:C'

lr;,lll

Ulh\\.)

m.mcuv

y\.)~!r

cr-,

"',~(

t r..n

h,\ITL',-)<,

C.l!(~11:

~];-\Hln'.i t~lL'

I ,t~ivi«. ti,e I.,s( !,rmuJlIre
n:J!.i' In l,ISC'i lii' el::T
IICU':',:,:,.I) hCc',-lLJ:)C it duc;-,n't
:tl\\,l'''~)
\\'ud~ so
v.cl l. )
{O!-

he:

on

ih~: r;l~:i~}.

( [11

.til

(,tii';;(-'~''),

Anyway,
tho:;e arc the princi;'al
"igl:ts
he
hut tltlTe .uc :1:") ,I few
more.
For inst.uuc, yOll mi",:,t sec the little
metcor
disa"pear
st rai,:ht
down
:llld then
su.l.Icnly
{il\;' that
;1I" .rir.r.ift has heen
caLlpulled
StT;li,t;ht llt' into the air from the
uroun.] to the homhCt''i.
Another
odd, hut
j'tT(luent
occu rrcncc is to li.ivc the dirty little
dart
emcrpe
inverted.
(llis
mother
was
scared hy a tree sloth).
The 10'.) flll1ctions
perfectly
upside
down
and the pilot only
has 10 pull back on the stick to get away.
Don't
depend
on recognizing
enemy
air.
craft by their crosses
or faces alone.
Learn
the differences
between
the ME. IO'.)s E, F,
and G, the FW.1')O,
the Macchi
and the
others as regards
their wing tips, t;rils, spin.
ners, etc. Aside from the fact that your in.
telligence
ofticer
is always
curious
as to
exactly
what
you were fighting
(and
can
deduce
much interesting
information
thereby), your No.1
will dislike you lots if you
confuse
his tail with that of a 202 or such.
To sum up, first of all remember
that you
can always
recognize
the Hun by his posi.
tion and actions
in the sky. He has a more
or less set pattern,
as was illustrated
at the
beginning
of this piece. In the second
place,
be able to recognize
his plane so that if you
sholtld
ever "et a ion" enou "h (dance at it
yOLl em tell '~he 1.0. ':'hat
i~ w~s. Fin~tlly,
look before yOll press the trigger.
Your own
pursuit
pilots usually get a little angry if you
fire at them. but the bomber
boys get hopping
mad and might shoot you down. U

voul]

Plcn:RF
C1ZFDfTS
Sikorsky Aircraft.
N.'): Wright
Field,
AAr and Life,. III.II:
Lockheed.Vega
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NAVIGATION
(Continued

from Page 9)

scrvat ion for their instruments.
Once this
«onvirtion
is arrived at, there is no cure
--it is invariably
fatal. An instrument
of
this type is the Axt ro Compass, shown in
an accompanying
photograph.
It is used to
try to explain away some of the confusion.
Although
such attempts at explanation
seldom succeed fully, it may be of interest to
follow the line of reasoning used.
The Astro-Cornpass
is a simple equatorial telescope mounting,
such as is seen
in any observatory,
in which a split-pLlpil
collimator sight is substituted
for the telescope. In principle
the Ast ro-Cornpass
is
cv,lCtll' rill/il"r to all .,arc" reduction methods. Suppose the instrument
is levelled and
is oriented
in azimuth by motion 3 (see
illustration).
Then, using the time selected
for observation,
extract the declination
of
the body to be sighted from the Almanac
and set it on the instrument. The sight now
can be pointed exactly at the selected body
hy motions I and 2. When the instrument
is so sighted lat itude can be read from the
scale used in conjunction
with motion 1
and LI'L'\ (and therefore longitude)
from
the scale used in conjunction with motion 2.
It must be noted carefully
that i uo
combinations
of motions can be used to
point the sipht of the level led instrument
on any body in the sky. The two independent combinations
of motion are 1 and
2. and 1 and 3. A combination
of the rnonons 1, 2 and 3 can aoompl ish the same
result. However, if one of the three rettillgr
IJ ill error, (;/1 tire in error, Therefore
if the
l.ititu.l«
and lonr-itu.l«
are to be obtained
from the instrument
with reasonable
and
uSJhle accuracy then the azimuth (motion
)) must first be set with rcasonahlcarcur
acv
t t rr:« lIorth plus or minus 5 minutes of
arc). The inability to achieve such 'lccuracy
in the azimuth setting is the one and only
reason why latitude and lon';itude
cannot
be obtained from a single observation.
THE directness of reducing an observation
by plotting it directly on a sm.il l sphere by
means of a great circle "ruler" and a small
ci rcle, "cornpas'." has appealed
to a few
people since time immemorial.
These individuals
founder
on the question
of
"scale." They will go to great lengths to
devise an assortment
of micrometer
and
vernier scales and compasses to achieve the
required
accuracy when, in the [mal analysis, the accuracy ohtainable
is dependent
on the visu.i l acuity of the user. This type
of instrument is a plotting device, pure and
simple, jllSt as is a drafting board, Tvsquarc
t rian,!:Ie and ruler. The draftsman's
accuracy
depends not upon an assortment of verniers,
micrometers
and finely divided scales hut
upon his visuul acuity, the sharpness of his
pencil and his skill in using it. Increase the
sharpness
of his eyesight with a reading
p:L!ss and his accuracy increases in proportion. The same applies to the "spherical
draftsman"
whose pencil line is from five
to ten miles in width to begin with.
Am
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The "arc" and "sphere"
machines
are
very conducive to an assortment of gymnastics when used in the air. Though the inventors of these machines invariahly recommend the lap, the user gener'llly winds up
his problem with the instrument on a t ahlc
and himself in a head-stand.
Using the instrument in the laboratory
and in the ai I' is
comparable
to writing a letter in a study
and in a typhoon. For instruction purposes,
a system similar to this one recently was
advocated hy Yale University.
It had been
used as far hack as 1934 in Air Corps
Navigation
Schools.
Navigators
disagree as to the size of a
sphere
needed
for acceptable
accuracy,
some claiming that only a five-foot sphere
is necessary but others contending
that a
diameter
of fifteen feet should
be the
minimum.
In spite of the drawbacks of the arc and
sphere, they have some ardent supporters.
Recently
a well-meaning
business men's
publiCltion
level led a scorching barrage of

Plotting equipment
essentially
is of the
conventional type of prot ractors, compasses.
parallel rules and a scale adequate for all
plotting purposes,

A J.THOUCH

there are 111 existence many
computers
for the solution of the win~1
triangle and of speed-time-distance
problems, the E-6B dead reckoning computn,
which was adopted as standard equipment
in 1939, is unquestionahly
one of the most
versatile in the field. This computer
has
met universal f.ivor among navigators and
pilots who arc required to perform routine
dead reckoning problems.
The several systems and methods used by
the Air Forces for the reduction of celestial
observations
arc the Astrograph
(adopted
in 1~)42), the Star Altitude Curves (19"7)
and Hydrographic
Office Publication
21 K
(1912),
21/! (1937)
and 211.
The Astrograph
and the Star Altitude
Curves are systems similar in principle, The
advantages
of speed and simplicity
favor
the Astrograph
although the Star Altitude
Curves have slight accuracy advantages.
Hydrographic
Office Publications
218
and 2! -j are alike in princi pie and in accuracy. Since 218 is considerably faster and off ers less dunce to err because of its sL!f1Crior
arrangement,
it will completely replace 21 -I.
The Astrograph
also will replace the Stell'
Altitude Curve» in Air FOITe navigation.
Hydrogrclph Of1ice Publication '21 l is retained for polar work, above latitudes of
seventy degrees.
As a go,t1 for inventors who are striving
to improve the navigation
systems of th'e
Army Air Forces, the respecti\'e accuracies
and times rcquire.]
for reduction of a two
star fix in the several Air Force systems are
as follows:
Accn r.uy

==

AAF Type A-3 Line of Position
puter;
too slow for standard

Comuse.

vicious invective
at the American
armed
services for not going hook, line and sinker
for the twelve-inch
sphere of a civilian
sportsman
pilot. Although
the particular
device had been put through its tests seven
years ago, the Materiel Center had invited
the inventor to submit sample articles and
cost quot.uions. Re-examination
of a device
previously ahandoned is sometimes a waste
of time and money-but
the technicians of
the Air Forces Instrument
Laborntory
constantly search for improvements,
regardless
of the ahility of the inventor.
Other appealing
graphictl
devices suffcrin« from "scale" trouble, include the
D'02~ligne
Nomogram
and the system of
superimposed
stereographic
projections tangent at the eCluator. Fortunately,
these are
the products of astute students of navigation and have been presented not for actual
air use hut as interesting novelties.
Although
it is impossibl«
to revamp the
navigation
equ ipmcnt and training of the
Army Air Forces overnight,
many 1912
developments
arc rapidly being adopted as
standard procedure for combat navigation.

Tillie

lif r"cllIC/ili!l

Astrograph
2 mi les
1.5 min.
Star Curves
== 1.5 miles
2.0 min.
H02l8
=:-:0,5 mile
eJ.Omin.
HO 211
::+=0.5mile
5.0 min.
HO 211
=-:0.) mile
10.0 min.
The time required hy mechcl!1ictl devices
for the reduction of a t wo body fix generally approximates
ten minutes with an accuracy margin of from five to fifty miles,
Na\,igation
systems, the same as airpl.uic
designs, are compromises.
The devices and
methods adopted hy the Air Forces represent a com promise between accu racy and
speed of reduction. Still, this compromise
has not yet been matched hy any of the
hundreds of mechanical devices suhmitted.
Despite the uncqua llcd practicahility
of
the Air Force systems now in usc, Wright
FicId continues to examine new devices and
methods proposed by navigators and nonnavigators, constantly striving to he of more
assistance
to the combat navi.~ator
who
often must he a gunner,
a radio man, a
homhardier,
or a co-pilot, in addition
to
his other duties.
Planes occasionally are lost by the human
error of the navigator. Wright Field's ohjcctivc is to develop dey ices and methods
that will eliminate all possibility of human
error.

u
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TWO NEW
WARPLANES
Two

NEW Army Air Forces planes have
been announced:
the Lockheed
C-6Y, a
four-engined
high altitude transport,
and
the Curtiss A-25, an Army version of the
Navy's famed Helldiver,
recently voted the
"world's best dive bomber" by British aviation experts,
The C-6y, named the Constellation,
is a
big, long-range speedy airliner with a pressurized cabin for high-altitude
flying. It is
capable of carrying
55 passengers
and a
crew of nine from coast to coast in less than
nine hours, or of flying a light tank and a
complement
of troops across the Pacific to
Honolulu
in twelve. Although
one of the
largest airplanes in the world, it uses but
one gallon of gasoline per mile when fully
loaded.
The new transport
is powered by four
Wright
Cyclone
lH-cylinder
engines,
of
2,000 horsepower each. It has tricycle landing gear, two separate
superchargers
to

Shown above during a test flight is the new Curtiss A-25 dive bomber.
Christened the Helldiver, alter its Navy counterpart, the A-25 has greater
speed, range and striking power than any dive bomber now in action. The
plane is already
in production
at Curtiss-Wright's
Missouri factory.

keep the scaled cabin comfortable at all altitudes, hot-wing
de-icing and new-design
streamlined
nacelles that avoid compressibility shocks on the nose cowl.
A distinguishing
feature of the C-6Y is
its three vertical tail fins, These aid the
pilot in controlling the plane at high speeds
and enable it to fit in ordinary sized hangars. Each engine is an independent
power
source and can be completely replaced in
45 minutes. The wings are similar in design to those of the Lockheed P- 38. The
Air Forces will use the C-6y as both a troop
transport and cargo plane.

The A-25 is a two-place, mid-wing dive
bomber powered with a 1700 horsepower
Wright Cyclone engine and equipped with
a Curtiss electric propeller and retractable
landing gear. The first A-25 was test flown
sometime ago. It was presented formally to
the Army at a special ceremony in the Curtiss Missouri plant, where Helldivers
roll
off a four-block-long
assembly line.
The Army Helldiver design is very similar to the Navy design, and, with minor
changes that can be made in the field, the
plan.es can be used interchangeably
by both
services.

The new Lockheed Constellation
is shown below taking off
for its initial test flight from Burbank, California, to Muroc
Dry Lake, Utah. Originally designed for swank passenger
travel, the Canstellation is now in the Army lor the duration.

Lieutenant
Paul Greene
exhibits
the fine points of aerial gunnery
on a gun-equipped
Link trainer.

<JwoNew q~
<J'U:dnUuj <Jeelt.nifjuu
ALMOST every month the ingel1ltity of Air
Force officers results in further
aids to
gunnery training. Two of the latest ,lIT at
Foster Field. Texas: a skeet tower and a
special BI3 gun mount for link trainers.
The purpose of the tower is to prepare
prospective gunners for the Illany angles of
fire they will encounter in modern bomber
turrets. From platforms of ten, twenty and
thi rty feet students
learn how to shoot
down, as well as up. at fast-moving targets.
The BB gun mount uses to advantage the
maneuverahle
cockpit frame of th~ link
trainer. With it cadets learn to "lead" moving targets that are speeding around a circular track, thus aC(luiring firing practice
without leaving the ground. The device is
unusually
valuable because it can realistically simulate aerial gunnery effects.
-.Caple/Ill A1cdcuflll B. Alletr, Fovt «: Flt'/J.
(Continued)

Turner
Field,
Georgia,
revolution
in the field

found.
It is a ruby acetate
filter that can be
placed
on windshields.
When
viewed
through
a pair
of blue-green
optical
goggles
this
filter presents
a solid
black
appearance,
but
when viewed
with the naked
eye it is perfectly

has accomplished
a
blind
flying
hoods.

01

Old-style
hoods
were made
of heavy,
black
cloth.
In side-by-side,
multi-engine
trainers
such as those
used at Turner,
this had ma ny
disadvantages.
The
student,
completely
encased
in the hood
around
the pilot's
seat,
could
not see his instructor
(in the co-pilot's
seat)
or the engine
instruments
on the instructor's side of the cockpit.
The instructor,
on the
other
hand,
could
not see his student
or the
flight
instruments,
and
had
no visibility
out
the left side 01 the plane.
Not only were these limitations
inconvenient,
they were dangerous
in the busy air around
large training
center
such as Turner
Field.
for

So tests were
the ordinary

transparent.

The results are excellent.
With the new system the student
wears
goggles
and the instructor does not. This gives the student
an excellent
view of all the instruments,
the interior
of the
plane
and
the
instructor,
but
prevents
him
from seeing
outside
the cockpit.
The instructor, on the other
hand,
has a full view
of
outside
traffic
in addition
to being
able
to
watch
the student
and
his handling
of the
flight
instruments.
The use 01 the new filter a nd goggles
has
been so successful
that 95 percent
of all training planes
at Turner
are equipped
with them.

a

begun
to locate
a substitute
black-cloth
hood.
One
was

INEXPENSIVE
but highly-efficient
mobile floodlighting
unit for auxiliary fields
has been designed and constructed at Mather
Field, California,
by twenty-year-old
Technic'al Sergeant James L. Hancock, working
in conjunction
with First Lieutenant
Clyde
C. Cramer of the Post Operations
Office.
The new unit, which can be used as a substitute for both the regular J-.'> and portable
B-')A floodlighting
systems, consists of a
hvc-ki lowatt motor generator mounted on a
one-ton, two-wheel cargo trailer. A framework of two-by-six timbers on the rear end
supports four light heads from the 13-.')A
portable light. This rr.unc may be tilted forward or backward to obtain different angles
of field illumination,
and the entire unit
may be swung III a horizontal
arc on the
trailer wheels.

AN

The

picture

can

be

above

thus

eliminating

operated

shows
on

how Waco

auxiliary

outside

landing

attachments,

Flying

School's

areas.

and

portable

It generates

can

be

control
its own

transported

by

tower
power,

jeep.
Another

useful

use on auxiliary

A W)B!LF control unit, to do the job at auxiliary airfields that
control towers normally do at completely-equipped
bases. has
been developed and put into operation at the Waco Army Flying School, Texas, by Technical Sergeant John T. Skinner.
Before the development
of Sergeant Skinner's device "control planes" stationed on the ground had been used as control
towers during night flying to transmit and receive messages
from cadets in the ships aloft. After hours of radio work, batteries on these control planes often ran clown so badly they
wouldn't
turn over the planes' engines. When this happened
a spare battery - and a crew to install it - had to be brought
from the home base, often miles away, before the "mekiwi"
could be put back into commission.
The new mobile control board has ended all this. Now a
complete communications
system is brought right to the auxiliary field before operations
start. It is transported
on a jeep,
can be dismounted
by one man and placed in service anywhere
within a matter of seconds. The complete equipment,
plus a
service battery and a spare. is mounted on a two-wheel chassis
that can be easily moved about, No outside attachments
are
necessary.
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development
landing

areas

for
is

the mobile
field light shown below. Here it is being
operated
by its inventor,
Sergeant
James
L. Hancock
01 Mather
Field.
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OBSERVATIONS
(Continued

THERE IS MUCH
MORE to the technique
of flying than just knowing
how to operate
an airplane,
as aviation
cadets
soon find
out. For one thing,
the finished
pilot must
know how to find his destination.
The Rondolph
Field
cadet
above
learns
this 011important
technique
with
the
aid
of a
compass,

a

speedometer,

a

watch

and

a

map.
The compass
tells him his direction,
the speedometer
tells him his speed,
the
watch
tells him how long
it should
take
him to reach
his objective
at a given
speed,
and
the map
provides
him with
check
points
to measure
his progress.

ANOTHER
portable boom hoist for
use with two and one-half ton go\'ernrnc-nt trucks. simi lar to that descrihed in the [anuarv issue of Am.
fORCE,
was inciepend"ently desi,~ncd
and l.ui lt in the sp,'ing of 1 ')-1 I at
another Air Forces installation,
accordin,~ to information
furnished by
Colonel P. E. Rucst ov. of the Directorate of Base Services in \X!ashington, and Colonel J. M. l\fcCul!och,
Assistant
Cornmand.mt
of the Air
Scrvic« Command Base at Orlando,
Florida,
Designer of the hoist was Captain
E. D. Grana, then a master sergeant
and foreman of the base engineering
shops at Mitchel Field, New York.
Captain
Grana's
hoist was first
used during the summer and fall
of 1')11. It recei\-cd much Ll\orablc
comment at that time hccause of its
ability to perform most of the work
of the standard Air Force wrecking
truck, and because it could cross extremely light hridges that would not
sUPI'ort
the comparatively
heavy
weight of the standard wrecker.
Since then the boom has been used
extensively
by the 91st Service
Group, and has accompanied several
contingents
of the Army Air Forces
to Iceland. Recently it has been pnt
into usc by the 25th Service Group.
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movll1g through cloud banks and overcast
toward this destination.
Red anti-aircraft
b.utcries nearest the front were charging a
modest price for admission.
At the farthest point of our own advance
we were stationed with the division that
had effected the junction between the north
and south Red forces and had then wheeled
eastward to h.unmer at the entrapped
Axis
forces.
Veterans
of fi fteen months
of steady
lighting, for twelve days and nights in the
forefront
of this offensive,
this division
typified the best that could have been found
in any army. Their morale was high. The
men were getting two hot meals daily and
a thi rd hot or cold.
On the crests looking
toward
enemy
positions
they had dug a new line of
trenches, deep and hc.ucd with open fi res,
Their romm.uidcr. a bullet-chested
Georgian only ),j years old, had just been decorated and made a Major General. The division had been designated a Guar.] Divixion
for its outstanding
achievements.
The staff
averaged under 30 and thei r reception to
General Hurlcy was on a most f ricndly and
cooperative
man-to-man
basis. They were
proud of their hand iwork and eager to display its every detail to us.
In the path of this army that had carried
the brunt of the offensive southward
and
eastward we found all the vestiges of violent
conflict, of death with suiIering, of defeat
and victory.
Numerous trophy dumps were piled high
with rilles, bavoncts, boots, helmets. Dispersed
in parks were captured
artillery
pieces, much of it modern
Axis-made
ordnance,
tanks and tank destroyers.
At
t wo captured airfields were wrecks of some
(,0 Axis planes -Focke-Wulfs,
Hcinkcls.
[unkcrs and an occlsiOlUI Messerschmitl.
. At one of the fields, cveryth inj; had been
clup"bt on the ground by a d.iwn attack of
!\ed infantry,
tanks and light artillery,
,'~e<1I'ly ~1 dozen of tbe enemy planes were
LIken undamaged,
we were told, and a
major of the Red Air Corps, wearing the
jnsi,~nia of a Hero of the Soviet Union, dc, :
scrihed witb evident pleasure how be bad'
flown one of the Fockc- \XTulfs O\Tr Ru
m.uii.in positions for reconnaissance,
A great air batr!« evidently had taken
place above the second field and for miles;
;1 round
were sClt(ered
the remains
of
fighters, most of them marked with the
sw.istik«.
i\lre<1dy in operation under Russian hands
were dozens of sturdy Axis trucks. most
of them almost new. Also salvap"ed were
numerous
mohi Ie machine
shops, amhubnces and radio trucks.
During
the second half of om reronn<1issance--.that, on the Caucasian front-testimony to the effectiveness of the Soviet's
defending air strength was given us willingly by a h.ilf-dozcn young Axis air force officers in a prison camp up the Caucasus
valley. 1::1

Like the men it serves, AIR FORCE, the
official service journal of the Army Air
Forces, has many places to go.
Because of the limited number printed
monthly, we need your cooperation in
getting each copy to as many readers
as possible at your station.
Pass this copy of AIR FORCE on to
the .other men in your unit as soon as
you've read it. You'll be helping us to
get the service journal to all the men of
the Army Air Forces-all
over the world.
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difference-only
45 true ground speed. At would suddenly become uninhabited as
this point I began to worry about the oil shelter was sought from this strange hawktemperature. The day was hot and get- but the yards would quickly fill again as
ting hotter, and the oil had been slowly houses and barns ejected groups of human
beings gaping skyward.
warming up until it approached the danger
At Utica I drifted up sideways in front
zone. It passed 80 degrees (centigrade)
and crept on up toward 85. I didn't like it, of the hangar and hung there stationary
for a minute or so while mouths opened
and I watched it so closely that it didn't
occur to me until afterward that I was at wide enough to land in. Then I slid over to
that moment setting some sort of an un- the ramp and squatted down. The guard
official record-i--flying a helicopter across a greeted me as I walked up to the office: "I
don't believe what I saw just now. Of course,
State boundary for the first time.
As Brewster drifted slowly by, I hegan to I realize this is a secret ship, but do you mind
edge southward, because straight ahead, as if I look again when you take off;"
World's endurance record for helicopters
far as my eye could see from 2,500 feet,
exceeded on this leg: 1 hour, 55 minutes
there was an unbroken stretch of forest.
(20 minutes longer than the existing record
The highway to the south at least offered
promise of speedy assistance in case of held by Mr. Sikorsky). Also, another four
trouble, so its winding ribbon became my miles added to my previous airline distance
record, bringing it to 82 miles.
temporary beacon.
The open fields of the Hudson Valley
caught my shadow like a giant whirling
spider far below. I began to drop down for
Flight Summary
the scheduled landing at New Hackensack,
Five do vs ; tbl
oirline
miles;
Ib se poiust outside Poughkeepsie. I was .)5 minutes
rot e flights:
Ib hours.
10 minutes
elo ps e d
late, and it was pleasant to see George Lubtime;
four Stotes
covered;
first helicopter
delivery
flight completed:
unofficiol
Amerben's shock of red hair come bounding from
ic o n oirline
disto nce
record
repeotedly
the hangar as I have in sight. George was at
e eto bflvhe d ond
exceeded.
finolly
to rethis first stop to give the ship a thorough
main ot ninety-two
airline
miles; first intergoing over. As I came in range of the field
stote
helicopter
flights
(unofficiol):
first
interstote
helicopter
po sse nqer flights
[olso
he was talking by phone with the ground
unofficiol);
world
enduronce
record
for
party who had gotten as far as Brewster and
helicopters
exceeded
with the flight of one
called to check progress.
hour.
fifty minutes
(most
regretfully
unOn this first kg, besides crossing the
officiol).
State line, another record had been set, but
not recorded so no official claim can be made
for it; the national airline distance record
It was a beautiful flight from Utica to
for this type of craft was unofficially estab- Syracuse, marred only by my constant conlished at fifty miles (since no other heli- cern over the mounting oil temperature
copter in the Western Hemisphere had flown which now pushed close to 95 degrees. The
any appreciable distance before). We might
sun was getting low in the west, the air
also have claimed speed and altitude rec- was smooth, and a gentle tail wind puffed
ords, although three weeks earlier I had
me on my way. I was fifteen minutes ahead
gone 82 miles an hour and climbed to 5,000
of schedule as I came into the Syracuse airfeet in this same ship.
port and hovered in front of the hangar
where I thought we were going to house the
OFF FROM New Hackensack, I swung north
ship. Suddenly a guard burst around the
toward Albany, flying about 1,000 feet above corner to direct me where to go. He stopped
the valley floor. As I circled Albany airport,
and spread his eyes, his jaws and his feet
I elected to land at the end of the line of simultaneously when he saw me awaiting
parked airplanes with the nose of the ship
instructions fifteen feet up in the air. Repractically against the fence-something
no covered from his shock and reassured by
other aircraft would ever consider doing.
my grin, he signalled me down to the other
Everyone rushed from the buildings, expectend of the field, and then dog-trotted along
ing me to pile up among the automobiles
the ramp with the helicopter's nose a few
in the parking lot. But the landing was feet behind and above him.
made (as they always were) without inciThis first day had gone on schedule. The
dent. As I walked toward the hangars,
helicopter had proved itself an airworthy
someone in the crowd grinned, "What are vehicle, capable of rendering true transportation. It had travelled 260 miles in five
you trying to do-scare the hell out of us?"
Another airline distance record on this hours and ten minutes without even beginning to approach its high speed. But a
leg-78 miles.
From Albany to Utica was uneventful ex- quick inspection of the ship at Syracuse recept for the pleasure of flying safely up the vealed one difficulty in this particular craft
Mohawk Valley with the hills on either side that was to give us our share of worry in
often higher than the ship. I felt like the the weeks to come. The transmission was
Wright brothers, looking down from my heating up badly. It seemed strange that we
transparent perch above the house-tops.
should create a totally novel aircraft and
Farm-yards full of chickens and animals
run into no particular structural, functional
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or control problems-whereas
a simple gear
transmission, something that had been developed and used successfully in millions of
applications during the last half century,
was destined to hound our every move.
Off for Rochester the following morning,
I kept the ground party and their yellowspotted car in sight for several miles, but
finally decided to cruise ahead at normal
speed. It was a beautiful day, but the hot,
calm air presaged thunderstorms. At the
outskirts of Rochester, I noted that the main
highway went straight ahead into the business district, while a small cross-road to the
left led to the airport a few miles away.
I lingered above the crossing, debating
whether or not to hover there until our
car came along and signal them the best
route to take, but finally decided that in the
interests of the over-heating transmission it
would be best to go on to the port and
check things over.
Above the field, I headed into the wind
and slowly settled down facing the open
hangar doors. Several men working inside
ran for their lives, expecting a crash, but
when they began to see that there was no
danger they reappeared from behind airplane wings and packing boxes and watched
the landing with unconcealed amazement.
A guard came over and advised me to taxi
up in front of the control tower at the
other end of the hangar line. He didn't
realize that in this strange craft a short
flight was much more satisfactory than taxiing on the ground. His eyes popped open
as I took off, still facing the hangar only
a couple of hundred feet away, and buzzed
along lazily, ten feet above the ramp and
four feet above his own head.
The control tower was simply a square
glassed-in box atop a fifty-foot skeleton
tower out near the operations area. No ship
may land without first receiving a green
light signal from the control tower operator. It was fortunate indeed for me that
my ship could hang motionless in the air,
because when I whirred up in front of the
tower and looked the operator in the face
he was so astounded that he left me hovering there for the better part of a minute before he stopped rubbing his eyes. Then,
with a broad grin, he flashed on the green
light.
The transmission was still running pretty
hot, so I decided to fly to Buffalo with the
metal cowling removed from the sides of
the ship for more air circulation. Off again,
with a headwind and a promise of thunderstorms, I stuck close to the ground party so
that if an intermediate landing was required they would be able to check the gear
case a few minutes after landing.
Down the highway we went together. I
knew they were pushing along at good
speed (they said later that it was often close
to seventy-five) and I was hoping a State
trooper would pull them over; it would have
been fun to hover a few feet above them
while he was bawling them out Or giving
them a ticket. No trooper showed up, however, so I had to content myself with flitting
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ahead to each cross-road to make sure there
was no converging traffic to cause dangerthen signalling them to proceed without
worry at the intersection.
As we approached Batavia, the sky to the
west became darker, and an occasional streak
of lightning sliced down through the black
curtain a few miles away. I edged northerly
for a time to see if I could get around the
storm, but it was spreading out and cutting
off my path, It looked pretty good to the
south but I hesitated to get too far off course,
particularly since I didn't know what sort
of conditions prevailed behind the storm
front. I finally decided to land and sit it out.
The car with its yellow dot had gotten
itself misplaced somewhere in Batavia's traffic and I wasn't sure which of two parallel
roads it would follow toward Buffalo. So
I leisurely swung back and forth between the
two roads, trying to spot my companions,
keeping a weather-eye on the progress of
the storm in the meantime, and picking out
a likely-looking house with a telephone (I
could see the lead-in lines from the road)
where I. could land and report my position.
(With this aircraft the size of the available
landing field or its surface conditions had
no influence on where to land, the only factors being a comfortable house and a telephone.)
I failed to pick up the yellow dot on
the highway. (They claimed I flew directly
over them several times), and after five or
ten minutes the storm was getting too close
for comfort. I swung in, then, slowly over
the predetermined spot-a nice green strip
of grass about 75 feet wide between two
ploughed gardens-near
an old farm house.
As I came to a stop 25 feet above the
green turf, the lack of power which was this
particular craft's weak point became all too
apparent. The "bottom" seemed to drop out
of it, and in spite of all I could do the ship
settled rapidly to earth. Future ships will
have an excess of power to cope with such
unfavorable conditions as the calm, humid
air before a thunderstorm, but I spent a few
uncomfortable seconds wondering about the
safety of this experimental baby. (Bear in
mind that the pilot's safety was never in
jeopardy, because of the ship's unique ability
to fly as slowly as desired and to land ver-
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tically in any small spot.) A quick check
of the ship showed it to be unscathed by its
experience. The occupants of the houses
appeared relieved to see signs of human life
around the aircraft. They were only too
glad to let me use their phone.
When the weather cleared and I was preparing to leave again, one of the farmers
warned me quite persistently of a hidden
ditch about 200 feet from the ship. I
couldn't make him believe that I would take
off straight up, so I finally quieted his fears
by assuring him, with thanks, that I would
be careful.
Another storm was skirted before Buffalo,
but finally the airport loomed out of the
haze. An airliner was about to land as I
approached the control tower, and the man
in the tower could not be expected to guess
that this queer contrivance would not interfere in the slightest with the airliner's landing-so he gave me the red light. A short
circle of the hangars brought me back over
the tower a second time, and, although the
airliner was already on the runway, the
tower-man realized I saw him so he flashed
a green signal for landing and left it up
to me, I settled in slowly over the hangars
while a sea of faces gaped upward, I purposely over-shot the edge of the ramp by
twenty feet-and
then backed up onto it.
The ground party, on hand for the landing,
drifted through the crowd and heard:
"I never thought I'd live to see one back
up. I"
TO a long string of thunderstorms
between Buffalo and Cleveland, further
flights were cancelled for the day and arrangements were made to store the ship,
with armed guards standing by all night.
Next day the usual weather prevailed in
the pocket below Buffalo-very smoky, hazy
conditions cut visibility to less than a mile
for a time-but
I steered my course half
by compass and half by highway because
I wanted to be near the road that the ground
party was following.
Once, as a towering radio mast loomed
out of the murk, I became impressed with
the value of an aircraft that could come to
a complete stop in mid-air if necessary.
The lake shore finally came in view, and
DUE

I followed it without incident to the government's intermediate field at Dunkirk.
The field was still wet from the storms the
night before, and the attendant was dumbfounded when I hovered about until I found
a high spot near the building where there
were no puddles to step into.
The transmission was no better and no
worse than before, and I decided I could
take one of the ground party on the next
flight. A flip of the coin chose Ralph Alex,
and we were soon on our way to Erie. The
clouds were still quite low and nasty looking. In any other aircraft I would have been
uncomfortable.
It was on this flight, in the middle of a
driving rainstorm, tl~at a helicopter passenger was carried for the first time across a
State line.
Erie at last. We hovered for a while in
front of the hangar before landing-but
we missed the best opportunity of the trip.
One of Ralph's pet tricks was to jump out
of the ship while it hung a few feet off
the ground. Why didn't we think to have
him do it here, and then inquire the way to
the gas pump? As it was, we landed and
I sidled over to the pump later.
Weather forecasts were bad. The high
winds, upward of thirty to thirty-five miles
per hour, we were not yet prepared to face,
particularly if they were headwinds as promised. So we stowed away at Erie for the
night.
The next day, we took off in the face of
a twenty to twenty-five mile wind, because
the forecast showed the probability of worse
weather to come, and we had a good chance
of avoiding it if we got on to Cleveland.
A few minutes out of Erie I realized that
the transmission didn't sound the way it
should, and, furthermore, I occasionally
could feel through the rudder pedals a kind
of catching as though small particles of matter were getting caught in the gear teeth.
After a few minutes, it seemed the best policy to land and confer with the ground party.
When the ground party arrived, it was
decided that Bob Labensky would make a
short flight with me, and we would continue along the road until he had a chance
to analyze the trouble. If it was serious, we
would land again-if not, we would proceed
to our next scheduled stop, Perry, Ohio,
Poor Bob. He was convinced the flight
would be short, so he didn't bother to get
the extra seat cushion out of the car. For
one hour and twenty-five minutes he sat
cramped up on a hard metal seat with the
circulation cut off from both legs.
During this whole flight four ears were
cocked for untoward noises-and
none appeared. Analysis some time later led us to
believe that the extra passenger weight was
sufficient to change the loading on the transmission so that it performed satisfactorily.
Actually, however, it was slowly chewing
itself to pieces and had to be replaced
shortly after arrival at Dayton.
This was the roughest leg of the entire
trip. The wind was gusty, varying from
twelve to twenty-nine miles an hour. It was
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de:ad ahead, so I chose to fly close to the
ground in order not to get into the stronger
winds at higher altitudes which would slow
us down considerably
more.
But close: to
the ground we got the full value of all
ground "bumps."
Wheneyer
I would sec a
ravine ahead I would brace myself for the
turbulence that was sure to be over it. Eyery
patch of woods had its own air currents; and
to the leeward of a town or yillage the elir
was extremely choppy.
Many times we would lose 75 to 100 feet
of altitude in a down-gust-- -and we were
on ly 300 fed above the ground most of the
time. Once I watched the altimeter
drop
] HO of those precious 300 f eet---and toward
the end of the drop I began yeering toward
an open field, just in case it didn't stop.
But the ship behaved
beautifully.
It
didn't pound and pitch. All it did was float
up and down, and get kicked around sideways. There were no sudden shocks, and
even when it yawed to one side or the other,
it was not necessary
to use rudder
to
straighten
it out. Given a few seconds, it
would come back by itself.
About the time Bob be:gan to search his
limbs for signs of gangrene,
Perry airport
came in sight, and a couple of minutes later
he crumpled
out of the ship, for all the
world like a new-born
calf just trying its
legs for the first time.
No gas at Perry, but we still had enough
in the tank to get to the small private field
at Willoughby.
One fellow said that when
he saw the ship coming in, he dashed to get
a moyie camera from his car--but
when he
noticed the Army star on the fuselage, he
promptly changed his mind. Such was the
spirit of the flight.
Off on the last leg to Cleveland.
Although the weather was a little better, this
was a difflcult section because I didn't want
to fly oyer congested areas quite yet. A long
sweeping circuit to the south carried me over
the outskirts. but I had to use caution to
keep from getting stuck in a bottle-neck of
houses. Only once did I have a few uneasy
moments when I had to follow a dual highway between two close-packed communities,
where a forced landing, even on the highway might involve in trees and telephone
wires.
But at last the Cleve land ai rport loomed
ahead. Somewhere
down there Mr. Sikorsky would be waiting.
An airliner pree<:ded
me into the field, and I realized when I saw
the green li,l!ht from the control tower that
they expected me to follow him in and land
on the runway.
But th.it was not the way
of this craft; if I had landed out in the
middle of the field, I would have had to
take off again to get in to the hangars.
My
procedure was to fly down the hangar line
until I discovered
the one where storage
had been arranged,
and then land on the
ramp in front of it.
As I meandered
along in front of the
hangars, fifty feet in the air, the green light
still followed me. I could almost hear the
fellow in the tower saying, "Get that
thing down
He held the light until I got
close to the tower, then finally gave up. I

hovered momentarily
out in front of him,
grinning to see what he would do. He was
scratching his head- -reached for the light
again - thought better of it - and finally
:-;ith b~~h hands signalled
me yigorously
down.
I laughed and continued my perambulations.
In front of one hang,u there appeared to be more commotion
than usual,
so I headed that W'ly. There was our crowd
-Plenefisch
and Walsh, the hangar crewand there, apart from the rest, stood Mr.
Sikorsky.
He waved happily, and beamed
with a broad, almost childish smile.
A
space had been cleared between the ships
parked on the ramp, and I settled easily
into it.
The weatherman hadn't been very hopeful
about the weather from Cleveland to Dayton, but it turned out to be a beautiful,
warm Sunday morning with a gentle breeze
and high puffs of clouds.
Mr. Sikorsky was to join me on the flight
from Cleveland
to Mansfield.
We didn't
want to have him repeat Bob's discomfort
of the previous
day, so we gave him a
cushion.
After the take-off we hovered for a minute
or two in front of the hangar, then turned
and started south while the ground party
in the car was still getting under way. When
we were set on the course, I turned the controls over to Mr. Sikorsky.
It seemed strange for me to be telling
Mr. Sikorsky anything about flying a helicopter, since he had made all the early
flights with the original experimental model,
and as a matter of fact, had taught me to
fly it. The answer, of course, was that he
had been too busy to spend much time at
the controls of this later model.
He had only handled them for two or
three minutes during one flight at the plant,
but he lluickly caught the feel of it-and
from there to Mansfield I was simply the
na\igator.
Since he had never landed this ship, he
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handed the controls back to me as we approached
Mansfield
airport.
We landed
close to the other ships and he stepped out.
After a moment, he walked back to me.
"Les, how are you going to get the ship
over to the gas pump?"
I looked at the
solid line of airplanes
deployed
between
our craft and the pump.
"Well,"
I said, "if you will ask them to
have someone hold the wings of the other
sh ips, 1'1i fly over."
The clear space around the pump was
about 75 feet sCluare, and a quick jump was
all that was necessary.
I took off alone for Springfield.
It was
the longest flight of the trip, 92 miles airline. The day was quite warm, and we were
still not too sure of what was going on inside
the transmission
so we thought it best to
have the ship as light as possible.
The miles slipped by uneventfully,
and
in due course the Springfield
airport was
below me. A small training ship had just
landed as I came in over the edge of the
field, and he began to taxi toward the hangar
at the far end, unaware of my presence.
So
I slowed down and kept just behind him
about five feet high as he bounced slowly
along.
When he reached the ramp, he
turned to line up with the other ships and
I saw him sudden 11' slam on his brakes
and stop dead in his tracks.
While I waited for the ground
party,
an Army ship circled the port.
It brought
Lieutenant
Colonel H. F. Gregory
(now
Colonel),
who deserves more credit than
anyone else outside our own small group
for the creation of this craft.
The side cowlings which had been removed from around the gear case to give
better cooling on the trip were buttoned on
for the dress parade to Wright Field. Colonel Gregory phoned that we would be in
at 3 :40. The engine was started, and Mr.
Sikorsky again took his scat alongside me.
Off we hopped,
with Colonel Gregory
not far behind in the Army ship, and Bob
Labensky just behind him in a ship hurriedly chartered at the ai rport (for which
the pilot wouldn't accept compensation).
In fifteen minutes Patterson
Field was
below us. and as we looked over the top of a
low hill, \XTright Field came into view.
"There it is, Lcs," shouted Mr. Sikorsky.
His face twitched just a little and we exchanged another warm handshake.
A couple of minutes later we were circling
the buildings.
I couldn't resist the temptation to zoom low over the ramp, just to show
that we had arrived. Then we circled hack
and hovered in the space that had been
cleared for us a few feet in front of the operations office. Mr. Sikorsky waved joyfully
to the sizeable welcoming
group that had
gathered.
The landing was made on a red-topped
gasoline
pit surrounded
by airplanes
of
every description,
from the mammoth 13-19
bomber to the tiny little private airplanes
that were being considered for various military missions, and Mr. Sikorsky stepped out,
proud and happy at the successful completion of an epochal mission.
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